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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this document is to conduct a comprehensive literature review summarizing the 
state of the research on the use of computer-assisted text analysis (CATA) to measure 
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAO). Information from this review is 
intended to inform the building of tools and methods for staffing, performance evaluation, and 
training outcome measurement.  This includes research topics, methods, analytical techniques, 
findings, software, and best practices.  The emphasis is on what can be learned about construct 
validity (understanding the meaning of the constructs measured) because advanced analytic 
techniques are often criticized as a “black box.”  The review is divided into three main topics. 

1.  Description of Existing Literature  

The methodology followed the customary steps for conducting a comprehensive review of the 
research literature.  A total of 242 relevant articles were identified and included.  The review 
revealed that there are three bodies of literature on CATA.  First, the management literature is 
the primary focus because it tends to emphasize construct measurement.  Second, there is the 
literature using text mining in other disciplines, but the lack of focus on construct validity makes 
this literature less useful to the project (the so-called “black box” problem) and so it is only 
reviewed generally.  Third, there is a large literature using CATA to measure writing skill in 
education, which will only be relevant if the project requires measurement of writing skill.   

This report summarizes the findings, but an Excel spreadsheet titled, Literature Review Table 
Supplemental Information, is attached to this technical report in Appendix B (Campion & 
Campion, 2019); the article citations are in Appendix A, and a list of videos, websites, and 
podcasts on the software are in Appendix B.  As a backdrop to our review, the following section 
of the report briefly summarizes the various ways CATA can be conducted.   

2.  Summary of Findings 

We summarize the type of studies in the literature in terms of frequencies, and then we provide a 
narrative review of the nature and findings for each type. 

Types of Studies:  Three types of studies emerged in the literature review:  (1) studies using 
qualitative CATA methods only (28.1%), which usually used inductive, grounded theory 
approaches; (2) studies that used both qualitative and quantitative methods (62.4%), with 
sentiment analysis often yielding the quantitative component; and (3) reviews of the literature 
(9.5%) that introduced text mining, provide recommendations on how to conduct CATA, 
presented specific techniques for conducting CATA, or summarized the use of CATA to measure 
constructs. 

Types of Textual Data:  CATA has been used to analyze virtually all types of textual data (e.g., 
reports, transcripts of interviews and phone calls, news articles, press releases, open-ended 
responses on surveys, archival data, organizational documents, observations, online reviews, 
messages, tweets, etc.).  In more than half of studies reviewed, pre-existing text data were 
examined (i.e., was not collected specifically for the study).  This fact suggests that CATA may 
be able to identify new constructs because it taps into a new data source, and some of the 
problems with purposefully collected data (like impression management) may be avoided.  
However, if text data are collected to measure a particular attribute, the questions should ask 
about that attribute as opposed to inferring it from other indirect information. For example, if the 
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goal is to measure past leadership accomplishments, it is better to ask about past leadership 
accomplishments and text mine the responses than to text mine indirect text data such as 
personal statements.  This is because the direct approach is more likely to solicit relevant and 
complete data on leadership, while the personal statement may focus on life goals and not 
discuss past accomplishments.  

Types of Text Analyses:  We developed a typology for organizing the approaches to conducting 
content analysis using CATA.  The typology classifies the types of analyses in terms of two 
dimensions.  One dimension is whether the analysis required low or high human intervention.  
The other dimension is whether the analysis uses a low or high degree of computer automation.  
This results in four cells of types of analyses:  (1) dictionary-based analyses that require a low 
amount of human intervention because they are usually based on existing dictionaries and low 
automation because they rely largely on basic word searches and simple counts, which includes 
sentiment analyses; (2) categorization-based analyses that require a higher amount of human 
intervention to categorize content largely based on human judgment and little automation; (3) 
unsupervised machine learning that requires low human intervention but high automation 
because the computer identifies and learns the structure of the data using one or more techniques 
(e.g., natural language processing, latent semantic analysis) with little human intervention; and 
(4) supervised machine learning that requires high human intervention and high automation 
because the researcher guides the analysis.  Together, these categories describe the range of 
CATA in the literature as well as the range of choices available to researchers.  Historically, the 
literature has used mostly the simpler and less sophisticated approaches to CATA, but that is 
likely to change as researchers recognize the value of the more sophisticated approaches and the 
software becomes more available. 

Types of Construct Validity Methods:  We found it useful to distinguish among five types of 
validity evidence to best interpret this literature: 

1. Evidence based on clearly defining the content domain.  This is considered content-
based evidence of validity by all testing authorities.  All studies in the literature 
review included this type of evidence in one form or another.  Thus we did not code it 
separately because it did not distinguish between studies.   

2. Evidence based on using subject matter expert (SME) judgments to interpret 
categories.  This is a central component to content validity, but studies in our review 
varied on whether and how they used this type of evidence to inform construct 
validity. 

3. Evidence based on the internal structure of statistical measures.  This type of evidence 
refers to statistical indicators of proper measurement and may include reliability or 
other psychometric statistical quality indicators, factor structure, or other information 
about the relationships among items or sections of the measure.  Studies on CATA 
varied widely on whether this information was used to support construct validity and 
what types of statistical indicators were used.  

4. Evidence based on relationships with other measures.  Historically called “construct” 
validity, studies of CATA varied widely in their use of relationships with other 
measures.  

5. Evidence based on predicting outcomes or consequences.  This type of evidence is 
often called “criterion-related” validity.  Again, studies of CATA varied widely in 
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their use of criteria to interpret construct validity, so coding of this topic may be 
informative to the Air Force purposes.  

We discuss each type of method (except #1) and present examples of good practices of each 
from our review of the literature. 

Types of Software:  We started by identifying the types of software in the literature and counted 
the frequencies of their use.  The most commonly used types of software for CATA were those 
developed for the key purpose of content analysis, or reducing large amounts of qualitative data 
into a digestible number of representative categories.  Nvivo (60 studies, 24.6%) and Atlas.ti (18 
studies, 7.4%) were popular.  An equally popular software in our review was Linguistic Inquiry 
and Word Count (LIWC) (56 studies, 23%), which uses dictionaries mainly for sentiment 
analysis.  DICTION (13 studies, 5.3%) is another software that uses built-in dictionaries to score 
text data, primarily for sentiment analysis. The more sophisticated software in the literature 
include R (13 studies, 5.3%), Python (Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (seven studies, 2.9%), 
and Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Modeler (3 studies, 1.2%), which allow 
researchers to apply advanced analytics such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Natural 
Language Processing (NLP).  An important observation is that fewer studies than expected used 
the more sophisticated approaches incorporating LSA or NLP (52 studies, 23.9%) and only a few 
used commercial software products like SPSS (three studies) and Statistical Analysis System 
(SAS) (one study).  We researched and evaluated these eight software packages in terms of each 
of the topics of relevance to this project:  software name, source to acquire & cost, function, 
information on efficacy (e.g., validity), information on usability (e.g., difficulty to learn; 
technical support), likely applicability to the available Air Force data, likely applicability for 
measuring attributes relevant to the Air Force, anticipated advantages, anticipated disadvantages 
or problems, and overall evaluation of potential usefulness. 

3.  Answers to Questions of Importance to the Air Force  

In this section, we provide answers to the questions of importance to the Air Force. 

What attributes have been measured?  We identified all the constructs in the literature, and then 
sorted them into categories of similar constructs.  We found that nearly 200 attributes have been 
measured that could be summarized into seven categories of attributes, plus two additional 
related categories:  sentiment (52 studies, 24%), cognition (51 studies, 23%), organizational 
characteristics that influence stakeholder psychological reactions (27 studies, 12%), 
behavior/skill (21 studies, 10%), personality/orientations (17 studies, 8%), language that 
influences human psychological reactions (17 studies, 8%), leadership (5 studies, 2%), processes 
that reflect relationships among attributes  (5 studies, 2%), and unique attributes (17 studies, 
8%). 

What research has been conducted in the context of employment?  We identified 29 articles that 
appeared to measure constructs potentially relevant to KSAOs for staffing decisions as well as 
other staffing issues (e.g., recruitment and turnover).  They are described in terms of how they 
used CATA to measure KSAOs and how a similar approach might be useful in the Air Force 
context.   

Of special note is that very limited research has been conducted on the topic of subgroup 
differences in text mining.  Only four studies could be found that commented on subgroup 
differences, which we discuss.  There were also several presentations at the 2019 Society for 
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Industrial and Organizational Psychology conference on machine learning that included 
discussion of subgroup differences and the potential for adverse impact, which we also 
summarize.  

What evidence supports effectiveness?  The evidence of effectiveness have been of two types:  
Evaluation and validation.  We described the aforementioned types of validation evidence under 
types of construct validity.  The total number of studies on CATA in peer-reviewed journals and 
the amount of research using each type of construct validity evidence suggests that there is 
substantial evidence of validity.  Evaluation evidence includes a wide range of techniques 
focused on the quality of the computer model itself, rather than its usefulness.  The primary types 
of evaluation evidence included the following:  Cross-validation, accuracy of classification, 
psychometric indices, interpretability, and operational considerations.   

What can be learned from other disciplines that use similar techniques? Potentially useful 
observations from that literature include the following:  (1) The machine learning research 
outside management often includes both quantitative variables based on numeric data and textual 
variables based on text mining; (2) The focus in the other literatures on prediction of outcomes 
over construct validity reveals that there are many other statistical models that might improve 
prediction;  (3) The range of outcomes predicted in those other literatures might give the Air 
Force ideas as to the broader applicability of these techniques;  (4) Researchers in other fields 
will often make adjustments to the distributions of the data, including both trimming and 
imputing data, and using assumed distributions;  (5) Other literatures show that the sources, 
styles, and amount of data are seemingly endless, some of which might be of value to the 
military. 

What are the main challenges in the Air Force’s intended uses?  Some of the challenges 
discussed include:  (1) Identifying viable applications: This will depend on many considerations, 
some of which are whether textual data are currently collected from the applicants, whether the 
textual data collected likely contain information on job-related constructs, whether there is 
enough variance in the data to be useful for selection, and whether a large enough sample of data 
can be collected to create the CATA model or whether Subject Matter Experts (SME) could 
write illustrative text used to train the model;  (2) Deciding on software to use;  (3) Learning the 
software;  (4) Training the software;  (5) Validating;  (6) Updating the model to accommodate 
legal and social changes;  (7) Working out operational details; and (8) Communicating to 
candidates.   

What are the recommendations for using CATA by the Air Force?  Many recommendations are 
made explicitly or implicitly throughout the report, both for using CATA and many other topics.  
This section summarizes our recommendations regarding the approach to use.  We recommend:   

1.  In terms of a bottom-line, CATA should be used as an approach to measuring KSAOs 
for employment decisions.  

2.  Use more sophisticated methods than CATA methods in most of the management 
literature to date.  Specifically, use approaches to text mining that evaluate strings of 
words and relationships among words like LSA and NLP, as opposed to the more 
common simple single word and phrase-based approaches.   

3.  Use approaches that allow training of the CATA model.   

4.  Do not ignore the use of word dictionaries because they offer potential advantages.   
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5.  Consider the various ways to strategically select or create corpuses (corpora) for 
developing CATA models.   

6.  Consider sentiment analysis as it might be appropriate.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to conduct a comprehensive literature review to summarize the state 
of the research on the use of computer-assisted text analysis (CATA) to measure knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and other characteristics (KSAO) (e.g., writing skills, level of motivation for a 
given job or job type, personality, temperament, behavioral intentions).  In other words, the 
primary purpose of the literature review is to determine what constructs have been measured and 
what methodologies have been used that are relevant to the goals of the project.  The goals of the 
project are primarily to use text analysis to measure job-related KSAOs to build staffing tools 
(e.g., analyze statements of skills or other application information), but will also include some 
related accession uses (e.g., summarizing survey data on reasons for turnover) and possibly other 
uses such as improving performance evaluation and training outcome measurement.  This will be 
accomplished in part by conducting a comprehensive literature review of CATA research, 
software, analytical techniques, and best practices. 

We will use the terms text analysis, text mining, and CATA interchangeably throughout the 
report.  When we are referring to a specific software or analysis technique, we will specify it by 
its name or other descriptive terms.  The current report describes the methodology, findings, and 
recommendations.  Accompanying documents contain the comprehensive table summarizing 
each article or other document included in the review, as well as electronic copies.  We 
encourage the reader to utilize these resources to gather further information and gain a deeper 
understanding of the source literature.  

The scope of the review is meant to be all-inclusive of any literature relevant to the topic.  This 
scope was maintained throughout the project, but the relevance of the various bodies of literature 
narrowed for three reasons.  First, because this is such a relatively new and rapidly evolving area 
of research, most of the relevant literature has been published recently (from 2016 to 2019).  
Second, there is a vast literature on machine learning that did not include CATA, and thus was 
not directly relevant to the purpose of the review.  Third, the goals of the project mean that the 
focus will be on the literature that bears on construct measurement of human attributes, which is 
primarily the research in management (psychology, organizational behavior, and human 
resources) as opposed to other disciplines.  The review will also scan the text mining literature in 
other disciplines for lessons that might be relevant to the project goals, such as methodologies, 
but not review them comprehensively.  These and other refinements to the scope will be 
described in more detail below. 

1.1 Plan for the Review 

The review is divided into three main topics:  (1) A description of the existing literature, 
including the methodology followed, the bodies of literature discovered, and the information 
collected; (2) a summary of the findings organized around the various types of distinctions 
between the articles, with a separate section for each, and (3) answers to the questions of 
importance to the Air Force, which include the insights discovered and the recommendations for 
using CATA.   
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2.0 METHOD, ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROCEDURES 

The methodology followed the customary steps for conducting a comprehensive review of the 
research literature. Steps taken were as follows. 

1. We identified and used all electronic databases of potential relevance to the topic 
(e.g., Academic Search Complete, Applied Science & Technology Source, Business 
Source Complete, Communication & Mass Media, Education Source, Education 
Resources Information Center (ERIC), Google Scholar, Military & Government 
Collection, PsychArticles, and PsychINFO).  In addition, we identified 11 academic, 
peer-reviewed journals dedicated to data science that were searched, including 
Artificial Intelligence, Big Data, Big Data Research, Computational Statistics & Data 
Analysis, Foundations and Trends in Machine Learning, International Journal of 
Business Intelligence and Data Mining, International Journal of Data Science and 
Analytics, Journal of Big Data, Machine Learning, SIGKDD Explorations, and Data 
Science Journal. 

2. We identified and used all keywords of potential relevance to the topic (e.g., 
automated essay scoring, automated writing evaluation, computer-aided text analysis, 
computer-assisted text analysis, electronic essay scoring, latent semantic analysis, 
machine learning, natural language processing, and text mining).   

3. We reviewed the titles and abstracts of potentially relevant articles. 

4. We cross-referenced and forward-searched relevant articles to identify additional 
relevant articles.  

5. We read and summarized all relevant articles in a table that included all the 
potentially useful information from the articles based on the purposes of the review 
(see below).  

6. We studied and analyzed the table and associated articles to extract the findings, 
conclusions, and recommendations relevant to the project as described in the current 
report.  

Following these steps, the review occurred in two phases as depicted below.   Phase 1 was the 
original inclusive database search, wherein we searched the databases in #1 above 
simultaneously, which identified nearly 15,000 articles.  However, most were not relevant 
because they were on machine learning without a text analysis component.  In other words, they 
only analyzed numeric and not textual data.  Focusing only on text analysis articles reduced the 
number to 1,647.  Reviewing the articles and benchmarking with other scholars at professional 
conferences and workshops on CATA revealed that only the most recent articles (from 2016 to 
2019) would be relevant because of the newness and rapidly changing nature of this approach to 
research methodology.  That reduced the number of articles to 936.  Reviewing the abstracts of 
those articles revealed that only 108 were relevant.  Reading those articles in detail reduced the 
final number of relevant articles to 84.   

In Phase 2, we discovered from initially reviewing the literature that another area of relevant 
literature existed that was not identified by the original search.  This was literature attempting to 
measure management-related constructs, which were usually human attributes and would be 
highly relevant to our purposes, but was identified in the literature by the terms “sentiment 
analysis” and “content analysis” rather than “text analysis” and the other keywords above.  A 
recent review of that literature by Short, McKenny, and Reid (2018) contained 144 articles of 
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which 102 were in management-related journals measuring management-related constructs.  We 
updated that literature review for the years 2017-2019 using the same terms as Short et al. (e.g., 
computer-aided text analysis, CATA, computerized content analysis, LIWC and other software 
that conducts sentiment analysis, Nvivo and other software that conducts content analysis, and 
articles citing Short’s review).  This identified 56 additional articles in management-related 
journals and 21 not in management related journals and not measuring management-related 
constructs.  These 158 articles (102 and 56) plus the 84 from the original search totaled the 242 
articles included in the present literature review.  Figures 1 and 2 below depict the search phases 
pictorially showing each step. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of Phase 1 of Literature Search Using Databases 
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Figure 2:  Illustration of Phase 2 of the Literature Search in Managemment Journals for 
Construct Measurement Using Content and Sentiment Analyusis 

2.1 Bodies of Literature  

Broadly speaking, the review revealed that there are three bodies of literature on CATA.  First, 
there is the relevant literature we described above.  We will call it the “management literature” 
because it was published primarily in management-related journals, which tend to focus more on 
construct measurement.  Although most of this literature is highly relevant to the core disciplines 
related to staffing (psychology, organizational behavior, and human resources), we included 
articles from journals in other areas of management (e.g., marketing, operations, finance, etc.) if 
they focused on measuring human constructs.  Most of these articles only use CATA to perform 
sentiment analysis or content analysis, which are fairly basic approaches to text mining.  
Sentiment analysis seeks to measure affective reactions and other feelings, usually from word 
dictionaries. Content analysis seeks to summarize narrative data into categories of similar topics, 
usually based on common terms.  However, a number of the articles use LSA and NLP, which 
involve extracting the meaningfulness of narrative information by analyzing the relationships 
among multiple words and is more helpful for construct measurement.  Also, most of these do 
not focus on prediction, but some tried to predict other outcomes from the content categories 
identified.   

Second, there is the literature using text mining that does not focus on construct validity in other 
disciplines, especially information technology and engineering, but also in other areas of 
management.  There are many hundreds of articles here.  They mainly try to predict outcomes 
from text data, but their lack of focus on construct validity makes them less useful to the project.  
In other words, they do not try to provide information on the meaning of the text.  They only use 
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the text to enhance the statistical prediction of the outcomes.  For example, they might use past 
consumer comments to predict future consumer choices.  Therefore, we reviewed them generally 
to pull out technical methodological lessons, but we did not analyze each article systematically 
like those in management-related journals. 

Third, there is a large literature using CATA to measure writing skill in education.  This was the 
first major area of literature using CATA and consists of many hundreds of articles.  The focus 
on writing skill and not content or prediction makes this literature less useful to this project, 
unless the Air force decides to measure writing skill.  In that case, we would rely on the many 
review articles in this literature.  Considering the current focus of the project does not focus on 
writing skills, these articles will not be included in our analysis. 

2.2 Information Collected 

We captured the following list of variables for each article reviewed.  Those bearing on construct 
validity are explained in more detail.  Those, plus several other variables, will form the basis of 
our organization of the findings in the sections below. 

A. Authors 

B. Year 

C. Journal 

D. Title 

E. Discipline 

F. Type of Study 

G. Abstract  

H. Purpose of Study 

I. Theory 

J. Type of textual data used 

K. Sample 

L. Intended attributes measured 

M. Type of software 

N. Type of Analysis I (content or sentiment) 

O. Type of Analysis II (categorization-based, dictionary-based, unsupervised machine 
learning, and supervised machine learning) 

P. Brief summary of findings if content analysis used – such as number and description 
of categories extracted.  

Q. Used SME judgments to interpret categories – whether used SME subjective 
judgments to interpret the constructs. 
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R. Calculated psychometrics on variables created – whether calculated reliabilities or 
other statistical quality indicators of the constructs measured. 

S. Examined construct validity – whether correlated measures of the variables with other 
known measures to yield information on convergent and discriminant validity. 

T. Predicted important outcomes – whether predicted any outcomes to bear on the 
importance and interpretation of the constructs measured. 

U. Examined subgroup differences – whether subgroup differences were examined and a 
brief description of the findings. 

V. Notes 

W. Full citation 

The hypotheses and findings are not coded because they will be reflected in the Abstract.  The 
Excel table with this information is available at this link (Campion & Campion, 2019: XXX) and 
Appendix A contains the Literature Review List of Articles.    

2.3 Basic Approaches to Text Analysis 

Before describing the findings in the literature, it might be helpful to identify the various ways 
text mining can be conducted as a backdrop.  We believe the range of approaches include, but 
are not limited to, the following:   

1.  The most basic approach to text analysis is traditional human judgment-based content 
analysis.  Here, human judges such as SMEs read and categorize the sample of textual data based 
on similarity of the content.  This technique is sometimes called a “Q Sort.”  After sorting, the 
human judges read the data sorted in each category and assign descriptive labels.  Often, they 
will count the number of responses in each category as an indication of its importance.  This is 
not computer assisted, other than perhaps to record the information.  However, it provides an 
important perspective because human judges play a role in the more automated approaches 
below. 

2.  Using basic automation to help identify content by simply counting the frequencies of various 
words and helping categorize them.  They may also help visually display the results such as in 
“word clouds.”  This approach can be purely empirical by only using the variables identified by 
the software, or the variables can be improved by modifying the categories by the researcher.  
This involves reviewing the concepts extracted and combining or separating them based on their 
meaning in the context of the study, just like traditional content analysis.  The computer does not 
know that different terms may be synonyms, but most software will allow the researcher to tell 
that to the computer.  The initial variables extracted can be modified using other analyses to 
reduce the data, such as factor or cluster analyses.  SMEs might also be used to help impart 
meaning to the categories derived or to check the coding and make modifications.  Simple scores 
can be derived for each category based on the number of data points it contains.  This use of 
CATA has been very common in the management literature. 

The most common software packages that conduct simple content analysis are Nvivo and 
Atlas.ti.  Although they help suggest potential categories by identifying the common words, they 
serve as more of a data management tool for qualitative (text) data and involve little automation.  
They are word processing tools that facilitate text analysis by allowing the researcher to easily 
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sort and keep track of the data, but provide little assistance in identifying the underlying meaning 
of the data compared with more automated methods described below.   

3.  Using rationally developed data dictionaries.  This is most often used for sentiment analysis 
based on existing dictionaries, but researchers can also create their own dictionaries or use it for 
content analysis.  This is much like a keyword search where the researcher identifies all the 
relevant terms and then searches the documents for these words.  The difference is that the words 
have been identified as being reflective of various sentiments based on prior research.  The 
sentiments can be as simple as positive/negative or highly complex and nuanced (e.g., specific 
attitudes and dispositions).  The number of words identified and the frequency of their use 
usually provide the measure of the attribute.  Studies using dictionaries are more deductive 
because researchers are either trying to measure particular attributes for which the dictionaries 
have been validated a priori, or they are developing their own dictionary based on a known 
construct that is also known a priori.  Many dictionaries are available publicly to assess various 
sentiments or emotions (especially the LIWC and the DICTION software packages).  Using 
CATA to identify sentiments has been a very common use in the management CATA literature.  

4.  Using more advanced text mining software to identify the constructs underlying combinations 
of words that exist in a corpus (e.g., set of documents) such as LSA and NLP techniques.  They 
involve extracting the meaningfulness of narrative information by analyzing the relationships 
among multiple words, as described in more detail on the software review section of this report.  
Advanced techniques such as LSA and NLP can be used in addition to data dictionaries and 
basic automation (e.g., word clouds), and some software programs will combine all three.  
Common software programs that perform all these analyses include R, Python, SPSS, and SAS.   

5.  Using text mining software to identify concepts and combinations of words based on their 
predictiveness of some criterion (e.g., job performance, training performance, other outcomes, 
etc.).  This approach starts with the approaches above, but then identifies the most useful 
concepts and variables from the large number extracted based on their empirical relationships 
with criteria.  The number of variables extracted depends on the size and variation of the textual 
data in the corpus, but can range up to the hundreds or even thousands.  This approach can be 
combined with training the computer as described above.  This was the approach we used in our 
published article (Campion et al., 2016) and our ongoing work. 

6.  Using criterion data from SMEs to text mine against.  Where criterion data do not exist, have 
SMEs score a set of written text samples and use their scores as the criterion (i.e., treat the SME 
ratings as the true scores).  If well done, the sample of text scored would not have to be 
excessively large (e.g., in the hundreds) because the research protocol can be structured to ensure 
wide variance, reliability, and content validity.  For example, in text mining accomplishment 
records from candidates for hiring as described in Campion et al. (2016), we used assessor scores 
as the criterion and we were able to achieve a correlation between the computer scored essays 
and the assessor scores that was as great as a single individual assessor interrater reliability (r = 
.60).   

7.  Using software that allows both numeric data variables as well as text mined variables to 
predict some outcome.  For example, the predictive model (like a regression) might include 
quantitative candidate information, as well as text-mined narrative information collected from 
the candidate.  The quantitative information can include years of work experience, types of 
degrees, test scores, and other application information.  This is the approach we previously used 
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as cited above because including these other variables enhances prediction of outcomes (also see 
Sajjadiani, Sojourner, Kammeyer-Mueller, & Mykerezi, 2019).   

8.  Using software that scores writing skills as well as content.  Although the major recent 
breakthrough in text mining is the scoring of content (e.g., job-related experience), the longest 
traditional use of text mining is in scoring writing skill, especially in educational settings.  In 
many employment situations, using an automated writing skill assessment can be useful.  
However, because it does not focus on construct measurement beyond writing skill, it will not be 
the focus of the current review as noted previously.  Nevertheless, our research into writing skill 
measurement software for other organizations has revealed several findings that may be useful to 
the Air Force.  First, commercial software for scoring writing skills is not available for purchase.  
Second, three companies sell this as a service (ETS, Pearson, and Measurement Inc).  Therefore, 
the Air Force could have samples of text scored for writing skill if desired, but could not have it 
as part of its hiring tools unless it contracted with these vendors.  Third, our research has 
discovered that these scores show a strong correlation with essay length (r = .80), so they appear 
to measure verbal fluency that could be closely approximated by a simple measure of length.  In 
other words, they appear to measure the skill in writing a lot of text quickly that is grammatically 
correct, as opposed to writing well on other dimensions (e.g., succinct, well structured, 
persuasive, interesting, or other elements of style).  Fourth, because it is unknown whether 
available text mining software can measure writing skill, we recently did a study for another 
client.  We used the SPSS software, which presumably scores content, to determine whether it 
could predict writing skill based on ratings by human graders in a large sample.  We achieved a 
correlation of .48 using a completely untrained model. An untrained model is the initial model 
extracted by the computer. No humans have identified synonyms, combined similar categories, 
eliminated non-meaningful categories, or engaged in other forms of training.  This suggests we 
might be able to score writing skill to some extent with our current software if that is of interest 
to the Air Force.  However, it is likely that the SPSS software is picking up on writing skill, 
length, and content.  Supervising the training of the model would allow us to focus it on one or 
the other.  We are not aware of published studies using R or Python to measure writing skill. 

With the exception of approach eight, which is out of scope, all of these approaches have been 
used in the research literature summarized below.  We expect all of these approaches will be 
useful to the Air Force. 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the frequency and percentage of each of the various types of distinctions between 
the articles in the review.  The Excel table with the information on each article, titled Literature 
Review Table Supplemental Information, is attached to this technical report in Appendix B 
(Campion & Campion, 2019) and the list of articles is in Appendix A.  The sections below 
describe and summarize the key findings within each type, with special emphasis on the goals of 
the Air Force to use CATA for personnel selection and related accession needs.  As explained 
above, the total number of articles reviewed was 242.  However, 23 were review articles or 
articles that presented information on how to use CATA in organizational research, so the 
percentages of other types are only based on the non-review articles (n = 219).  The numbers will 
total more than 219 and the percentages will total more than 100% because some studies used 
several types.  

Table 1:  Frequencies of Types of Articles in the Literature Review 

Type of Study Number Percentage 
Qualitative and quantitative 151 62.0% 
Qualitative only 68 28.0% 
Review 23 10.0% 
TOTAL 242 100.0% 
Type of Textual Data Number Percentage 
Reports 30 11.3% 
Transcripts (interviews, phone calls) 81 30.4% 
News-related documents (news articles, press releases) 31 11.7% 
Open-ended responses 20 7.5% 
Archival data and organizational documents 23 8.7% 
Observations 19 7.1% 
Online reviews, messages, or tweets 42 15.8% 
Other (academic journal articles/abstracts, job postings, patient 
records) 

20 7.5% 

TOTAL 266 100.0% 
Types of Text Analyses Number Percentage 
Content versus Sentiment:   
Content analysis 146 66.7% 
Sentiment analysis 55 25.1% 
Content & Sentiment analyses 18 8.2% 
TOTAL 219 100% 
Degree of Automation:   
Dictionary-based analysis 109 49.8% 
Categorization-based analysis 96 43.8% 
Supervised machine learning 12 5.4% 
Unsupervised machine learning 1 .5% 
Supervised & Unsupervised machine learning 1 .5% 
TOTAL 219 100.0% 
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Types of Construct Validity Methods Number Percentage 
Predicted important outcomes 102 34.8% 
Used SME judgments to interpret categories 93 31.7% 
Calculated psychometrics on variables created 58 19.8% 
Convergent and discriminant validation 40 13.7% 
TOTAL 293 100.0% 
Types of Software Number Percentage 
Nvivo 60 24.8% 
Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) 56 23.1% 
Did not report 23 9.5% 
Atlas.ti 18 7.4% 
DICTION 13 5.4% 
R 13 5.4% 
SentiWordNet 5 2.1% 
MonoConc Pro 2.0 4 1.7% 
Python 4 1.7% 
Natural Language ToolKit (NLTK) 3 1.2% 
AFINN sentiment lexicons 2 0.8% 
Apache Solr 2 0.8% 
Automap 2 0.8% 
General Inquirer (GI) 2 0.8% 
SPSS Modeler 2 0.8% 
Textual Analysis Computing Tools (TACT) 2 0.8% 
Textpak 4 2 0.8% 
Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER) 2 0.8% 
VBPro 2 0.8% 
WordNet 2 0.8% 
Wordstat 2 0.8% 
Only Used Once (Not Listed Individually Here) 21 8.7% 
TOTAL 242 100.0% 

3.1 Types of Studies 

Three types of studies emerged in the literature review: (1) Studies using qualitative CATA 
methods only, (2) studies using both qualitative and quantitative methods, and (3) reviews of the 
literature.  The distinction between the first and second types of studies is whether the 
researchers converted the qualitative data into quantitative data. That is, if the data are converted 
into more than just counts and categories, such as indices and metrics, and especially if they are 
used for statistical analysis like correlations, then it becomes both qualitative and quantitative.  
Incorporating other quantitative data also makes it both.  Of the 242 articles, 68 (28.0%) were 
qualitative only and generally took inductive approaches using interviews with organizational 
informants (e.g., respondents, experts) to develop constructs and flesh out processes among 
constructs in management theory.  Coding in qualitative studies can be done in a number of 
ways, but the primary approach is called grounded theory. According to Gephart (2004, p. 459):  
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“Grounded theorizing (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) is the process of iteratively and 
inductively constructing theory from observations using a process of theoretical sampling 
in which emergent insights direct selection and inclusion of the “next” informant or slice 
of data. Grounded theory involves constant comparative analysis whereby groups are 
compared on the basis of theoretical similarities and differences.”  

Scholars who use qualitative research often apply grounded theory with the intent to generate or 
refine theory (Edmondson & McManus, 2007).  They begin with an inductive approach to gather 
information about the phenomenon and then build theory from it, sometimes deductively testing 
propositions as they are developed, or iterating between emerging theoretical ideas and the data 
in an inductive-deductive cycle to refine theory (e.g., Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This is in contrast 
to traditional deductive research that usually starts with an existing theory and then develops and 
tests hypotheses derived from that theory to determine the support.  

This theoretical framework requires researchers to code as close to the data as possible. 
Recognizing that several ideas can be communicated in one spoken (and transcribed) sentence, 
researchers using this method first engage in open coding, or a coding ritual called “in vivo” 
based directly on words used by participants and are as similar to the terms used in the data as 
possible without applying external theoretical framings. Such line-by-line coding allows for the 
researchers to examine individual words and phrases (e.g., Locke, 2001). This is much like what 
was observed when extracting concepts in the example content analyses conducted for the Air 
Force as part of the current project. Next, in an analogous process to creating superordinate 
categories in traditional content analyses, researchers begin to combine the first-order codes into 
second-order codes (axial codes; Pratt, 2009) while iterating between the literature and the data 
in the first-order codes to develop the higher-order codes. This was also illustrated by creating 
categories of the concepts in the Air Force examples, although combinations were based on 
content similarity in the data rather than categories based on some prior theory. The final step is 
creating aggregate dimensions that are then used in the development of a model of the target 
topic.  Caza, Moss, and Vough (Figure 1, 2018) illustrate the process of creating first-order codes 
that aggregate to second-order codes that aggregate to dimensions.  This approach is generally 
used in studies that do not attempt to quantify the textual data (e.g., create ratings, scores, or 
word frequencies) but try to simply summarize the content and/or generate theory. 

To illustrate a grounded theory type of study, consider a study where scholars examined the 
process through which U.S. Navy couples manage and navigate their work and home demands. 
Beckman and Stanko (2019) used this sample to expand boundary theory, which essentially 
states that individuals have boundaries or “mental fences” around their roles (e.g., employee, 
parent, spouse) and how individuals conceptualize the boundary among their roles and how they 
transition between them affects their performance in each role (Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 
2000). Through in-depth interviews with 29 U.S. Navy couples, Beckman and Stanko coded 
qualitative data and developed a model to extend boundary theory with relational boundary 
work, which is what each individual engages in to simultaneously remain committed to the Navy 
while building resilience as a couple.  

Of the 242 articles, 151 (62.0%) used both qualitative and quantitative analyses.  Typically, this 
involved the use of CATA to quantify qualitative data.  A common example was creating a 
sentiment estimate based on a word count of the number of words in the text that represented a 
certain sentiment (e.g., positive or negative). These estimates then were used to correlate with or 
predict important outcomes. For example, Love, Lim, and Bednar (2017) analyzed the sentiment 
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of 200 news articles on Chief Executive Officers (CEO) and used this variable (“CEO media 
tenor”) to predict firm reputation based on Fortune Magazine’s “Most Admired Companies” 
surveys. They took a number of steps to create a quantitative measure of tenor. First, using 
LIWC’s dictionaries of positive and negative words, they counted the number of positive and 
negative words in each response. Then, they created ratios of positive to negative words used and 
negative to positive words used. Finally, they coded articles as positive if the positive ratio was 
.65 or greater and negative if the negative ratio was .65 or greater. However, this is only one way 
of creating a sentiment score. In a similar study on media favorability of organizations, Bednar 
(2012) also used LIWC to evaluate news articles, but calculated the mean frequency of positive 
and negative words “from all articles about a sample firm in a given year” (p. 138). Bednar 
tested whether media favorability was affected by formal board independence and also whether 
media favorability affected CEO pay and likelihood of CEO dismissal.  

Another way to measure sentiment is a simple percentage of the number of sentiment words 
(positive or negative) to the total number of words in a text. Wilson, DeRue, Matta, Howe, and 
Conlon (2016) applied this method in a study of emotional displays in negotiations. The positive 
emotional displays occurring in a negotiation were operationalized as the percentage of positive 
emotion words identified by LIWC (e.g., agree, enjoy, great, nice, perfect, thanks) within each 
negotiation transcript” (p. 1411). Wilson et al. then tested whether personality similarity between 
negotiators enhanced positive emotional display and whether positive emotional displays 
quickened agreement time and reduced perceptions of relationship conflict. They found support 
for these hypothesized relationships.  

Finally, of the 242 articles, 23 (10.0%) were reviews. The reviews had somewhat different 
purposes, the most common of which were:  (1) introducing text mining (e.g., Kobayashi, Mol, 
Berkers, Kismihok, & Hartog, 2018a, 2018b; Luciano, Mathieu, Park, & Tannenbaum, 2018), 
(2) providing recommendations on how to conduct CATA (e.g., Banks, Woznyj, Wesslen, & 
Ross, 2018; Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; McKenny, Short, & Payne, 2012; Medhat, Hassan, & 
Korashy, 2014), (3) presenting specific techniques that included CATA (e.g., Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 
2003; Crayne & Hunter, 2018; Hannigan et al., 2019; Janasik, Honkela, & Bruun, 2009; Shortt & 
Warren, 2018; Slutskaya, Game, & Simpson, 2018), and (4) using CATA to measure constructs 
in organizational behavior and psychology research (e.g., Short, McKenny, & Reid, 2018), 
which was particularly useful to the present review because it identified many relevant articles.  

In summary, there were three types of studies in the literature on CATA.  More than a fourth 
have been grounded theory studies, which used purely qualitative CATA data to develop new 
theories.  Almost two thirds have included both qualitative and quantitative data, usually by the 
addition of sentiment dictionary CATA data as the quantitative data to predict other outcomes.  
Finally, almost 10% of the studies are reviews promoting CATA or summarizing the CATA 
literature.   

3.2 Types of Textual Data 

Perhaps what makes CATA so promising for researchers and practitioners alike is that any and 
all written text (including transcripts or oral data) can be analyzed.  The textual data used in the 
research literature included various types collected intentionally for the study (such as from 
interviews and open-ended responses on surveys) and types of existing data created for other 
purposes (such as letters to shareholders, news articles and press releases, and online reviews and 
social media). In terms of studies that collected data specifically for the research, the most 
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common source was transcripts of interviews, focus groups, phone calls, conference calls, etc. 
(81 studies; 30.4%).  Illustrative attributes from these types of text data include perceptions of fit 
(Chuang, Hsu, Wang, & Judge, 2015), humble leadership (Owens & Hekman, 2012), cognitions 
and emotions (Zuzul, 2019), and identity (Creed, DeJordy, & Lok, 2010; Giois, Price, Hamilton, 
& Thomas, 2010). Other less commonly used textual sources specifically collected for the 
research are open-ended responses (20; 7.5%) and observations (e.g., researcher recordings of 
behavior based on visual observations) (19; 7.1%). Illustrative attributes from these types of text 
data include team cognitive maps (Carley, 1997), boundary management tactics (Kreiner, 
Hollensbe, & Sheep, 2009), and positive-negative sentiment (Liang et al., 2016). 

In terms of using existing data, the most commonly used textual source was online reviews, 
messages, and related online interactions (e.g., Twitter “tweets”) (42; 15.8%) followed by reports 
(30; 11.3%), such as letters to shareholders and analyst reports.  Examples of attributes measured 
by these sources were CEO characteristics such as narcissism (Buyl, Boone, & Wade, 2019) and 
entrepreneurial orientation (Engelen, Neumann, & Schmidt, 2016) or firm-specific attributes 
such as organizational culture (Pandey & Pandey, 2017) and organizational values (Kabanoff & 
Holt, 1996; Kabanoff, Waldersee, & Cohen, 1997).  The next most common existing sources 
were archival data (e.g., resumes) and organizational documents (e.g., mission and value 
statements) (23; 8.7%).  Researchers tended to use archival data or other organizational 
documents to measure attributes such as organizational change emergence (Wiedner, Barrett, & 
Oborn, 2017) and online reviews and messages to measure sentiment (Barlow, Berhaal, & 
Hoskins, 2018).  Many researchers also took advantage of existing news-related documents 
including news articles and press releases (31; 11.7%), which can include important reputational 
information regarding CEOs and other organizational attributes (Gangloff, Connelly, & Shook, 
2016; Quigley, Hubbard, Ward, & Graffin, 2019). Twenty articles (7.5%) used other types of 
existing textual data that did not fall within these categories such as abstracts of academic 
journals, job postings, and patient records. 

CATA can be used to better analyze data collected as part of traditional quantitative data 
collection (like open-ended questions in surveys), but it is noteworthy that most of the studies 
applying CATA used existing text data not originally collected for the purpose of text analysis 
research (cumulatively 55.0%). This means CATA is being applied to entirely new, previously 
untapped data sources.  That is, it is being used often to analyze new types of data, not just to 
better analyze existing data commonly collected in our field. This may lead to the identification 
and measurement of new constructs. It may also help avoid the persistent faking and impression 
management so common in data collected for personnel selection (such as when measuring 
personality).  For example, it has been noted that recruiters may review a candidate’s social 
media (such as Facebook) because it represents a more honest presentation of the candidate’s 
true personality compared to interview responses (Hartwell, & Campion, 2019).  

However, the utility of data not collected specifically for CATA is likely to be limited by not 
directly focusing on the constructs of interest.  To maximize utility of CATA-specific data 
collection, we should not rely just on the text data we normally collect (like asking for “any other 
comments”), but researchers should instead purposively collect text data to measure the intended 
or desired constructs.  That is, if information is sought on a specific attribute, the questions 
should ask specifically about that attribute rather than inferring it from information collected for 
other purposes.  For example, if the goal is to measure past leadership accomplishments, it is 
better to ask about past leadership accomplishments and text mine the responses than to text 
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mine indirect text data such as personal statements.  This is because the direct approach is more 
likely to solicit relevant and complete data on leadership, while the personal statement may focus 
on life goals and not discuss past accomplishments. 

In summary, CATA can be used to analyze virtually any type of textual data.  More than half the 
time past research has examined text data that was not collected for the study but was generated 
for other reasons.  This fact, combined with the utility of CATA-specific data collections, 
suggests CATA may be able to identify new constructs because it is tapping into new data 
sources while also avoiding some of the problems with purposefully collected data (like 
impression management). However, if text data are collected to measure a particular attribute, 
the questions should ask about that attribute as opposed to inferring it from other indirect 
information.   

3.3 Types of Analyses 

The review of the types of text analyses used in the literature led to the development of a 
typology for organizing CATA approaches. Our typology was informed by the typologies used 
by Banks, Woznyj, Wesslen, and Ross (2018) and Medhat, Hassan, and Korashy (2014), but is 
necessarily different in most ways for two reasons. First, the existing typologies had a slightly 
different focus.  Banks et al. (2018) was focused on the uses of R for text analysis, and Medhat et 
al. (2014) was focused on sentiment analysis and had more of an engineering context.  We 
needed a model focused on measuring human constructs in a management context.  Second, 
there is some obvious confusion in the literature on distinctions among types of content analyses 
that we wanted to avoid, as explained below.   

A critical point of confusion is the terminology. Despite the long history of content analysis, 
there are several frameworks that attempt to organize the various approaches, and we have found 
that these do not always align. One recognized authority on content analyses is the book by 
Drisko and Maschi (2016).  They define three types of content analysis:  (a) Basic content 
analysis using word counts and other clustering analytic methods to derive categories using 
either deductive or inductive methods (Drisko & Maschi, 2016, p. 3),  (b) interpretive content 
analysis using researcher-generated summaries and interpretations rather than word counts or 
other quantitative analytic methods inductively (p. 5), and (c) qualitative content analysis 
involving both inductive identification of categories and deductive application of these 
categories to additional data in an iterative process (p. 6).  Other scholars writing on content 
analysis also make distinctions between methods.  For example, Hsieh and Shannon (2005) refer 
to summative, directed, and conventional, the use of which depends on the state of the theory. 
These do not align directly with Drisko and Maschi (2016), but there are similarities. For 
example, Hsieh and Shannon’s (2005) “summative” content analysis appears to be equivalent to 
Drisko and Maschi’s (2016) “qualitative” content analysis rather than their “summaries.” 
Similarly, Krippendorff (2004) distinguishes between approaches that are inductive with the goal 
of identifying and summarizing themes and those that are more deductive or driven by research 
questions to find information to solve a problem.  Krippendorff also distinguishes between 
interpretive versus quantitative approaches.   

The difficulty is that the definitions of inductive-deductive and summative-interpretive and the 
relationship between them in content analysis is not clear based on the literature. In an attempt to 
reconcile the different definitions, we would propose the following.  Inductive and deductive are 
about how you develop your explanation or theory.  Inductive derives the explanation or theory 
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from the data, while deductive tests your explanation or theory based on whether predictions are 
supported by the data.  In content analysis, summative means simply summarizing the data in 
some way.  It is simply descriptive.  While interpretive means using the data to come to some 
conclusion or answer some question that usually is known in advance and you are looking for 
confirmation.  It is actively searching for something as opposed to passively describing.  
Summative studies are more likely to be inductive if they derive an explanation or involve theory 
development, but they might not involve induction if they are simply descriptive and not trying 
to develop a theory or explanation.  Logically, however, summative studies are unlikely to use 
deduction because they are not trying to test theories or explanations. Interpretive studies are 
more likely to be deductive, but they might include induction (as in grounded theory studies that 
go back and forth). 

Krippendorff (2004) provides a potentially relevant insight.  Although inductive and deductive 
inferences are useful for content analysis, depending on the purpose, he argues that “deductive 
and inductive inferences are not central to content analysis” (page 36), but instead the inferences 
in content analysis tend to be better described as “abductive.” Krippendorff says that “abductive 
inferences proceed across logically distinct domains, from particulars of one kind to particulars 
of another kind. (These are the kinds of inferences of interest to content analysis, where they 
proceed from texts to the answers to the analyst's questions.)” (page 36). He further explains that 
“abduction starts with a body of data (facts, observations, givens)—our text. A hypothesis—our 
analytical construct—if true, would explain these data. No other hypothesis can explain the data 
as well as the chosen one does. Therefore, the hypothesis is probably true and can be used to 
deduce other entailments—that is, answer our research questions (page 37).”  In plain language, 
abductive inferences essentially mean inferring from an incomplete observation to a best 
prediction.  Wikipedia defines abductive reasoning as “a form of logical inference which starts 
with an observation or set of observations then seeks to find the simplest and most likely 
explanation for the observations. This process, unlike deductive reasoning, yields a plausible 
conclusion but does not positively verify it” 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abductive_reasoning).  For example, inferring a candidate’s 
personality from past job types would be an abductive inference. 

Given all this confusion, and the fact that every type of inference is useful in different contexts, 
we believe a more helpful distinction for guiding researchers on the choice of analysis is the 
amount of human intervention required.  Some require little intervention, such as the use of an 
existing dictionary, while others require more intervention, such as developing categories.  
Moreover, none of these previous distinctions between content validity approaches recognize the 
more technically complex approaches, such as machine learning.  Content validity approaches 
vary widely in degree of automation.  Therefore, we also distinguish between the amounts of 
automation.  

Our typology is shown in Table 2.  It depicts four types of CATA, distinguished along two 
dimensions:  (1) Whether the analysis required high or low human intervention and (2) whether 
the analysis relied on low or high computer automation.   

The first dimension considers the amount of human intervention (low vs. high). Human 
intervention occurs in all types of CATA still, but to varying degrees and at different stages in 
the analytic process. For example, beginning in the top left cell, dictionary-based CATA can 
require relatively little human intervention. In this type of analysis, researchers can use either 
pre-built dictionaries or can develop their own. Even the task of developing their own is not 
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cumbersome, particularly in comparison to categorization-based CATA. Significant human 
intervention is required throughout categorization-based CATA wherein researchers are actively 
reading excerpts, developing codes, and imposing meaning on the data through the codes. 
Interpretation of analysis occurs throughout categorization-based CATA, whereas outputs with 
dictionary-based analyses are fairly straightforward. For example, if we were interested in 
analyzing the sentiment of an open-ended response, the output would simply provide a count of 
the number of positive and negative words used in the response. Similar to dictionary-based 
CATA, unsupervised machine learning requires no human intervention during the analysis, 
though human judgment is still required to interpret the output. In contrast, supervised machine 
learning requires significant human supervision to ensure that correct synonyms are being 
identified and similar categories are being combined as the human trains the model.  

The second dimension addresses the degree to which the analysis is automated (low vs. high). 
While it is quite obvious that unsupervised machine learning falls under high automation, 
perhaps the placement of dictionary-based CATA under low automation is less clear. It is easiest 
to think of dictionary-based CATA as essentially a word search. Much like searching a document 
in Word, dictionary-based software searches the text for words in the dictionary and assigns a 
“1” if they exist in the text and a “0” if they do not. Compared to machine learning, it is 
relatively rudimentary automation. Similarly, categorization-based CATA requires little 
automation. In these instances, automation only occurs in category management. For example, a 
researcher analyzing a series of interviews using Nvivo will save and color-code the categories in 
Nvivo and then simply click on other words or phrases to assign them to the categories. In 
contrast, machine learning is highly automated by the use of complex statistical procedures such 
as LSA and NLP. 

Note that these types often build on one another in a study, sometimes moving toward more 
automation, such as categorization- or dictionary-based analyses informing supervised machine 
learning.   
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Table 2:  Typology of CATA Approaches Based on Level of  Human Intervention and 
Degree of Automation 

 Low Automation High Automation 

Low Human 
Intervention 

Dictionary-Based CATA Unsupervised Machine 
Learning 

High Human 
Intervention 

Categorization-Based CATA Supervised Machine Learning 

Each of the four types of analyses (cells) in the typology can be used to identify constructs 
inductively (from the data with relatively little theoretical influence) or deductively (e.g., 
developed a priori or based entirely on some theory). As explained earlier, inductive analyses are 
conducted with little or no premonition as to the types of constructs that may emerge or the 
nature of the relationships among constructs. Researchers remain as close to the data as possible 
and allow constructs to emerge organically from that data and develop their own coding scheme.  
This is the traditional route to inductive coding.  Advances in CATA use the computer as a tool 
to do the inductive coding, much like we did with Air Force Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) 
Sensor Operator (SO) data.  In contrast to inductive analyses, CATA also can be used for 
deductive analyses where constructs are identified a priori and/or by using theory and then 
sought out in the text and often quantified.  Considering theory and previous research and then 
using that iteratively with coding the data involves both inductive and deductive components, as 
often occurs in grounded theory development studies as described previously.  As will be 
described below, different CATA approaches illustrate the relatively more inductive to the 
relatively more deductive approaches, although probably all approaches use some of each.    

Similarly, each of the four types of analyses (cells) in the typology can be used in either a 
summative or interpretive content analysis.  Each approach could be used to summarize the data 
to simply describe it, and each could be used to interpret the data to come to a conclusion or 
answer a question that is known in advance.  

Each of the four types of analyses (cells) in the typology can be used to analyze content or 
sentiment, and as such, it is important to distinguish between the two. Whereas content analysis 
uncovers what is being said, sentiment analysis uncovers how it is being said, usually determined 
by the affective directionality of the text (e.g., positive or negative). Broadly speaking, content 
analysis is a “research technique that uses a set of procedures to classify or categorize 
communications to permit valid inferences to be drawn” (Morris, 1994, p. 903). As a highly 
intuitive approach to understanding data, content analysis reduces comments (words) to 
digestible and coherent categories (variables) related to the ideas communicated in the text. This 
can be done at any level (word, phrase, line, sentence, document, etc.), allowing for multiple 
content categories to co-occur. Sentiment analysis, alternatively, is the assessment of “a view or 
attitude toward a situation or event; an opinion” (Dictionary.com, 2019, n.p.). Speer (2018) notes 
it also represents the “valence or intensity of a text” (p. 308). Sentiment analysis analyzes data on 
one of three levels of classification: Document, sentence, or aspect (Medhat et al., 2014). As 
sentiments occur in response to an event or situation, the number of sentiments in a text tends to 
depend on the number of events or situations to which the writer is responding. For example, a 
news article summarizing a series of organizational events (e.g., mergers, changes in stock 
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prices, scandals) will likely include a sentiment for each event. Conversely, a news article 
reporting on a comment from a CEO will likely only include one sentiment. Looking across all 
the studies in our review, content analyses comprise two-thirds of the studies (146; 66.7%), 
whereas sentiment analyses comprise nearly a fourth of the studies (55; 25.1%), and several 
studies conducted both content and sentiment analyses (18; 8.2%).   

3.3.1 Low Automation CATA 

With dictionary-based CATA, the “occurrence of specific words from an existing list 
indicates the salience of a construct” (Short et al., 2018, p. 420). Almost half of the studies used 
this approach (109; 49.8%). They require a low amount of automation because they rely largely 
on basic word searches that yield simple word counts.  They also require low human intervention 
because they commonly use an existing dictionary and, even if they develop one, it requires 
relatively less effort than the other approaches because of its simplicity.  As noted above, of the 
four types of analyses, sentiment analyses are overwhelmingly conducted using dictionary-based 
approaches, though some content analyses utilize this method as well. For example, Gelfand et 
al. (2015) used LIWC (a dictionary-based tool generally used to detect sentiment) to evaluate 
linguistic features in negotiations. Dictionary-based CATA can be used for both sentiment and 
content, but most of the articles that used the dictionary-based approach in our review did so to 
assess sentiment. Dictionary-based CATA tends to be more deductive if it uses existing 
dictionaries and more inductive if it develops a dictionary, but some studies can be both.  

The dictionary-based approach (using sentiment as an example) ordinarily goes as follows: (1) 
Scholars develop a dictionary of terms that represent the sentiment they are interested in mining, 
so if they are interested in both positive and negative sentiments, they would develop two 
dictionaries; (2) assuming the dictionary is validated, they then put the dictionary into the 
appropriate software (as an illustration of validation, see the report on LIWC in Pennebaker, 
Chung, Ireland, Gonzales, & Booth, 2007); (3) researchers run sentiment analysis on their text 
data using the dictionary; and (4) the software counts the number of times a word (or its stem) 
from the dictionary is used in each response and assigns that count as the appropriate type of 
sentiment to that response. In most cases, dictionary-based analyses are used to quantify the text 
data, often to test hypotheses deduced from a theory (e.g., Brett et al., 2007; Gomulya, Wong, 
Ormiston, & Boeker, 2017).  Because this count is affected by whether the participants are 
particularly wordy in their response, researchers can control for the total number of words 
participants use. It should be noted that some software (LIWC, DICTION) have pre-loaded 
dictionaries for particular content areas. Although dictionaries are frequently used with sentiment 
analysis, they can also be used for content analysis.  In those cases, the researcher develops a 
dictionary based on words reflecting the categories of interest, and then uses the dictionary to 
content analyze documents in the same manner as above.  The output would be the number of 
times documents used words reflecting the content categories, as opposed to the number of times 
the documents used words reflecting the sentiments.  The level of automation is again simple 
because the computer only counts words.   

Categorization-based CATA refers to approaches where codes and categorizations emerge from 
the text data with or without assistance from previous codes. Of the 219 non-review studies, 96 
(43.8%) used a categorization-based approach. This approach usually only requires a low level 
of automation.  For example, researchers often use simple approaches to content analysis, such 
as word counts (including visual techniques such as word clouds).  When humans generate the 
list of codes or words, simple software is often used only to house and manage their data.  
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However, this type can also include the use of computers to generate the codes (e.g., extract 
concepts) and human judgment is then used to organize the codes, as well as to clean the codes 
such as eliminating “stop words” (e.g., the, a, an, in, etc.) or words that are so frequent they do 
not have meaning (e.g., “mission” in the Air Force Realistic Job Preview (RJP) data). 
Nevertheless, the automation is relatively less than some other approaches.  Categorization-based 
CATA requires a relatively higher amount of human intervention because the categorizations 
usually rely on human judgment to a greater amount than some other approaches.  This includes 
both creating the categories and interpreting their meaning.  Finally, this approach can be either 
inductive or deductive.  For example, some researchers may use a “seed list” of words as a place 
to begin (Medhat et al., 2014), even when the study is primarily inductive. The codes can be 
informed by prior theory or coding categories in more deductive studies.  They can also be used 
as building blocks of theory (as in grounded theory studies) or can be quantified in some way 
relevant to the research question or hypothesis at hand (e.g., Belderbos, Grabowska, Leten, 
Kelchtermans, & Ugur, 2017).  Purely qualitative studies (as defined in Table 1) are 
categorization-based CATA.  All other types, and sometimes categorization-based CATA, have 
some quantitative component.    

An advantage of the categorization-based approach over the dictionary-based approach is that it 
considers contextual text elements as relevant to opinion generation (Medhat et al., 2014). 
Applying a list developed a priori, as is the dictionary-based approach, may miss additional 
terms or phrases that represent key content or sentiment in that context. Organizational members 
often create their own language to increase efficiencies or as a symbol of their organizational 
culture and these go uncategorized in dictionary-based approaches where researchers use 
existing dictionaries, such as those already loaded in DICTION or LIWC. A good example of 
this is use of acronyms in the military. These acronyms harbor important meaning that will not 
be recognized with a dictionary-based CATA approach without the intervention of humans 
making modifications to the dictionaries. On the other hand, an advantage the dictionary-based 
approach offers is an already validated list, reducing the burden on the researchers to develop 
and validate their own list, as is the case with the categorization-based approach. Plus it is more 
objective and comparable across research studies. 

3.3.2 High Automation CATA 

The CATA approaches with higher levels of automation use various forms of machine learning.  
We provide two definitions of machine learning. The first is “Machine learning (ML) is the 
scientific study of algorithms and statistical models that computer systems use in order to 
perform a specific task effectively without using explicit instructions, relying on patterns and 
inference instead. It is seen as a subset of artificial intelligence” (“Machine Learning”, 2019, 
n.p.). The second definition provided by a developer attempts a similar definition with more 
brevity: “Machine Learning is the training of a model from data that generalizes a decision 
against a performance measure” (Brownlee, 2013, n.p.). Regardless of definition complexity, the 
main goal of machine learning is to eliminate human intervention and allow the computer to 
learn how to make or predict human-like decisions or discover new relationships among 
phenomena.  This can save substantial time for the researcher and may lead to the discovery of 
new insights.  

ML includes a wide range of techniques.  The least sophisticated are techniques designed to 
simplify the data, which are often necessary because of the large number of variables.  Common 
examples include clustering, which is an analysis that identifies similarities among data points in 
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terms of distance and creates groups of observations based on those similarities, and 
dimensionality reduction, which occurs through feature extraction (such as reducing the number 
of dimensions using techniques such as principal components analysis) and feature selection 
(such as selecting only relevant variables and eliminating irrelevant variables). 

Much more sophisticated techniques for machine learning use computer software to 
derive meaning from the text by applying NLP. NLP is the process through which a human 
“helps computers understand, interpret and manipulate human language” (SAS, 2019, n.p.).  
NLP is also sometimes called computational linguistics and researchers will discuss the use of 
“n-grams” (sequences of words in a string of text, with “n” being the number of words). It 
considers relationships among words as well as the words themselves. Critical to machine 
learning, NLP is the most commonly used highly sophisticated (automated) technique to use 
computers to understand and generate meaning from textual data. For example, in a study using 
52,392 U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 10-K Annual Reports, Menon, Choi, 
and Tabakovic (2018) used a software called “Natural Language Toolkit” to build Python code 
to capture strategic change, strategic positioning, and strategic focus. NLP will also preprocess 
text by stemming (reducing words to basic forms: “playing” and “played” become “play”) and 
lemmatizes (reducing words to dictionary form, such as converting “is” and “am” to “be”) so the 
data can be more easily analyzed. Stemming and lemmatization are two of the first steps any 
NLP software takes because doing so allows for words to be recognized as the same across text. 
Whereas one piece of text might use the word “writing” and another uses the word “wrote,” the 
stemming and lemmatization process reduces both to “write” indicating that each piece of text is 
referring to the action of writing. While it is possible to do this by hand, which was required 
years ago, scholars now have access to a number of new software programs that do this for them. 
Other similarly sophisticated machine learning techniques, such as LSA will be described later in 
this report. 

As a final example of ML techniques, researchers might use data to train the computer.  
Although data are used to identify the coding categories, which is using data to train, training 
here refers to using relationships between the text categories extracted and various outcomes to 
select the categories to retain in the model.  For example, Campion et al. (2016) extracted 5,000 
text categories initially for each model in their data, but then used correlations with human raters 
to select only the 1,000 or so most predictive categories to retain in the model.  To train the 
computer, researchers break their data into two sets – training and testing data. They use the 
training data to train the computer to identify the classifications, distinguish between groups, or 
predict outcomes, and then they use the remaining testing data to analyze whether the model 
accurately predicted. Not only are the data used to train the computer, but the researcher might 
use existing word dictionaries or might modify the variables extracted based on their degree of 
predictiveness, theory, or parsimony.   

The criterion for success in studies that use human scores to train the computer is the resulting 
correlation between the human and computer scores.  The size of the correlation will depend on 
how much effort is expended training the model, how successful the training is, how much 
shrinkage occurs in cross-validation, and possibly other factors (e.g., erosion over time).  The 
maximum correlation is also limited by the reliability of the criterion measure (interrater 
reliability in this case) based on a well-known formula.  The formula demonstrates that the 
maximum correlation with another variable is limited by the square root of the product of their 
reliabilities.  So, assuming a perfect reliability for the computer score, a reliability of .60 for the 
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human scores would limit the human-computer correlation to .77.  Note also that the reliability 
of the human scores can be increased by training or by creating idealized examples of text at 
various score levels to train the computer.  

Within these more automated approaches, the distinction between unsupervised and supervised 
approaches reflects the amount of human intervention dimension.  Relatively unsupervised 
machine learning is exactly as it seems – the computer identifies and learns the structure of the 
data with little human intervention.  The data are not labeled and the researcher provides little to 
no guidance to the computer as to how data might be reduced. It makes the assumption that no 
“true” categories or clusters exist and generally humans do not alter the groups the model 
identifies (hence, it is “unsupervised”). As such, it is completely inductive. Only two studies 
used this approach (two studies, .9%) in the management literature reviewed.  It is likely to be 
much more common in other disciplines (information technology (IT) and engineering) and 
practical applications as opposed to journal publications.   

Alternatively, supervised machine learning was somewhat more common in our review (12 
studies, 5.5%).  Supervised means it involves one or more of the many possible ways that the 
researcher guides the analysis.  As such, we consider it to be relatively high on human 
intervention. Essentially, humans only participate in unsupervised learning when it is time to 
interpret the output, whereas in supervised learning humans participate at many different stages 
to guide the model (e.g., identifying synonyms, combining categories, etc.).  Supervised ML can 
be used in both inductive and deductive studies, while unsupervised ML seems likely to be 
somewhat more common in inductive studies.   

Of the example ML techniques described above, simplifying the number of variables using 
cluster or factors analysis would be considered fairly unsupervised because the researcher makes 
relatively little modification and the process is mostly inductive.  However, when data are used 
to train a computer algorithm that is considered supervised ML not only for the reasons 
described above, but also because the researcher identified or collected the data with some 
purpose or theory in mind.  Of course, anytime the researcher modifies the variables directly 
(such as telling the computer synonyms or picking the best variables) that would also be 
considered supervised. 

One advantage of unsupervised ML, as Janasik, Honkela, and Bruun (2009) write, is that 
“unsupervised learning methods use input data to generate the output, the methods are not, in 
principle, vulnerable to researcher bias or a priori categorizations” (p. 443). On the other hand, 
some degree of supervision is usually required to improve the interpretability of the findings and 
relate them to the purpose (or theory) underlying the study.   

We would like to note that through the development of machine learning in data science, 
programming, and other non-management or non-psychology contexts, the definition of and 
distinction between unsupervised versus supervised machine learning is, at times, imprecise and 
emerging. For the purposes of scientific research, we tend to think of it more along a continuum 
(from relatively unsupervised to relatively more supervised) than absolutes. We believe our 
distinction is reasonable and reflects the central difference of importance.  

Appendix B includes a list of videos, websites, and podcasts on this topic that we have found 
helpful in the past and continue to use to keep up with the changing landscape of ML. 
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In summary, the types of CATA in the literature can be described in terms of a typology 
consisting of two basic dimensions – low versus high human intervention and low versus high 
computer automation – that define four types:  dictionary-based, categorization-based, 
unsupervised ML, and supervised ML, with dictionary including sentiment and content analysis.  
Together, these describe the range of CATA used in the literature for content analysis as well as 
the range of choices available to researchers.  Historically, the CATA in the literature has used 
mostly the simpler and less sophisticated approaches, but that is likely to change as researchers 
recognize the value of the more sophisticated approaches, the software becomes more accessible, 
and more information on how to use ML becomes available. 

3.4 Types of Construct Validity Methods 

There are several recognized authorities on the concept of validity when it comes to scores on 
tests or other measurements for the purpose of employee decision making.  They include: 

Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures (Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, Civil Service Commission, Department of Labor, & Department of Justice, 
1978).    

Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures (Society for 
Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 2018).   

Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American Educational Research 
Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement 
in Education, 2014).  

The generally accepted scientific definition of validity is the “unitary” concept, which is that, 
although there can be different types of evidence for validity, it is one thing—the inferences that 
can be made from test scores (American Educational Research Association (AERA) et al., 2014, 
p. 11; Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP), 2018, p. 5).  Moreover, because all 
types of validity bear on the meaning of the construct being measured, they are really all types of 
construct validity evidence (SIOP, 2018, p. 14).  Therefore, we will refer to all of these types of 
evidence as informing construct validity, even though that term is often used to refer to 
correlations with other tests as we explain below.  Our review shows that researchers have used 
all types of evidence to interpret the construct validity of CATA.  We found it useful to 
distinguish between five types of validity evidence to best interpret this literature: 

1.  Evidence based on clearly defining the content domain.  This is considered content-based 
evidence of validity by all the testing authorities (AERA et al., 2014, no. 1.11; Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) et al., 1978, Section 14C4; SIOP, 2018, p. 28).  
It may include defining the domain theoretically in academic research studies, using job analysis 
in applied personnel selection, and explicitly generating item content to measure or sample the 
domain in all contexts.  All of the studies in the literature review included this type of evidence 
in one form or another, thus we did not code it separately because it did not distinguish the 
studies.  Moreover, the Air Force is familiar with this step because it is always a baseline in any 
measurement development study.  

2.  Evidence based on using SME judgments to interpret categories.  This is a central component 
to content validity in the SIOP (2018, pp. 27-28).  Studies in our review varied on whether they 
used this type of evidence to inform construct validity. 
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3.  Evidence based on the internal structure of the measures.  This type of evidence refers to 
statistical indicators of proper measurement and may include reliability or other psychometric 
statistical quality indicators, factor structure, or other information about the relationships among 
items or sections of the measure (AERA et al., 2014, no. 1.13; EEOC et al., 1978, Section 14C5; 
SIOP, 2014, pp. 32-33).  Studies on CATA varied widely on whether this information was used 
to support construct validity and what types of statistical indicators were used.  

4.  Evidence based on relationships with other measures.  Although historically this type of 
evidence has been called “construct” validity (EEOC et al., 1978, Section 14D), it is described in 
this broader way in the profession these days (AERA et al., 2014, no. 1.16; SIOP, 2018, p. 14).  
Studies of CATA varied widely in their use of relationships with other measures to interpret 
construct validity.  

5.  Evidence based on predicting outcomes or consequences.  This type of evidence is often 
called “criterion-related” validity (EEOC et al., 1978, Section 14B), but we use this broader label 
to be consist with the professional description these days (AERA et al., 2014, no. 1.17; SIOP, 
2018, p. 8).  Again, studies of CATA varied widely in their use of criteria to interpret construct 
validity, so coding of this topic may be informative to the Air Force purposes.  

Below we will discuss each type of method (except #1) and present examples of good practices 
of each from our review of the literature. 

SMEs have been central to historical content validity efforts in psychology research. SMEs are 
individuals who have expertise in the area germane to the research topic at hand. For example, 
when conducting job analyses, researchers often gather input from job incumbents, supervisors, 
and human resource analysts to provide a well-rounded perspective on what the job entails. As 
such, it is not surprising this tried-and-true method remains a relevant procedure in the construct 
validation of categories derived with computer assistance. Nearly half (92; 42.2%) of the studies 
in our review employed SMEs. In some instances, one or more co-authors were left out of coding 
and used as SMEs (Kreiner, Hollensbe, & Sheep, 2006), while others used independent coders—
such as other scholars or PhD students familiar with the research topic (Nadkarni & Chen, 2014). 
Finally, others used industry SMEs such as informants (or individuals who were interviewed; 
called “member checks” in grounded theory research) (Lingo & O’Mahoney, 2010; Wilhelmy, 
Kleinmann, Konig, Melcerhs, & Truxillo, 2016). In all, the use of SMEs to help support content 
validity remains as important to CATA as it has traditionally been to non-computerized content 
analysis. 

The most obvious evidence based on the internal structure of the measures was to calculate 
psychometric quality estimates on the variables they created using CATA, which about a quarter 
of the studies did (58; 26.6%). Generally, these were estimates of agreement because the interest 
was in the reproducibility of the categories. Many types of agreement indices were used in the 
literature such as Cohen’s kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, simple percent agreements, and 
Kendall’s W.  Traditional measures of reliability (defined as covariation as opposed to 
agreement), have been much less common.  For example, intraclass correlation could be used to 
examine the reliability of coders (e.g., Colquitt, Long, Rodell, & Halvorsen-Ganepola, 2015).  
Our view is that agreement and covariation are different and important, and both should be 
calculated.   

Another common type of evidence based on internal structure is the factor structure.  Once the 
text-mined variables (concept categories) are extracted, they are often large in number, so 
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reducing their dimensionality is desirable and can be achieved using a variety of methods like 
factor analysis and cluster analysis.  Parallel to the discussion above, dimension reduction 
techniques can be based on covariation (like factor analysis) or agreement (defined as distance in 
n-dimensional space like cluster analysis).  For example, Sbalchiero and Tuzzi (2016) utilized 
cluster analysis to assess the occurrence and co-occurrence of words in transcribed interviews to 
classify texts into groups called “lexical worlds” (Reinert, 1990) or classes based on similar word 
use. In another example, Hajek (2018) applied two dimensionality reduction techniques to 
simplify the feature space, including correlation-based feature selection where features with low 
correlations were removed because low correlations suggested low relevance, and LSA where 
the number of factors in the feature space were reduced using cosine similarity. 

Although we did not see this in the literature, once composites are created based on 
dimensionality reduction, it would be reasonable to evaluate their internal consistency reliability.  
It would not only index the homogeneity of the composite, but it would have the other appealing 
interpretations of alpha, such as estimating the correlation between the scores obtained and the 
scores that would be obtained with another sample of text-mined variables drawn from the same 
domain.  In other words, it would show that the specific set of variables extracted would not 
cause a large change in the scores, which is important because many researchers worry that the 
results of text-mining might not replicate.   

Another common method researchers used to support the construct validity of their text analyses 
was to examine convergent and discriminant validity correlations with other measures, which 40 
(18.3%) of the 218 empirical studies did. A number of techniques were used. Some offered 
convergent and discriminant validity using simple correlations with theoretically related and 
unrelated constructs (or regression; Chatman, Caldwell, O’Reilly, & Doerr, 2014). For example, 
Madera, Hebl, and Martin (2009) used independent coders to rate the descriptions of “agency” 
and “communal” and correlated these with the CATA measures of “agency” and “communal.”  
Mossholder, Settoon, Harris, and Amenakis (1995) correlated the results from the Dictionary of 
Affect in Language (DAL) with organizational commitment, role ambiguity, and role conflict to 
support that the affect score using the dictionary sufficiently captured affect. Finally, Godnov 
and Redek (2018) correlated sentiment scores of written online ratings of hotels and spas with 
the satisfaction score also provided by the raters (often communicated via number of stars out of 
five).  

The final method of supporting construct validity of CATA variables in the literature is using 
them to predict outcomes or using them as the outcome.  Nearly half of the studies in our review 
(101; 46.3%) took this step. In most cases, CATA variables were used to predict other variables. 
For example, Vagnani (2015) assessed whether a firm’s orientation toward exploration predicted 
its long-term performance.  Orientation toward exploration was defined as “search, variation, 
risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation” (March, 1991, p. 71).  
Using annual reports as the primary text to analyze, Vagnani applied CATA (did not disclose 
software) to build a dictionary to identify exploration-oriented words.  He found that exploration 
predicted long-term organizational performance. In a more micro example using experiments, 
King, Shapiro, Hebl, Singletary, and Turner (2006) found negative emotionality of language was 
related to discrimination in customer service.  As a final example, rather than using SMEs to 
conduct the content analysis as discussed above (e.g., deciding which text comments should be 
categorized together), some studies used SME ratings as the criterion against which the machine 
learning algorithm was trained (e.g., Abulaish, Jahiruddin, & Bharadwaj, 2019; Campion et al., 
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2016).  These studies had SMEs rate the text on dimensions of relevance to the study (e.g., 
amount of skill described in the text), and then selected variables for the model based on 
correlations between the text mined variables (extracted using some automated technique) and 
the SME ratings.  This is a useful methodology because relevant criteria are often not available, 
so using SMEs to create criteria is a viable alternative.   

In other instances, researchers used the CATA variables as dependent variables, such as Lanaj, 
Foulk, and Erez (2019) who found that leader self-direction was indirectly related to leader 
“clout” through leader depletion and work engagement. Clout is the confidence with which a 
leader spoke as measured with LIWC using open-ended responses from leaders. Finally, some 
researchers use the CATA variables as controls. In their study on how CEOs use metaphors in 
communications, Konig, Mammen, Luger, Fehn, and Enders (2018) used LIWC to identify four 
of six types of CEO communication to control for them. The four types identified by LIWC were 
future orientation, image-based language, CEO’s use of numerical language, and optimism of the 
CEO’s tone. As such, CATA serves several important purposes in predictive analyses and should 
not be overlooked as a method to identify confounding variables.  

Finally, it should be noted that studies can extract the text-mined categories and then evaluate 
their predictiveness of outcomes, as in the studies above, or studies can develop the computer 
model based on extracting and retaining the variables based on their prediction of outcomes.  The 
former has been the most popular approach in the management literature because identifying the 
content categories was the primary goal of the study (e.g., based on theory) and the correlations 
with outcomes was important validating information.  However, the latter may be more useful in 
other instances where the goal is to predict an important outcome.  This has been much more 
common in research studies in other areas outside organizational behavior (e.g., predicting 
consumer choices; Abulaish, Jahiruddin, & Bhardwaj, 2019; Bilro, Loureiro, & Guerreiro, 2019).  
However, accuracy of prediction is a preeminent goal when developing systems to make 
decisions regarding human resources, so the latter approach may be preferred (e.g., Campion et 
al., 2016).  Of course, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive.  For example, perhaps 
variables can be extracted based on their predictive value, but then other approaches to construct 
validity can be used to interpret the meaning of the variables.   

3.5 Types of Software 

3.5.1 Description of Software in the Literature Review 

Types of software and the frequency with which they were used in studies in the review are 
listed in Table 1. The list goes from most common to least common. Only software used twice or 
more were listed for parsimony. The remaining software used only once in the review are 
grouped as “Only Used Once (Not Listed Individually Here).” 

The most commonly used types of software for CATA are those developed for the primary 
purpose of content analysis, or reducing large amounts of qualitative data into a digestible 
number of representative categories. Nvivo (60; 24.7%) and Atlas.ti (18; 7.4%) were used in 
32.1% of the studies.  We later discovered that Nvivo is the successor to Nud.ist, so they are 
basically the same.  These programs allow researchers to engage in inductive coding, discussed 
in detail in the Type of Studies section above.  

An equally popular software in our review was LIWC (56; 23.1%). Researchers used this 
program most commonly to assign scores to text based on the number of sentimental words 
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(positive or negative) present in the text using validated dictionaries of words categorized by 
sentimental meaning. However, it can and has been used for content analysis purposes (e.g., 
Martin, 2016). This software was released to the public in 1993 and has since undergone several 
iterations to consider changes in language or cultural modifications of word sentiment. The 
development of the software occurred in several stages to validate it. Beginning with general 
word generation, researchers amassed a large database of words and resources (e.g., English 
dictionaries, Roget’s Thesaurus, affects scales). Next, they solicited feedback from SMEs (or 
“Judges” as they are referred to in the manual) to provide their expertise regarding what should 
and should not be included in the dictionaries. Finally, they evaluated the psychometrics of the 
software, considering word use frequency and other elements. Information on its psychometric 
properties are readily available (Pennebaker et al., 2007). It can also be used to score personality 
and motivations. For example, Hirsh and Peterson (2009) found several linguistic correlates of 
the Big Five such that achievement-related words were positively associated with 
conscientiousness; anxiety and negative emotions were related to neuroticism; extraversion and 
agreeableness were both associated with family-related words or those that represented 
interpersonal concern; and openness was associated with words related to perceptual processing 
such as hearing and seeing. Though not used as frequently, SentiWordNet (5: 2.1%), AFINN 
Sentiment Lexicons (2; 0.8%), and Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner 
(VADER) (2; 0.8%) have similar functions to LIWC.   

DICTION (13; 5.4%) is another software program that uses built-in dictionaries to score text 
data. Much like LIWC, DICTION is a particularly flexible program that allows for both content 
and sentiment analyses. However, the built-in dictionaries were developed specifically to extract 
the following qualities: certainty, activity, optimism, realism, and commonality (DICTION, 
2019). Yet, researchers are not limited to these attributes and can generate and use their own 
dictionary(ies) in DICTION.  For example, in their study on leadership rhetoric, Bligh, Kohles, 
and Meindl (2004) used DICTION’s optimism dictionary and developed five dictionaries in 
addition to optimism (collectives, faith, patriotism, aggression, and ambivalence) to determine 
attributes of leaders from presidential speeches. Finally, a less popular and less capable software 
program that uses dictionaries, or word lists, is MonoConc Pro (4; 1.7%). This software 
identifies and counts words from a pre-defined word list in textual data to measure whatever 
attribute the researcher is interested in and has a dictionary for. 

The more sophisticated software used in our literature review include R (13; 5.4%), Python 
(including NLTK) (7; 2.9%), and SPSS Modeler (2; 0.8%), which allow researchers to apply 
advanced analytics such as LSA and NLP. However, 11 of the 13 R studies used R for only 
sentiment or content analysis and did not use these advanced analytics. LSA and NLP involve 
extracting the meaningfulness of narrative information by analyzing the relationships among 
multiple words.  LSA assumes that words that are close in meaning will occur in similar pieces 
of text, and will use matrices of documents crossed with words to depict the mathematical 
relationships.  This is used to create vectors representing the words in each passage.  
Relationships between vectors identify similar meanings.  NLP uses machine learning to create 
rules to identify patterns among words to extract meaning, and to identify patterns between 
words and various outcomes, using probabilistic (statistical) models for both.  The computer 
learns the rule by using statistical inference to find relationships based on a large sample of text 
data (or corpus).  Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used as part of NLP and is the same as 
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probabilistic LSA where the distributions of relevant words in a document are assumed to be 
sparse.  It can also be thought of in terms of document-word matrices and vectors.  

A small, but notable proportion of studies (21; 8.7%) used software that no other researchers 
used in our review. With the exception of SAS (used once; Kakol, Nielek, & Wierzbicki, 2017), 
none of these software programs were recognized by the authors of this report as some were 
homemade by researchers or have become outdated with the advent of more advanced systems.  

An important observation is that fewer studies than expected used the more sophisticated 
approaches incorporating LSA or NLP (52; 23.9%). Furthermore, few used commercial software 
products like SPSS (two studies) and SAS (one study). This is surprising because commercial 
products are more complete, have better documentation, and are more user friendly. This may be 
because such products are fairly new on the market or that they are still very expensive. 
Regardless, the important takeaway point here is that the software used by management scholars 
to this point has been the less sophisticated software.  It relies on rather simplistic applications of 
CATA based largely on word counts and sentiment, with significant human judgment often 
required (especially for the content analysis).  This may be, in turn, limiting the sophistication of 
the research possible using CATA.  Using more advanced approaches may allow the researcher 
to derive more construct validity information and broaden the range of applications, which is the 
goal of the Air Force.  

3.5.2 Information and Evaluation on the Most Common Software  

It appears as though the Air Force has eight choices when it comes to software to perform 
CATA, which can be divided into four types:  (a) content analysis software (Nvivo and Atlas), 
(b) word dictionaries/sentiment analyses software (LIWC and DICTION), (c) programming 
software / languages (R and Python), and (d) commercial predictive analytics packages that 
include text mining modules (SPSS and SAS).  Therefore, we researched and evaluated those 
eight software packages.  Table 3 below summarizes our findings in terms of each of the topics 
relevant to the Air Force.   
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Table 3:  Content Analysis Software 

Software Name Nvivo (earlier version called “Nud.ist”, or Non-
numerical unstructured data indexing, searching, and 
theorizing) 

Atlas.ti  

Source to acquire 
& cost 

Access website 
https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/home.  
 
Cost information 
https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/products. 
Academic license is $700 (Pro) & $800 (Plus) 
Government license is $979 (Pro) & $1119 (Plus) 
Commercial $1399 (Pro) & $1599 (Plus)  
 

Access website https://atlasti.com/. 
 
Cost information https://atlasti.com/product/licenses-
prices/. 
Academic license for single user is $750 and increases 
incrementally depending on number of user licenses 
(e.g., $3,000 for 5; $5,7630 for 10); 
Government license for single user is $1,290 and 
increases incrementally depending on number of user 
licenses (e.g., $4,650 for 5; $9,300 for 10); 
Commercial license for single user is $1,840 and 
increases incrementally depending on number of user 
licenses (e.g., $6,800 for 5; $13,200 for 10) 

Function Generally used for inductive content analyses; humans 
generate their own codes for the text data and assign 
those codes to words, phrases, or lines of data; 
software keeps track of codes; not capable of more 
advanced modeling. 

Generally used for inductive content analyses; humans 
generate their own codes for the text data and assign 
those codes to words, phrases, or lines of data; software 
keeps track of codes; not capable of more advanced 
modeling. 

Information on 
efficacy (e.g., 
validity) 

While it has the capability of extracting its own 
categories, this function is largely based on frequency 
of words and is less useful; otherwise, categories are 
entirely human-developed, and psychometric and SME 
agreement analyses are conducted outside the 
software. 

Categories are entirely human-developed, and 
psychometric and SME agreement analyses are 
conducted outside the software. 

Information on 
usability (e.g., 
difficulty to 
learn; technical 
support) 

Relatively intuitive to use (used in ~25% of studies in 
our review); technical support appears readily 
available 
(https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/support-
overview) and there are online trainings on how to use 
the software 
(https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/nvivo-
training), as well as videos on YouTube. 

Relatively intuitive to use and though only used in ~8% 
of studies in our review, it is a recognized software for 
inductive coding in management research; technical 
support appears readily available 
(https://atlasti.com/support/) and there are free and for-
cost training available (https://atlasti.com/learning/), as 
well as videos on YouTube. 

Likely 
applicability to 
RFP data 

Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. 

Likely 
applicability for 
measuring 
attributes in RFP 

Because categories are developed by humans, this 
software is flexible for researchers to code whatever 
they want to measure. 

Because categories are developed by humans, this 
software is flexible for researchers to code whatever 
they want to measure. 

Anticipated 
advantages 

Easy to learn, low cost, widely used, and flexible to 
meet researcher coding needs. 

Easy to learn, low cost, widely used, and flexible to 
meet researcher coding needs. 

Anticipated 
disadvantages or 
problems 

Validity and reliability studies occur outside of 
software; not capable of more advanced modeling. 

Validity and reliability studies occur outside of 
software; not capable of more advanced modeling. 

Overall 
evaluation for 
potential 
usefulness 

Does not appear to have capabilities beyond the 
commercial packages (described below), which also 
performs content analysis better. As such, if a 
commercial software was used, there would be no 
need for this software.  

Does not appear to have capabilities beyond the 
commercial packages (described below), which also 
performs content analysis better. As such, if a 
commercial software was used, there would be no need 
for this software. 

Word Dictionaries / Sentiment Analyses Software 
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Software Name LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry Word Count) DICTION 
Source to acquire 
& cost 

Access website http://liwc.wpengine.com/.  
 
Cost information https://www.receptiviti.com/liwc-
api-get-started. 
Academic license is $89.95; commercial version 
available, but must apply through Receptiviti. The 
manual also states that any commercial use of the 
LIWC dictionaries is forbidden without permission 
through Receptiviti (p. 20, 
https://liwc.wpengine.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/11/LIWC2015_OperatorManual.
pdf) 

Access website https://www.dictionsoftware.com.  
 
Cost information 
http://www.dictionsoftware.com/order/. 
Academic license is $219 and corporate license is $269. 

Function Originally used to analyze sentiment (affect) from text 
using in-house, pre-validated dictionaries.  It has about 
50 dictionaries in 7 topic categories of psychological 
processes as well as a number of other language 
metrics (e.g., number of types of words used).  They 
are described in the manual. It can also be used to 
analyze content of text. Allows for the use of a 
researcher’s own custom dictionary, but not capable of 
more advanced modeling. 

Can be used for both content and sentiment; has five in-
house dictionaries (certainty, activity, optimism, 
realism, and commonality; see more 
https://www.dictionsoftware.com/diction-overview/); 
Additional information on DICTION in attached “About 
DICTION” document; Allows for the use of a 
researcher’s own custom dictionary, but not capable of 
more advanced modeling. 

Information on 
efficacy (e.g., 
validity) 

Fairly transparent in the development and refinement 
of their dictionary; Internal consistencies are in the 
attached document titled 
“LIWC2015_LanguageManual” 

Not at all transparent about development and refinement 
of dictionaries. 

Information on 
usability (e.g., 
difficulty to 
learn; technical 
support) 

Due to its prevalence in our review (used in ~26% of 
studies) and its long-standing history (first released in 
1993), it appears relatively easy to learn and use. 
Technical manual is attached 
(“LIWC2015_OperatorManual”) and technical support 
is available via email by two of the researchers who 
developed the software (information in Operator 
Manual) as well as videos on YouTube. 

Not as well-known as LIWC, but still recognized (~6% 
of studies in our review used DICTION). Technical 
manuals are attached  
(“Manual_DICTION” and “Using DICTION”) and 
technical support is available via email or phone 
(information in technical manual) as well as videos on 
YouTube. 

Likely 
applicability to 
RFP data 

Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. 

Likely 
applicability for 
measuring 
attributes in RFP 
data (e.g., 
leadership, whole 
airman concept, 
task 
knowledge/profici
ency) 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
dictionaries, it is possible to use LIWC to measure 
attributes relevant to the purposes of this project.  
Should sentiment of narratives also be of interest, this 
software is capable of doing that without necessitating 
a new dictionary. 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
dictionaries, it is possible to use DICTION to measure 
attributes relevant to the purposes of this project.  
Should the five in-house dictionaries be of interest, this 
software is capable of doing that without necessitating a 
new dictionary. 

Anticipated 
advantages 

Straightforward, validated, and recognized software.  
Has a large number of in-house dictionaries.  

Seemingly straightforward and recognized software. 

Anticipated 
disadvantages or 
problems 

Best at measuring sentiment only and not capable of 
doing more advanced machine learning procedures. 

Not transparent about validity and reliability of 
dictionaries.  Only five in-house dictionaries.  Best at 
measuring sentiment only and not capable of doing 
more advanced machine learning procedures. 

Overall 
evaluation for 

May be useful if we want to measure sentiments.  
Because it cannot do more advanced machine learning, 

May be useful if we want to measure sentiments that it 
contains.  Because it cannot do more advanced machine 
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potential 
usefulness 

its role will only be adding the sentiment analysis.  
Commercial packages may also have sentiment 
capabilities, but this is the best known.   

learning, its role will only be adding the sentiment 
analysis.  Commercial packages may also have 
sentiment capabilities. 

Programming Software/Language 
Software Name R (The R Project) Python 
Source to 
acquire & cost 

Access website https://www.r-project.org/. 
 
It is free 

Access website https://www.python.org. 
 
It is free 
 
Tutorial https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/index.html.  

Function R is a highly powerful and flexible software.  It is 
popular among data scientists and more recently (past 
10 years or so) has been used by management scholars.  
It is open-sourced, meaning code is made freely 
available by other researchers.  It can conduct 
traditional statistical analyses, content and sentiment 
analyses, text mine, and is capable of advanced 
modeling. 

It is a programming language.  It is highly powerful and 
flexible and can be used for myriad tasks including data 
analyses, text analysis and machine learning, and 
developing websites/mobile apps.  Need to download 
packages to be able to run analyses.  It is open-sourced 
and packages are available on Python’s website, as well 
as other places online. 

Information on 
efficacy (e.g., 
validity) 

Can use pre-validated dictionaries to conduct analyses 
and validity and reliability analyses can be done using 
R. 

Can use pre-validated dictionaries to conduct analyses 
and validity and reliability analyses can be done using 
Python. 

Information on 
usability (e.g., 
difficulty to 
learn; technical 
support) 

As it requires basic understanding of software coding, 
it may be difficult to learn.  Because it is a free, open-
sourced software, no person or team is available to 
answer questions.  The first line on the software’s help 
page is “Before asking others for help, it’s generally a 
good idea for you to try to help yourself,” and they 
provide a few ways in which researchers can do that.  
Otherwise, materials abound from books 
(recommended: Discovering Statistics Using R by 
Field et al. accessible 
https://www.discoveringstatistics.com/%20books/disco
vering-statistics-using-r/; Silge & Robinson accessible 
https://www.tidytextmining.com) to websites (e.g., 
Stack Overflow; GitHub, coding from NLP seminar 
from SIOP 2019 available 
https://github.com/coryamanda/SIOP2019_NLP_organ
ization_Research), as well as videos on YouTube. 

As it is a programming language and requires basic 
understanding of software coding.  It may be difficult to 
learn.  There are many guides online, as well as books, 
and there is an email for concerns not addressed on the 
site (https://www.python.org/about/help/). Many 
packages can be found on GitHub and additional 
directions can be found on YouTube.  

Likely 
applicability to 
RFP data 

Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. Can be used to analyze textual data of all types. 

Likely 
applicability for 
measuring 
attributes in RFP 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
measures, it is possible to use R to measure attributes 
relevant to the purposes of this project. 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
measures, it is possible to use Python to measure 
attributes relevant to the purposes of this project. 

Anticipated 
advantages 

Flexible and powerful and some coding available from 
others. 

Flexible and powerful and some coding available from 
others. 

Anticipated 
disadvantages or 
problems 

Unless you understand the minutiae of software 
coding, you run the risk of conducting the wrong 
analyses, particularly if you simply use or repurpose 
someone else’s coding.  It will likely be time 
consuming to learn, especially for nonprogrammers.  

Unless you understand the minutiae of software coding, 
you run the risk of conducting the wrong analyses, 
particularly if you simply use or repurpose someone 
else’s coding.  It will likely be time consuming to learn, 
especially for nonprogrammers.  

Overall 
evaluation for 

Could be very useful, but complexity and time to learn 
are likely to be prohibitive for the Air Force, especially 

Could be very useful, but complexity and time to learn 
are likely to be prohibitive for the Air Force, especially 
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potential 
usefulness 

when other options that can serve the same needs and 
will be easier to use are available.   

when other options that can serve the same needs and 
will be easier to use are available.   

Commercial Predictive Analytics Software Packages 
Software Name SPSS Modeler Premium SAS Enterprise Miner 
Source to 
acquire & cost 

Access website https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-
modeler. 
 
Access costs https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-
modeler/pricing. (also see differences among tiers) 
 
Free 30-day trial, $199/month subscription, $7,430 for 
Professional license, $12,400 for Premium license, and 
$25,600 for Gold, but Premium or Gold needed for text 
mining capability.  Gold includes “Collaboration & 
Deployment Services for model deployment and 
management.” 

Access Text Miner website 
https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/text-miner.html. 
 
Access Enterprise Miner website 
https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/enterprise-
miner.html. 
 
Text Miner is a component of Enterprise Miner, which 
allows for machine learning. Seems to require two 
licenses with Enterprise Miner downloaded first.  We 
are waiting to hear on pricing despite multiple requests.  

Function It is a user-friendly, powerful, and flexible software.  It 
allows for more advanced features such as concept 
extraction and text mining, categorizations, and 
machine learning.  It allows extensions to embed R and 
Python code into an SPSS modeler stream by simply 
inserting a “node” (analogous to a plugin).  This allows 
running R and python scripts to import data, apply 
transformations, build and score models, display 
outputs, and export data.  Plus, as part of a predictive 
analytics suite, it includes a very wide range of 
statistical procedures that are preprogrammed and easy 
to apply.   

It is supposed to be a user-friendly, powerful, and 
flexible software.  It allows for more advanced features 
such as concept extraction and text mining, 
categorizations, and machine learning.  Plus, as part of a 
predictive analytics suite, it includes a very wide range 
of statistical procedures that are preprogrammed and 
easy to apply.   

Information on 
efficacy (e.g., 
validity) 

Has several built-in dictionaries, but there is little if 
any detail on the psychometric properties of the 
dictionaries because it is deemed “proprietary.” (see 
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/foru
ms/html/topic?id=1a202834-fb7c-4025-9bd3-
f04707b992c4).  Researchers are able to develop and 
validate their own dictionaries or add concepts to 
existing ones.  Manual also discusses analyzing 
candidate sentiment using sentiment text link analysis, 
but unclear if include in-house sentiment dictionaries. 

It appears SAS does not use a dictionary-based 
approach, but instead “relies primarily upon pattern 
recognition” (p. 10; see 
http://www.arnoldit.com/articles/sas-white-paper.pdf). It 
also appears that SAS Sentiment Analysis is a separate 
software (see 
http://support.sas.com/publishing/pubcat/chaps/65646.p
df). 

Information on 
usability (e.g., 
difficulty to 
learn; technical 
support) 

Similar to basic SPSS, it is a point-and-click software 
and therefore user friendly.  As most researchers in I-O 
and management use SPSS, the interface will not 
require much acclimation.  There are also many 
avenues of support including IBM technical support 
(see https://www.ibm.com/products/spss-
modeler/support), videos on YouTube, and many other 
online resources.   
 
 

Researchers in I-O and management who use SAS will 
not likely face much acclimation in regards to interface.  
There are many resources through SAS (see 
https://support.sas.com/documentation/onlinedoc/txtmin
er/whatsnew42.html), as well as videos on YouTube and 
other online guides.   

Likely 
applicability to 
RFP data 

Can be used to analyze textual data of all types.  Also 
able to incorporate quantitative variables 
simultaneously using a wide range of built in predictive 
models.  

Can be used to analyze textual data of all types.  Also 
able to incorporate quantitative variables simultaneously 
using a wide range of built in predictive models.  

Likely 
applicability for 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
measures, it is possible to use SPSS Modeler Premium 

Because researchers are able to develop their own 
measures, it is possible to use SAS Text Miner to 
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measuring 
attributes in RFP 

to measure attributes relevant to the purposes of this 
project. 

measure attributes relevant to the purposes of this 
project 

Anticipated 
advantages 

Flexible and powerful, straightforward, familiarity, and 
support is available. 

Flexible and powerful, straightforward, familiarity, and 
support is available. 

Anticipated 
disadvantages or 
problems 

Cost is greater than other software. Cost is greater than other software. 

Overall 
evaluation for 
potential 
usefulness 

This is the software we adopted based on extensive 
consideration of all the alternatives.  Due to this, we 
are the most familiar with it.  This would be our clear 
recommendation if the Air Force can find a way to get 
it approved for download on its computers.   

This was our second choice when we reviewed the 
alternative when we began working in the area because 
it was much more expensive.  Since we did not adopt it, 
we are not familiar with it intimately.   

NOTE:  The request for proposals (RFP) discussed measurement of a broad range of attributes 
including skills, abilities, and other characteristics (e.g., writing skills, level of motivation for a 
given job or job type, personality, temperament, behavioral intentions.  
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS: ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS OF 
IMPORTANCE TO THE AIR FORCE 

4.1 What Attributes Have Been Measured? 

Researchers in different areas have focused on widely different topics, ranging from 
organizational behavior topics (e.g., attitudes and traits related to leadership, teamwork, voice, 
etc.) to topics in other areas of business (e.g., marketing, customer reactions, insurance claims, 
etc.). Table 4 lists the constructs that researchers intended to measure in the studies contained in 
the literature review.  To derive Table 4, we first identified all the constructs in the literature, and 
then sorted them into categories of similar constructs.  We found seven categories reflecting 
human attributes, one reflecting process relationships among the attributes, and one category 
containing unique attributes.  They are explained briefly below, along with their potential 
relevance to the needs of the Air Force. 

1.  Sentiment: This is one of the two largest categories (47; 23.7%), undoubtedly due in part to 
the early and influential development of sentiment-scoring software (like LIWC), as described 
above.  Although we originally questioned the value of sentiment scoring for personnel 
decisions, preferring to focus only on the content of candidate or employee information, we have 
identified several potential uses that may be relevant to the Air Force.  First, employers want 
candidates with a “positive attitude.”  As every human resource (HR) professional knows, 
employees with a “negative attitude” are difficult to manage, hurt the morale of other employees, 
and create unnecessary workload for HR.  Importantly, job satisfaction is consistent across jobs 
(Dormann & Zapf, 2001) and it is related to negative affectivity (Connolly & Viswesvaran, 
2000).  The difficulty with measuring attitude when hiring is that direct questions such as in an 
interview are vulnerable to faking.  Using sentiment analysis to assess attitudes from written 
materials may be able to measure positive attitude in a way that makes response bias more 
difficult because it is less direct (less obvious to candidates) and it will be more difficult for them 
to know which word choices are scored.  Second, the measurement of sentiment may be useful 
when analyzing survey responses (e.g., such as the surveys of new hires used to develop realistic 
job previews) because the favorableness of the comments might be more objectively measured 
with sentiment analysis than with human reader judgment.  Third, for the same reason, sentiment 
analysis might be useful to analyze employee reactions to training because they could measure 
the tenor of the comments more objectively. 

2.  Cognition: This is the other of the two largest categories (about 50 studies or 25.3%).  
Although almost none of this research has been conducted in the context of personnel decision-
making systems, cognitions are a category of attributes that are likely to be applicable.  In 
addition to cognitions relevant to knowledge, skills, and abilities that might be relevant to hiring, 
cognitions around employee perceptions of organizations and their fit may be relevant to 
predicting and influencing turnover or reenlistment.  To illustrate, a recent study in the Journal 
of Applied Psychology used machine learning to predict turnover among school teachers; many 
of the reasons for leaving included in the model were cognitions about the job (Sajjadiani, 
Sojourner, Kammeyer-Mueller, & Mykerezi, 2019). 

3.  Organizational Characteristics that Influence Stakeholder Psychological Reactions: This was 
the next largest category (about 26 studies or 13.1%).  These attributes might also be relevant to 
predicting and influencing turnover or reenlistment because employees are often attracted or 
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repelled from an organization due to their psychological reaction to it (Ng, Yam, & Aguinis, 
2019).  

4.  Behavior/Skill: This category was reflected in a fair number of studies (about 20 studies or 
10.1%) with some of them directly relevant to staffing.  More importantly, the attributes in this 
category could be expanded to include the attributes measured in staffing, given that many 
staffing tools rely on information about past behavior or the possession of skills.   

5.  Personality/Orientations: This category is also very common (about 16 studies or 8.1%), and 
these attributes are also directly applicable to hiring.  Faking is a critical issue with personality 
tests.  CATA-based measures of personality from open-ended questions about accomplishments 
should be much less fakable. This is because, unlike personality inventories, candidates do not 
directly score themselves, but describe themselves and the CATA scores their personality, 
similar to interview-based measures where the interviewer makes the judgements. 

6.  Language that Influences Human Psychological Reactions: There were a fair number of 
articles that did not measure human attributes directly, but instead reactions to the language used 
by organizations (about 17 studies or 8.6%).  The usefulness of these studies for the current Air 
Force project are unclear, other than just the general awareness that CATA can be used to detect 
meaning in text beyond the content or the sentiment. 

7.  Leadership: Only five studies measured leadership attributes (2.0%), but such attributes have 
obvious relevance to hiring future leaders such as officer candidates.  Although not examined in 
any of these studies, it might be possible to extract leadership attributes from textual material 
submitted by applicants.   

8.  Processes that Reflect Relationships among Attributes: Another five studies measured 
processes, defined broadly (2.0%).  Measuring relationships among attributes might potentially 
have value in understanding phenomena that occur over time, such as the turnover/reenlistment 
process, but no research has examined that yet in the literature we reviewed.   

9.  Unique Attributes: These are 14 studies (7.1%) on separate topics that are categorized 
together here because they could not be categorized elsewhere.  Most are unique “one-off” topics 
unrelated to the Air Force project. 

Table 4:  List of Intended Attributes Measured in the Literature 

Sentiment 

1. Affective component of celebrity of a 
firm; nonconforming language 

2. Aggression and positive emotions 

3. Announcement characteristics 
(positive or negative) 

4. Causal words; positive emotions 

5. Cognitions and emotions 

6. Content and sentiment (2) 

23. Neutral, happy, sad, and 
contemptuous* 

24. Online customer engagement 
(sentiment) 

25. Opinions 

26. Opinions/behavior of firm in a 
proactive or reactive way referring to 
three institutional pillars (regulative, 
normative, and cognitive) 
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7. Customer knowledge on laptop 
brands, sentiment 

8. Discrete emotions (hope, anger, and 
betrayal) 

9. Emotion (2) 

10. Emotion and cognition 

11. Emotion helping 

12. Favorability (CEO media tenor) 

13. Favorable/unfavorable; trait/behavior 
focus 

14. Five master variables from DICTION: 
certainty, optimism, activity, realism, 
and commonality 

15. Future orientation; image-based 
language; use of numerical language; 
optimism of tone 

16. Investor sentiment 

17. Media favorability 

18. Media reactions (positive and 
negative) 

19. Narrative positivity and negativity 

20. Narrative sentiment scores 

21. Negative emotions* 

22. Negative tone (press release tenor); 
Overall affective tone 

27. Personality and sentiment* 

28. Positive/negative affect of delegating 
tasks 

29. Positive-negative sentiment* 

30. Promotion and prevention words* 

31. Reactive-affective conflict 

32. Sentiment (20)* 

33. Sentiment (anger)* 

34. Sentiment (favorability) of media 

35. Sentiment (positive, negative)* 

36. Sentiment and attention 

37. Sentiment and topic modeling 

38. Sentiment differences in online 
customer reviews between English 
and Japanese reviews 

39. Sentiment of media reaction to 
mergers and acquisitions 

40. Sentiment of news article 

41. Sentiment of reviews 

42. Sentiment, content, and topics 

43. Tenor of media coverage 

44. Tone 

45. Tone of discourse 

46. Topic-based sentiment 

47. Warm-glow rhetoric 

Cognition 

1. Attention patterns of TMT 

2. Attention timing and attention 
intensity 

3. Attentional homogeneity 

4. Authenticity of multiple work 
identities 

23. Identity 

24. Identity and voluntary turnover 

25. Identity resurrection 

26. Identity work 

27. Investor gut feel 

28. Justification 
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5. Blame 

6. Celebrity 

7. CEO commitment to status quo (CSQ) 

8. CEO regulatory focus* 

9. CEO temporal focus 

10. Changes in professional role identity 

11. Clout 

12. Cognitions and emotions 

13. Cognitive meaning and values 

14. Cognitive structure of cognitive ability 
(centrality and complexity) 

15. Content credibility 

16. Customer knowledge on laptop 
brands, sentiment 

17. Decoupling 

18. Depth of cognitive processing* 

19. Dialectic tensions and organizational  
identity renegotiation 

20. Emotion and cognition 

21. Five master variables from DICTION: 
certainty, optimism, activity, realism, 
and commonality; Three calculated 
variables from DICTION: insistence, 
variety, embellishment, and 
complexity; Pearce & David's (1987) 
8-item typology of what is included in 
a mission statement 

22. Identify reconstruction 

29. Justification content 

30. Knowledge hiding 

31. Level of ambivalence* 

32. Misfit at work* 

33. Moral foundations 

34. Organizational identification 

35. Organizational identity* 

36. Organizational identity, language, and 
affiliations 

37. Person-environment fit* 

38. Psychological capital (2)* 

39. Relational boundary work 

40. Retrospective sensemaking of change 
to the work environment over time 

41. Rivalry 

42. Schemas 

43. Sensemaking (2)* 

44. Sensemaking of cultural distance 

45. Spirituality 

46. Split identification 

47. Team cognitive maps* 

48. Unearned status gain 

49. Value maintenance work 

50. Values* 

Organizational Characteristics that Influence Stakeholder Psychological Reactions 

1. Accounts of downsizing 

2. Corporate Entrepreneurship 

3. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

4. Culture-specific problems and job 
attractiveness 

17. Organizational exploration 

18. Organizational separation of two or 
more autonomous organizational 
entities 

19. Organizational values (2) 
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5. Enterprise strategy 

6. Environment, risk management, 
reassurance, comparison, attribution, 
strategy, and people 

7. High-stakes institutional translation 

8. Institutional agency 

9. Institutional voids 

10. Lean professional competency 
taxonomy* 

11. Legacy identification 

12. Legitimacy 

13. Logic hybridization 

14. Management innovation* 

15. Managerial discretion; sustainability 
strategies 

16. Organizational culture: 
competitiveness, control- and 
coordination-orientation, customer-
oriented, human-resources-oriented, 
innovation- and learning-orientation, 
and team-orientation 

20. Personality: moderation, friendliness, 
intellectual brilliance, 
machiavellianism, poise and polish, 
achievement drive, forcefulness, wit, 
physical attractiveness, pettiness, 
tidiness, conservatism, inflexibility, 
and pacifism* 

21. Recruitment signals and signal 
strength 

22. Results-focused culture 

23. Risk* 

24. Stages of corporate translation of 
climate change: framing, localizing, 
normalizing 

25. Stakeholder elements of the task 
environment 

26. Strategic change, strategic positioning, 
and strategic focus 

Behavior/Skill 

1. Achievement* 

2. Advocacy work; category work 

3. Balancing micropractices 

4. Boundary control efforts 

5. Boundary management tactics 

6. Communication skills, critical 
thinking, people skills, 
leadership skills, managerial 
skills, and factual knowledge* 

7. Competition and cooperation 

8. Conflict 

9. Coordination process (2) 

11. Interviewer impression 
management 

12. Job search behaviors 

13. Just and unjust treatment from 
supervisors 

14. Knowledge practices* 

15. Managerial discretion; 
sustainability strategies 

16. Nexus work practices 

17. Peer reference 

18. Ritual performance 

19. Tournament rituals 
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10. Creative use of resources 20. Work-family conflict and 
health 

Personality/Orientations 

1. Adaptability* 

2. Agency 

3. Big Five: Openness, 
conscientiousness, 
extraversion, agreeableness, 
neuroticism* 

4. CEO narcissism* 

5. Clock-time orientation 

6. Communality and agency: 
communal adjectives, social-
communal orientation, agentic 
adjectives, agentic orientation 

7. Entrepreneur orientation (EO)* 

8. Entrepreneurial orientation 
(autonomy, innovativeness, 
proactiveness, competitive 
aggressiveness, risk taking)* 

9. Exploration orientation 
Extraversion* 

10. Favorable/unfavorable; 
trait/behavior focus 

11. Future orientation; image-
based language; use of 
numerical language; optimism 
of tone 

12. Global mindset 

13. Market orientation; 
psychological capital 

14. Need for achievement* 

15. Personality and sentiment* 

16. Top management team 
modesty 

Language that Influence Human Psychological Reactions 

1. CEO-CFO language style 
matching 

2. Creativity-relevant language 

3. Dialectic tensions and 
organizational  identity 
renegotiation 

4. Future orientation; image-
based language; use of 
numerical language; optimism 
of tone 

5. Inclusive and exclusive 
language 

6. Linguistic signatures 

7. Linguistic style* 

11. Organizational identity, 
language, and affiliations 

12. Rational and normative 
language 

13. Rhetorical tactics to discern 
lifecycle of management 
research topic 

14. Temporal cues (temporal 
framing: vagueness, distance) 

15. Textual associative patterns 

16. Rhetoric (inclusiveness, 
exclusiveness, tentativeness, 
certainty) 

17. Vagueness (of wording) 
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8. Metaphors 

9. No attributes, just language 
used 

10. Objective language use (self-
verification striving) and 
function words 

Leadership 

1. Humble leadership 

2. Leadership development 
challenges 

3. Leadership rhetoric: optimism, 
collectives, faith, patriotism, 
aggression, and ambivalence* 

4. Leadership styles: symbolic, 
behavioral, political, and 
structural (and none of these)* 

5. Leadership* 

Processes that Reflect Relationship Among Attributes 

1. Dynamics of trace data 

2. Dynamism of global teams 

3. Elements and processes of career 
management 

4. Emergence of change 

5. Interfaces and process 

Unique Attributes 

1. Attributes of reviews (proposes 
5th dimension of context in 
addition to 4: food, service, 
ambience, and price) 

2. Content (4) 

3. Elements of virtuality 

4. Errors associated with best 
practices 

5. Features of cellphones/hard 
disk drives 

6. Global integration and local 
responsiveness 

7. Quantifying the bias 

8. Tax collection and public 
spending 

9. Themes of medication 
concerns 

10. Topics covered in debate 

11. Topic (structure, focus, 
newness) 

12. Topics related to bridge 
management 

13. Types of cultural conflict 

14. Workgroup context 

Note. Asterisks (*) indicate attributes that are potentially relevant to employment. The numbers 
in parentheses indicate the number of times that attribute appeared in the review. 
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We would also make the following observations on the attributes that have been measured in the 
literature: 

1.  Most of the research has focused on more macro topics, such as firm-level research on 
strategy, CEO and top management behavior, investor behavior, news reports, social 
media, and other organizational behavior topics (e.g., culture, climate, teams, leadership, 
communication), with fewer on micro topics such as individual employee behavior and 
human resources topics.   

2.  That may also explain the reliance on existing data sources, although the causal 
direction is uncertain. Did research using CATA use these sources because they are 
textual? Or did the availability of these data lead to the use of CATA because that was 
the only way to analyze such data? 

3.  Of those studies focusing on psychological variables, CATA has been used to measure 
states like attitudes, beliefs, etc., and traits like personality, knowledge, etc.   

4.  They also have been used to measure process variables, though this is largely in the 
inductive domain. 

5.  Measuring sentiment has been a dominant theme, perhaps due to the early 
development of that type of work dictionary. Research has measured sentiments toward 
things of all types such as opinions about products or places (hotel reviews; Hu, Chen, & 
Choi, 2017) and media favorability of a CEO or company (Love, Lim, & Bednar, 2017). 

4.2 What Research Has Been Conducted in the Context of Employment? 

Of particular relevance to the needs of the Air Force are studies related to measuring human 
attributes that might be useful for hiring (such as KSAOs relevant to entry-level hiring).  We 
studied all the articles that appeared to measure constructs potentially relevant to KSAOs for 
staffing decisions (such as those indicated by asterisks in Table 4) as well as other staffing issues 
(e.g., recruitment and turnover).  They are described briefly below in terms of how they used 
CATA to measure KSAOs and how a similar approach might be useful in the Air Force context.  
They are in alphabetical order. 

Banks, Woznyj, Wesslen, Frear, Berka, Heggestad, and Gordon (2019) tested how 
strength of recruitment signals varied across domestic and international recruiting 
websites. They text mined and analyzed data from 162 websites across 21 countries using 
DICTION to develop themes. They found that signal strength on domestic sites was 
related to signal strength on international sites.  The relevance to the Air Force is the 
possible use of text mining to understand and improve recruiting messages. 

Buyl, Boone, and Wade (2019) analyzed CEO letters to shareholders and used LIWC to 
evaluate entrepreneurial orientation. While this measure was used simply to validate their 
proxy for CEO narcissism (not text analyzed), orientations are conceptualized as being 
stable and are therefore similar to traits, making their approach potentially useful in the 
context of employment. Two other papers measured entrepreneurial orientation using 
CATA and may also be useful here: Engelen, Neumann, and Schmidt (2016), and Short, 
Broberg, Cogliser, and Brigham (2010). 
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Campion, Campion, Campion, and Reider (2016) used text mining with LSA and NLP to 
measure several job-related skills (e.g., communication, critical thinking, people, 
leadership, managerial, and factual knowledge) based on accomplishment records in a 
hiring context.  They validated these skill assessments against ratings by a panel of three 
trained assessors and achieved a correlation of .60 (the same as interrater reliability).  
This approach is highly relevant and one that we will likely try with the data from the Air 
Force. 

Chen and Latham (2014) measured achievement by using the achievement dictionary in 
LIWC to analyze open-ended survey questions.  Measuring achievement by using essays 
might be useful in a hiring context.  

Connelly, Zweig, Webster, and Troukagos (2012) examined “knowledge hiding,” or 
instances where newer organizational members are unwilling to share knowledge relevant 
to the new organization. They generated a list of 26 knowledge hiding behaviors, 
available in Table 1 in their article.  Perhaps this research might be useful in gaining 
insight on reasons for turnover. 

Felps (2009) analyzed transcripts from 11 focus groups using Atlas.ti and generated a list 
of job search behaviors.  The frequency of use of these words by focus group members 
was correlated with job embeddedness, commitment, and satisfaction, which suggests 
that word choices of employees (that could be collected in a range of ways) may predict 
turnover intentions.  

Kregel, Ogonek, and Matthies (2019) created a competency taxonomy of “lean 
manufacturing” professionals by using CATA with latent semantic analysis to content 
analyze job advertisements.  They used CATA to extract the competency-specific words 
and then they used two independent raters to place them into a pre-defined framework.  
Such a technique could be used to extract competencies from applications in a hiring 
context. 

Kwantes, Derbentseva, Lam, Vartanian, and Marmurek (2016) attempted to measure the 
Big Five (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) 
using CATA.  They had undergraduates complete a personality test and also write five 
essays, one for each personality trait, in which they were asked to describe what they 
would do and how they would feel in each of five scenarios designed to invoke the 
creation of narrative relevant to the Big Five personality traits.  They then used latent 
semantic analysis to analyze the text and correlated the scores with the personality test 
scores.  They obtained significant correlations in the .19 to .32 range for three of the five 
traits (openness, extraversion, and neuroticism).  Although the correlations are not that 
high, such an essay approach could be used in a hiring context to measure personality 
traits.  An important question is whether the faking likelihood in a hiring context would 
be as great with an essay approach as it is with a direct survey approach.  If not, this 
might be a viable alternative to measuring personality traits that would be more valid. 

Liang et al. (2016) used CATA to measure positive-negative sentiment to assess why 
abusive supervisors are abusive.  They did a sentiment analysis using LIWC of written 
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descriptions of recalled interactions supervisors had with subordinates.  A similar 
approach might be used to analyze descriptions of past behavior provided by officer job 
applicants to measure their potential for leadership. 

Madera, Hebl, and Martin (2009) measured characteristics of candidates (communal 
versus agentic traits) in letters of recommendation using LIWC and their own dictionary.  
They also used human raters to support construct validity of LIWC by having them rate 
the letters directly and correlate the ratings with the LIWC scores, although they achieved 
only low correlations (in the teens). They also found a correlation between the LIWC 
scores and hireability ratings (of .29). The purpose of the study was to examine subgroup 
differences and show that female candidates were described in more communal terms 
while male candidates in more agentic terms.  Nevertheless, measuring agency as a trait 
might be useful for hiring employees.   

Malhotra, Reus, Zhu, and Roelofsen (2018) measured the extraversion of CEOs based on 
their spoken responses to questions using the LIWC psycholinguistic database.  They also 
used two human raters as validity checks by rating the CEOs statements directly on 
extraversion items from the Big Five.  Further, they correlated the answer length with the 
LIWC scores because longer answers are an indicator of extraversion.  Measuring 
extraversion from candidate reactions could be useful in a hiring context, as is the finding 
that answer length is another simple measure of extraversion.  

Martin (2016) examined how recent hires learned organizational values by using a 
“values” dictionary in LIWC to content analyze stories written by recent hires to illustrate 
the organization’s values.  The use in hiring might be to have potential candidates write 
descriptions of their past behavior or current life that illustrates their values (or write 
descriptions of how they embody the Air Force values). 

McAlearney (2006) conducted a grounded theory study on leadership with 125 
interviews and identified six high-level challenges to leadership development: industry 
lag, representativeness, professional conflict, time constraints, technical hurdles, and 
financial constraints.  Measuring leadership traits is potentially important to hiring officer 
candidates.  

Moore, Lee, Kim, and Cable (2017) used LIWC to measure self-verification striving 
(which is like authenticity) in employment interview transcripts to predict job offer 
likelihood.  This is not only an example of the use of CATA in a hiring context, but it 
may suggest a new construct that could be useful given the pervasive problem of faking 
answers by candidates in interviews (i.e., impression management).   

Onan and Korukoglu (2016) presented and tested an “ensemble approach” for feature 
selection in machine learning.  Usually, we use a “filter approach” where features 
(different types of data or variables) are selected if they surpass some minimum threshold 
of usefulness.  It is difficult to train a learning algorithm if there is too much variety of 
information and it degrades the model, points that the authors of this review have made to 
the Air Force.  An ensemble approach aggregates features to make the process more 
efficient.  One author of the current report reviewed a project conducted at another client 
(Amazon) using this approach to process applications, which showed some incremental 
value.  Thus, this technique is worth noting, although special machine learning software 
may be needed to use it. 
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Owens and Hekman (2012) used Atlas.ti to conduct a content analysis to extract 
behaviors that symbolize humble leaders from interview transcripts.  Then, two research 
assistants independently coded and verified the coding scheme.  The authors stated that 
“leader humility involves leaders modeling to followers how to grow and produce 
positive organizational outcomes by leading followers to believe that their own 
developmental journeys and feelings of uncertainty are legitimate.”  They also said it is 
“leading from the ground” or “bottom-up leadership.”  Measuring leadership style, 
although perhaps not this exact version, could be relevant to selecting officers for the Air 
Force.   

Ptriglieri (2015) studied identity reconstruction with your employer among executives at 
British Petroleum after the Gulf oil spill by conducting a content analysis of interview 
scripts to reveal 14 second-order themes and 5 aggregate dimensions.  This paper 
illustrates how to use content analysis to identify psychological constructs relevant to the 
work setting.  Further, identifying with the Air Force might itself be a useful construct to 
measure among candidates. 

Reay, Goodrick, Waldorff, and Casebeer (2017) studied changes in professional role 
identity of physicians by conducting content analysis of interviews using Nvivo to 
discover 9 second-order codes and 4 aggregated codes.  Two independent coders to 
helped develop keyword lists and two other independent coders to code the text.  As with 
the Ptriglieri (2015) study, it showed how to develop second-order and then aggregated 
codes. This type of hierarchical coding is common.  They measured a job-related 
construct that might be relevant to the Air Force and provided a good illustration of 
content analysis using text mining software. 

Reincke and Ansari (2015) studied clock-time orientation using a content analysis using 
Nvivo with interview transcripts, observations, and archival documents.  They found 92 
descriptive codes, 29 first-order categories, 9 second-order themes, and 3 aggregate 
theoretical dimensions.  Interesting points include starting out with descriptives, the large 
number of codes, and the concept of clock time, all of which seem relevant to the Air 
Force.  Linear Clock-Oriented Time is linked to Western thought where time is 
considered to be an objective and quantifiable measure of motion, events, and actions.  It 
is in contrast to process-oriented time, which is linked to Eastern thought where time is 
not autonomous or independent of events, processes, or phenomena, but characterized as 
non-linear, qualitatively determined, and endogenous to events and processes.  The Air 
Force would presumably want employees with a linear clock orientation. 

Ridge and Ingram (2017) assessed top management team modesty to predict returns and 
firm performance. While at the team rather than the individual level, their use of 
DICTION and Nvivo to analyze conference call transcripts demonstrates a way to capture 
a trait (modesty). 

Rothausen, Henderson, Arnold, and Malshe (2017) studied identity to predict voluntary 
turnover by using Nvivo to content analyze interview transcripts. They found 18 second-
order codes and 4 aggregate dimensions.  The content categories might be of interest to 
the Air Force because they are potential predictors of turnover.  Also, they used five 
interrelated procedures for qualitative research from Silverman and Marvasti (2008: pp. 
257–270): refutability, constant comparison, comprehensive data treatment, deviant-case 
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analysis, and respondent validation. They also did a back translation at the end by 
recoding each interview into the final categories.  

Sajjadiani, Sojourner, Kammeyer-Mueller, and Mykerezi (2019) used machine learning 
to predict turnover among school teachers.  This article was cited previously.  It is the 
most recent study relevant to CATA that came out in the Journal of Applied Psychology 
in 2019.  They did not analyze text in the form of essays, but instead analyzed applicant 
work history.  Such a process could be used by the Air Force to predict the likely 
turnover of recruits at time of hire from their work history and other application 
information.  Potentially, data already exists from past hires and turnover data to examine 
this issue.  This is a modern-day version of using weighted application blanks and 
biographical data, which has a good history of validity for turnover (e.g., Reilly & Chao, 
1982). 

Schwartz, Eichstaedt, Kern, Dziurzynski, Ramones, Agrawal, ... and Ungar (2013) 
measured personality via text mining using LIWC “Differential language analysis 
(DLA)” and an “open-vocabulary approach” to mine Facebook messages.  They showed 
that certain word usage related to personality traits as measured on personality tests.  The 
authors claim that it is the largest study of language and personality.  The multiple Rs 
between the words and the personality scores were .21 to .29, so the prediction was not 
great but, as noted above, this might be good if personality measured in this way is less 
fakable.  They also found differences by age and gender, suggesting the importance of 
controlling for these in the use of language.  They did not explore race differences.  

Shantz and Latham (2009) measured need for achievement using LIWC to conduct a 
content analysis of handwritten stories.  LIWC has 186 words related to achievement.  
The importance of this study is two-fold. First, achievement seems to be a general 
construct relevant to the Air Force. Second, this type of study demonstrates how we can 
analyze stories and draw out achievement orientations regardless of writing quality, as it 
is a concern of the United States Air Force Academy given the unequal distribution of 
educational quality across congressional districts. 

Smither and Walker (2004) analyzed the favorableness and the trait versus behavioral 
nature of comments in 360 degree surveys.  It is not clear that they used any software for 
the text analysis.  It is included here because it did an analysis of text in context relevant 
to performance evaluation. 

Sonenshein (2014) evaluated how organizational members engaged in “creative 
resourcing,” which is essentially a technique focused on repurposing available materials 
to solve problems. Through coding a series of 55 interviews using Nvivo, he developed 
five aggregate themes: perceived resource endowment (capital resources, knowledge 
resources), resourcing identity (cultivating ownership schemas, cultivating creator 
schemas), regulating objects (withholding fixed objects, provisioning dynamic objects), 
creative resourcing (manipulating, recombining), and problem solving (original solutions, 
heterogeneous solutions).  The construct of “creative resourcing” could be a potential 
skill in hiring.  

Sorour, Goda, and Mine (2017) examined how student comments on learning predict 
performance using sentiment analysis with Mecab software, which uses LDA and 
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA).  This is of interest to the Air Force not 
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only because it predicts learning from student comments, including providing ideas for 
questions to ask students, but it illustrates how to use machine learning to predict 
outcomes.  This complements the above studies that used simple content analysis 
software.  The tradeoff is less construct meaning information and more prediction of 
important outcomes.  

Speer (2018) text mined performance management narrative comments using R to 
conduct sentiment analysis.  “The derived narrative scores were reliable across years, 
converged with traditional numerical ratings and explained incremental variance in future 
performance outcomes (performance ratings, involuntary turnover, promotions, and pay 
increases)” (p. 299). Although the article did not prove it directly, they also make the 
following useful point:  

“… inclusion of narrative comments will result in (a) increases in total information and 
reliability, which is expected to occur across appraisal settings. In addition, in contexts 
where narratives are not explicitly linked to distributive outcomes (e.g., pay), narratives 
are likely to (b) exhibit a reduced amount of variance attributable to rater bias …. it is 
pertinent to note that motivation to distort will also likely exist. For example, just as a 
lower traditional rating could lead to an unpleasant confrontation with a subordinate, 
negative comments could also spur unpleasant interactions that promote avoidance 
motivations (Wang, Wong, & Kwong, 2010; Wong & Kwong, 2007). However, whereas 
this may occur for both mediums in likely equal probability, traditional narrative ratings 
are substantially more likely to be explicitly tied to distributive outcomes than narrative 
comments are, and therefore more likely to be affected by leniency bias” (pp. 304-306).  

This article is useful to the Air Force because it may be the best recent example of using 
text mining for appraisals and the potential to gather both additional and candid 
information compared to ratings.  

Wilhelmy et al. (2016) used Atlas.ti to conduct a content analysis of interview transcripts, 
observations, memos, and archival data to understand interviewer impression 
management (IM).  They found 19 higher-level categories of IM tactics by interviewers.  
They trained coders to use Atlas.ti, then had them code independently.  They used 
triangulation of transcripts of interviews, observations of interviews, and asking 
interviewers directly.  After identifying categories, they linked them into a causal model 
(intentions to behaviors to outcomes). This is relevant to the Air Force because it is on 
interviews for hiring.  Plus, the methodology seemed useful in several regards. 

Of special note is that very limited research has been conducted on the topic of subgroup 
differences in text mining.  Only four studies could be found that commented on subgroup 
differences.  In a study of the extent to which managers of different genders delegate, Akinola, 
Martin, and Phillips (2018) found that women were more likely to associate being instructed to 
delegate with greater negative affect than men.  In a study of using text mining of applicant 
accomplishments, Campion et al. (2016) found that text mining had no effect on adverse impact.  
They asserted that computer scoring against assessor scores will only produce adverse impact if 
there is already adverse impact in the assessor scores since the computer is simply modeling the 
assessors.  In a study of why male entrepreneurs raise more funding, Kanze, Huang, Conley, and 
Higgins (2018) found that investors ask female entrepreneurs more prevention-focused questions 
and ask males entrepreneurs more promotion-oriented questions.  Although not related to hiring, 
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this type of study might be used to determine if military recruiters ask female candidates 
different questions than male candidates.  Finally, as discussed previously, Madera et al. (2009) 
found that letter-of-reference writers used more communal terms for female applicants and more 
agentic terms for male candidates.   

There were also several presentations at the 2019 Society for Industrial and Organizational 
Psychology conference on machine learning that included discussion of subgroup differences 
and the potential for adverse impact (e.g., Walmsley, 2019).  Note that these conference 
presentations were not focused on CATA, but on ML using all types of applicant data.  They did 
not address the issue above about creating models using human judge scores as the criteria that 
have adverse impact, but were instead focused more on developing or changing models that did 
not exhibit any subgroup differences.  They stated that adverse impact is often observed when 
machine learning is applied to selection information (such as applications), and the solutions 
have been: 

(a) Deny the computer from mining any information that might be illegal (e.g., race, 
gender, and age information).  This might also include information that is associated with these 
protected categories (e.g., name of school attended).  Campion et al. (2016) used this approach. 

(b) Correlate the variables extracted by the computer with race and gender and eliminate 
those variables that show differences.  However, this has a potential cost in terms of reducing 
validity.  As commonly observed in employment testing, the items with the largest race 
differences are often the most valid items, so eliminating them reduces validity.   

(c) Programming the algorithm to not have subgroup differences.  This may potentially 
be tantamount to within-group norming, which is illegal based on the Civil Rights Act of 1991.  
This thought has also occurred to our contacts at the EEOC. 

4.3 What Evidence Supports Effectiveness? 

As best described in the reviews of the literature (Kobayashi et al., 2018a, 2018b; McKinney et 
al., 2016; Short et al., 2018), the evidence of effectiveness has been of two types:  evaluation and 
validation.  We described the types of validation evidence above under types of construct 
validity.  The total number of studies on CATA in peer-reviewed journals and the amount of 
research using each type of construct validity evidence (Table 1) suggests that there is substantial 
evidence of validity.  Because the studies have been on such a wide range of topics and used 
such a wide range of methodologies, statistical summaries (meta-analyses) are not possible.  
Perhaps such summaries will be possible in the future as CATA is used in specific contexts with 
consistent methodologies (e.g., for employment decisions used job performance as criteria).   

Evaluation evidence includes a wide range of techniques focused on the quality of the computer 
model itself, rather than its usefulness.  The primary types of evaluation evidence include the 
following: 

1.  Cross-validation.  This is a central concern with CATA for several reasons.  First, the 
research is often exploratory and inductive.  Second, the computer programs are capable of 
capitalization on chance because they are designed to detect virtually any relationships in the 
data when being trained, which may include fitting the model to error variance to some extent.  
Third, the sheer volume of variables created during training means that some will be significant 
by chance.   Fourth, when human judgment is used in the derivation of categories, even when 
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assisted by SMEs, there is a subjective component that may be different with other researchers or 
SMEs.  

The approaches to cross-validation vary as well.  They include both replicating on a new sample, 
splitting the sample and cross-validating in each subsample (including k-fold cross-validation, 
which is a re-sampling procedure to estimate the stability of the model) (e.g., Khan, Qamar, & 
Bashir, 2016a, 2016b; Yong, Tang, Cui, & Long, 2018), repeating subjective judgments with 
separate or additional SMEs (Gioia, Price, Hamilton, & Thomas, 2010, used SMEs and 
independent coders in addition to original coders; Ramarajan, Bezrukova, Jehn, & Euwema, 
2011, used two sets of independent coders), and statistical techniques (e.g., shrinkage estimates).  
Of course, the use of large samples is another way to reduce the impact of capitalization on 
chance, though what constitutes “large” depends on the goals of the data. For example, grounded 
theory studies and other more rudimentary CATA requires smaller sample sizes of about 60 
(Kreiner, Hollensbe, & Sheep, 2006, 2009) to 125 interviews (McClelland, Liang, & Barker, 
2010). On the other hand, text mining requires significantly more power as algorithms can 
include more than 1,000 variables, which necessitates extremely large samples (Campion et al., 
2016, used a sample of 42,000).  A supplemental analysis in Campion et al, as well as two other 
articles cited by them, recommended a minimum of 500.  The sample size needed depends on (a) 
the variation in the responses, (b) the amount of error in the data due to all sources (e.g., 
verbosity, misinterpretation, misspellings, unrelated text, unusual terms, etc.), (c) the reliability 
of the criterion predicted to develop the model (if used), (d) the desired standard errors (such as 
in the percent of responses in each category, or the mean on scores), and (e) the required level of 
model accuracy, and other factors.  Minimum sample size will also depend on cross-validation 
plans.  

2.  Accuracy of classification.  When using CATA to create categories, such as for content 
analysis, the accuracy of classification can be an important evaluation of the model.  Such 
evidence may be relevant in several different contexts.  For example, the interest might be in 
how well the computer can reproduce the categories created by humans or vice versa (e.g., 
Campion et al., 2016).  It might be of interest how well the computer can classify observations 
into known categories (e.g., subgroups of people based on reasons for turnover; Sajjadiani et al., 
2019).  Or it might be of interest how well different computer models classify observations into 
the same categories.   

3.  Psychometric indices, such as reliability and error of measurement.  As described earlier, 
psychometric evidence can be used to support the construct validity of the attributes identified.  
However, it also can serve the role of evaluating the quality of the resulting data from the 
perspective of traditional psychometric support.  Although about 20% of studies included such 
evidence (Table 1), it would seem that this data would usually be relevant and easy to calculate 
in about any study.  Even though these are variables created by computer algorithms, 
fundamental considerations of consistency, repeatability, and freedom from random error are still 
important.   

4.  Interpretably.  Most researchers using CATA will usually rely to some extent on the logical 
appeal or ease of interpretation of the results to some extent.  As noted earlier, SMEs will often 
be used to ensure the interpretability of the results.  In academic research articles, the 
correspondence between the CATA results and the theory or hypotheses will be critical.  In more 
exploratory research, the common-sense appeal may be relevant.    
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5.  Operational considerations.  Finally, and probably not the least relevant type of evidence 
bearing on evaluation, there are operational considerations creating costs and benefits.  Example 
costs might include the time to build the model, programming skill necessary to do so, cost of the 
software, frequency that the computer algorithm must be updated, and so on.  Example benefits 
might include saved labor cost by automating a human decision process, improved accuracy, 
reduced subjectivity and bias, increased speed, and others.  

4.4 What can be Learned from other Disciplines that Use Similar Techniques? 

As explained in the purpose section, the focus of this review is on the use of CATA in the 
management literature to measure human attributes, with a particular emphasis on construct 
validity.  The vast literature on machine learning was not directly relevant because it did not 
focus on construct validity and human attributes, and usually not on text data.  However, even 
though we did not review that literature comprehensively, we scanned the text mining literature 
that exists in other disciplines for lessons that might be relevant to the project goals.  Potentially 
useful observations from that literature include the following: 

1.  The machine learning research outside management often includes both quantitative and text 
variables.  So one lesson from that literature is that we should not limit ourselves just to text data 
and CATA applications of machine learning.  Quantitative variables can be included in the same 
computer algorithms as the text-mined variables.  Most often, the text-mined variables are 
converted into quantitative variables and included in the statistical model (like in a regression).  
In the case of assessment for staffing, other such data might include application information like 
years of work experience, years of education, grades, etc., or even test scores or other assessment 
information.   

2.  The focus in the literatures on prediction of outcomes over construct validity reveals that 
there are many other statistical models that might improve prediction.  The management 
literature is unnecessarily narrow in its almost sole reliance on normal regression.  Examples of 
other regression models available within SPSS include logistic regression (for dichotomous 
criteria), cox regression (for hazard models), autoregressive integrated moving-average model 
(for time series), discriminant analysis (for distinguishing between groups), Poisson regression 
(for low probability events), Gamma regression (for positive data ranges), and others.  There are 
also alternatives to regression such as cluster analyses (k-means), classification models (decision 
trees, support vector machines, nearest neighbor, etc.), neural networks, and Bayesian networks.  
Some of these techniques have been used in the management literature, but they are not 
common.  They may have advantages for improving the prediction of outcomes like job 
performance or turnover. 

3.  The range of outcomes predicted in those other literatures might give the Air Force ideas as to 
the broader applicability of these techniques.  For example, considering employees as we 
consider customers in regards to satisfaction, loyalty, and representation of brand, research 
predicting customer behaviors from reviews (Bilro et al., 2019) may have insights for how to 
maintain loyalty with employees and strengthen their identification with the brand (e.g., Air 
Force reputation). Interestingly, a study on Amazon customer reviews showed that sentiment of 
reviews can be contagious and influence perceptions of how helpful a review is (Felbermayr & 
Nanopoulos, 2016). We may similarly see this emotional contagion occur and affect 
interpersonal relationships among military personnel.  Further, researchers in management tend 
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to only look at job performance as a continuum, such as on a 5-point performance scale.  Those 
in other literatures commonly predict specific categories (e.g., the likelihood someone will be 
rated a 5).  Likewise, they would be more likely to try to predict sub-dimensions of job 
performance as opposed to just the overall composite like we do in management.  Teasing apart 
the criterion in these ways can often lead to useful insights and predictions, as long as we 
properly attend to issues of capitalization on chance and spurious findings.  The concept of “data 
mining” and its search of any and all possible relationships in the data may feel like a retreat to 
the “dustbowl empiricism” days in management in the past, but proper statistical treatment and 
more focus on construct validity should attenuate those concerns.   

4.  Researchers in other fields will often make adjustments to the distributions of the data, 
including both trimming and imputing data, and using assumed distributions.  Management 
researchers tend to view the actual data collected as the best representation of the true 
phenomenon to be modeled or predicted, but these are usually convenience samples with known 
statistical limitations (e.g., restriction, missing data, skew, and others).  As with relying on meta-
analytic estimates of validity as opposed to performing a local validation (where statistical 
limitations reduce the chances of finding validity), sometimes it might be best to create a 
computer model based on the likely distribution rather than relying solely on available 
distributions with known problems.  This is especially the case in the early stages of the research 
when the focus is on whether something “could” work as opposed to “will” work.  This is much 
like conducting a lab study on a phenomenon to demonstrate its potential existence, and then 
following up with a field study to evaluate generalizability. 

Data scientists will also use mathematical techniques to help solve problems with data 
distributions.  As a specific example, one of the authors was asked to review a machine learning 
project for hiring at Amazon.  The model used application information to predict recruiter 
decisions and subsequent job performance.  The problem Amazon faced was that certain 
candidate characteristics would be almost completely missing from the data on hires because 
there are minimum qualifications and few would be hired who do not have those credentials.  An 
example might be the possession of a college degree for hiring software engineers.  They 
addressed the problem by using “inverse propensity weighting” wherein the model weights were 
adjusted to over-count the small sample of those hired without degrees.   

5.  Finally, the sources, styles, and amount of data are seemingly endless. As noted previously, 
this technique has broad applicability and includes data we have historically ignored as being 
useful for the purposes of traditional I-O topics. Further, the capacity of operating systems to 
process and manage huge amounts of data should reduce our apprehension about these data 
sources. For example, one study in our review text mined more than 1.7 million tweets and 
analyzed the sentiment of particular brands (e.g., Comcast) (Liu, Burns, & Hour, 2016). As an 
example more relevant to the Air Force, the U.S. Army recently tweeted out “How has serving 
impacted you?” With more than 12,000 responses and 9,600 retweets (which can sometimes 
include personal editorializing), text mining of this type of data may be useful for several 
purposes for the Air Force. Besides the more obvious assessment of recruitment efforts (how is 
the Air Force brand interpreted and how might that differ from the intended brand?), it may be 
useful in identifying issues related to retention and previously undiscovered motivations of 
potential military personnel. In the case of the Army, this tweet provoked an important and lively 
discussion about experiences in the Army—as well as other branches of the Armed Forces—that 
have the potential to positively inform operations within the Army. Of course, instances such as 
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these where there is entertainment value can sometimes yield false or faked responses, but 
information on social media remains potentially useful (Hartwell & Campion, 2019). 

4.5 What are the Main Challenges in the Air Force’s Intended Use? 

Listed below are some of the challenges at each stage of using CATA for hiring assessments and 
other purposes.   

1.  Identifying viable applications.  This will depend on many considerations, some of which are: 

(a) Is textual data currently collected from the applicants?  If not, could it be collected?  
As we have seen, no text data are collected from the enlisted candidates, but it is for officer 
candidates.  A related consideration is whether the data are collected unproctored and, if so, will 
the candidate likely get help with the writing, and could this bias the scoring (e.g., writing skill)? 

(b) Is the textual data collected likely to contain information on job-related constructs?  If 
not, could the data collected be modified? 

(c) Is there enough variance in the data to be useful for selection?  For example, young 
candidates might not have enough work experience to use for text mining.    

(d) Can a large enough sample of data be collected to create the CATA model?  If not, 
could SMEs write illustrative text to train the model?  

2.  Deciding on software to use.  As described elsewhere, the authors are inclined to use 
commercial software because it is more fully developed, user friendly, and documented, and 
technical support is more readily available.  Also, some of the software used most commonly in 
the past literature is limited in its capabilities.  However, we understand that the Air Force may 
have limitations as to the software they can use.   

3.  Learning the software.  This will be a meaningful investment in staff time, even if commercial 
software is used.  How much time will depend on many factors (e.g., computer skill, availability 
of a tutor, complexity of data, etc.)?  We would estimate it will likely take several days to a week 
for an analyst to learn the basics, and then several weeks of additional time learning “on-the-job” 
as issues come up while applying the software over the next couple years.    

4.  Training the software.  This is a challenge technically, of course, in that the training involves 
working with the computer model incrementally to improve it.  With the SPSS software, training 
can be done in the form of revising the concepts or at the level of the categories of concepts.  In 
either case, the training can take the form of combining, deleting, relabeling, identifying 
synonyms, and other adjustments.  It may also include conducting studies to collect outcomes to 
train the algorithm against.  This is also a question of how much is enough?  Will training 
continue until some criterion level of accuracy is reached?  In our previous research, the goal 
was to train the computer model until the correlation with a human assessor was the same as the 
correlation between assessors, which makes us ask whether training should continue until some 
asymptotic level is reached?  Moreover, if no criterion is available to train against, how will the 
adequacy of the training be determined?  Will it be the judgment of the programmer, or the 
appeal of the resulting model (e.g., categories created)?   

5.  Validating.  This will depend on the approach taken: 
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(a) If criterion-validation is to be used, is there a criterion available or can one be 
developed to validate the model?  Even if so, the usual criterion-related validity concerns will 
need to be addressed (e.g., restriction of range in the predictor, unreliability of the criterion, 
statistical power, etc.). 

(b) If content validation is to be used, what will be the approach?  Is a job analysis 
available?  Are SMEs available?  Will linkage analyses be conducted?  Would the context meet 
the requirements for content validation in the Uniform Guidelines?   

6.  Updating the model to accommodate legal and social changes. As we have learned doing this 
work with another client, the trained models may become outdated due directly to legal changes 
according to equal employment regulations, but also due to social developments. Words can 
change or alter meaning over time. For example, the word “literally” is now well-understood to 
metaphorically mean “figuratively,” and while the current generation was not the first to use it 
this way, they were the ones to make it popular (Merriam-Webster, n.d.; also see “Google” as a 
dictionary addition in 2006). Moreover, new words and phrases emerge from social movements 
(e.g., “black lives matter,” “#metoo”). Modifying the algorithm requires human intervention to 
train the computer how adjusted or newly developed terms relate to existing terms. Of course, 
this may ultimately necessitate re-validation of the model should the changes be significant. 

7.  Working out operational details.  As with any project, the “devil is in the details.”  Creating 
an application for operational use and putting it into practice is no exception and may be even 
more complicated these days due to the need for IT support and the interrelatedness of the IT 
systems.  Issues include researcher support, programmer support, hardware requirements, flow of 
data and time, data cleaning, scoring, cut scores, data maintenance, security issues, other systems 
integration issues, etc.  

8.  Communicating to candidates.  Although the use of CATA to help score textual data as part 
of the hiring process does not necessarily create additional needs to communicate with 
candidates, the usual communications may have to be adjusted.  These will likely include 
communications posted on the website or in other recruiting documents as to the nature of the 
assessment used in the hiring process, any preparation advice, feedback on scores, retesting 
policies, responses to Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests, and so on.  However, some 
candidates may still have mistrust in computer scoring that will influence their reaction.  Perhaps 
communicating that the machine scoring is highly reliable and bias-free would mitigate their 
concerns, as fairness communications have been shown to improve reactions in other hiring 
contexts (e.g., Truxillo, Bauer, Campion, & Paronto, 2002). 

4.6 What are the Recommendations for Using CATA by the Air Force? 

Many recommendations have already been made explicitly or implicitly throughout the report, 
both for using CATA and many other topics.  The current section summarizes our 
recommendations regarding the approach to use.     

1.  In terms of a bottom-line, we recommend that CATA be used as an approach to measuring 
KSAOs for employment decisions.  The literature review suggests that CATA can and has been 
used to measure a range of constructs.  Although relatively few have measured KSAOs directly 
related to employment decisions, the range of constructs measured in the literature suggests that 
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KSAOs could viably be measured.  In fact, they might be measured more easily because they are 
more distinct and definable than many psychological constructs measured in the literature.   

2.  We recommend using more sophisticated methods than the CATA methods used in most of 
the management literature to date.  They are probably not going to be sufficient alone for Air 
Force purposes.  They are generally very simplistic and focus only on facilitating content 
analysis (e.g., Nvivo and Atlas).  More sophisticated and better approaches are available.  We 
specifically recommend using approaches to text mining that evaluate strings of words and 
relationships among words like LSA and NLP, as opposed to the more common simple single 
word and phrase-based approaches.   

3.  We recommend using approaches that allow training.  Approaches vary in terms of whether 
and how easily they can be trained.  The literature will often use the terms “supervised versus 
unsupervised” to make this distinction.  The Air Force will want to use approaches that allow 
training because it can greatly improve interpretation and prediction.  Another value of training 
is that it helps ensure that the researcher understands what the computer is scoring instead of 
blindly accepting the “black box.”  This is much the same reason researchers must learn how to 
calculate statistics by hand in graduate school, even though they will use computers in the future.  
Parenthetically, the layperson interpretation of “machine learning” is that the computer teaches 
itself.  However, in the current state of development of the field, this refers more to the fact that 
the computer can fit a model to the data (like regression has done for years), rather than some 
continuous self-teaching from moment to moment.  Researchers still have to train the computer 
in many ways even with today’s modern software.    

4.  That said, we also recommend not ignoring the use of word dictionaries.  They offer at least 
two advantages.  First, many dictionaries have already been developed and validated on a range 
of constructs, and they are inexpensive to purchase (e.g., DICTION and LIWC).  Second, it is 
fairly easy to develop one’s own dictionary on constructs of interest.  Although data dictionaries 
are perhaps the most simplistic approach to text mining, they can be developed in advance based 
on theory and do not rely on a corpus to text mine necessarily as the first step like the more 
sophisticated approaches.  We note that SPSS contains a set of dictionaries and it allows the user 
to create their own.  However, it does not contain all the dictionaries in LIWC, so LIWC might 
also be used. 

5.  Related to that, we recommend considering the various ways to strategically select or create 
corpuses (corpora) for developing a CATA model.  For example, documents could be selected 
that are likely to be enriched with words relevant to constructs of interest in order to identify 
words for dictionaries (e.g., documents describing leadership might be used to identify 
leadership-related word descriptions).  Similarly, illustrative text samples created by SMEs can 
be text mined to measure constructs better than using actual examples from subjects.  Creating an 
algorithm for scoring constructs does not always start with actual examples from the future 
intended corpora.   

6.  We also recommend considering sentiment analysis as it might be appropriate.  It could 
conceivably be used anytime it is necessary to distinguish positiveness/negativeness of 
comments.  This has obvious applications when analyzing survey responses where the tone of 
the comments is important along with the content.  It could potentially help resolve perhaps the 
most central problems in performance evaluation—leniency and skew in the ratings due to 
unwillingness on the part of managers to give candid feedback.  Text-based appraisal 
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information that is somewhat less susceptible to this issue is the narrative comments used to 
explain the ratings (Speer, 2018). These comments are less susceptible because, even though 
they will be consistent with the ratings, they can reveal the strength of the job performance 
through what is sometimes called “faint praise.”  Sentiment-based CATA might be able to 
measure these nuances more objectively.  Similarly, employers want candidates with a “positive 
attitude,” but this is vulnerable to faking.  Using sentiment analysis to assess attitudes from 
written materials may make response bias more difficult because it is less direct (less obvious to 
candidates) and it will be more difficult to know which word choices are scored.  SPSS may be 
able to accommodate sentiment analysis, but the other software products that have emphasized 
this type of analysis (especially LIWC) might be needed.   
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APPENDIX B:  Links to Additional Resources 

Videos 

Machine learning (general) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-EtmaFJieY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfj6yaYE86U 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukzFI9rgwfU  

Unsupervised machine learning 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUn8k5zSI6g  

Supervised machine learning 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmLid2x9eKg&t=305s 

Websites 

Towards Data Science is a great website full of information about machine learning: 
https://towardsdatascience.com/machine-learning/home 

Machine Learning Mastery is a good go-to for quick and dirty explanations on this 
complex material: https://machinelearningmastery.com/. Also access it here 
https://machinelearningmastery.com/start-here/ and look at the “Topics” drop-down 
menu for a selection. 

Podcasts 

Data Skeptic: https://dataskeptic.com/  

Learning Machines 101: https://www.learningmachines101.com/  

Talking Machines: https://www.thetalkingmachines.com/ 

They also have a great website with articles and white papers on machine learning and 
AI. 

Supplemental Excell Spreadsheet with Detailed Reference Material 

Campion, M. A., & Campion, E. D. (2019). Literature review of computer-assisted text analysis  
reesearch, software, analytical techniques, and best practices: Supplemental spreadsheet  
with detailed reference material, AFRL-RH-WP-TR-2019-xxx. Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Warfighter Interfaces Division, Collaborative Interfaces and Teaming Branch. (Attached 
to this report) 

Click the paper clip in the panel to the left to open the spreadsheet in Excel.. If the paper clip is not visible, 
click on the left-facing arrow to the left to view the paper clip.
.
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LIST OF ACROYNYMS 

AERA American Educational Research Association 

CATA Computer-Assisted Text Analysis 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

DAL Dictionary of Affect in Language 

DLA Differential Language Analysis 

EEOC Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

ERIC Education Resources Information Center 

FOIA Freedom of Information Act 

HR Human Resource 

IM Impression Management 

IT  InformationTechnology 

KSAO Knowledge, Skills, Abilities, and other Characteristics 

LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

LIWC Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count 

LSA Latent Semantic Analysis 

ML Machine Learning 

NLP Natural Language Processing 

NLTK Natural Language Toolkit 

pLSA Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis 

RFP Request for Proposal 

RJP Realistic Job Preview 

RPA Remotely Piloted Aircraft 

SAS Statistical Analysis System 

SEC Securities and Exchange Commission 

SIOP Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

SO Sensor Operator 

SPSS Statistical Package for Social Sciences 

VADER Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner 
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		Abrahamson & Eisenman		2008		Administrative Science Quarterly		Employee-management Techniques: Transient Fads or Trending Fashions?		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In this theory development case study, we focus on the relations across recurrent waves in the amount and kind of language promoting and diffusing, and then demoting and rejecting, management techniques--techniques for transforming the input of organizational labor into organizational outputs. We suggest that rather than manifesting themselves as independent, transitory, and un-cumulative fads, the language of repeated waves cumulates into what we call management fashion trends. These trends are protracted and major transformations in what managers read, think, express, and enact that result from the accumulation of the language of these consecutive waves. For the language of five waves in employee-management techniques--management by objectives, job enrichment, quality circles, total quality management, and business process reengineering--we measure rational and normative language suggesting, respectively, that managers can induce labor financially or psychologically. The results reveal a gradual intensification in the ratio of rational to normative language over repeated waves, suggesting the existence of a management fashion trend across these techniques. Lexical shifts over time, however, serve to differentiate a fashion from its predecessor, creating a sense of novelty and progress from the earlier to the later fashions.		To examine and demonstrated how mgmt research trends develop from rational language (e.g., rationalizing our study of it) to normativ language (normalizing the studying of it)		"theory of fads and the theory of fashions"		Abstracts of management journal articles		12,174 abstracts		Rational and normative language		Did not report		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Had four levels of coding with level 1 = rational or normative language and level 2 =  individual, or organizational level		Each author (2) independently coded every word that appeared more than 30 times		Reported Cohen's Kappa for IRR		Calculated ratios of rational-to-normative words to support validity of dictionary and, in turn, the constructs						Overview on page 730 on the different levels of analysis for CATA		Abrahamson, E., & Eisenman, M. (2008). Employee-management techniques: transient fads or trending fashions?. Administrative science quarterly, 53(4), 719-744.

		Abrahamson & Fairchild		1999		Administrative Science Quarterly		Management Fashion: Lifecycles, Triggers, and Collective Learning Processes		Management		Qualitative		This theory-development case study of the quality circle management fashion focuses on three features of management-knowledge entrepreneurs' discourse promoting or discrediting such fashions: its lifecycle, forces triggering stages in its lifecycle, and the type of collective learning it fostered. Results suggest, first, that variability in when different types of knowledge entrepreneurs begin, continue, and stop promoting fashions explains variability in their lifecycles; second, that historically unique conjunctions of forces, endogenous and exogenous to the management-fashion market, trigger and shape management fashions; and third, that emotionally charged, enthusiastic, and unreasoned discourse characterizes the upswings of management fashion waves, whereas more reasoned, unemotional, and qualified discourse characterizes their downswings, evidencing a pattern of superstitious collective learning.		To examine the lifecycle of a management research trend: quality circles		Abrahamson's process theory		Academic journal articles, popular press articles, and semi-academic journal articles (HBR)		1,287 abstracts		Rhetorical tactics to discern lifecycle of mgmt research topic		General Inquirer (GI) CATA program (Harvard III Psychosocial dictionary)		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Four content categories from the Harvard dictionary: emotions, thought, evaluation positive, and evaluation negative														Abrahamson, E., & Fairchild, G. (1999). Management fashion: Lifecycles, triggers, and collective learning processes. Administrative science quarterly, 44(4), 708-740.

		Abrahamson & Hambrick		1995		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Attentional homogeneity in industries: The effect of discretion		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Industries differ in how homogeneous they are in terms of managerial cognitions. This study draws upon the concept of discretion, arguing that the more latitude managers have in an industry, the more varied their companies' attention patterns will be. Focusing on 14 industries assessed as differing widely in their discretion, intra-industry attentional homogeneity using Computer Assisted Text Analysis of letters to shareholders in corporate annual reports was measured. Significant negative correlations were found between industry discretion, as measured by both academics' and analysts' ratings, and both the lexical commonality and lexical density measures of attentional homogeneity. As expected, the greater the discretion in an industry, the less the attentional homogeneity. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)		To test the relationship between attentional homogeneity in shareholder letters and discretion		Cognitive homogeneity		Annual letters to shareholders		1,920 letters		Attentional homogeneity		CRUNCH		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted words and then calculated measures of homogeneity; measures were 1) lexical communality and 2) lexical density						Conducted a validity study of sorts; look  that examine word counts and extra words according to two industries; see page 522		Correlated, rather than regressed, attentional homogeneity ratings and discretion ratings						Abrahamson, E., & Hambrick, D. C. (1997). Attentional homogeneity in industries: The effect of discretion. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 513-532.

		Abulaish, Jahiruddin, & Bhardwaj		2019		Journal of Intelligent and Fuzzy System		OMCR: An opinion-based multi-criteria ranking approach		Computer Science		Quantitative & Qualitative		Due to proliferation of competitive online Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models, it is becoming a challenging task for new users to choose best products, based on existing users' reviews residing on different e-commerce websites. On analysis, it is found that the opinions of the existing customers play an important role for new customers in making appropriate purchase decisions. Though there are some online websites that provide aggregation of basic product information from multiple sources, there is a negligible research effort in the direction of opinion-based product ranking. In this paper, we propose an Opinion-based Multi-Criteria Ranking (OMCR) approach, which amalgamates structural and content-based features of review documents to rank different alternatives of the online products. It uses a total number of five features based on reviews' meta-data and contents to rank different alternatives using multi-criteria decision making approaches. OMCR also incorporates a sentiment analysis and visualization approach to determine sentiment polarity values and visualize them in a comprehendible manner. Experiments are conducted over two different real datasets, and efficacy of OMCR is assessed using set intersection method, which is generally used to compare two ranked lists in terms of their overlapping score.		To develop and illustrate the use of "Opinion-based Multi-Criteria Ranking (OMCR)"				Online reviews		5,623 review of cellphones, 32,014 reviews of hard disk drives		Features of cellphones/hard disk drives, sentiment		TextBlob; SentiWordNet		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based				Uses experts rankings to inform algorithm's ranking of features												Abulaish, M., Jahiruddin, & Bhardwaj, A. (2019). OMCR: An opinion-based multi-criteria ranking approach. Journal of Intelligent and Fuzzy Systems, 1 - 15.

		Aghababaei & Makrehchi		2018		Intelligent Data Analysis		Mining Twitter data for crime trend prediction		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		While conventional crime prediction methods rely on historical crime records and geographical information of the location of interest, we pursue the question of whether a social media context can provide socio-behavior "signals" for a crime prediction problem. The hypothesis is that crowd publicly available data in Twitter may include predictive variables which can indicate changes in crime rates without being only limited to the availability of historical crime records of specific locations. We developed a prediction model for crime trend prediction, where the objective is to employ Twitter content to predict crime rate directions in a prospective time-frame. The model employs content, sentiment, and topics, as the predictive indicators to infer the changes of crime indexes. Since our problem has a sequential order, we propose a temporal topic detection model to infer predictive topics over time. The main challenge of topic detection over time is information evolution, in which data are more related when they are close in time rather than further apart. Our proposed topic detection model builds a dynamic vocabulary to detect emerging topics rather than considering a vocabulary in bulk. We applied our model on data collected from Chicago for crime trend prediction using historical tweets. The results have revealed the correlation between features extracted from the content as content-based features and the crime trends. Moreover, the results indicate the feasibility of our proposed temporal topic detection model in identifying the most predictive features over time compared to a static model without time consideration. We also studied the contribution of socio-economic indexes and temporal features as auxiliary features. The experiment shows the content-based features improve the prediction performance significantly compared to the auxiliary features. Overall, the study provides a deep insight into the correlation between language and crime trends and the impact of social data as an extra resource in providing predictive indicators.		To use Twitter data to enhance crime prediction				Tweets		Tweets in Chicago between 2010 and 2013		Sentiment, content, and topics		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based										Sentiment yielded low predictability of crime trends (higher for negative sentiment) compared to content-based features (content analysis)				information evolution: "data are more related when they are close in time rather than further apart" (p. 117)		Aghababaei, S., & Makrehchi, M. (2016, October). Mining social media content for crime prediction. In 2016 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI) (pp. 526-531). IEEE.

		Akinola, Martin, & Phillips		2018		Academy of Management Journal		To delegate or not to delegate: Gender differences in affective associations and behavioral responses to delegation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Effectively delegating work to others is considered critical to managerial success, as it frees up managers’ time and develops subordinates’ skills. We propose that female leaders are less likely than male leaders to capitalize on these benefits of delegating. Although delegation has communal (e.g., relational) and agentic (e.g., assertive) properties, we argue that female leaders, as compared to male leaders, find it more difficult to delegate tasks due to gender-role incongruence. In five studies, we draw upon social role and backlash theories to show that women imbue delegation with more agentic traits, have more negative associations with delegating, and feel greater guilt about delegating than men. These associations result in women delegating less than men and, when they do delegate, having lower-quality interactions with subordinates. We further show that reframing delegation as communal attenuates women’s negative associations with delegation. These findings reveal that even when a given behavior has both agentic and
communal elements, perceptions of agency can undermine women’s engagement in them. However, emphasizing the communal nature of seemingly agentic acts may encourage women’s engagement in such critical leadership behaviors. These findings have theoretical and practical implications for research on gender differences and leadership behavior in the workplace.		To examine gender effects of affective responses to delgating tasks		Social role and backlash theory		Written responses to prompts		171 Mturk participants		Positive/negative affect of delegating tasks		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Affect as criterion here, and only interaction of gender x delegation condition was significant		Women more likely to associate being instructed to delegate with greater negative affect than ment				Akinola, M., Martin, A. E., & Phillips, K. W. (2018). To delegate or not to delegate: Gender differences in affective associations and behavioral responses to delegation. Academy of Management Journal, 61(4), 1467-1491.

		Anand & Watson		2004		Academy of Management Journal		Tournament rituals in the evolution of fields: The case of the grammy awards		Management		Qualitative		We show how award ceremony rituals influence organizational field evolution through four critical processes: distributing prestige in "situated" performances; enacting a highly charged ceremonial form designed to attract the collective attention of a field; serving as a medium for surfacing and resolving conflicts about the legitimacy of field participants; and tightening horizontal linkages within the field. Using the Grammy Awards as a case study, we present a mixed-method, longitudinal analysis of these processes operating in tandem.		To map how tournament rituals play out over time		Ritual theory; institutional theory; tournament theory(?)		Popular press articles		161 popular press articles		Tournament rituals		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		First had 31 codes, then generated five superordinate themes: situtated performance, attention focus, medium and outcome of conflict, interlocking disparate actors, and other		One author constructed coding categories, then both authors coded data independently; face validity supported by industry informants' assessment of the codes		Reported Cohen's kappa										Anand, N., & Watson, M. R. (2004). Tournament rituals in the evolution of fields: The case of the Grammy Awards. Academy of Management journal, 47(1), 59-80.

		Antons, Joshi, & Oliver Salge		2018		Journal of Management		Content, Contribution, and Knowledge Consumption: Uncovering Hidden Topic Structure and Rhetorical Signals in Scientific Texts		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Knowledge production and scientific discourse are observable in published scholarly texts. Citations capture knowledge consumption and impact. Drawing from the sociology of science, our theoretical framework posits scientific communities as thought collectives with distinctive thought styles that embed a hidden topic structure and rhetorical signals into a journal’s published articles. We hypothesize and uncover how an article’s topic attributes (structure, focus, and newness) and rhetorical attributes (inclusiveness, exclusiveness, tentativeness, and certainty) are related to future knowledge consumption. We empirically test our ideas by applying text mining algorithms to model topics and extract rhetorical signals from 1,646 strategy articles composed of nearly 18 million words generating 172,237 citations over 35 years. We find that strategy articles’ hidden topic structure explains 14% of variance in scientific impact. We also show that topic focus and topic newness each independently, directly, and significantly increase impact. As for newness, the first two articles published on a new topic each generate a citation premium >100%, which is higher within the focal thought collective than outside. Importantly, we find that the citation premium of newness increases with greater topic focus (which attracts attention) and greater inflow of prior intracollective knowledge (which enhances absorption). Impact also increases when authors present new topics using a rhetorical style that is more tentative than certain. Overall, our findings demonstrate that topic and rhetorical attributes, as constitutive elements of scientific content, are independently and interdependently related to the consumption of strategy articles across thought collectives in management research.		To predict scientific impact using text mining of journal article topic and rhetoric		Rhetorical structure theory		Academic journal articles		1,646 articles		Topic (structure, focus, newness) and rhetoric (inclusiveness, exclusiveness, tentativeness, certainty)		LIWC; R		Content analysis		Dictionary-based										Topic focus and topic newness related to scientific impact; interaction effect of topic focus x newness & newness x knowledge inflow to predict scientific impact				Has good overview of LDA on page 19		Antons, D., Joshi, A. M., & Salge, T. O. (2018). Content, Contribution, and Knowledge Consumption: Uncovering Hidden Topic Structure and Rhetorical Signals in Scientific Texts. Journal of Management, 0149206318774619.

		Banks et al.		2019		Journal of Management		Strategic recruitment across borders: An investigation of multinational enterprises		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		As a result of globalization, large-scale modern-day businesses extend across borders as they engage in multinational enterprises. Such enterprises must conduct operations in disparate, culturally diverse contexts, which present challenges for implementing human resource management activities, such as whether to standardize or localize activities across borders. The current study focuses on recruitment activities, as they represent firms’ initial efforts to attract
highly qualified talent. However, the extant recruitment literature has primarily been conducted in a single context or in Westernized societies; thus, it is unclear how organizations recruit across borders. Drawing on signaling theory, we explore how Fortune 1000 firms use recruiting signals in their domestic and international operations. In general, we find that firms standardize the recruiting signals across their domestic and international operations. Yet, the amount  that each signal is emphasized differs in domestic and international operations and is contingent upon language. Furthermore, cultural distance between the home and host country largely does not explain the standardization of the recruiting signals. We summarize the findings and provide direction intended to guide future research.		To examine how the strength of recruitment signals on websites differ across domestic and international recruiting sites		Signaling theory		Webpages		162 websites (from 21 countries)		Recruitment signals and signal strength		R; DICTION		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		100 topics at first, then went through and labeled via co-author discussion; did not talk about reduction, used the word lists to create scale scores in DICTION		Two co-authors independently selected words for word lists for each topic		Cohen's kappa for agreement of list terms (.72)				Signal strength on domestic sites relatd to strength of signals on international sites						Banks, G. C., Woznyj, H. M., Wesslen, R. S., Frear, K. A., Berka, G., Heggestad, E. D., & Gordon, H. L. (2019). Strategic Recruitment Across Borders: An Investigation of Multinational Enterprises. Journal of Management, 45(2), 476-509.

		Banks, Woznyj, Wesslen, & Ross		2018		Journal of Business and Psychology		A Review of Best Practice Recommendations for Text Analysis in R (and a User-Friendly App)		Management		Review		In recent decades, the amount of text available for organizational science research has grown tremendously. Despite the availability of text and advances in text analysis methods, many of these techniques remain largely segmented by discipline. Moreover, there is an increasing number of open-source tools (R, Python) for text analysis, yet these tools are not easily taken advantage of by social science researchers who likely have limited programming knowledge and exposure to computational methods. In this article, we compare quantitative and qualitative text analysis methods used across social sciences. We describe basic terminology and the overlooked, but critically important, steps in pre-processing raw text (e.g., selection of stop words; stemming). Next, we provide an exploratory analysis of open-ended responses from a prototypical survey dataset using topic modeling with R. We provide a list of best practice recommendations for text analysis focused on (1) hypothesis and question formation, (2) design and data collection, (3) data pre-processing, and (4) topic modeling. We also discuss the creation of scale scores for more traditional correlation and regression analyses. All the data are available in an online repository for the interested reader to practice with, along with a reference list for additional reading, an R markdown file, and an open source interactive topic model tool		To provide best practices for using R for text analysis																														Banks, G. C., Woznyj, H. M., Wesslen, R. S., & Ross, R. L. (2018). A review of best practice recommendations for text analysis in R (and a user-friendly app). Journal of Business and Psychology, 33(4), 445-459.

		Barclay & Skarlicki		2009		Journal of Applied Psychology		Healing the wounds of organizational injustice: Examining the benefits of expressive writing		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Clinical and health psychology research has shown that expressive writing interventions—expressing one's experience through writing—can have physical and psychological benefits for individuals dealing with traumatic experiences. In the present study, the authors examined whether these benefits generalize to experiences of workplace injustice. Participants (N = 100) were randomly assigned to write on 4 consecutive days about (a) their emotions, (b) their thoughts, (c) both their emotions and their thoughts surrounding an injustice, or (d) a trivial topic (control). Post-intervention, participants in the emotions and thoughts condition reported higher psychological well-being, fewer intentions to retaliate, and higher levels of personal resolution than did participants in the other conditions. Participants in the emotions and thoughts condition also reported less anger than did participants who wrote only about their emotions. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To examine whether "expressive writing" aids in recovery from perceived organizational justice		"justice theories"		Writing samples		100 participants' open-ended writing; placed in one of four conditions		Emotion and cognition		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based														Used LIWC as a manipulation check to ensure participant adhered to writing prompt and presented emotions or cognitions in their writing; good description of LIWC software in Appendix B (p. 522-523)		Barclay, L. J., & Skarlicki, D. P. (2009). Healing the wounds of organizational injustice: Examining the benefits of expressive writing. Journal of Applied Psychology, 94(2), 511 - 523.

		Barlow, Berhaal, & Hoskins		2018		Journal of Management		Guilty by association: Product-level category stigma and audience expectations in the U.S. craft beer industry		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		While researchers have been increasingly interested in the notion of category stigma, they have largely focused on stigmatized industry categories. Because products serve as a key interface between producers and consumers, we suggest that product categories should play a prominent role in the stigmatization process. Product category stigma occurs when a product category is seen as violating the expectations of its audience members. We argue that when an organization offers a product from a stigmatized category, it is subject to lower evaluations and higher penalties from the stigmatizing audience, regardless of its true underlying quality. Further, when an organization is perceived as increasing its engagement in a stigmatized category, the lower evaluations transfer to the organization’s other products. Finally, we argue that an organization’s reputation for quality actually amplifies this stigma penalty. We find support for our hypotheses in a sample of online reviews for the U.S. craft brewing industry.		To understand how stigma transfers to other organizational products				Online reviews		1,151,627 reviews		Negative emotions		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Used to predict DV (average beer-year appeal)						Barlow, M. A., Verhaal, J. C., & Hoskins, J. D. (2018). Guilty by association: Product-level category stigma and audience expectations in the US craft beer industry. Journal of Management, 44(7), 2934-2960.

		Basu & Savani		2017		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		Choosing one at a time? Presenting options simultaneously helps people make more optimal decisions than presenting options sequentially		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This research examines an element of choice architecture that has received little attention—whether options are presented simultaneously or sequentially. Participants were more likely to choose dominating options when the options were presented simultaneously rather than sequentially, both when the dominance relationship was transparent (Experiment 1) and when it was not (Experiments 2–3). Depth of cognitive processing mediated the effect of option presentation on optimal choice (Experiment 4). Memory load was unlikely to be the underlying mechanism, as individual differences in working memory span did not predict optimal choice in the sequential condition (which places a greater memory load; Experiment 5), and manipulations of memory load did not reduce the benefits of simultaneous presentation (Experiments 6a–6c). Instead, participants’ working memory span predicted optimal choice in the simultaneous condition (which allows for more in-depth processing; Experiment 5), and a manipulation of processing load eliminated the benefits of simultaneous presentation (Experiment 7).		To examine whether choices presented simultaneously or sequentially impacts optimal decisions		Decision-making theories		Open-ended responses		214 open-ended responses		Depth of cognitive processing		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Used LIWC's affective and cognitive processing categories								ANOVAs to predicted sequential vs. simultaneous choice and affective/cognitive processing						Basu, S., & Savani, K. (2017). Choosing one at a time? Presenting options simultaneously helps people make more optimal decisions than presenting options sequentially. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 139, 76-91.

		Beckman & Stanko		In Press		Academy of Management Journal		It Takes Three: Relational Boundary Work, Resilience, and Commitment Among Navy Couples		Management		Qualitative		Although scholars generally focus on how individuals manage their work and home demands, employees, outsiders and organizations coconstruct work/non-work boundaries. Using interviews with couples from the U.S. Navy, an organizational context that encourages a mix of segmentation and integration behaviors, we develop the construct of relational boundary work to describe the joint behaviors of multiple parties in a relational system. Drawing on family systems theory, we delineate two dimensions describing how couples promote togetherness or separateness (cohesion) and how couples balance stability and change
in the enactment of joint roles (adjustability). We develop theory that links relational boundary work to couples’ resilience (the ability to adapt to adverse circumstances), as well as their level of organizational commitment. We find that extreme adjustability (very high or very low) is problematic for couple resilience and extreme cohesion (very high or very low) can undermine organizational commitment. It is only when couples have moderate levels of both cohesion and adjustability that they are both resilient and committed in this organization. Examining relational boundary work demonstrates that understanding employees’ behaviors alone may not illuminate outcomes, and it underscores the importance of conceptualizing boundaries as co-created by employees, outsiders and organizations within a relational system.		To develop a construct called "relational boundary work"		Circumplex Model		Interview transcripts		58 interviews with 29 U.S. Navy couples		Relational boundary work		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Two rounds of open coding (number of codes unclear) and third round integrated into 5 broader categories; boundary configurations seemed to be final coding: balanced connection, chaotic connection, rigid connection, enmeshed connection, & insecure connection		Coauthors independently coded and discussed discrepancies										Used Nvivo to code, but did not use Nvivo's categorization function to code		Beckman, C. M., & Stanko, T. L. It Takes Three: Relational Boundary Work, Resilience, and Commitment Among Navy Couples. Academy of Management Journal.

		Bednar		2012		Academy of Management Journal		Watchdog or lapdog? A behavioral view of the media as a corporate governance mechanism		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study begins to provide a behavioral view of the media and corporate governance by showing how firms enact largely symbolic governance changes with respect to board independence that essentially protect managerial interests, yet still elicit positive responses from the media. I show why this media response is important for firm leaders by examining how more favorable media coverage may affect CEO job security,executive compensation, and board composition. To the extent that largely symbolic actions affect media coverage, this study raises questions about the effectiveness of the media as a governance control mechanism.		To demonstrated how media coverage influences CE job security		Agency theory		News articles		17,083 newspaper articles		Media favorability		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Media favorability as DV for formal board independence and also as IV for CEO pay and CEO dismissal						Bednar, M. K. (2012). Watchdog or lapdog? A behavioral view of the media as a corporate governance mechanism. Academy of Management Journal, 55(1), 131-150.

		Belderbos, Grabowska, Leten, Kelchtermans, & Ugur		2017		Global Strategy Journal		On the Use of Computer-Aided Text Analysis in International Business Research		International Business		Quantitative & Qualitative		This paper demonstrates the potential of computer-aided text analysis (CATA) as a technique to operationalize hard-to-measure constructs in international business research, provided that a rigorous set of validity tests is applied. CATA allows performing content analyses on large textual databases by constructing indicators using deductively and inductively derived keywords. We show the critical validity steps that have to be followed to arrive at valid CATA indicators. We illustrate the CATA technique through an application to the concept of global mindset, which has received substantial attention in the international business and strategy literature. We conclude that CATA analysis is a valuable method for international business research, but that its potential can only be unleashed with proper procedures and due attention to construct validity.		To demonstrate how CATA can be used in IB reseach				News articles		129,413 articles		Global mindset		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Had inductive and deductive keywords; 26 deductive, but kept 10; 6 inductive, but ketp 3		Two independent raters rated a random sample of 200 articles for global mindset		IRR using Cohen's Kappa		Correlations with R&D internalization to show convergent validity		Predictive: significant correlation with Tobin's q (a short- and long-term firm performance measure)						Belderbos, R., Grabowska, M., Leten, B., Kelchtermans, S., & Ugur, N. (2017). On the Use of Computer‐Aided Text Analysis in International Business Research. Global Strategy Journal, 7(3), 312-331.

		Ben-Menahem et al.		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Coordinating knowledge creation in multidisciplinary teams: Evidence from early-stage drug discovery		Management		Qualitative		Based on a multi-year field study of early-stage drug discovery project teams at a global pharmaceutical company, this paper examines how multidisciplinary teams engaged in knowledge creation combine formal and informal coordination mechanisms when faced with unpredictable interdependencies among specialists' knowledge domains. While multidisciplinary teams are critical for knowledge creation in increasingly specialized work environments, the coordination literature has been divided with respect to the extent to which such teams rely on formal coordination structures and informal coordination practices. Our findings show that when interdependencies among knowledge domains are dynamic and unpredictable, specialists design self-managed (sub-)teams around collectively held assumptions about interdependencies based on incomplete information (conjectural interdependencies). These team structures establish the grounds for informal coordination practices that enable specialists to both manage known interdependencies and reveal new interdependencies. Newly revealed interdependencies among knowledge domains, in turn, promote structural adaptation. Drawing on these findings, we advance an integrative model explaining how team-based knowledge creation relies on the mutual constitution of formal coordination structures and informal coordination practices. The model contributes to theory on organizational design and practice-based research on coordination in cross-disciplinary knowledge creation.		To assess how multi-disciplinary teams cooperate during knowledge creation		Contingency theory; information processing theory		Interview transcripts, observations, secondary data		68 interviews and 55 observation instances		Coordination process		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		15 first-order categories, 7 second-order, and 3 aggregate dimensions		Two authors independently coded, but discussed and crosschecked emerging codes												Ben-Menahem, S. M., Von Krogh, G., Erden, Z., & Schneider, A. (2016). Coordinating knowledge creation in multidisciplinary teams: Evidence from early-stage drug discovery. Academy of Management Journal, 59(4), 1308-1338.

		Bezrukova, Spell, Caldwell, & Burger		2016		Journal of Applied Psychology		A multilevel perspective on faultlines: Differentiating the effects between group- and organizational-level faultlines		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Integrating the literature on faultlines, conflict, and pay, we drew on the basic principles of multilevel theory and differentiated between group- and organizational-level faultlines to introduce a novel multilevel perspective on faultlines. Using multisource, multilevel data on 30 Major League Baseball (MLB) teams, we found that group-level faultlines were negatively associated with group performance, and that internally focused conflict exacerbated but externally focused conflict mitigated this effect. Organizational-level faultlines were negatively related to organizational performance, and were most harmful in organizations with high levels of compensation. Implications for groups and teams in the sports/entertainment and other industries are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To test how group-level fautlines impact performance vs. org-level faultlines		Multilevel theory; self-categorization theory		News articles		700 news articles		Conflict		MonoConc Pro 2.0		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Identified two types of conflict: internal conflict and conflict direct outside the team		Had two independent raters to manually check the terms used to represent conflict						Used conflict to predict group performance						Bezrukova, K., Spell, C. S., Caldwell, D., & Burger, J. M. (2016). A multilevel perspective on faultlines: Differentiating the effects between group-and organizational-level faultlines. Journal of Applied Psychology, 101(1), 86 - 107.

		Bezrukova, Thatcher, Jehn, & Spell		2012		Journal of Applied Psychology		The effects of alignments: Examining group faultlines, organizational cultures, and performance		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		By integrating literature on group faultlines, organizational cultures, and value congruence, this research presents a framework that explains how cultural alignment across organizational levels may influence the relationship between faultlines and performance. The hypotheses were tested using representatively sampled multisource qualitative and quantitative data on 138 teams from a Fortune 500 company. The present findings demonstrate that although informational faultlines were detrimental for group performance, the negative relationship between faultlines and performance was reversed when cultures with a strong emphasis on results were aligned, was lessened when cultures with a weak emphasis on results were aligned, and remained negative when cultures were misaligned with respect to their results orientation. These findings show the importance of recognizing alignments not only within groups (group faultlines) but also outside groups (cultural alignments between the group and departments) when considering their implications for group performance. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To test how cultural alignment moderates the relationship between group faultlines and performance		Social identity theory; "faultline theorists"		Company documents such as company guide, archival questionnaire data		757 archival questionnaire data (5,844 pages)		Results-focused culture		MonoConc Pro 2.0		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Created measures for two constructs: group results-focused culture and department-level results-focused culture		Group: used to raters to identify values from company guide; Department: Used two independent raters to validate coding; also used two coders to justify keeping or eliminating certain excerpts based on definition of construct		Group: Cohen's K (.88); Department: Cohens K (.84)				Used to predict stock optionsand bonus						Bezrukova, K., Thatcher, S., Jehn, K. A., & Spell, C. S. (2012). The effects of alignments: examining group faultlines, organizational cultures, and performance. Journal of Applied Psychology, 97(1), 77 - 92.

		Bhattacharya, Yang, Srinivasan, & Boynton		2016		Journal of the Assocition for Information Scence and Technology				IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		Political sentiment analysis using social media, especially Twitter, has attracted wide interest in recent years. In such research, opinions about politicians are  typically divided into positive, negative, or neutral. In our research, the goal is to mine political opinion from social media at a higher resolution by assessing statements of opinion related to the personality traits of politicians; this is an angle that has not yet been considered in social media research. A second goal is to contribute a novel retrieval-based approach for tracking public perception of personality using Gough and Heilbrun’s Adjective Check List (ACL) of 110 terms describing key traits. This is in contrast to the typical lexical and machine-learning approaches used in sentiment analysis. High-precision search templates developed from the ACL were run on an 18-month span of Twitter posts mentioning Obama and Romney and these retrieved more than half a million tweets. For example, the results indicated that Romney was perceived as more of an achiever and Obama was perceived as somewhat more friendly. The traits were also aggregated into 14 broad personality dimensions. For example, Obama rated far higher than Romney on the Moderation dimension and lower on the Machiavellianism dimension. The temporal variability of such perceptions was explored.		To examine personality traits according to tweets				Tweets		More than 1 million original tweets (Table 3)		Personality: moderation, friendliness, intellectual brilliance, machiavellianism, poise and polish, achievement drive, forcefulness, wit, physical attractiveness, pettiness, tidiness, conservatism, inflexibility, and pacifism		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based				Used human raters, but did not report reliabilities						Correlations with positive or negative loadings on Gallup poll measure of support						Bhattacharya, S., Yang, C., Srinivasan, P., & Boynton, B. (2016). Perceptions of presidential candidates' personalities in twitter. Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology, 67(2), 249-267.

		Bilro, Loureiro, & Guerreiro		2019		Journal of Hospitality Marketing & Management		Exploring online customer engagement with hospitality products and its relationship with involvement, emotional states, experience and brand advocacy		Marketing		Quantitative & Qualitative		Opinions published online about a given experience are known to influence consumers' decisions. However, such opinions reflect different degrees of engagement which may affect the decisions in different forms. The aim of this study is to analyze the dimensions of online customer engagement and associated concepts (involvement, emotional states, experience and brand advocacy) in customers' online reviews through text-mining and sentiment analysis trends. The current study focuses on Yelp.com comments and includes a random sample of 15,000 unique reviews of restaurants, hotels and nightlife entertainment in eleven cities in the USA. A customer engagement dictionary is created, based on previously validated scales and extended using WordNet 2.1. The research findings reveal a high impact of the engagement cognitive processing dimension and hedonic experience on customers' review endeavor. Results further indicate that customers seem to be more engaged in positively advocating a company/brand than the contrary. Companies that listen to such feedback may be more able to align with consumers' expectations and, therefore, have a better competitive advantage in the market.		To content analyze customer reviews and relate it to relevant marketing outcomes				Yelp comments		15,000 restaurant reviews		Online customer engagement (sentiment)		MeaningCloud; WordNet		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								"the researchers develop an engagement dictionary with terms based on validated scales" (p. 154); questionably showed nomological net with involvement, emotional states, experience, and brand advocacy								Bilro, R. G., Loureiro, S. M. C., & Guerreiro, J. (2019). Exploring online customer engagement with hospitality products and its relationship with involvement, emotional states, experience and brand advocacy. Journal of Hospitality Marketing & Management, 28(2), 147-171.

		Bingham & Kahl		2013		Academy of Management Journal		The process of schema emergence: Assimilation, deconstruction, unitization and the plurarily of analogies		Management		Qualitative		Schemas are a central concept in strategy and organization theory. Yet, despite the importance of schemas, little is known about how they emerge. Our in-depth historical analysis of how groups in the life insurance industry developed their schema for the computer from 1945-1975 addresses this gap. We identify three key processes--assimilation, deconstruction, and unitization--that collectively explain and resolve an inherent tension related to schema emergence: how to make the unfamiliar familiar but conceptually distinct. We also find that each process relates to analogical transfer, but in a more pluralistic and dynamic way than the existing literature describes. Broadly, these findings have important implications for organizational change and managerial cognition.		To map schema emergence during the transition into using computers in businesses between 1945 and 1975				Articles, reports, and books, but only coded reports		399 articles, books, and reports		Schemas		Automap		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Pulled 20 categories and 19 relations form existing schemas and tracked how they changed over time														Bingham, C. B., & Kahl, S. J. (2013). The process of schema emergence: Assimilation, deconstruction, unitization and the plurality of analogies. Academy of Management Journal, 56(1), 14-34.

		Blei, Ng, & Jordan		2003		Journal of Machine Learning Research		Latent Dirichlet Allocation		Computer Science		Review		We describe latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text corpora. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a collection  is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, in turn, modeled as an infinite mixture over an underlying set of topic probabilities. In the context of text modeling, the topic probabilities provide an explicit representation of a document. We present efficient approximate inference techniques based on variational methods and an EM algorithm for empirical Bayes parameter estimation. We report results in document modeling, text classification, and collaborative filtering, comparing to a mixture of unigrams model and the probabilistic LSI model.		To discuss and present the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) approach to machine learning																														Blei, D. M., Ng, A. Y., & Jordan, M. I. (2003). Latent dirichlet allocation. Journal of machine Learning research, 3(Jan), 993-1022.

		Bligh, Kohles, & Meindl		2004		Journal of Applied Psychology		Charting the Language of Leadership: A Methodological Investigation of President Bush and the Crisis of 9/11		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In many ways, leadership is a phenomenon that is ideally suited for new and inventive research methods. For researchers who seek to reliably study and  systematically compare linguistically based elements of the leadership relationship, computerized content analysis has the potential to supplement, extend, and qualify existing leadership theory and practice. Through an examination of President Bush’s rhetoric and the media coverage before and after the crisis of 9/11, the authors explore how elements of the President’s speeches changed in response to the postcrisis environment. Using this example, the authors illustrate the process of computerized content analysis and many of its strengths and limitations, with the hope of facilitating future leadership research that uses this approach to explore important contextual and symbolic elements of the leadership relationship.		To understand the language of leadership using computerized content analysis		Leadership theories; linguistic theory		Presidential speeches		74 President Bush speeches		Leadership rhetoric: optimism, collectives, faith, patriotism, aggression, and ambivalence		DICTION		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Examined/extracted words related to the six constructs of leadership rhetoric under "Intend attributes measured"		Human raters for six constructs in speeches		Kendall's W ranged from .67 to .92 and chi-square was significant indicating agreement. 		Correlated an aggregate of human ratings to computerized content analysis scores. All but ambivalence construct were significant.								Bligh, M. C., Kohles, J. C., & Meindl, J. R. (2004). Charisma under crisis: Presidential leadership, rhetoric, and media responses before and after the September 11th terrorist attacks. The Leadership Quarterly, 15(2), 211-239.

		Brett et al.		2007		Academy of Management Journal		Sticks and stones: Lanuage, face, and online dispute resolution		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Hypotheses derived from face theory predict that the words people use in online dispute resolution affect the likelihood of settlement. In an event history model, text data from 386 disputes between eBay buyers and sellers indicated a higher likelihood of settlement when face was affirmed by provision of a causal account and a lower likelihood of settlement when face was attacked by expression of negative emotions or making commands. These aspects of language and emotion accounted for settlement likelihood even when we controlled for structural aspects of disputes, such as negative feedback filings and the filer's role as buyer or seller.		To test how sentiments communicated in text relate to conflict resolution		Face theory		Online written disputes		386 disputes on eBay		Sentiment (positive, negative)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Trained two research assistances blind to hypotheses to code the open-ended text for evidence of dispute		Reported Cohen's kappa (.73)				Used sentiment of filer and respondent to predict likelihood of resolution						Brett, J. M., Olekalns, M., Friedman, R., Goates, N., Anderson, C., & Lisco, C. C. (2007). Sticks and stones: Language, face, and online dispute resolution. Academy of Management Journal, 50(1), 85-99.

		Bruns		2013		Academy of Management Journal		Working along together: Coordination in collaboration across domains of expertise		Management		Qualitative		This study develops theory on how coordination occurs in collaboration across multiple expert domains. Ethnographic fieldwork at two top U.S. universities explored the emerging field of systems biology cancer research, an extreme case of cross-functional work. Scientists make diverse contributions compatible by engaging in the coordination practices of joint assessment and consultation and in the collaborative practices of counterprojection and alignment. The study advances a process model of coordination as an ensemble of different types of practices that drive collaboration across domains. Insights into how experts coordinate work within domains and how this affects temporal dynamics of collective work have implications for the literature on cross- functional coordination, innovation, and practice. 		To develop and advance a process mode of collaboration across domains		Grounded theory		Observations, interviews		68 interviews, observations (170 documents, 750 pages of text)		Coordination process		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		12 first-order categories, 6 second-order themes, and 3 theoretical dimensions: expert practice (computational modeling, experimental practice), coordinatoin practice (joint assessment, consultation), and collaborative practice (counterprojection, alignment)														Bruns, H. C. (2013). Working alone together: Coordination in collaboration across domains of expertise. Academy of Management journal, 56(1), 62-83.

		Buyl, Boone, & Wade		2019		Journal of Management		CEO Narcissism, Risk-Taking, and Resilience: An Empirical Analysis in U.S. Commercial Banks		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In this study, we investigate how CEO narcissism, in combination with corporate governance practices, impacts organizational risk-taking and how this in turn affects organizations’ resilience to environmental conditions. We examine these issues in the context of the recent collapse (systemic shock) of the U.S. banking industry in September 2008, using a sample of 92 CEOs from 2006 until 2014. We find that before the shock CEO narcissism positively affected the  riskiness of banks’ policies, especially when compensation policies that encourage risk-taking (stock options) are in place. The positive effect of narcissism was dampened, however, when board monitoring was more effective (because of the presence of knowledgeable outsider directors). Furthermore, we find that these preshock features hamper organizations’ resilience to (economic) shocks, as banks led by more narcissistic CEOs before the September 2008 collapse experienced a slower recovery to preshock performance levels afterwards. This effect was partially mediated by banks’ preshock riskiness of policies. We attribute these effects to the associated depletion of the organizations’ internal resources (beyond slack). Post-hoc analyses further underscore this idea, showing that the U.S. government’s capital injections through the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP)—resolving the “problem” of resource  depletion—moderated these effects. 		To test how CEO narcissism predicts organizational risk-taking, but the CEO narcissism measure is not text mined		Agency theory		Letters to shareholders		92 letters from CEOs		Entrepreneurial orientation		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Used the dictionary validated by Short et al. (2010) on ent orientation to help validate their non-text-mined variable of CEO narcissism; also used LIWC as a validation of the CEO narcissism measure						Used LIWC and Short et al.'s (2010) dictionary to validate their measure of CEO narcissism; did not do their own text mining		Buyl, T., Boone, C., & Wade, J. B. (2019). CEO narcissism, risk-taking, and resilience: An empirical analysis in US commercial banks. Journal of Management, 45(4), 1372-1400.

		Campion, Campion, Campion, & Reider		2016		Journal of Applied Psychology		Initial Investigation Into Computer Scoring of Candidate Essays for Personnel Selection		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Emerging advancements including the exponentially growing availability of computer-collected data and increasingly sophisticated statistical software have led to a 'Big Data Movement' wherein organizations have begun attempting to use large-scale data analysis to improve their effectiveness. Yet, little is known regarding how organizations can leverage these advancements to develop more effective personnel selection procedures, especially when the data are unstructured (text-based). Drawing on literature on natural language processing, we critically examine the possibility of leveraging advances in text mining and predictive modeling computer software programs as a surrogate for human raters in a selection context. We explain how to 'train' a computer program to emulate a human rater when scoring accomplishment records. We then examine the reliability of the computer’s scores, provide preliminary evidence of their construct validity, demonstrate that this practice does not produce scores that disadvantage minority groups, illustrate the positive financial impact of adopting this practice in an organization (N ∼ 46,000 candidates), and discuss implementation issues. Finally, we discuss the potential implications of using computer scoring to address the adverse impact-validity dilemma. We suggest that it may provide a cost-effective means of using predictors that have comparable validity but have previously been too expensive for large-scale screening. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To illustrate the use of computer scoring of candidate essays in personnel selection				Accomplishment records		~40,000 accomplishment records		Communication skills, critical thinking, people skills, leadership skills, managerial skills, and factual knowledge		SPSS Modeler		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning								Evidence of convergent and discriminant validity using MTMM approach as well as comparing to other selection methods		Human ratings criterion in training sample; Reliability of computer and human scores for all compentencies was higher than .60		No more adverse impact than what is already present in the selection procedure				Campion, M. C., Campion, M. A., Campion, E. D., & Reider, M. H. (2016). Initial investigation into computer scoring of candidate essays for personnel selection. Journal of Applied Psychology, 101(7), 958 - 975.

		Carley		1997		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Extracting team mental models through textual analysis		Management		Qualitative		Presents an approach, called map analysis, for extracting, analyzing and combining representations of individual's mental models as cognitive maps. This automated textual analysis technique allows the researcher to extract cognitive maps, locate similarities across maps, and combine maps to generate a team map. Data drawn from 41 university students divided on 8 4–6 person software engineering project teams are used to illustrate the technique. The impact of critical coding choices on the resultant findings is examined. It is shown that various coding choices have systematic effects on the complexity of the coded maps and their similarity. Consequently, a thorough analysis requires analyzing the data several times under different coding choices. Re-analysis under different coding scenarios revealed that although members of successful teams tend to have more elaborate, more widely shared maps than members of non-successful teams, this difference is significant only when the data is unfiltered. Thus a better interpretation of this result is that all teams have comparable models, but successful teams are able to describe their models in more ways than are non-successful teams. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)		To map team mental models using a text analytics system				Open-ended survey responses		41 students' responses to 2 open-ended questions, 3 times in one term		Team cognitive maps		Automap		Content analysis		Categorization-based		865 unique concepts were extracted at first; 167 unique concepts after filtering; filtering involved taking words that were generally the same and labeling them the same way (e.g., retrieves, retrieve, reitrieving, and retrieval = retrieve)												Provides a bit of background on text maping starting on page 541		Carley, K. M. (1997). Extracting team mental models through textual analysis. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 533-558.

		Caza, Moss, & Vough		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		From Synchronizing to Harmonizing: The Process of Authenticating Multiple Work Identities		Management		Qualitative		To understand how people cultivate and sustain authenticity in multiple, often shifting, work roles, we analyze qualitative data gathered over five years from a
sample of 48 plural careerists—people who choose to simultaneously hold and identify with multiple jobs. We find that people with multiple work identities
struggle with being, feeling, and seeming authentic both to their contextualized work roles and to their broader work selves. Further, practices developed to
cope with these struggles change over time, suggesting a two-phase emergent process of authentication in which people first synchronize their individual work
role identities and then progress toward harmonizing a more general work self. This study challenges the notion that consistency is the core of authenticity,
demonstrating that for people with multiple valued identities, authenticity is not about being true to one identity across time and contexts, but instead involves creating and holding cognitive and social space for several true versions of oneself that may change over time. It suggests that authentication is the emergent, socially constructed process of both determining who one is and helping others see who one is.		To explore how multiple jobholders authenticate their sometimes disparate work identities		Identity theory, role theory		Interview transcripts		101 interviews with 48 people		Authenticity of multiple work identties		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		15 second-order codes, 6 aggregate dimensions														Caza, B. B., Moss, S., & Vough, H. (2018). From synchronizing to harmonizing: The process of authenticating multiple work identities. Administrative Science Quarterly, 63(4), 703-745.

		Chatman, Caldwell, O'Reilly, & Doerr		2014		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Parsing organizational culture: How the norm for adaptability influences the relationship between culture consensus and financial performance in high-technology firms		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The relationship between organizational culture and financial performance remains elusive even though researchers have studied it for some time. Early research suggested that a strong culture that aligns members' behavior with organizational objectives boosts financial performance. A more recent view is that, because strong cultures promote adherence to routines and behavioral uniformity, they are less effective in dynamic environments. We suggest that the relationship between culture and performance can be reconciled by recognizing that culture encompasses three components: (1) the content of norms (norm content); (2) how widely members agree about norms (culture consensus); and (3) how intensely organizational members hold particular norms (norm intensity). We hypothesize that “strong cultures”—where a high consensus exists among members across a broad set of culture norms—can contribute to better financial performance even in dynamic environments if norm content intensely emphasizes adaptability. We test this hypothesis in a sample of large firms in the high-technology industry. Firms characterized by higher culture consensus and intensity about adaptability performed better three years later than did those characterized by lower consensus, lower intensity about adaptability, or both. We discuss how parsing culture into content, consensus, and intensity advances theoretical and empirical understanding of the culture–performance relationship.		To examine the influence of norm of adaptability as boundary condition for relationship between culture consensus and financial perofrmance				10-K annual reports		10-K reports from about 60 firms (I think)		Adaptability		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 1 construct: adaptability						Regressed CATA variable on to study variables to validate construct						Used 10-K reports and adaptability used in these as a way to help validate their quantitative measure of adaptability		Chatman, J. A., Caldwell, D. F., O'Reilly, C. A., & Doerr, B. (2014). Parsing organizational culture: How the norm for adaptability influences the relationship between culture consensus and financial performance in high‐technology firms. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 35(6), 785-808.

		Chen & Latham		2014		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		The effect of priming learning vs. performance goals on a complex task		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This research examined the effect of priming a learning goal, a performance goal, and both a learning and a performance goal on a task requiring the acquisition of knowledge. A photograph of Rodin’s “The Thinker” primed a learning goal, and a photograph of a racer primed a performance goal, as measured by a projective test. A laboratory experiment (n = 88) involving a 2 (a primed learning goal vs. control) × 2 (a primed performance goal vs. control) × 3 (trials) repeated measures factorial design revealed a significant main effect for only the primed learning goal. The results are interpreted within two frameworks, namely, goal setting theory and the automaticity model.		To examine how priming learning or performance gaols related to actual complex task performance		Goal setting theor		Open-ended survey question		66 responses		Achievement		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 1 construct: achievement								Used in pilot test to ensure manipulation in following experiment worked						Chen, X., & Latham, G. P. (2014). The effect of priming learning vs. performance goals on a complex task. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 125(2), 88-97.

		Chuang, Hsu, Wang, & Judge		2015		Academy of Management Journal		Does West "fit" with East? In search of a Chinese model of person-environment fit		Management		Qualitative		Extant theorizing concerning person-environment fit (PE fit) is culture bound in that it focuses predominantly on PE fit phenomena in the Western world. We enrich the PE fit literature by exploring the interpretations of PE fit in a prevailing Eastern context (Chinese) using a qualitative study. We interviewed 30 Chinese working adults with diverse backgrounds, and our findings suggest an integrated Chinese model of PE fit that constitutes five dominant PE fit themes: competence at work, harmonious connections at work, balance among life domains, cultivation, and realization. In addition, our research finds empirical evidence of both psychological time and diachronic time with regard to PE fit. With reference to cultural grounding, we reason that Confucian relationalism, selfhood, and appropriateness are particularly helpful in explaining our findings. Other implications and future research are also discussed.		To understand P-E fit as it relates to Chinese culture		Person-environment fit		Interview transcripts		Interviewed 30 people		Person-environment fit		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		15 second-order codes and 5 themes		All four authors identified episodes independently and discussed disagreements		Reported IR (.98, .97, and .99)										Chuang, A., Hsu, R. S., Wang, A. C., & Judge, T. A. (2015). Does West “fit” with East? In search of a Chinese model of person–environment fit. Academy of Management Journal, 58(2), 480-510.

		Colman & Lunnan		2011		Journal of Management		Organizational Identification and Serendipitous Value Creation in Post-Acquisition Integration		Management		Qualitative		This study tells the story of two acquisitions made by a company the authors call Multifirm. Multifirm acquired two targets, Datagon and Teknico. The Datagon employees immediately identified with Multifirm, and the integration process was characterized by few conflicts and satisfied employees. The Teknico employees, on the other hand, failed to identify with Multifirm, and the integration process was fraught with disruptions and conflicts. Contrary to the conventional wisdom of identity threats, Multifirm reported that more value was created from the acquisition of Teknico than from Datagon. In this article, we try to understand why this was the case.		To explore the oranizational identity process in two different acquisitions		Self-categorization		Interview transcripts		61 interviews with 47 people		Organizational identification		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		6 second-order categories and 3 "overarching concepts": triggers of identity threat (identity orientation, status), target contribution (mobilizing actions, mitigating actions), and acquisition outcomes (employee satisfaction and serendipitous value)		Both authors coded; presenting preliminary findings to organization and received support												Colman, H. L., & Lunnan, R. (2011). Organizational identification and serendipitous value creation in post-acquisition integration. Journal of management, 37(3), 839-860.

		Colquitt et al.		2015		Journal of Applied Psychology		Adding the “in” to justice: A qualitative and quantitative investigation of the differential effects of justice rule adherence and violation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Although justice scholars often assume that individuals react to injustice in a manner that is distinct from their reactions to justice, few studies have examined this assumption. Indeed, the most widely utilized measures in the literature assess only the adherence to rules of justice—not their violation. We conducted 2 studies to build and test theory about differential reactions to justice and injustice. An inductive study revealed that reactions to the adherence to justice rules reflected different constructs than reactions to the violations of justice rules. In a follow-up field study, we derived hypotheses for those patterns by drawing on the negativity bias and regulatory focus literatures. Specifically, justice rule violation was predicted to be more relevant to prevention-laden outcomes that represent a high level of vigilance and concerns about safety. Justice rule adherence was predicted to be more relevant to promotion-laden outcomes that represent concerns about becoming the ideal self. The field study supported many of those predictions while showing that a full-range justice measure (i.e., one that sampled both justice rule adherence and justice rule violation) explained more variance in outcomes than existing “truncated” justice measures. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To differentiate between rule adherence and violation of rules		"justice theories"		Interview transcripts		100 structured interviews with 50 MBA students		Just and unjust treatment from supervisors		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 12 themes under 2 overarching themes: consistent with negativity bias (contingent reactions, superficial reactions, expectation reactions, hostility, distraction, and counterproductive behavior) and not consistent with negativity bias (pleasantness, trust, self-esteem, reciprocation, task performance, and citizenship behavior)		All 4 co-authors coded and analyzed transcripts and did so as agroup		Reported ICCs 1 and 2 to support IRR with independently coding of sample of transcripts										Colquitt, J. A., Long, D. M., Rodell, J. B., & Halvorsen-Ganepola, M. D. (2015). Adding the “in” to justice: A qualitative and quantitative investigation of the differential effects of justice rule adherence and violation. Journal of Applied Psychology, 100(2), 278 - 297.

		Connelly, Zweig, Webster, & Troukagos		2012		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Knowledge hiding in organizations		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Despite the efforts to enhance knowledge transfer in organizations, success has been elusive. It is becoming clear that in many instances employees are unwilling to share their knowledge even when organizational practices are designed to facilitate transfer. Consequently, this paper develops and investigates a novel construct, knowledge hiding. We establish that knowledge hiding exists, we distinguish knowledge hiding from related concepts (knowledge hoarding and knowledge sharing), and we develop a multidimensional measure of this construct. We also identify several predictors of knowledge hiding in organizations. The results of three studies, using different methods, suggest that knowledge hiding is comprised of three related factors: evasive hiding, rationalized hiding, and playing dumb. Each of these hiding behaviors is predicted by distrust, yet each also has a different set of interpersonal and organizational predictors. We draw implications for future research on knowledge management.										Knowledge hiding		Nud.ist		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted a list of 26 knowledge hiding behaviors (see Table 1)												Used CATA to develop a measure, but did not use data from CATA to test anything		Connelly, C. E., Zweig, D., Webster, J., & Trougakos, J. P. (2012). Knowledge hiding in organizations. Journal of organizational behavior, 33(1), 64-88.

		Cortes-Sanchez		2014		Intangible Capital		Mission statements of universities worldwide: Text mining and visualization		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose: To conduct a transnational study of universities’ mission statements (MS) through content analysis by identifying characteristics related to language (e.g., number of words, the most and least frequently used words) and if those characteristics are related to universities’ location, size, focus, research output, age band, and status. Design/methodology: Content analysis of 248 MS from universities worldwide using Voyant Tools. Findings: The main results show: (1) a necessity for self-awareness by the universities; (2) an overall emphasis on society and students, as stakeholders; (3) there were no discernible similarities in keywords used between firms and universities; (4) MS tend to be longer in universities from Asia and shorter from Europe; (5) the absence of quantitative elementsinto MS (e.g. number of new students enrolled); (6) small universities prioritized knowledge over research; (7) the youngest universities tend to use more of the least frequently used words; (8) collaboration was a barely mentioned term, although the preeminence of research and the dominance of groups in knowledge is now a global trend; (9) the youngest universities tend to use more of the least frequently used words; (10) public universities emphasized
individuals (i.e., students) and private universities emphasized education as a whole; and (11) the private sector has a noticeable interest in the society which contrasts with the public sector’s focus on community. Research limitations/implications: Subsamples of certain regions should be more inclusive in further
studies. Considering that the mean sample of MS studies was 89.6, this study used a sample more than two times larger. Although, both African (4) and Latin American (5) subsamples were not significant compared with European (94) or North American (79) subsamples. Further studies should consider a more-inclusive sampling than the QS world university ranking. Practical implications: University planning offices can use these results and the digital database to
construct a global outlook on MS trends or uncommonly used words to define the purpose of their university and future course of action, embrace an overall isomorphism, or seek a distinctive strategy to differentiate their MS from others. In addition, this research can be used by strategic planning scholars to conduct regionally or nationally focused studies.										No attributes, just language used		Voyant Tools		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 5 most frequently used words in mission statements and 5 least frequently used words; did not aggregate, but interpreted findings based on this, counts, and word visualizations								Concurrent: mission statement language related to trends in university characteristics such as public/private, age of university, and size						Cortés Sánchez, J. D. (2018). Mission statements of universities worldwide: Text mining and visualization. Intangible Capital, 14(4), 584-603.

		Crayne & Hunter		2018		Organizational Research Methods		Historiometry in Organizational Science: Renewed Attention for an Established Research Method		Management		Review		Historiometric analysis (HMA), an organized set of content analytic techniques, allows researchers to convert historical information into numeric data that are appropriate for complex statistical analyses and modeling. The HMA method has been present in the social sciences for more than a century, yet is largely absent from the management and organizational sciences literatures. In this article, we make the case for increased attention to HMA in organizational research, and describe research scenarios for which the techniques prescribed by HMA are particularly well-suited. We also provide a comprehensive guide for conducting historiometric analysis including practical guidelines, procedural instructions, and analysis of potential obstacles to the research process.																																Crayne, M. P., & Hunter, S. T. (2018). Historiometry in organizational science: Renewed attention for an established research method. Organizational Research Methods, 21(1), 6-29.

		Creed, DeJordy, & Lok		2010		Academy of Management Journal		Being the change: Resolving institutional contradiction through identity work		Management		Qualitative		We show how gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (GLBT) ministers in two mainline Protestant denominations in the United States experience and address a salient institutional contradiction between their role in the church and their marginalized GLBT identities. Drawing on this analysis, we offer a theoretical model of the microprocesses through which marginalized actors who are committed to the institution in which they are embedded can begin to think and act as agents of institutional change. This model enunciates the importance of embodied identity work in resolving the experience of institutional contradiction and marginalization.										Identity		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		8 first-order constructs, 3 second order constructs: internalization of institutional contradiction (shame and self-hatred, compartmentalizatino, denial of identity), identity reconciliation work (theologizing the personal, healing and accepting, and authenticity and integrity), and role clamining and role use (challenging orthodoxy from within and being the change); and one overarching theme called "identity work"														Creed, W. D., DeJordy, R., & Lok, J. (2010). Being the change: Resolving institutional contradiction through identity work. Academy of management journal, 53(6), 1336-1364.

		Crilly, Hansen, & Zollo		2016		Academy of Management Journal		The grammar of decoupling: A cognitive-linguistic perspective on firms' sustainability claims and stakeholders' interpretation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Can firms deceive their stakeholders, by failing to deliver on their commitments to undertake sustainability practices without being detected? Extant theory posits that, due to information asymmetry, stakeholders struggle to comprehend the actual change in firms' practices. In contrast, we advance a cognitive-linguistic perspective to explain why stakeholders are sometimes misled. Accordingly, we propose that firms' deception does not appear in the content of their communication, but in its linguistic properties, which derive from how managers cognitively construe the sustainability challenge. Thus, firms cover the same points of content in their reports, but firms that practice what they preach use more complex styles of language than do firms that decouple their action from their statements. Moreover, we theorize that generalist stakeholders and stakeholders with conflicts of interest are unable to detect these linguistic nuances, whereas specialist stakeholders can. We find evidence for this cognitive-linguistic perspective in a textual analysis of grammatical structure in 261 interviews conducted in a large field study of 12 multinational corporations and their stakeholders. This lens advances our understanding of how firms deceive and how stakeholders can detect such deception and opens a new and promising avenue for research on firm-stakeholder relations.										Inclusive and exclusive language		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Inclusive and exclusive language														Crilly, D., Hansen, M., & Zollo, M. (2016). The grammar of decoupling: A cognitive-linguistic perspective on firms’ sustainability claims and stakeholders’ interpretation. Academy of Management Journal, 59(2), 705-729.

		Dacin, Munir, & Tracey		2010		Academy of Management Journal		Formal dining at Cambridge colleges: Linking ritual performance and institutional maintenance		Management		Qualitative		We examine the role of rituals in institutional maintenance. Through an in-depth, qualitative study of formal dining at the University of Cambridge, we explore how the performance of these rituals contributes to the maintenance of the British class system. We find that rituals are important for institutional maintenance because they have a powerful bearing on participants beyond the confines of the rituals themselves. Our analysis also suggests that institutions are refracted through context and individual experience at a micro level, and indicates a more fragmented and less strategic conception of institutional maintenance than is portrayed in recent work.		To examine how performance rituals related to institutional maintenance		Institutional theory; grounded theory		Interview transcripts; observations; some reference to archives, popular press, and fiction		Interviews with 57 people		Ritual performance		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		8 second-order codes and 3 aggregate theoretical dimensions: performance (social drama, roles and boundaries, and control and conflict), individual transformation (identity and image), and shift in social position (demystification of the elite, cultural knowledge, and social networks)		Used all three authors to code independently and discuss; also presenting coding/preliminary findings to informants to ensure interpretive scheme made sense 												Dacin, M. T., Munir, K., & Tracey, P. (2010). Formal dining at Cambridge colleges: Linking ritual performance and institutional maintenance. Academy of Management Journal, 53(6), 1393-1418.

		Demigha		2016		The Electronic Journal of Knowledge Management		Mining Knowledge of the Patient Record: “The Bayesian Classification to Predict and Detect Anomalies in Breast Cancer”		?		Quantitative & Qualitative		knowledge management, data mining, and text mining techniques have been adopted in various successful biomedical applications in recent years. Data Mining (DM) is the most important subfields in knowledge management (KM). It has been proven that data mining can enhance the KM process with better knowledge. In this paper, we investigate the application of DM techniques for mining knowledge of the patient record. The patient record represents documents of the patient’s examinations and treatments. Data Mining is the process of 'mining' or extracting information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for further use. We propose a methodology for mining medical knowledge based on the Bayesian Classification to predict and detect anomalies in breast cancer. We use the Naïve Bayes Algorithm to develop this methodology. We illustrate the knowledge mining process by real examples of medical field. We investigate through these illustrations how knowledge is better mined and thus, reused when applying concepts and techniques of Data Mining. On the other hand, we investigate the potential contribution of the Naive Bayesian Classification methodology as a reliable support in computer-aided diagnosis of such events, using the well-known Wisconsin Prognostic Breast Cancer dataset. Finally, we will demonstrate the suitability and ability of the Naive Bayes methodology in Classification/Prediction problems in breast cancer. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)		To mine patient records and use Bayes to classify and predict breast cancer				Patient records		699 Wisconsit Prognostic Breast Cancer		Attributes of cells		Did not report		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning										Related to breast cancer diagnosis accuracy						Demigha, S. (2016). Mining Knowledge of the Patient Record:" The Bayesian Classification to Predict and Detect Anomalies in Breast Cancer". Electronic Journal of Knowledge Management, 14(3), 128 - 139.

		Doucet & Jehn		1997		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Analyzing harsh words in a sensitive setting: American expatriates in communist China		Management		Qualitative		A paper demonstrates the use of computer-aided text analysis to investigate a sensitive issue in organizations: hostile conflict. The context is American expatriate managers in China. The text analyzed is from interviews of American expatriate managers describing conflicts with other Americans in the Sino-American joint venture and with their Chinese counterparts in the joint venture. The paper uses interpretive categorization techniques and multidimensional scaling analysis, frequency counts and context ratings of the conflict descriptions to develop and investigate research questions regarding the use of hostile words in a sensitive setting (communist China). The paper discusses disparities among the text analysis methods and why some may not be appropriate for examining organizational conflicts in foreign countries.		To understand differences in how conflict is experienced by expatriates and to compare different methods of text analysis		Ingroup theory		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 76 individuals		Types of cultural conflict		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based		2 types of conflict: intraculural conflict and intercultural conflict; also extracted scenerios		Used three judges to categorize words; judges judged together, so no agreement coefficient; for contexts, two judges independently rated the scenarios		Context of both types of conflict IRR (.96); conducted a factor analysis of the context of both types of conflict ratings using a scree test; did multidimensional scaling 		Compares techniques of extracting and identifying the types of conflict								Doucet, L., & Jehn, K. A. (1997). Analyzing harsh words in a sensitive setting: American expatriates in communist China. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 559-582.

		Duriau, Reger, & Pfarrer		2007		Organizational Research Methods		A Content Analysis of the Content Analysis Literature in Organization Studies		Management		Review		We use content analysis to examine the content analysis literature in organization studies. Given the benefits of content analysis, it is no surprise that its use in organization studies has been growing in the course of the past 25 years (Erdener & Dunn, 1990; Jauch, Osborn, & Martin 1980). First, we review the principles and the advantages associated with the method. Then, we assess how the methodology has been applied in the literature in terms of research themes, data sources, and methodological refinements. Although content analysis has been applied to research topics across the subdomains of management research, research in strategy and managerial cognition have yielded particularly interesting results. We conclude with suggestions for enhancing the utility of content analytic methods in organization studies. 		Content analysis of content analysis research in organziational studies																														Duriau, V. J., Reger, R. K., & Pfarrer, M. D. (2007). A content analysis of the content analysis literature in organization studies: Research themes, data sources, and methodological refinements. Organizational research methods, 10(1), 5-34.

		Elg, Ghauri, Child, & Collinson		2017		Journal of Organizational Behavior		MNE microfoundations and routines for building a legitimate and sustainable position in emerging markets		Management		Qualitative		A number of studies have analysed how multinational enterprises (MNEs) develop appropriate strategies for managing the institutionally different contexts of various markets. However, we still know rather little about how MNEs manage different institutional pressures when they operate in emerging markets. These markets have a higher level of uncertainty as their values and structures undergo change. This paper investigates the microfoundations and routines that can be part of developing a firm's capability to achieve a legitimate and environmentally sustainable position in emerging markets. We focus upon the microfoundations and routines for managing regulative, normative, and cultural–cognitive pressures. The paper utilizes an extensive qualitative case
study approach. It reports a study at corporate and subsidiary levels of 3 Swedish MNEs in the in 4 markets: Brazil, Russia, India and China. The study identifies a set of routines for managing each of the 3 institutional forces and supporting microfoundations at individual, interactive, and structural levels. We are thus able to offer new insights on how the institutional context interacts with MNE strategies and identify more generic routines and microfoundations behind the capability for developing a sustainable market position.		To investigate the routines that help develop a firms capability (microfoundations)		Instituational theory and microfoundations approach		Interview transcripts		2,300 quotes from 81 managers and 26 business partners		Opinions/behavior of firm in a proactive or reactive way referring to three institutional pillars (regulative, normative, and cognitive)		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		2,300 statements, 1,468 were proactive or reactive, 1,978 referred to local or corporate practices; seemed to also code and aggregate to four higher-level codes (Figure 4, p. 1328)												"Microfoundations refer to the individual capabilities, intraorganizational processes, and routines that sustain dynamic capabilities. They may explain a firm's ability to influence macro structures and to develop routines and capabilities for gaining a sustainable competitive advantage within a certain macro environment" (p. 1321)		Elg, U., Ghauri, P. N., Child, J., & Collinson, S. (2017). MNE microfoundations and routines for building a legitimate and sustainable position in emerging markets. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 38(9), 1320-1337.

		Engelen, Neumann, & Schmidt		2016		Journal of Management		Should Entrepreneurially Oriented Firms Have Narcissistic CEOs?		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Extant research has shown that firms with high levels of entrepreneurial orientation (EO) outperform competitors. The present study sheds light on this performance relationship in large, publicly listed high-tech firms by examining whether the strength of this relationship depends upon the CEO’s narcissism, an executive personality trait recently debated controversially in both academic and practitioner publications. A theoretically derived research model is empirically validated by means of multisource secondary data for 41 S&P 500 firms from 2005 to 2007. Findings indicate that narcissistic CEOs usually weaken the EO-performance relationship, although the opposite is true under some conditions, such as in highly concentrated and dynamic markets.		To assess whether narcissitic CEOs help or hurt entrpreneurially oriented firms		Upper Echelons theory		Letters to shareholders		101 letters to shareholders		Entrepreneurial orientation		DICTION		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 1 construct: entrepreneurial orientation				Conducted factor analysis on three possible dimensions and found support for one dimension				Predicted shareholder value from EO						Engelen, A., Neumann, C., & Schmidt, S. (2016). Should entrepreneurially oriented firms have narcissistic CEOs?. Journal of Management, 42(3), 698-721.

		Eury, Kreiner, Trevino, & Gioia		2018		Academy of Management Journal		The past is not dead: Legacy identification and alumni ambivalence in the wake of the Sandusky Scandal at Penn State		Management		Qualitative		We investigate how the temporal effects of past, present, and future influence organizational identification. We examine an underrepresented but important stakeholder group—organizational alumni—whose prior organizational experiences can leave a “legacy identification,” such that alumni continue to define themselves in terms of the organization’s ideals and values, even after leaving. We examined alumni responses to the Jerry Sandusky child sexual abuse scandal at Penn State by analyzing a subset of more than 25,000 communications sent by more than 14,000 alumni in the year following the scandal. We found that alumni drew upon their legacy identification as they went through an emotion-laden struggle involving predominantly positive experiences in the past, predominantly negative experiences in the present, and uncertain experiences in the future. We show how targeting processes toward insiders and outsiders
affect identification states, including three previously undocumented forms of ambivalent identification: “reconciled identification,” “selective identification,” and “conditional identification.” Our grounded model illustrates the broad applicability of the legacy identification concept, which has strong implications for studying the temporality and complexity of identification processes.		To examine how the Penn State scandal impacted alumni identification with the institution using grounded theory		Grounded theory; social identity theory;		"Communications": emails and summaries of phone conversations		25,335 "communications"; thousands of surveys; letters to the editor of Penn alumni mag		Legacy identification		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based				Appears to have used multiple raters, but exact number unclear												Eury, J. L., Kreiner, G. E., Treviño, L. K., & Gioia, D. A. (2018). The past is not dead: Legacy identification and alumni ambivalence in the wake of the Sandusky scandal at Penn State. Academy of Management Journal, 61(3), 826-856.

		Felbermayr & Nanopoulos		2016		Journal of Interactive Marketing		The Role of Emotions for the Perceived Usefulness in Online Customer Reviews		Informatics		Quantitative & Qualitative		Online customer reviews often express emotions. This can enable marketers to analyze the textual content of online reviews with the aim to understand the role of emotions and how they can affect other customers. In this paper, we present an approach to extracting emotion content from online reviews in order to measure the importance of various emotion dimensions within different product categories. The approach uses an emotion lexicon to extract emotion terms, while it also builds a classification model to measure the importance of emotion dimensions based on the quality of reviews. Review quality is measured based on the usefulness of online customer reviews, which are perceived and evaluated by other customers through their helpfulness ratings. This approach allows the identification of emotion dimensions that characterize qualitative reviews. The empirical evaluation in our study suggests that trust, joy, and anticipation are the most decisive emotion dimensions, although substantial variance across product categories can also be detected. Additionally, we compared two contrasting emotion dictionaries. One lexicon was crowd-funded and contained a large vocabulary, whereas the other was more focused and smaller, since it was created word-wise by an expert. Our empirical findings indicate that the crowd-funded solution outperforms its smaller counterpart in terms of classification precision. The main implication of this study is that it adds an emotional perspective to the broad set of existing tools that marketers employ to analyzing online reviews. Our contributions are: i) we are the first to analyze emotions' role in online customer reviews; ii) we demonstrate how to develop a big data model such as this, without external assistance; iii) we show how to interpret the results of the created model; and iv) we show which dictionary to prefer when creating the model.		To compare two lexicons' ability to classify emotions		Emotion theories		Online reviews (Amazon)		A couple million reviews		Sentiment		Did not report		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Compared two dictionaries (lexicons?) (crowd-funded (NRC) and the other was by an expert (GALC)) and found that the larger solution is superior due to great classification precision								Felbermayr, A., & Nanopoulos, A. (2016). The role of emotions for the perceived usefulness in online customer reviews. Journal of Interactive Marketing, 36, 60-76.

		Felps et al.		2009		Academy of Management Journal		Turnover contagion: How coworkers' job embeddedness and job search behaviors influence quitting		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This research developed and tested a model of turnover contagion in which the job embeddedness and job search behaviors of coworkers influence employees' decisions to quit. In a sample of 45 branches of a regional bank and 1,038 departments of a national hospitality firm, multilevel analysis revealed that coworkers' job embeddedness and job search behaviors explain variance in individual "voluntary turnover" over and above that explained by other individual and group-level predictors. Broadly speaking, these results suggest that coworkers' job embeddedness and job search behaviors play critical roles in explaining why people quit their jobs. Implications are discussed. 		To test how coworker job search behaviors influence quitting (but qual data only used to correlate with satisfaction, commit, and embeddeness)		"turnover theory"		Focus group transcripts		11 focus groups		Job search behaviors		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Counted the comments about leaving and counted the reasons in particular.		Had two authors uninvolved with conducting focus groups independently code transcripts 				Number of coded comments about leaving used to correlate with group's average job embeddedness, commitment, and satisfaction								Felps, W., Mitchell, T. R., Hekman, D. R., Lee, T. W., Holtom, B. C., & Harman, W. S. (2009). Turnover contagion: How coworkers' job embeddedness and job search behaviors influence quitting. Academy of Management Journal, 52(3), 545-561.

		Fenton-O'Creevy, Soane, Nicholson, & Willman		2011		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Thinking, feeling and deciding: The influence of emotions on the decision making and performance of traders		Management		Qualitative		We report on a qualitative investigation of the influence of emotions on the decision making of traders in four City of London investment banks, a setting where work has been predominantly theorized as dominated by rational analysis. We conclude that emotions and their regulation play a central role in traders' decision making. We find differences between high and low performing traders in how they engage with their intuitions, and that different strategies for emotion regulation have material consequences for trader behavior and performance. Traders deploying antecedent-focused emotional regulation strategies achieve a performance advantage over those employing primarily response-focused strategies. We argue that, in particular, response-focused approaches incur a performance penalty, in part because of the reduced opportunity to combine analysis with the use of affective cues in making intuitive judgments. We discuss the implications for our understanding of emotion and decision making, and for traders' practice.		To understand the role emotions play in decision making		"dual processing theories of cognition"		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 118 traders and 10 senior managers		Emotions		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		5 themes: detrimental effect of non-relevant amotions, emotion regulation and performance, intuition, intuition and perofrmance, empathy														Fenton‐O'Creevy, M., Soane, E., Nicholson, N., & Willman, P. (2011). Thinking, feeling and deciding: The influence of emotions on the decision making and performance of traders. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 32(8), 1044-1061.

		Fisher & Hutchings		2013		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Making sense of cultural distance for militaryexpatriates operating in an extreme context		Management		Qualitative		This research examines the relationship between cultural distance (CD) and intercultural adjustment forAustralian military advisers who trained and lead foreign soldiers during the Vietnam War. Situated cognitionis used to identify six salient attributes of CD for the military advisers, and a conceptual framework is pro-posed on the basis of shared mental models (schemata) that illustrate the relationship between CD and expa-triate adjustment in an extreme context. The ﬁndings highlight the signiﬁcance of professional and ethicaldifferences between the Australians and Vietnamese, foreignness, language, political and social milieu, andface management. The research is signiﬁcant in the following: extending the literature on CD and expatriateadjustment from an erstwhile overwhelming focus on adjustment in a mundane environment to the extremecontext in which poor intercultural collaboration can have potentially life-threatening effects; highlightingthe role of “boundary spanners” in intercultural collaborations and negotiations; and providing insights intohuman behavior in a complex, dynamic context for other organizations operating in an extreme context.		To understand how military expatriates make sense of cultural distance in extreme contexts				Interview transcripts and archival data		interviews with 33 people, more than 330 documents		Sensemaking of cultural distance		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 6 "individual schemas": professional standrds, ethical differences, foreignness, language, social and political milieu, and face management		Used "peer briefing" (or sharing coding scheme/preliminary findings with others) to enhance validity												Fisher, K., & Hutchings, K. (2013). Making sense of cultural distance for military expatriates operating in an extreme context. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 34(6), 791-812.

		Follmer, Talbot, Kristof-Brown, Astrove, & Billsberry		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Resolution, relief, and resignation: A qualitative study of responses to misfit at work		Management		Qualitative		Research has portrayed person–environment (PE) fit as a pleasant condition resulting from people being attracted to and selected into compatible work environments; yet, our study reveals that creating and maintaining a sense of fit frequently involves an effortful, dynamic set of strategies. We used a two-phase, qualitative design to allow employees to report how they become aware of and experience misfit, and what they do in response. To address these questions, we conducted interviews with 81 individuals sampled from diverse industries and occupations. Through their descriptions, we identified three 
broad responses to the experience of misfit: resolution, relief, and resignation. Within these approaches, we identified distinct strategies for responding to misfit. We present a model of how participants used these strategies, often in combination, and develop propositions regarding their effectiveness at reducing strain associated with misfit. These results expand PE fit theory by providing new insight into how individuals experience and react to misfit—portraying them as active, motivated creators of their own fit experience at work.		To delineate the process of how perceived misfit at work results in turnover intentions		Person-environment fit		Interview transcripts		Phase 1: 36 interviewees; Phase 2: 45 interviewees		Misfit at work		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		9 first order codes; exti, internal transfer, changing the environ, changing the self, surface-level behavior change, buffering, temporal framing, distancing, and taking pride in misfit); 2 second-order codes: leaving and adjustment; 2 higher-order codes: resolution approach and relief-seeking approach		Three coders												Follmer, E. H., Talbot, D. L., Kristof-Brown, A. L., Astrove, S. L., & Billsberry, J. (2018). Resolution, relief, and resignation: A qualitative study of responses to misfit at work. Academy of Management Journal, 61(2), 440-465.

		Friedman et al.		2004		Journal of Applied Psychology		The Positive and Negative Effects of Anger on Dispute Resolution: Evidence From Electronically Mediated Disputes		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Scholars have argued that anger expressed by participants in mediation is counterproductive; yet, there is also reason to believe that expressions of anger can be productive. The authors tested these competing theories of emotion by using data from online mediation. Results show that expression of anger lowers the resolution rate in mediation and that this effect occurs in part because expressing anger generates an angry response by the other party. However, when respondents are especially vulnerable, expressions of anger by the filer do not hinder settlement. The authors also examined precursors to anger, such as value of dispute and reputation, and the degree to which a focus on dispute resolution is reciprocated. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To test the role of conflict filer anger in the settltment of the conflict		Theories of emotion		Online written disputes		355 disputes on eBay		Sentiment (anger)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Use two research assistants and rater "orientation toward resolution" or "other"		Reported Cohens kappa (.73)				Used sentiment to predict respondent anger and respondent resolution focus leading to conflict settlement						Friedman, R., Anderson, C., Brett, J., Olekalns, M., Goates, N., & Lisco, C. C. (2004). The positive and negative effects of anger on dispute resolution: evidence from electronically mediated disputes. Journal of Applied Psychology, 89(2), 369 - 376.

		Gamache & McNamara		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Responding to Bad Press: How CEO Temporal Focus Influences the Sensitivity to Negative Media Coverage of Acquisitions		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Management scholars have demonstrated that CEOs look to cues provided from external stakeholders when determining the direction and timing of strategic action. Research has focused on “hard” forms of external performance feedback, primarily in the form of stock market reactions. To understand both whether and to what degree “soft” external performance feedback of strategic actions influences the subsequent strategic decisions of firms, we build our arguments from and contribute to Upper Echelons Theory. We argue that negative media reactions to the announcement of a major acquisition will shape the degree to which the firm will engage in subsequent acquisition activity.  
However, our theory suggests that an important individual attribute, CEO
temporal focus, will influence how sensitive CEOs are to media coverage.
Using a sample of 745 large acquisitions made between 2006 and 2011
we find strong support for our hypotheses. Additionally, our
supplemental analysis demonstrates an important difference between
the influence of stock market and media reactions following an
acquisition. While CEO temporal focus shapes which CEOs will be
influenced by media reactions, it appears that CEOs’ propensity to be
influenced by stock market reactions is not moderated by their temporal
focus.		To show that CEO attributes predict their sensitivity to negative media coverage of a merger/acquisition		Upper Echelons theory		News articles		Unclear how many news articles in sample		Sentiment of media reaction to mergers and acquisitions		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predicted how CEO attribute ("temporal focus") influenced their sensitivity to media coverage						Gamache, D. L., & McNamara, G. Responding to bad press: How CEO temporal focus influences the sensitivity to negative media coverage of acquisitions. Academy of Management Journal.

		Gamache, McNamara, Mannor, & Johnson		2015		Academy of Management Journal		Motivated to acquire? The impact of CEO regulatory focus on firm acquisitions		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Regulatory focus theory proposes that decisionmaking and goal pursuit occur via either a promotion focus (a sensitivity to gains and a desire for advancement and growth) or a prevention focus (a sensitivity to losses and a desire for stability and security). Recent theorizing in strategic management research suggests that there may be important firm- level outcomes influenced by the regulatory focus of top executives. We expand research on regulatory focus theory by testing whether chief executive officers' (CEOs') regulatory focus impacts the proclivity of firms to undertake acquisitions. Furthermore, regulatory focus theory suggests that the effects of people's promotion and prevention foci are magnified when their regulatory focus is congruent with salient situational characteristics, a phenomenon known as regulatory fit. As a test of this idea, we demonstrate how the effects of CEO promotion and prevention foci are differentially impacted by one such characteristic, namely incentive compensation. Our findings indicate that CEO regulatory focus impacts both the quantity and scale of acquisitions undertaken by a firm. We also find some support for our arguments that these relationships are moderated by stock option pay.		To test whether CEOs regulatory focues affects acquistions		Regulatory focus theory		Letters to shareholders		3,493 letters		CEO regulatory focus		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Promotion- or prevention-orientation focus		Created their own word list and used 25 SMEs to assess validity		Reported $ similarly coded		Used writing samples from a sample of undergrads (174) to support convergent/discriminant validity		Used CEO regulatory focus to predict number of acquisitions and value of acquisitions						Gamache, D. L., McNamara, G., Mannor, M. J., & Johnson, R. E. (2015). Motivated to acquire? The impact of CEO regulatory focus on firm acquisitions. Academy of Management Journal, 58(4), 1261-1282.

		Gan, Ferns, Yu, & Jin		2017		Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism		A text mining and multidimensional sentiment analysis of online restaurant reviews		Hospitality & Tourism		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study aims to identify the structure of online restaurant reviews and examine the influence of review attributes and sentiments on restaurant star ratings. While past research indicated four attributes specific to restaurant reviews—food, service, ambience, and price—this study proposes context as the fifth attribute unique to online reviews. Sentiment analysis of online restaurant reviews has confirmed the proposed underlying structure of online restaurant reviews. Results showed that consumers’ sentiments in these five attributes significantly explained the differences in star ratings. Food, service, and context are the top three attributes affecting star ratings, followed by price and ambiance.		To extend the dimensionality of online restaurant reviews using text mining and content/sentiment analysis of online restaurant reviews				Yelp comments		268,442 consumer reviews		Sentiment, attributes of reviews (proposes 5th dimension of context in addition to 4: food, service, ambience, and price)		AFINN sentiment lexicons		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		5 codes or dimensions of what people review with restaurants (context, food, service, ambience, and price)								Sentiments related to how many stars customers give in their online ratings						Gan, Q., Ferns, B. H., Yu, Y., & Jin, L. (2017). A text mining and multidimensional sentiment analysis of online restaurant reviews. Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism, 18(4), 465-492.

		Gangloff, Connelly, & Shook		2016		Journal of Management		Of Scapegoats and Signals
Investor Reactions to CEO Succession in the Aftermath of Wrongdoing		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		If an organization’s management is caught in the act of misconduct, it may call for a changing of the guard. Surprisingly, though, there is little empirical evidence examining the presumed benefits of executive turnover in the aftermath of wrongdoing. In this study, we explore investor reactions to CEO turnover following financial misrepresentation. We theorize and find that firms can be successful at managing investor reactions to organizational misconduct by either scapegoating or signaling change, but middle-ground approaches that do not commit to one or the other are less successful. We test our ideas in a firm-level event study of market reactions to CEO successions following a material financial statement restatement. We discuss the results, which generally support our predictions, and their implications for development of the scapegoating and signaling literatures and research on both executive succession and restoring corrupt organizations.		To examine investor reactions to CEO turnover after financial misrepresentatoin		Signaling theory		Press releases		Unclear		Blame		DICTION		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 1 construct: Blame								Used CATA variable as a control						Gangloff, K. A., Connelly, B. L., & Shook, C. L. (2016). Of scapegoats and signals: Investor reactions to CEO succession in the aftermath of wrongdoing. Journal of Management, 42(6), 1614-1634.

		Gelfand et al.		2015		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Culture and getting to yes : The linguistic signature of creative agreements in the United States and Egypt		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We complement the dominant rational model of negotiation found in the West with a new honor model of negotiation found in many Arabic‐speaking populations and illustrate the linguistic processes that facilitate creativity in negotiation agreements in the United States and Egypt. Community samples ( N = 136) were recruited in the United States and Egypt and negotiated an integrative bargaining task, Discount Marketplace . Analyses of categories of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) and our own newly developed honor dictionary illustrate that the same language that predicts integrative agreements in the United States, namely, that which is rational and logical ( cognitive mechanisms , LIWC), actually backfires and hinders agreements in Egypt. Creativity in Egypt, by contrast, reflects an honor model of negotiating with language that promotes honor gain (i.e., moral integrity) and honor protection (i.e., image and strength). Theoretical and practical implications are discussed. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To understand how linguistic signatures promote or prevent negotiation success		"negotiation theory"		Negotiation dialogue transcripts		33 dyads (33 dialogues)		Linguistic signatures		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Developed dictionaries for two constructs: honor moral integraity and honor protection (9 categories in dictionary to create these constructs)		Honor dictionary was based on 158 structured interviews; researcher independently identified unnecessary terms and discussion resolved disagreements						Used CATA variables to predict integrativeness and dominance						Gelfand, M. J., Severance, L., Lee, T., Bruss, C. B., Lun, J., Abdel‐Latif, A. H., ... & Moustafa Ahmed, S. (2015). Culture and getting to yes: The linguistic signature of creative agreements in the United States and Egypt. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 36(7), 967-989.

		Gephart		1997		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Hazardous measures: An interpretive textual analysis of quantitative sensemaking during crises		Management		Qualitative		Presents computer supported textual analysis to investigate quantitative sensemaking during a public inquiry into a well blow-out involving hydrogen sulphide gas. Three research questions relevant to crisis sensemaking are addressed. First, what quantitative practices and terms were used in sensemaking about the crisis, and how were these used? Second, how were quantitative practices relevant to the management of risks and hazards? And third, how did sensemaking vary among stakeholder groups, and what were the implications of the variations for organizational action? The results and findings from the computer supported textual analysis show that quantitative practices and terms played an important role in inquiry sensemaking. The 2 theoretically meaningful groups involved in the incident used different vocabularies and logics for sensemaking. The government group used a "step logic" to emphasize formal steps in the management of the hazard. This required the precise measurement of the hazards as a basis for initiating rule governed actions to control the hazards. In contrast, the operator company used a logic of local safeguarding to interpret the hazards and measurements of the hazards. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)		To examine how different words (categories) represented sensemaking techniquse by each agency in the crisis		Grounded theory		Reports on an incident		217-page official proceedings and 16-page final report		Sensemaking		TACT (Textual analysis computing tools)		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted words related to "hazards" and "measurements"												Provides good differentiation, though maybe a bit dated, between quantitative and interpretive textual analysis		Gephart, R. (1997). Hazardous measures: An interpretive textual analysis of quantitative sensemaking during crises. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 583-622.

		Gibson & Gibbs		2006		Administrative Science Quarterly		Unpacking the Concept of Virtuality: The Effects of Geographic Dispersion, Electronic Dependence, Dynamic Structure, and National Diversity on Team Innovation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		To understand why the virtual design strategies that organizations create to foster innovation may in fact hinder it, we unpack four characteristics often associated with the term "virtuality" (geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, structural dynamism, and national diversity) and argue that each hinders innovation through unique mechanisms, many of which can be overcome by creating a psychologically safe communication climate. We first tested the plausibility of our arguments using in-depth qualitative analysis of interviews with 177 members of 14 teams in a variety of industries. A second study constituted a more formal test of hypotheses using survey data collected from 266 members of 56 aerospace design teams. Results show that the four characteristics are not highly intercorrelated, that they have independent and differential effects on innovation, and that a psychologically safe communication climate helps mitigate the challenges they pose. We discuss the implications of these findings for theory and research.		To qualitatively assess elements of virtual teamwork				Interview transcripts		Interviews with 177 members of 14 teams		Elements of virtuality		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Variables extracted: electronic dependence, dynamism of structural arranagements, psychologically safe communication, and innovation		Used two raters to code variables from transcripts		Reported Cohen's kappa for each variable		Conducted constructed validation analyses including raters, aggregation indices, and correlations with theoretically related measures								Gibson, C. B., & Gibbs, J. L. (2006). Unpacking the concept of virtuality: The effects of geographic dispersion, electronic dependence, dynamic structure, and national diversity on team innovation. Administrative science quarterly, 51(3), 451-495.

		Gibson & Zellmer-Bruhn		2001		Administrative Science Quarterly		Metaphors and Meaning: An Intercultural Analysis of the Concept of Teamwork		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This paper develops a conceptual framework to explain different understandings of the concept of teamwork across national and organizational cultures. Five different metaphors for teamwork (military, sports, community, family, and associates) were derived from the language team members used during interviews in four different geographic locations of six multinational corporations. Results indicated that use of the teamwork metaphors varies across countries and organizations, after control- ling for gender, team function, and total words in an interview. Analyses of specific relationships between national cultural values and categories of metaphor use and between dimensions of organizational culture and categories of metaphor use revealed patterns of expectations about team roles, scope, membership, and objectives that arise in different cultural contexts. We discuss the implications of this variance for future research on teams and the management of teams in multinational organizations.		To test how orgnaizational elements predict the metaphors employees use to talk about teamwork		Team-related theories		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 107 people in the US, France, Puerto Rico, and Philippines		Metaphors		Nud.ist; TACT		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Five types of metaphors for teamwork emerged: family, sports, community, associates, and military; each category has about 100 unique words in them; also extracted terms from organzation's annual report, but unclear exactly what they did with these		Used raters to eliminate irrelevant words (e.g., the, um); used give raters from each country in study to sort words from cards into metaphors for teamwork and then create a definition of teamwork (raters worked collaboratively)				Conducted "in-text" verifivation of codes using TACT and used the same categories of metaphors from the human coders to extract sample terms; created a frequency distribution from this for each interviewee		Extracted themes were dependent variables, predicted by gender, department, country, and organization						Gibson, C. B., & Zellmer-Bruhn, M. E. (2001). Metaphors and meaning: An intercultural analysis of the concept of teamwork. Administrative Science Quarterly, 46(2), 274-303.

		Gioia, Price, Hamilton, & Thomas		2010		Administrative Science Quarterly		Forging an Identity: An Insider-outsider Study of Processes Involved in the Formation of Organizational Identity		Management		Qualitative		We investigated the processes involved in forming an organizational identity, which we studied during the founding of a distinctive new college by using an interpretive, insider-outsider research approach. The emergent grounded theory model suggests that organizational identity formed via the interplay of eight notable processes, four of which occurred in more-or-less sequential, stage-like fashion--(1) articulating a vision, (2) experiencing a meanings void, (3) engaging in experiential contrasts, and (4) converging on a consensual identity--plus four recurrent processes that were associated with two or more of the sequential stages: (5) negotiating identity claims, (6) attaining optimal distinctiveness, (7) performing liminal actions, and (8) assimilating legitimizing feedback. The findings show that internal and external, as well as micro and macro influences affected the forging of an organizational identity. In addition, we found that both social construction and social actor views of identity-related processes were not only germane to the formation of organizational identity but that these processes were also mutually constitutive in creating a workable identity.		To develop a process of organizational identiy formation		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts, strategic reports, journals, email reports, archival records, observations, conference video, etc. (see Table 1 on p. 7)		33 interviews (otherwise see Table 1 on p. 7)		Organizational identity		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		8 second-order themes: articulating a vision, experiencing a meanings voide, engaging in experiential contrasts, converging on a consensual identity, negotiating identity claims, attaining optimal distinctiveness, performing liminal actions, and assimilating legitimizing feedback		Discussed key informant as involved in supporting the coding scheme, but not the analysis process; used additional external sources to "ensure trustworthiness" and had them code independently		Reported IRRs from two separate assessments (.91 and .91)										Gioia, D. A., Price, K. N., Hamilton, A. L., & Thomas, J. B. (2010). Forging an identity: An insider-outsider study of processes involved in the formation of organizational identity. Administrative science quarterly, 55(1), 1-46.

		Godnov & Redek		2018		Journal of Contemporary Management Issues		Good food, clean rooms and friendly staff: Implications of user-generated content for Slovenian skiing, sea and spa hotels' management		Hospitality & Tourism		Quantitative & Qualitative		The paper studies user-generated evaluations of hotels in three types of destinations in Slovenia (skiing, sea and spa). Using a broad dataset of user-generated evaluations for 28 different hotels and a combination of text mining and standard statistical methods we show how this data provides rich decision-making information. Although numerical evaluations of different destination types can hardly be directly compared due to different guest structure, the results
show that guests in general evaluate in their texts primarily the “basics” (room, food/drink, staff). Using a combination of sentiment and novel aspect-
based sentiment, hotels can monitor their competitiveness in time, across different types or brands, and use content analysis to further determine
sources of competitive advantages in order to enhance performance. The article is the first comprehensive evaluation of Slovenian tourism
using on-line peer reviews and provides a toolkit for similar applied analyses. 		To analyse tourist comments on hotels				Tourist reviews		1,712 reviews		Sentiment		R		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based								Sentiment related to satisfaction with elements of their stay at the hotel/spa								Godnov, U., & Redek, T. (2018). Good food, clean rooms and friendly staff: Implications of user-generated content for Slovenian skiing, sea and spa hotels’ management. Management: journal of contemporary management issues, 23(1), 29-57.

		Gomulya & Boeker		2014		Academy of Management Journal		How firms respond to financial restatement: CEO successors and external reactions		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Although past studies have paid considerable attention to firms' reputations, few have investigated the actions that firms take following a reputation-damaging event. We identify firms involved in financial earnings restatements and examine whether naming a successor CEO with specific qualities serves to signal the seriousness of a firm's efforts to restore its reputation. Using theories of market signaling, we argue that attributes of successor CEOs significantly influence the reactions of key external constituencies. In particular, firms with more severe restatement tend to name successors who have prior CEO or turnaround experience and a more elite education. The naming of such successors results in more positive reactions from the stock market, financial analysts, and mass media. We argue that these attributes send messages to stakeholders and the broader public about the CEO's credibility and the firm's efforts.		To examine how firms respond to reputation-damaging events		Signaling theory; reputation theories		News articles		1,132 news articles		Media reactions (positive and negative)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Used other variables to predict CATA variables						Gomulya, D., & Boeker, W. (2014). How firms respond to financial restatement: CEO successors and external reactions. Academy of Management Journal, 57(6), 1759-1785.

		Gomulya, Wong, Ormiston, & Boeker		2017		Journal of Applied Psychology		The Role of Facial Appearance on CEO Selection After Firm Misconduct		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We investigate a particular aspect of CEO successor trustworthiness that may be critically important after a firm has engaged in financial misconduct. Specifically, drawing on prior research that suggests that facial appearance is one critical way in which trustworthiness is signaled, we argue that leaders who
convey integrity, a component of trustworthiness, will be more likely to be selected as successors after financial restatement. We predict that such appointments garner more positive reactions by external observers such as investment analysts and the media because these CEOs are perceived as having greater integrity. In an archival study of firms that have announced financial restatements, we find support for our predictions. These findings have implications for research on CEO succession, leadership selection, facial appearance, and firm misconduct.		To examine how CEO facial appearances relate to media coverage after financial misconduct		Implicit leadership theory; contingency theories of leadership		News articles		1,132 articles (6,567 words)		Sentiment (favorability) of media		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predicted how CEO facial appearances relate to media coverage of replacements						Gomulya, D., Wong, E. M., Ormiston, M. E., & Boeker, W. (2017). The role of facial appearance on CEO selection after firm misconduct. Journal of Applied Psychology, 102(4), 617-635

		Gover & Duxbury		2017		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Making sense of organizational change: Is hindsight really 20/20?		Management		Qualitative		This qualitative study explores the conceptual links between 2 different approaches to managerial cognition, sensemaking and cognitive bias, in the context of organizational change. A longitudinal case study utilizing both real‐time assessments and retrospective sensemaking data from interviews with 26 hospital employees at 3 points in time was undertaken. Patterns related to individuals' retrospective accounts and real‐time assessments were identified and used to construct 4 prototypical narratives. Data analysis revealed that organizational change was not a markedly negative experience for most informants, which is contrary to the prevailing theme in the literature. This and other findings are discussed in terms of sensemaking and cognitive bias. This study makes 2 contributions to our understanding of how individual's experience and make sense of organizational change over time as (a) little is known about how the process of change unfolds over time at the individual level and (b) extant research has not investigated the extent to which individuals' retrospective sensemaking about organizational change reflects or diverges from their real‐time assessments over the course of the change. More broadly, the study provides
insights and focused advice for management researchers regarding the use of retrospective data to understand individuals' perceptions of situations that have already occurred. 		To examine retrospective sensemaking		Grounded theory; paradox theory; sensemaking theory		Interview transcripts		26 hospital employees at 3 time points		"Retrospective sensemaking of change to the work environment over time"		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Initial codes number unclear, 3 higher-order codes (changed-better, changed-worse, no change)		Two coders (the authors)												Gover, L., & Duxbury, L. (2018). Making sense of organizational change: Is hindsight really 20/20?. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 39(1), 39-51.

		Grimmer & Stewart		2013		Political Analysis		Text as Data: The Promise and Pitfalls of Automatic Content Analysis Methods for Political		Political Science		Review		Politics and political conflict often occur in the written and spoken word. Scholars have long recognized this, but the massive costs of analyzing even moderately sized collections of texts have hindered their use in political science research. Here lies the promise of automated text analysis: it substantially reduces the costs of analyzing large collections of text. We provide a guide to this exciting new area of research and show how, in many instances, the methods have already obtained part of their promise. But there are pitfalls to using automated methods—they are no substitute for careful thought and close reading and require extensive and problem-specific validation. We survey a wide range of new methods, provide guidance on how to validate the output of the models, and clarify misconceptions and errors in the litera ture. To conclude, we argue that for automated text methods to become a standard tool for political scientists, methodologists must contribute new methods and new methods		To provide an overview on how to conduct automatic content analysis		Theories of politics																												Grimmer, J., & Stewart, B. M. (2013). Text as data: The promise and pitfalls of automatic content analysis methods for political texts. Political analysis, 21(3), 267-297.

		Grzywacz et al.		2007		Journal of Applied Psychology		Work-family conflict: Experiences and health implications among immigrant Latinos		Management		Qualitative		[Correction Notice: An erratum for this article was reported in Vol 93(4) of Journal of Applied Psychology (see record 2008-09088-018). The wrong grant number was cited in the author note. The author note indicated that the research was supported by National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Grant OH013182. It should have cited grant number OH008335.] Work-family conflict research has focused almost exclusively on professional, White adults. The goal of this article was to expand the understanding of culture and industry in shaping experiences and consequences of work-family conflict. Using in-depth interview data (n = 26) and structured survey data (n = 200) from immigrant Latinos employed in the poultry processing industry, the authors evaluated predictions drawn from emerging models emphasizing the influence of cultural characteristics such as collectivism and gender ideology on work-family conflict. Results indicated that immigrant Latinos in poultry processing experienced infrequent work-to-family conflict; both the level and the antecedents of work-to-family conflict differed by gender, with physical demands contributing to greater conflict for women but not men. In addition, there was little evidence that work-family conflict was associated with health in this population. These results demonstrate how traditional models of work-family conflict need to be modified to reflect the needs and circumstances of diverse workers in the new global economy. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To understand work-family conflict and how this impact immigrant Latinos' health		Work-family conflict		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 26 people		W-F conflict and health		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted themes related to family health or mental health; exact number of themes unclear		Two investigators tagged text segments, one intially and a second one reviewing the work										Used qualitative evidence to provide further support of quantitative hypothesis tests		Grzywacz, J. G., Arcury, T. A., Marín, A., Carrillo, L., Burke, B., Coates, M. L., & Quandt, S. A. (2007). Work-family conflict: Experiences and health implications among immigrant Latinos. Journal of Applied Psychology, 92(4), 1119 - 1130.

		Guo, Yu, & Gimeno		2017		Academy of Management Journal		Language and competition: Communication vagueness, interpretation difficulties, and market entry		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Firms have a lot to lose from the entry of competitors into their markets. Grounded in the research on interfirm rivalry and strategic communication, we proposed and tested hypotheses suggesting that, when the managers of incumbent firms perceive a high threat of entry, they are more likely to use vagueness in their corporate communications to make their strategies and actions harder to discern. This lessened interpretation results in fewer competitive entries by potential entrants. We used computerized content analysis to quantify the use of vague language in incumbent firms’ annual reports and empirically tested our hypotheses through data from the U.S. domestic airline industry. We found robust support for our hypotheses. By revealing that strategic use of language
shapes competitive interactions, our research sheds new light on the process through which information is delivered, received, and interpreted by rivals. This process is at the heart of competitive dynamics and strategy research.		To test how vague word usage in 10-Ks shape competitive interactions		Competitive signaling theory		10-K annual reports		Our final sample consists of 18 domestic airlines, 5,156 markets, and 8,095 realized new market entries (p. 2081)		Vaguness (of wording)		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Did not disclose code numbers; ultimately created highest-order code of "vagueness"		Used human coders, but unclear how many		Krippendorff's alpha (.82)				Used CATA variable as dependent variable						Guo, W., Yu, T., & Gimeno, J. (2017). Language and competition: Communication vagueness, interpretation difficulties, and market entry. Academy of Management Journal, 60(6), 2073-2098.

		Gutierrez, Howard-Grenville, & Scully		2010		Academy of Management Journal		The faithful rise up: Split identification and an unlikely change effort		Management		Qualitative		Through a qualitative study of the emergence of unlikely activism from committed members of the Catholic Church, we examine how identification can trigger and shape a change effort. We uncover how crafting "split identification" allows members to retain their identification with normative aspects of an institution, while disidentifying with, and seeking to change, organizational aspects. Our process model traces how members split their identification, attempt to repair the split by seeking change, and respond when their claimed identification is challenged. We offer implications for identification theory and for literature on change originating inside organizations and institutions.		To explore how identity can spark change actions using the Catholic church sexual abuse scandal		"identification theory"		Interview transcripts, newspaper articles		2,729 newspaper aricles, 17 semi-structured interviews		Split identification		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		3 higher-order codes: crafting a split identification, attempting to repair a split identification, and sustaining a split identification														Gutierrez, B., Howard-Grenville, J., & Scully, M. A. (2010). The faithful rise up: Split identification and an unlikely change effort. Academy of Management Journal, 53(4), 673-699.

		Hagtvedt, Dossinger, Harrison, & Huang		2019		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		Curiosity made the cat more creative: Specific curiosity as a driver of creativity		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The present research examines the causal relationship between specific curiosity and creativity. To explicate this relationship, we introduce the concept of idea linking, a cognitive process that entails using aspects of early ideas as input for subsequent ideas in a sequential manner, such that one idea is a stepping stone to the next. Study 1 demonstrated the causal effect of specific curiosity on creativity. Study 2, a field study of artisans selling handmade goods online, found that experiencing specific curiosity predicts greater next-day creativity. Study 3 demonstrated idea linking as a mechanism for the effect of specific curiosity on creativity. Study 4 further established the impact of idea linking on creativity, finding that it boosted creativity beyond the well-established
intervention of brainstorming. We discuss specific curiosity as a state that fuels creativity through idea linking and idea linking as a novel technique for creative idea generation.		To test how experiencing curiosity related to creativity		Did not state clearly, but cited signaling theory		Daily diaries		81 participants; 516 daily surveys		Creativity-relevant language		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predicted next-day curiosity						Hagtvedt, L. P., Dossinger, K., Harrison, S. H., & Huang, L. (2019). Curiosity made the cat more creative: Specific curiosity as a driver of creativity. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 150, 1-13.

		Hajek		2018		Neural Computing & Applications		Combining bag-of-words and sentiment features of annual reports to predict abnormal stock returns		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		Automated textual analysis of firm-related documents has become an important decision support tool for stock market investors. Previous studies tended to adopt either dictionary-based or machine learning approach. Nevertheless, little is known about their concurrent use. Here we use the combination of financial indicators, readability, sentiment categories, and bag-of-words (BoW) to increase prediction accuracy. This paper aims to extract both sentiment and BoW information from the annual reports of US firms. The sentiment analysis is based on two commonly used dictionaries, namely a general dictionary Diction 7.0 and a finance-specific dictionary proposed by Loughran and McDonald (J Finance 66:35-65, <xref>2011</xref>. doi:10.1111/j.1540-6261.2010.01625.x). The BoW are selected according to their tf-idf. We combine these features with financial indicators to predict abnormal stock returns using a multilayer perceptron neural network with dropout regularization and rectified linear units. We show that this method performs similarly as naïve Bayes and outperforms other machine learning algorithms (support vector machine, C4.5 decision tree, and <italic>k</italic>-nearest neighbour classifier) in predicting positive/negative abnormal stock returns in terms of ROC. We also show that the quality of the prediction significantly increased when using the correlation-based feature selection of BoW. This prediction performance is robust to industry categorization and event window.		To strengthen prediction of abnormal stock returns using a combination of bag-of-words and sentiment				Annual reports				Sentiment		DICTION		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		35 words from DICTION used to create 5 semantic features: certainty, optimism activity, realism, and commonality								Related to abnormal stock returns						Hájek, P. (2018). Combining bag-of-words and sentiment features of annual reports to predict abnormal stock returns. Neural Computing and Applications, 29(7), 343-358.

		Hannigan et al.		2018		Academy of Management Annals		Topic modeling in management research: Rendering new theory from textual data		Management		Review		Increasingly, management researchers are using topic modeling, a new method borrowed from computer science, to reveal phenomenon-based constructs and grounded conceptual relationships in textual data. By conceptualizing topic modeling as the process of rendering constructs and conceptual relationships from textual data, we demonstrate how this new method can advance management scholarship without turning topic modeling into a black box of complex computer-driven algorithms. We begin by comparing features of topic modeling to related techniques (content analysis, grounded theorizing, and natural language processing). We then walk through the steps of rendering with topic modeling and apply rendering to management articles that draw on topic modeling. Doing so enables us to identify and discuss how topic modeling has advanced management theory in five areas: detecting novelty and emergence, developing inductive classification systems, understanding online audiences and products, analyzing frames and social movements, and understanding cultural dynamics. We conclude with a review of new topic modeling trends and revisit the role of researcher interpretation in a world of computer-driven textual analysis.		To review and conceptualize how topic modeling relates to related techniques (content analysis, grounded theory, NLP)																														Hannigan, T., Haans, R. F. J., Vakili, K., Tchalian, H., Glaser, V., Wang, M., ... & Jennings, P. D. (2018). Topic modeling in management research: Rendering new theory from textual data. Academy of Management Annals.

		Hao & Dai		2016		Journal of Financial Crime		Social media content and sentiment analysis on consumer security breaches		Health Services		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose Security breaches have been arising issues that cast a large amount of financial losses and social problems to society and people. Little is known about how social media could be used a surveillance tool to track messages related to security breaches. This paper aims to fill the gap by proposing a framework in studying the social media surveillance on security breaches along with an empirical study to shed light on public attitudes and concerns.Design/methodology/approach In this study, the authors propose a framework for real-time monitoring of public perception to security breach events using social media metadata. Then, an empirical study was conducted on a sample of 1,13,340 related tweets collected in August 2015 on Twitter. By text mining a large number of unstructured, real-time information, the authors extracted topics, opinions and knowledge about security breaches from the general public. The time series analysis suggests significant trends for multiple topics and the results from sentiment analysis show a significant difference among topics.Findings The study confirms that social media monitoring provides a supplementary tool for the traditional surveys which are costly and time-consuming to track security breaches. Sentiment score and impact factors are good predictors of real-time public opinions and attitudes to security breaches. Unusual patterns/events of security breaches can be detected in the early stage, which could prevent further destruction by raising public awareness.Research limitations/implications The sample data were collected from a short period of time on Twitter. Future study could extend the research to a longer period of time or expand key words search to observe the sentiment trend, especially before and after large security breaches, and to track various topics across time.Practical implications The findings could be useful to inform public policy and guide companies responding to consumer security breaches in shaping public perception.Originality/value This study is the first of its kind to undertake the analysis of social media (Twitter) content and sentiment on public perception to security breaches.		To propose "a framework in studying the social media surveillance on security breaches" and test it empirically				Tweets		113,340 tweets		Sentiment		R ("twitteR")		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Aggregated terms up to positive or negative								Show that sentiments can predict public opinions and attitudes toward security breaches						Hao, J., & Dai, H. (2016). Social media content and sentiment analysis on consumer security breaches. Journal of Financial Crime, 23(4), 855-869.

		Harrison & Dossinger		2017		Academy of Management Journal		Pliable guidance: A multilevel model of curiosity, feedback seeking, and feedback giving in creative work		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We propose and test a multilevel model that positions trait curiosity as a key individual difference during the revision and evaluation stages of the creative process. Using a sample of T-shirt designers, their creative drafts, and the questions and comments that feedback seekers and providers posted to an online workshop, we find curiosity acts as a bridge connecting creative workers with their feedback providers in novel ways. We advance pliable guidance as a theoretical umbrella to describe how feedback seekers and providers in creative work find a balance between the direction that makes feedback
informative and the freedom to explore that infuses new ideas in their work. Our findings show that more curious individuals seek feedback by asking more open questions, which allows them to obtain more feedback. We also find that ambivalent feedback is more likely to lead to feedback acceptance and design revision. Finally, our results suggest that curiosity is an important moderator of how creative workers respond to ambivalent feedback. Our research highlights the pivotal role curiosity plays in drawing individuals into a collaborative process when developing their creative ideas, one that is guided and inspired by the social environment.		To test how the ambivalence of feedback predicts changes		"Pliable guidance"		Written feedback		39 individuals and their associated 39 designs with a history of the idea from inception through to completion, and with an average of 42.62 feedback comments (SD 35.51) from forum members per idea.		Level of ambivalence		LIWC; HLM		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Did not disclose code numbers; ultimately created highest-order code of "ambivalence"		Used two graduate students to aid in content validity (p. 2060)		IRR (Cohens k = .75)				Predicted changes to draft (project) from the ambivalence of the feedback						Harrison, S. H., & Dossinger, K. (2017). Pliable guidance: A multilevel model of curiosity, feedback seeking, and feedback giving in creative work. Academy of Management Journal, 60(6), 2051-2072.

		He, Zhang, Tian, Tao, & Akula		2018		Journal of Enterprise Information Management		Identifying customer knowledge on social media through data analytics		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose Customer knowledge from social media can become an important organizational asset. The purpose of this paper is to identify useful customer knowledge including knowledge for customer, knowledge about customers and knowledge from customers from social media data and facilitate social media-based customer knowledge management.Design/methodology/approach The authors conducted a case study to analyze people's online discussion on Twitter regarding laptop brands and manufacturers. After collecting relevant tweets using Twitter search APIs, the authors applied statistical analysis, text mining and sentiment analysis techniques to analyze the social media data set and visualize relevant insights and patterns in order to identify customer knowledge.Findings The paper identifies useful insights and knowledge from customers and knowledge about customers from social media data. Furthermore, the paper shows how the authors can use knowledge from customers and knowledge about customers to help companies develop knowledge for customers.Originality/value This is an original social media analytics study that discusses how to transform large-scale social media data into useful customer knowledge including knowledge for customer, knowledge about customers and knowledge from customers.		"The purpose of this paper is to identify useful customer knowledge including knowledge for customer, knowledge about customers and knowledge from  customers from social media data and facilitate social media-based customer knowledge management."				Tweets		385,614 tweets		Customer knowledge on laptop brands, sentiment		Apache Solr		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		Pulled terms used to discuss phones, but did not aggregate; reported frequencies														He, W., Zhang, W., Tian, X., Tao, R., & Akula, V. (2019). Identifying customer knowledge on social media through data analytics. Journal of Enterprise Information Management, 32(1), 152-169.

		Heyden, Sidhu, & Volberda		2018		Journal of Management		The Conjoint Influence of Top and Middle Management Characteristics on Management Innovation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Management innovation entails the introduction of new-to-the-firm changes in management structures, processes, and practices intended to improve organizational functioning. We draw on relational demography theory to elucidate how behavioral dispositions stemming from top management and middle management similarity in professional characteristics (functional background and educational level) and biodemographic characteristics (age and gender) may
facilitate management innovation. We argue that while a throughput functional orientation of top management can be expected to stimulate management innovation, greater similarity between top and middle management will strengthen the association between top management throughput orientation and management innovation by (1) engendering consistency in behavioral expectations between the managerial echelons and (2) motivating middle management to engage in extrarole behaviors. We test our theory on a sample of more than 8,000 top and middle managers in a cross-section of 33 organizations from 2000 to 2008 and adopt a novel content analysis-based measure of management innovation. We find compelling support for the moderating influence of professional similarity between top and middle management but uncover more complex patterns for cross-echelon similarity in biodemographic characteristics. We discuss implications for understanding the role of managers in management innovation, joint consideration of top and middle management characteristics in organizational change processes, the interplay between various types of innovation, and the measurement of management innovation. Promising future research directions are suggested. 		To see how middle management characteristics predicted management innovation		Relational demography theory		10-K annual reports		10-ks from 33 firms with 225 firm-year observations		Management innovation		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Did not disclose code numbers; ultimately created highest-order code of "management innovation"		Use human codes, but number of coders unclear		Krippendorff's alpha (greater than .70)				Concurrent validity: tested relationship of MI variable with other theoretically relevant variables; MI was the DV						Heyden, M. L., Sidhu, J. S., & Volberda, H. W. (2018). The conjoint influence of top and middle management characteristics on management innovation. Journal of Management, 44(4), 1505-1529.

		Hoff, Pohl, & Bartfield		2006		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Teaching but not learning: how medical residency programs handle errors		Management		Qualitative		This study examines how easily organizations with pluralistic missions enact those missions on an everyday basis. A teaching-focused organization located in the health care industry is explored for its ability to also pursue a learning-focused mission with respect to medical errors and patient safety. Extended observations and interviews were conducted of attending and resident physicians working in surgical and medical intensive care unit settings. The results suggest that the everyday work and social organization associated with residency programs fulfilling their core mission of creating competent clinicians leave little room for new or alternative routines, exchanges, and beliefs that would enhance resident learning around safety and error. This supports the idea, in need of further investigation, that multiple missions within an organization may be pursued jointly at the workplace level through a process whereby existing work and social organization effectively meeting one type of mission is used to help meet the goals of additional imperatives. Specifically, the findings highlight the difficulty of establishing new routines, beliefs, and exchanges to heighten organization learning capacity that are not derived from existing forms of behavior within the work environment. 		To examine how employees simultanously enact the multiple missions of their organization with such routinization that it does not allow for additional learning or modifications to address errors		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts, observations		Exact numbers unclear; shadowing 17 people for about 9 months; 15 interviews		Errors associated with best practices		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		4 overarching themes identified: attending aloofness, no surprises, overfocus on technique training, and pimping		No human raters, but discussed preliminary findings with two MD co-investigators and 6 additional relevant individuals												Hoff, T. J., Pohl, H., & Bartfield, J. (2006). Teaching but not learning: how medical residency programs handle errors. Journal of Organizational Behavior: The International Journal of Industrial, Occupational and Organizational Psychology and Behavior, 27(7), 869-896.
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technique uses a generative latent class model to perform a probabilistic mixture decomposition. This results in a more principled approach with a solid foundation in statistical inference. More precisely, we propose to make use of a temperature controlled version of the Expectation Maximization algorithm for model fitting, which has shown excellent performance in practice. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis has many applications, most prominently in information retrieval, natural language processing, machine learning from text, and in related areas. The paper presents perplexity results for different types of text and linguistic data collections and discusses an application in automated document indexing. The experiments indicate substantial and consistent improvements of the probabilistic method over standard Latent Semantic Analysis.		To present a factor analysis method for binary and count data																														Hofmann, T. (2001). Unsupervised learning by probabilistic latent semantic analysis. Machine learning, 42(1-2), 177-196.

		Howard-Grenville, Metzer, & Meyer		2013		Academy of Management Journal		Rekindling the flame: Processes of identity resurrection		Management		Qualitative		We build theory on the process of collective identity resurrection through a qualitative study investigating how community members reenergized a valued community identity following years of decline. Our findings suggest a recursive model of identity resurrection, in which community leaders marshal tangible resources such as money and human talent to orchestrate experiences and community members authenticate the experiences by judging them resonant with memories and existing identity symbols. This model draws attention to the role of experience and emotion in identity processes, extending theory that has tended to focus narrowly on cognitive aspects of collective identity. We discuss implications for processes of identity reproduction and resurrection in organizational settings, and for interdependencies between community and organizational identities. 		To flesh out the identity resurrection process in a community		"theory on collective identity resurrection"		Observations, interviews, secondary data		24 semi-structured interviews and 366 structured interviews		Identity resurrection		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Number of codes unclear, but seemed to identify resources, experiences, and emotions as key themes														Howard-Grenville, J., Metzger, M. L., & Meyer, A. D. (2013). Rekindling the flame: Processes of identity resurrection. Academy of Management Journal, 56(1), 113-136.

		Hu, Chen, & Choi		2017		Information Processing and Management		Opinion mining from online hotel reviews –A text summarization approach		Information Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Online travel forums and social networks have become the most popular platform for sharing travel information, with enormous numbers of reviews posted daily. Automatically generated hotel summaries could aid travelers in selecting hotels. This study proposes a novel multi-text summarization technique for identifying the top- k most informative sentences of hotel reviews. Previous studies on review summarization have primarily examined content analysis, which disregards critical factors like author credibility and conflicting opinions. We considered such factors and developed a new sentence importance metric. Both the content and sentiment similarities were used to determine the similarity of two sentences. To identify the top- k sentences, the k -medoids clustering algorithm was used to partition sentences into k groups. The medoids from these groups were then selected as the final summarization results. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we collected two sets of reviews for the two hotels posted on TripAdvisor.com. A total of 20 subjects were invited to review the text summarization results from the proposed approach and two conventional approaches for the two hotels. The results indicate that the proposed approach outperforms the other two, and most of the subjects believed that the proposed approach can provide more comprehensive hotel information.		To provide an alternative opinion mining technique				Online hotel reviews		50 reviews		Opinions		Stanford Loglinear POS Tagger		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Compared three methods of extracting meaning from top sentences, but did not report codes		Used human raters to review the results of the technique												Hu, Y. H., Chen, Y. L., & Chou, H. L. (2017). Opinion mining from online hotel reviews–A text summarization approach. Information Processing & Management, 53(2), 436-449.

		Huang		2018		Academy of Management Journal		The role of investor gut feel in managing complexity and extreme risk		Management		Qualitative		Securing financial resources from investors is a key challenge for many early-stage entrepreneurial ventures. Given the inherent uncertainty surrounding a decision to invest in these ventures, prior research has found that experienced investors rely heavily on their investor gut feel—that is, dynamic expertise-based emotion-cognitions specific to the entrepreneurship context. In this paper, I inductively find that rather than being based on rapid, nonconscious impulse, as much of prior literature would suggest, what investors call their “gut feel” is an elaborate “intuiting process.” This process serves a distinct purpose: it emboldens investors to make investments that would otherwise be considered overly risky and likely to lead to failure. In the theoretical model I present, I delineate how investors are guided by a predisposed stance on risk and uncertainty, which dictates the approach investors take toward managing the complexity of an investment opportunity—and how they cognitively and emotionally reframe investment risk into a compelling narrative that transcends avoidance behavior and leads investors to invest. These findings expand our overall understanding of the complex ways in which investors contend with the risks and uncertainties in entrepreneurial finance.		To examine how investor's "gut feel" influences how they manage complexity and risk of investments		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts		110 angel investors		Investor "gut feel"		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		6 first-order codes: risks should be identified and quantified; risks need to be understood through skill and expertise to capture information; uncertainty is about type I error and restraint; risks cannot be measured, risks should be put into perspective through an examination of the potential rewards; rewards can be understood through what resonates personally to investors ; and uncertainty is about type II errors and not being inhibited; two higher-order codes; control-focus stance and choice-focused stance														Huang, L. (2018). The role of investor gut feel in managing complexity and extreme risk. Academy of Management Journal, 61(5), 1821-1847.

		Huang, ElTayeby, Zolnoori, & Yao		2018		Journal of Medical Internet Research		Public Opinions Toward Diseases: Infodemiological Study on News Media Data		Health Sciences		Quantitative & Qualitative		Background: Society always has limited resources to expend on health care, or anything else. What are the unmet medical needs? How do we allocate limited resources to maximize the health and welfare of the people? These challenging questions might be re-examined systematically within an infodemiological frame on a much larger scale, leveraging the latest advancement in information technology and data science. Objective: We expanded our previous work by investigating news media data to reveal the coverage of different diseases and medical conditions, together with their sentiments and topics in news articles over three decades. We were motivated to do so since news media plays a significant role in politics and affects the public policy making. Methods: We analyzed over 3.5 million archive news articles from Reuters media during the periods of 1996/1997, 2008 and 2016, using summary statistics, sentiment analysis, and topic modeling. Summary statistics illustrated the coverage of various diseases and medical conditions during the last 3 decades. Sentiment analysis and topic modeling helped us automatically detect the sentiments of news articles (ie, positive versus negative) and topics (ie, a series of keywords) associated with each disease over time. Results: The percentages of news articles mentioning diseases and medical conditions were 0.44%, 0.57% and 0.81% in the three time periods, suggesting that news media or the public has gradually increased its interests in medicine since 1996. Certain diseases such as other malignant neoplasm (34%), other infectious diseases (20%), and influenza (11%) represented the most covered diseases. Two hundred and twenty-six diseases and medical conditions (97.8%) were found to have neutral or negative sentiments in the news articles. Using topic modeling, we identified meaningful topics on these diseases and medical conditions. For instance, the smoking theme appeared in the news articles on other malignant neoplasm only during 1996/1997. The topic phrases HIV and Zika virus were linked to other infectious diseases during 1996/1997 and 2016, respectively. Conclusions: The multi-dimensional analysis of news media data allows the discovery of focus, sentiments and topics of news media in terms of diseases and medical conditions. These infodemiological discoveries could shed light on unmet medical needs and research priorities for future and provide guidance for the decision making in public policy. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To examine how diseases and medical conditions are covered by the media over time				News articles		3.5 million archived news articles from Reuters		Sentiment and topic modeling		Apache Solr; Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER); Natural language toolkit (NLTK) (Python)		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Related topics modeling to sentiment 								Huang, M., ElTayeby, O., Zolnoori, M., & Yao, L. (2018). Public Opinions Toward Diseases: Infodemiological Study on News Media Data. Journal of medical Internet research, 20(5), e10047.

		Hubbard, Pollock, Pfarrer, & Rindova		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Safe bets or hot hands? How status and celebrity influence strategic alliance formations by newly public firms		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Social approval assets derive their value from favorable stakeholder perceptions. Past research has focused primarily on their role as signals that reduce stakeholders’ perceived uncertainty about the firm. However, social approval assets can also serve as frames that influence how other information is interpreted. We theorize how the frames associated with two social approval assets—status and celebrity—influence the interpretation of equivocal information about newly public firms. Specifically, we examine how each frame influences the way underpricing is interpreted, and how these interpretations, as well as the joint effects of possessing status and celebrity, influence newly public firms’ strategic alliance formations. We explore these ideas in the
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		Jancenelle		2018		Journal of Leadership & Organizational Studies		Organizational Psychological Capital During Earnings Conference Calls: Mitigating Shareholders’ Sell-Off in the Face of Earnings Surprises?		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Publicly traded firms release their earnings figures quarterly, and subsequently hold earnings conference calls where top managers can comment on firm strategy. Markets are particularly sensitive to earnings surprises, and conference calls are becoming an increasingly useful tool capable of mitigating shareholders’ negative reactions to surprises on earnings. This article argues that top managers who cue organizational-level positive psychological capital (PsyCap) are likely to mitigate investors’ reactions unanticipated changes in earnings. The developed hypotheses draw on arguments from the incremental useful information perspective, upper echelons theory, and the PsyCap literature. The analysis relies on a longitudinal data set composed of 1,920 observations including calls held for firms listed on the S&P 500 for all quarters of 2015. Computer-assisted text analysis is used to assess cues of organizational PsyCap included within each call, and event-study methodology is used to assess market performance. The findings suggest that organizational PsyCap mitigates stockholders’ negative reaction to earnings surprise, thereby indicating that psychological capital is well-perceived by investors and adds back market value for firms. A discussion of the findings and their implications for research and practice concludes the study.		To test psychological capital as a moderator		Upper Echelons theory		Transcripts of conference calls		1,920 transcripts of conference calls		Psychological capital		DICTION		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 4 dimensions of organizational psychological capital: confidence, hope, optimism, and resilience								Predictive: psychological capital moderates relationship with stockholder reaction to earnings surprises				Claims psychological capital was previously validated; offered no validity assessment		Jancenelle, V. E. (2018). Organizational Psychological Capital During Earnings Conference Calls: Mitigating Shareholders’ Sell-Off in the Face of Earnings Surprises?. Journal of Leadership & Organizational Studies, 25(4), 469-480.
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		Jancenelle, Storrud-Barnes, & Iaquinto		2019		Journal of General Management		Making investors feel good during earnings conference calls: The effect of warm-glow rhetoric		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In recent years, earnings conference calls have become a popular disclosure tool through which top managers can provide more information to the market regarding the quarterly earnings of their firms. Although some research has indicated that the tone of earnings conference calls is crucial in mitigating investors' negative reactions to earnings surprises, relatively little is still known about other rhetorical tactics that may be available for managers to create value during times of heightened earnings uncertainty. This article contends that warm-glow rhetoric may be another way to mitigate investors' negative reactions to earnings surprises, as warm-glow theory suggests that individuals are willing to make suboptimal economic choices when they receive warm-glow payouts. Hypotheses drawing on warm-glow theory and the incremental useful information perspective are developed and tested using computer-assisted text analysis (CATA) and event study methodology on a longitudinal sample of 1920 calls, and it is suggested that warm-glow rhetoric positively moderates the relationship between earnings surprises and financial performance (as measured through cumulated abnormal returns). The findings illustrate how the warm-glow effect can be used as an unconventional, yet effective tactic with which managers can create market value. A discussion of the findings and their implications for theory and practice concludes the study.		To examine the role of "warm-glow" rhetoric on mitigating negative earnings surprises by investors		Warm-glow theory		Conference call transcripts		1,920 conference calls		"Warm-glow" rhetoric		DICTION; LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted "warm-glow rhetoric" from dictionaries related to blame, present concern, leveling, and tenacity						Significant negative correlation with "surprise" tone, measured using CATA and LIWC 		Positively related to investor reactions to earnings surprise						Jancenelle, V. E., Storrud-Barnes, S. F., & Iaquinto, A. (2019). Making investors feel good during earnings conference calls: The effect of warm-glow rhetoric. Journal of General Management, 44(2), 63-72.

		Jancenelle, Storrud-Barnes, & Javalgi		2017		Management Research Review		Corporate entrepreneurship and market performance: A content analysis of earnings conference calls		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of a firm’s entrepreneurial proclivity on market performance for large, publicly traded US firms. This study draws upon the five-dimensional view of corporate entrepreneurship (CE) and develops hypotheses aimed at understanding the effects of direct effect of CE cues of proactiveness, autonomy, innovativeness, competitive aggressiveness and risk-taking on stock performance during earnings conference calls. Design/methodology/approach – The entrepreneurial orientation of 339 firm post-earnings announcement conference calls is analyzed through a content analysis of transcripts, and the impact of CE cues on stock price is measured using event-study methodology. Findings – The results suggest that the cueing the CE dimensions of innovativeness, risk-taking and especially autonomy have a positive effect on market performance during conference calls, while competitive
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		Jarvis, Goodrick, & Hudson		2019		Academy of Management Journal		Where the Heart Functions Best: Reactive-affective Conflict and the Disruptive Work of Animal Rights Organizations		Management		Qualitative		We studied the emotive aspect of institutional work performed by U.S. animal rights organizations (AROs) attempting to disrupt industrial practices in modern factory farming operations (FFOs) perceived to be abusive to animals. Drawing on an inductive, qualitative analysis of interviews with ARO advocates as well as textual and visual archival data collected from AROs’ websites, we argue that the suppression of emotion plays a critical role in AROs’ disruptive work. We found that advocates were motivated to suppress their emotions by a perceived incompatibility between their reactive emotional displays and their affective
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		Kakol, Nielek, & Wierzbicki		2017		Information Processing and Management		Understanding and predicting Web content credibility using the Content Credibility Corpus		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		The goal of our research is to create a predictive model of Web content credibility evaluations, based on human evaluations. The model has to be based on a comprehensive set of independent factors that can be used to guide user’s credibility evaluations in crowdsourced systems like WOT, but also to design machine classifiers of Web content credibility. The factors described in this article are based on empirical data. We have created a dataset obtained from an extensive crowdsourced Web credibility assessment study (over 15 thousand evaluations of over 5000 Web pages from over 2000 participants). First, online participants evaluated a multi-domain corpus of selected Web pages. Using the acquired data and text mining techniques we have prepared a code book and conducted another crowdsourcing round to label textual justifications of the former responses. We have extended the list of significant credibility assessment factors described in previous research and analyzed their relationships to credibility evaluation scores. Discovered factors that affect Web content credibility evaluations are also weakly correlated, which makes them more useful for modeling and predicting credibility evaluations. Based on the newly identified factors, we propose a predictive model for Web content credibility. The model can be used to determine the significance and impact of discovered factors on credibility evaluations. These findings can guide future research on the design of automatic or semi-automatic systems for Web content credibility evaluation support. This study also contributes the largest credibility dataset currently publicly available for research: the Content Credibility Corpus (C3).		To predict web content credibility		Fogg's Prominence-Interpretation theory		Written evaluations		15,750 evaluations of webpages		Content credibility		SAS (Text Miner)		Content analysis		Unsupervised Machine Learning		Extracted words related to the 4 dimensions of "content credibility": modality, agency, interactivity, and navigability		Human raters of web content credibility; 				Discriminant validity demonstrated by weak co-occurrence patterns of labels		Predictive: predicted the credibility of the content on a webpage using this content credibility corpus				CREATED A TERM-DOCUMENT FREQUENCY MATRIX, AND THEN CLUSTERED IT TO DO UNSUPERVISED LEARNING. THEN THEY INTERPRETED IT TO DISCOVER A LIST OF REASONS FOR WEBPAGE CREDIBILITY.		Kakol, M., Nielek, R., & Wierzbicki, A. (2017). Understanding and predicting Web content credibility using the Content Credibility Corpus. Information Processing & Management, 53(5), 1043-1061.

		Kananovich		2018		The International Journal of Press/Politics		Framing the taxation-democratization link: An automated content analysis of cross-national newspaper data		Journalism		Quantitative & Qualitative		Taxpaying constitutes a major opportunity for citizens to relate to their governments. Although it is true that paying taxes is a responsibility, it also entitles citizens to claim control over government spending, which may facilitate a greater democratization of a country’s political regime. Consistent with this reasoning, a growing body of scholarship has documented a positive relationship between the size of tax revenues extracted by the state and the adherence of the country’s regime to democratic values. What has been left underexplored is the role in this relationship of the media, a commonly available and relied-upon source of information about taxpaying for the public. This study offers a first contribution in this direction, by exploring the relationship between the nature of the political regime and the rhetorical construction of the concept of a taxpayer in the national press. Based on an automated content analysis of articles (N=24,969) published by ninety-two newspapers and news agencies in fifty-one countries using a set of pretrained and validated machine-learning algorithms, the study demonstrates that the less democratic a state is, the more likely it is for the national press to frame a taxpayer as a subordinate in a hierarchical relationship with the state, by discussing taxpaying in tax collection, rather than public spending, terms. The study furthers a more nuanced understanding of the place of the media in the taxation-democratization link and demonstrates the applicability of the supervised machine-learning approach to classifying frames in large cross-national samples of newspaper data.		To examine a text mined measure of taxation from newspaper articles		Fiscal theory of democratization		News articles		24,969 newspaper articles		Tax collection and public spending		R (RTextTools)		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning						Used 1,260 hand-coded documents to help develop the algorithm				Tested relationship between domestic context (of taxation) from newspaper and the "framing of a taxpayer in public spending terms" (which was text mined)						Kananovich, V. (2018). Framing the Taxation-Democratization Link: An Automated Content Analysis of Cross-National Newspaper Data. The International Journal of Press/Politics, 23(2), 247-267.

		Kang, Park, & Han		2018		Telematics and Informatics		Beyond the numbers: The effect of 10-K tone on firms’ performance predictions using text analytics		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		Investors use annual reports that companies mandatorily disclose every fiscal year-end when they make important investment-related decisions. The Securities and Exchange Commission in the United States has implemented and monitors the “Plain-English Rule” to create a transparent and readable annual report. However, only a general guideline exists for the description of annual reports (Plain English Rule), and there are no specific regulations on volume and format. As such, it is risky to interpret business managers’ positive expressions because the data can include business managers’ subjective opinions and viewpoints from the companies’ perspectives. Additionally, the business managers’ unrevealed tendencies, such as strategic reporting or cognitive bias, remain unknown. Therefore, this study focuses on the narrative sections of the annual reports that companies need to disclose after every fiscal year-end and uses text mining to determine the relationship between the assessment information of companies created by business managers and the performance of companies. The methodology of this study is grounded in text-mining. To analyze these relationships, we collected all the 10-Ks of all public firms in the United States and employed the text-mining method to identify the tones of these 10-K narratives to determine whether they changed in line with current earnings levels. Additionally, we explore factors that could give rise to tone flexibility among reports and examine companies whose tone was more positive relative to their current performance to ascertain how future performance might differ from current performance.		To test how firm performance predicts annual report tone and how tone predicts subsequent earnings persistence				Annual reports (10-Ks)		107,746 10-Ks		Tone		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predictive: current earnings predicted tone; tone also predicted subsequent earnings persistence						Kang, T., Park, D. H., & Han, I. (2018). Beyond the numbers: The effect of 10-K tone on firms’ performance predictions using text analytics. Telematics and Informatics, 35(2), 370-381.

		Kanze, Huang, Conley, & Higgins		2018		Academy of Management Journal		We ask men to win and women not to lose: Closing the gender gap in startup funding		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Male entrepreneurs are known to raise higher levels of funding than their female counterparts, but the underlying mechanism for this funding disparity remains contested. Drawing upon regulatory focus theory, we propose that the gap originates with a gender bias in the questions that investors pose to entrepreneurs. A field study conducted on question-and-answer interactions at TechCrunch Disrupt New York City during 2010 through 2016 reveals that investors tend to ask male entrepreneurs promotion-focused questions and female entrepreneurs prevention-focused questions, and that entrepreneurs tend to respond with matching regulatory focus. This distinction in the regulatory focus of investor questions and entrepreneur responses results in divergent funding outcomes for entrepreneurs whereby those asked promotion-focused questions raise significantly higher amounts of funding than those asked preventionfocused questions. We demonstrate that every additional prevention-focused question significantly hinders the entrepreneur’s ability to raise capital, fully mediating gender’s
effect on funding. By experimentally testing an intervention, we find that entrepreneurs can significantly increase funding for their startups when responding to preventionfocused questions with promotion-focused answers. As we offer evidence regarding tactics that can be employed to diminish the gender disadvantage in funding outcomes, this study has practical as well as theoretical implications for entrepreneurship. 		To test reasons for gender differences in startup funding		Regulatory focus theory		Interview transcripts		189 companies in startup competition		Promotion and prevention words		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Used dicitonaries with 27 promotion and 25 prevention words		Used human coders to code, but did not disclose reliability or number of coders						Prevention questions moderate partial mediation between gender and funds		Female ents are asked more prevention-focused questions from investors than male ents, forcing a "playing not to lose" rather than a "playing to win" framing				Kanze, D., Huang, L., Conley, M. A., & Higgins, E. T. (2018). We ask men to win and women not to lose: Closing the gender gap in startup funding. Academy of Management Journal, 61(2), 586-614.

		Khan, Qamar, & Bashir		2016a		Cognitive Computation		Multi-Objective Model Selection (MOMS)-based Semi-Supervised Framework for Sentiment Analysis		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		Sentiment analysis has emerged as an active research field due to the rapid growth of user-generated content on the Internet. This research area analyzes the opinions and attitudes of masses toward products, movies, topics, individuals, and services. Various machine learning and text mining algorithms have been used for sentiment analysis and classification. The recent research concludes that domain-specific lexicons perform significantly better as compared to domain-independent lexicons. The proposed research aims at improving the performance of general-purpose lexicons utilizing machine learning algorithms. A semi-supervised framework based on 'MOMS' is introduced in order to determine the feature weight by incorporating SentiWordNet, a well-known general-purpose sentiment lexicon. The feature weights are learned by support vector machine, and the classification performance is enhanced by using Multi-Objective Model Selection procedure. Subjectivity criterion is used to select the desired features, and the effects of feature selection with respect to their part-of-speech information are studied comprehensively. Experimental evaluation is performed on seven different benchmark datasets which includes Large movie review dataset, Multi-domain sentiment dataset, and Cornell movie review dataset. The comparison of the proposed approach is performed with state-of-the-art techniques, lexicon-based approaches, and other methods for sentiment analysis. The proposed framework results in high performance when compared to other research in this field. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To examine and introduce a "semi-supervised" framework called "MOMS" (Multi-Objective Model Selection)				Movie reviews		Did not specify how many tweets		Sentiment		SentiWordNet		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based														MOMS framework outperformed other algorithms		Khan, F. H., Qamar, U., & Bashir, S. (2016). Multi-objective model selection (MOMS)-based semi-supervised framework for sentiment analysis. Cognitive Computation, 8(4), 614-628.

		Khan, Qamar, & Bashir		2016b		Expert Systems		Senti-CS: Building a lexical resource for sentiment analysis using subjective feature selection and normalized Chi-Square-based feature weight generation		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		Sentiment analysis involves the detection of sentiment content of text using natural language processing. Natural language processing is a very challenging task due to syntactic ambiguities, named entity recognition, use of slangs, jargons, sarcasm, abbreviations and contextual sensitivity. Sentiment analysis can be performed using supervised as well as unsupervised approaches. As the amount of data grows, unsupervised approaches become vital as they cut down on the learning time and the requirements for availability of a labelled dataset. Sentiment lexicons provide an easy application of unsupervised algorithms for text classification. SentiWordNet is a lexical resource widely employed by many researchers for sentiment analysis and polarity classification. However, the reported performance levels need improvement. The proposed research is focused on raising the performance of SentiWordNet3.0 by using it as a labelled corpus to build another sentiment lexicon, named Senti-CS. The part of speech information, usage based ranks and sentiment scores are used to calculate Chi-Square-based feature weight for each unique subjective term/part-of-speech pair extracted from SentiWordNet3.0. This weight is then normalized in a range of −1 to +1 using min-max normalization. Senti-CS based sentiment analysis framework is presented and applied on a large dataset of 50000 movie reviews. These results are then compared with baseline SentiWordNet, Mutual Information and Information Gain techniques. State of the art comparison is performed for the Cornell movie review dataset. The analyses of results indicate that the proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art classifiers.		To use SentiWordNet3.0 as a "labelled corpus" to build Senti_CS				Movie reviews		50,000 movie reviews		Sentiment		SentiWordNet		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based																Khan, F. H., Qamar, U., & Bashir, S. (2016). Senti‐CS: Building a lexical resource for sentiment analysis using subjective feature selection and normalized Chi‐Square‐based feature weight generation. Expert Systems, 33(5), 489-500.

		Kim, Jeong, Kim, Kang, & Song		2016		Journal of Information Science		Topic-based content and sentiment analysis of Ebola virus on Twitter and in the news		Information Science		Quantitative & Qualitative		The present study investigates topic coverage and sentiment dynamics of two different media sources, Twitter and news publications, on the hot health issue of Ebola. We conduct content and sentiment analysis by: (1) applying vocabulary control to collected datasets; (2) employing the n-gram LDA topic modeling technique; (3) adopting entity extraction and entity network; and (4) introducing the concept of topic-based sentiment scores. With the query term ‘Ebola’ or ‘Ebola virus’, we collected 16,189 news articles from 1006 different publications and 7,106,297 tweets with the Twitter stream API. The experiments indicate that topic coverage of Twitter is narrower and more blurry than that of the news media. In terms of sentiment dynamics, the life span and variance of sentiment on Twitter is shorter and smaller than in the news. In addition, we observe that news articles focus more on event-related entities such as person, organization and location, whereas Twitter covers more time-oriented entities. Based on the results, we report on the characteristics of Twitter and news media as two distinct news outlets in terms of content coverage and sentiment dynamics.		To introduce "topic-based sentiment scores"				Tweets and news articles		4,581,181 tweets and 14,818 news articles		Topic-based sentiment		SentiWordNet		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		Used vocabularly control mapping to reduce extracted words						Showed relationship among topics using a map		Predicted probability of a word being in a topic						Kim, E. H. J., Jeong, Y. K., Kim, Y., Kang, K. Y., & Song, M. (2016). Topic-based content and sentiment analysis of Ebola virus on Twitter and in the news. Journal of Information Science, 42(6), 763-781.

		King et al.		2006		Journal of Applied Psychology		The stigma of obesity in customer service: A mechanism for remediation and bottom-line consequences of interpersonal discrimination		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Using a customer service paradigm, the authors extended the justification-suppression model (JSM) of prejudice (C. S. Crandall &amp; A. Eshleman, 2003) to include contemporary, covert forms of discrimination and to identify a discrimination remediation mechanism. Overall, the results of 3 studies revealed that actual and confederate obese shoppers in high-prejudice justification conditions faced more interpersonal discrimination than average-weight shoppers. Furthermore, Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate that adopting strategies that remove perceivers' justifications for discriminating against obese individuals (i.e., the controllability of weight) decreases the incidence of interpersonal discrimination. Additionally, Study 3 demonstrates negative bottom-line consequences of interpersonal discrimination for organizations (e.g., customer loyalty, purchasing behavior). Together, these studies confirm that the JSM applies to covert forms of discrimination, show the importance of examining subtle discrimination, and offer a mechanism for theory-driven strategies for the reduction of covert forms of discrimination. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To test how the stigma of obesity impacts customer service		Justification-suppression model		Recorded and transcribed conversations		104 recorded interactions		Sentiment		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Negative affect in language predicted discrimination in customer service						King, E. B., Shapiro, J. R., Hebl, M. R., Singletary, S. L., & Turner, S. (2006). The stigma of obesity in customer service: A mechanism for remediation and bottom-line consequences of interpersonal discrimination. Journal of Applied Psychology, 91(3), 579 - 593.

		Kistruck et al.		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Cooperation vs. competition: Alternative goal structures for motivating groups in a resource scarce environment		Management		Qualitative		There is a growing consensus that cooperative goal structures are more effective at motivating groups than competitive goal structures. However, such results are based largely on studies conducted in highly-controlled settings where participants were provided with the necessary resources to accomplish their assigned task. In an attempt to extend the boundary conditions of current theoretical predictions, we undertook a field experiment within a base-of-the-pyramid setting where resource scarcity is extremely high. Specifically, we collected data on 44 communities within rural Sri Lanka who were tasked with contributing a portion of their resources to the construction of a school building; 24 were assigned to a competition condition and 20 to a cooperation condition. The results of our field experiment, and subsequent follow-up interviews and focus groups, collectively suggest that competitive goal structures generally lead to higher levels of motivation within a resource scarce environment. However, our results also suggest that cooperative goal structures can be highly motivating when groups are unfamiliar with one another, as cooperating with unfamiliar groups can provide access to valuable and rare knowledge within such settings.		To examine how resource scarcity impacts cooperation vs. competition		Social interpendence theory		Interview transcripts and focus groups		42 focus groups		Competition and cooperation		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		22 themes about competition and cooperation		One author open gcoded and then two other authors compared the coded themes to raw data; final author uninvolved thus far coded the identified theme		Cohens kappa for last author (.85)										Kistruck, G. M., Lount Jr, R. B., Smith, B. R., Bergman Jr, B. J., & Moss, T. W. (2016). Cooperation vs. competition: Alternative goal structures for motivating groups in a resource scarce environment. Academy of Management Journal, 59(4), 1174-1198.

		Kjell, Kjell, Garcia, & Sikstrom		2019		Psychological Methods		Semantic Measures: Using Natural Language Processing to Measure, Differentiate and Describe Psychological Constructs		Psychology		Quantitative & Qualitative		Psychological constructs, such as emotions, thoughts, and attitudes are often measured by asking individuals to reply to questions using closed-ended numerical rating scales. However, when asking people about their state of mind in a natural context ('How are you?'), we receive open-ended answers using words ('Fine and happy!') and not closed-ended answers using numbers ('7') or categories ('A lot'). Nevertheless, to date it has been difficult to objectively quantify responses to open-ended questions. We develop an approach using open-ended questions in which the responses are analyzed using natural language processing (Latent Semantic Analyses). This approach of using open-ended, semantic questions is compared with traditional rating scales in nine studies (N = 92–854), including two different study paradigms. The first paradigm requires participants to describe psychological aspects of external stimuli (facial expressions) and the second paradigm involves asking participants to report their subjective well-being and mental health problems. The results demonstrate that the approach using semantic questions yields good statistical properties with competitive, or higher, validity and reliability compared with corresponding numerical rating scales. As these semantic measures are based on natural language and measure, differentiate, and describe psychological constructs, they have the potential of complementing and extending traditional rating scales. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To illustrate how to use NLP and semantic measures to strengthen psychological constructs				Open-ended responses to semantic stimuli		92 - 954 responses		Neutral, happy, sad, and contemptuous		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based						Semantic measures had higher IRR (ICC and Krippendrff's alpha) than rating scales		"higher level of categorization using semantic measures supports the validity of this method" (p. 21) and more valid than scales		Predictive: correlations with rating scales				USED A 5-GRAM (WORD PROXIMITY) TO CREATE A CO-OCCURANCE MATRIX  TO IDENTIFY THE MOST COMMON WORDS. NORMALIZED USING LOG-FREQUENCY.  USED SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION TO SIMPLIFY.  ALSO USED A SYNONYM TEST / THESAURAUS TO SIMPLIFY. WORDS OF PARTICIPANTS WERE ASSIGNED THEIR SEMANTIC REPRESENTATIONS FROM THE SEMANTIC SPACE. ALSO CONTROLLED FOR ARTIFACTS FROM FREQUENTLY OCCURRING WORDS. 		Kjell, O. N., Kjell, K., Garcia, D., & Sikström, S. (2018). Semantic measures: Using natural language processing to measure, differentiate, and describe psychological constructs. Psychological methods.

		Kobayashi, Mol, Berkers, Kismihok, & Hartog		2018		Organizational Research Methods		Text Classification for Organizational Researchers: A Tutorial		Management		Review		Organizations are increasingly interested in classifying texts or parts thereof into categories, as this enables more effective use of their information. Manual procedures for text classification work well for up to a few hundred documents. However, when the number of documents is larger, manual procedures become laborious, time-consuming, and potentially unreliable. Techniques from text mining facilitate the automatic assignment of text strings to categories, making  classification expedient, fast, and reliable, which creates potential for its application in organizational research. The purpose of this article is to familiarize organizational researchers with text mining techniques from machine learning and statistics. We describe the text classification process in several roughly sequential steps, namely training data preparation, preprocessing, transformation, application of classification techniques, and validation, and provide concrete ecommendations at each step. To help researchers develop their own text classifiers, the R code associated with each step is presented in a tutorial. The tutorial draws from our own work on job vacancy mining. We end the article by discussing how researchers can validate a text classification model and the associated output. 		Tutorial on classifying textual data																														Kobayashi, V. B., Mol, S. T., Berkers, H. A., Kismihok, G., & Den Hartog, D. N. (2018). Text classification for organizational researchers: A tutorial. Organizational research methods, 21(3), 766-799.


		Kobayashi, Mol, Berkers, Kismihok, & Hartog		2018		Organizational Research Methods		Text Mining in Organizational Research		Management		Review		Despite the ubiquity of textual data, so far few researchers have applied text mining to answer organizational research questions. Text mining, which essentially entails a quantitative approach to the analysis of (usually) voluminous textual data, helps accelerate knowledge discovery by radically increasing the amount data that can be analyzed. This article aims to acquaint organizational researchers with the fundamental logic underpinning text mining, the analytical stages involved, and contemporary techniques that may be used to achieve different types of objectives. The specific analytical techniques reviewed are (a) dimensionality reduction, (b) distance and similarity computing, (c) clustering, (d) topic modeling, and (e) classification. We describe how text mining may
extend contemporary organizational research by allowing the testing of existing or new research questions with data that are likely to be rich, contextualized, and ecologically valid. After an exploration of how evidence for the validity of text mining output may be generated, we conclude the article by illustrating the text mining process in a job analysis setting using a dataset composed of  job vacancies.		Introduction to text mining																														Kobayashi, V. B., Mol, S. T., Berkers, H. A., Kismihok, G., & Den Hartog, D. N. (2018). Text mining in organizational research. Organizational research methods, 21(3), 733-765.

		Konig, Mammen, Luger, Fehn, & Eners		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Silver bullet or ricochet? CEOs' use of metaphorical communication and infomediaries' evaluations		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We combine literature on rhetoric and socially situated sensemaking to illuminate the challenges that emerge when chief executive officers (CEOs) try to influence infomediaries by using metaphorical communication—figurative linguistic expressions that convey thoughts and feelings by describing one domain, A, through another domain, B. Specifically, we theorize that because different infomediaries are situated in differentthought worlds, CEOs’ use of metaphorical communication has contradictory effects on journalists’ and securities analysts’ evaluations: while it triggers more favorable statements from journalists, it prompts more unfavorable assessments from analysts. Moreover, we integrate findings from cognitive psychology to argue that these contradictory effects increase the more a firm’s performance falls behind market expectations. Our hypotheses find support in an extensive analysis of 937 quarterly earnings calls in
the U.S. pharmaceutical, hardware, and software industries, and of journalists’ statements and analysts’ earnings forecasts and recommendations. Our novel theorizing and findings suggest that the use of discursive frames, especially in the form of metaphorical communication, in firms’ interactions with critical audiences creates thought-provoking and thus-far neglected dilemmas. In developing and testing these thoughts, we contribute to and link ongoing conversations in management science, especially discussions of organizational reputation, executive communication, and impression management.		To see how CEO metaphorical language is evaluated		Capital-market-specific social cognition theory		Conference call transcripts		Conference calls from more than 100 firms		Future orientation; image-based language; use of numerical language; optimism of tone		LIWC; WordStat		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		Used LIWC as dictionary to identify "future-oriented words"								Used CATA variables as controls						König, A., Mammen, J., Luger, J., Fehn, A., & Enders, A. (2018). Silver Bullet or Ricochet? CEOs’ Use of Metaphorical Communication and Infomediaries’ Evaluations. Academy of Management Journal, 61(4), 1196-1230.

		Kregel, Ogonek, & Matthies		2019		International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management		Competency profiles for lean professionals: An international perspective		Business & Technology		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose Requirements for business improvement professionals depend on different job characteristics. By focussing on lean management, the purpose of this paper is twofold: first, to provide a comprehensive conceptualisation of competencies relevant for lean professionals by comparing them to an existing project management competency framework; and second, to identify their similarities and differences in three different analysed countries.Design/methodology/approach This paper investigates 2,701 online published job advertisements in the USA, UK and Germany by means of a content analysis to compare and contrast the respective job profiles.Findings Main findings are similarities and differences in the specification and perception of lean professional's roles among the three countries. Strikingly, four out of eight considered competency categories comprise 74 per cent of the profiles' most relevant keywords. Additionally, with the help of a latent semantic analysis, 16 specific competencies can be summarised in a lean professional's competency taxonomy.Research limitations/implications The collected data only represent a snapshot of lean professionals' advertisements. Also, text mining results from job profiles could largely differ from other techniques like recruiter interviews or company surveys. Further research could use different methods or combine them to construct a more complete model.Practical implications Lean education and training as well as the respective candidate selection processes can benefit from these studies' results.Originality/value Requirements and job contents for lean professionals have not been empirically researched on a comparable in-depth level before, even though their expertise is in high demand in any kind of business sector.		To create a competency profile of lean professionals				Job advertisements		2,701 online job advertisements		Lean professional compentency taxonomy		CRISP-DM (Cross-Industry Process for Data Mining)		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		Took compentency-specific words and two independent raters placed them into a pre-defined framework		Two human raters to places keywords into pre-defined framework										Lean mgmt: continuously improving the organization		Kregel, I., Ogonek, N., & Matthies, B. (2019). Competency profiles for lean professionals–an international perspective. International Journal of Productivity and Performance Management, 68(2), 423-446.

		Kreiner et al.		2015		Academy of Management Journal		Elasticity and the dialectic tensions of organizational identity: how can we hold together while we are pulling apart?		Management		Qualitative		Given the ever-changing nature of contemporary workplaces, members often renegotiate how they view the identity of their organization. One way they do so is by expanding or contracting their conception of organizational identity. In studying these processes, we develop the construct of "identity elasticity"--the tensions that simultaneously stretch, while holding together, social constructions of identity. To explicate the parameters of elasticity, we problematize previous conceptions of the three foundations of organizational identity--centrality, endurance, and distinctiveness--and document the dialectic tensions experienced in their social constructions. We show how identity is experienced not only through a listing of attributes but also by negotiating a set of processual tensions.I ns o doing, we also bring together two competing views on organizational identity--process and characteristic.We show how experiencing and navigating the tensions of elasticity is a type of organizational identity work (process) that changes organizational members' con- structions of identity (characteristic). We develop our findings as a result of a 10-year-long multiple-method study of an organization undergoing significant growing pains in its identity--the Episcopal Church. Further, we position elasticity as a crucial construct with implications for how organizational identity is viewed.		To develop a process model through which employees renegotiate organizational idenity		Organizational identity theory		Interview transcripts		72 interviews		Dialectic tensions and org identity renegotiation		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		A bit unclear, see Figure 1 for data structure and Table 3 for Dilectic coding (4 codes)														Kreiner, G. E., Hollensbe, E., Sheep, M. L., Smith, B. R., & Kataria, N. (2015). Elasticity and the dialectic tensions of organizational identity: How can we hold together while we are pulling apart?. Academy of Management Journal, 58(4), 981-1011.

		Kreiner, Hollensbe, & Sheep		2009		Academy of Management Journal		Balancing borders and bridge: Negotiating the work-home interface via boundary work tactices		Management		Qualitative		We investigated how people manage boundaries to negotiate the demands between work and home life. We discovered and classified four types of boundary work tactics (behavioral, temporal, physical, and communicative) that individuals utilized to help create their ideal level and style of work-home segmentation or integration. We also found important differences between the generalized state of work-home conflict and "boundary violations," which we define as behaviors, events, or episodes that either breach or neglect the desired work-home boundary. We present a model based on two qualitative studies that demonstrates how boundary work tactics reduce the negative effects of work-home challenges.		To examine boundary management tactics between home and work		Flexibility enactment theory; decision process theory; boundary theory		Open-ended responses, interviews		Study 1: 220 open-ended responses; Study 2: interviews with 60 Episcopal priests		Boundary management tactics		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Two major dimensions from study 1: tenure in the priesthood and proximity of the home to church; Study 2: four boundary work tactics: behavioral, temporal, physical, communicative		Two of the three authors coded independently; then analyzed codes in joint coding meetings (two authors); in instances where one author did not code a section, the other author who was coding would independently check her/his code; non-coding author served as a "judge" when needed; had doctoral students sample of passages and coding scheme to double check		Grad student IRR (.96)										Kreiner, G. E., Hollensbe, E. C., & Sheep, M. L. (2009). Balancing borders and bridges: Negotiating the work-home interface via boundary work tactics. Academy of management journal, 52(4), 704-730.

		Kreiner, Hollensbe, & Sheep		2006		Academy of Management Journal		Where is the "me" among the "we"? Identity work and the search for optimal balance		Management		Qualitative		Through two qualitative studies, we examine how members of a particularly demanding occupation conduct identity work to negotiate an optimal balance between personal and social identities. Findings are based on open-ended survey responses from and in-depth interviews with Episcopal priests. We first explore the situational and vocational demands placed on those in challenging occupations, along with the identity tensions that often result from those demands. We then specify and classify several identity work tactics that ameliorate these demands and tensions by differentiating or integrating personal and social identities. To synthesize findings, we develop a theoretical model of identity work.		To examine how to achieve optimal balance via identity work		Social identity theory; grounded theory		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 60 Episcopal priests		Identity work		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		6 lower-level codes and 2 higher-order codes: identity demands (social identity as calling, identity expecations as functional or ontological, strong situtations) and identity tensions (overidentification, identity intrusion, and lack of identity transparency)		Two authors independently coded and third author acted a record keeper and discussant to resolve discrepant coding												Kreiner, G. E., Hollensbe, E. C., & Sheep, M. L. (2006). Where is the “me” among the “we”? Identity work and the search for optimal balance. Academy of Management Journal, 49(5), 1031-1057.

		Kwantes, Derbentseva, Lam, Vartanian, & Marmurek		2016		Personality and Individual Differences		Assessing the Big Five personality traits with latent semantic analysis		Psychology		Quantitative & Qualitative		We tested whether the characteristics of a person's personality can be assessed by an automated analysis of the semantic content of a person's written text. Participants completed a questionnaire measuring the so-called Big Five personality traits. They also composed five short essays in which they were asked to describe what they would do and how they would feel in each of five scenarios designed to invoke the creation of narrative relevant to the Big Five personality traits. Participants' essays were processed for content by Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; T. Landauer & S. Dumais, 1997), a model of lexical semantics. We found that LSA could assess individuals on three of the Big Five traits, and we discuss ways to improve such techniques in future work.		To assess Big Five using LSA				Essays		87 UG students, 5 essays each		Big Five: Openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism		Did not report		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		Big Five				LSA reliable predictor of extraversion, neuroticism, and openness								GOOD DESCRIPTION OF HOW TO MANUALLY CREATE A SEMATIC SPACE (DICTIONARY) FROM DOCUMENTS FOR SCORING PERSONALITY TRAITS AND THEN CALCULATE SEMATIC VECTORS FOR PEOPLE BASED ON THEIR ESSAYS AND COMPARE TO THE DICTIONARY TO SCORE PERSONALITY TRAITS.		Kwantes, P. J., Derbentseva, N., Lam, Q., Vartanian, O., & Marmurek, H. H. (2016). Assessing the Big Five personality traits with latent semantic analysis. Personality and Individual Differences, 102, 229-233.

		La Bella, Colladon, Battistoni, Castellan, & Francucci		2018		Journal of the Assocition for Information Scence and Technology		Assessing Perceived Organizational Leadership Styles Through Twitter Text Mining		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		We propose a text classification tool based on support vector machines for the assessment of organizational leadership styles, as appearing to Twitter users. We collected Twitter data over 51 days, related to the first 30 Italian organizations in the 2015 ranking of Forbes Global 2000--out of which we selected the five with the most relevant volumes of tweets. We analyzed the communication of the company leaders, together with the dialogue among the stakeholders of each company, to understand the association with perceived leadership styles and dimensions. To assess leadership profiles, we referred to the 10-factor model developed by Barchiesi and La Bella in 2007. We maintain the distinctiveness of the approach we propose, as it allows a rapid assessment of the perceived leadership capabilities of an enterprise, as they emerge from its social media interactions. It can also be used to show how companies respond and manage their communication when specific events take place, and to assess their stakeholder's reactions.		To examine a text classification tool to assess leadership styles		Leadership theories		Tweets		46,657 tweets		Leadership styles: symbolic, behavioral, political, and structural (and none of these)		Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (Python); Scikit-learn		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		Extracted tweets and classified according to four leadership dimensions: symbolic, behavioral, political, and structural		Three independent raters for training set (Cohen's Kappa); 		Fit indices were sufficient (bottom right p. 26)								SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES ARE USED FOR CLASSIFICATION IN PYTHON.  NOT SURE WE WILL NEED TO DO CLSSSIFICATION, BUT MAYBE WORTH STUDYING SOME MORE IF WE DO. 		La Bella, A., Fronzetti Colladon, A., Battistoni, E., Castellan, S., & Francucci, M. (2018). Assessing perceived organizational leadership styles through twitter text mining. Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology, 69(1), 21-31.

		Lanaj, Foulk, & Erez		2019		Journal of Applied Psychology		Energizing Leaders via Self-Reflection: A Within-Person Field Experiment		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The leader role is demanding and depleting, explaining why many leaders struggle to remain engaged while doing their job. In this study, we present theory and an intervention focused on improving leader energy. Integrating cognitive energetics theory (Kruglanski et al., 2012) with leader identity theory and
expressive writing research, we develop and test a positive leader self-reflection intervention, which asks leaders to reflect on aspects of their selves that make them good leaders. We expected that this intervention would improve leaders’ access to and application of their energy in ways that would make them more influential at work. We tested these theoretical expectations in an experimental experience sampling study where, as expected, we found that leaders experienced less depletion and through it heightened work engagement on intervention versus control days. Work engagement, in turn, improved perceived prosocial impact and clout, two markers of leaders’ influence at work. We conceptually replicated the depletion-reducing effect of the intervention in a second study and showed that its effectiveness was specific to those who held leadership roles within their organizations. We discuss the theoretical and practical implications of the intervention and of our findings.		To test an intervention aimed at energizing leaders via self-reflection		Cognitive energetics theory; leader identity theory		Responses to open-ended questions		65 participants; daily surveys for 10 consecutive work days		Clout		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Used CATA variables as dependent variable						Lanaj, K., Foulk, T. A., & Erez, A. (2019). Energizing leaders via self-reflection: A within-person field experiment. Journal of Applied Psychology, 104(1), 1-18.

		Lawrence		1999		Journal of Management		Institutional Strategy		Management		Qualitative		The ability of organizations to strategically influence their environments has become a central concern in organizational research. In this article, I develop the concept of ‘institutional strategy’ to describe patterns of organizational action that are directed toward managing the institutional structures within which firms compete for resources, either through the reproduction or transformation of those structures. Drawing on a study of the Canadian forensic accounting industry, I describe two types of institutional strategy: (1) membership strategies that involve the definition of rules of membership and their meaning for an institutional community; and (2) standardization strategies that are concerned with the establishment of technical legal or market standards that define the "normal" processes involved in the production of some good or service.		To inductively identifying institutional membership and standardization strategies		Institutional theory		Interview transcripts		20 interviews		Institutional strategies		Nud.ist		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted two types of strategies: membership and standardization strategies														Lawrence, T. B. (1999). Institutional strategy. Journal of Management, 25(2), 161-187.

		Lawrence		2017		Academy of Management Journal		High-stakes institutional translation: Establishing North American first government-sanctioner supervisor injection site		Management		Qualitative		Around the world, potentially effective responses to serious social problems are left untried because those responses are politically, culturally, or morally problematic in affected communities. I describe the process through which communities import such practices as “high-stakes institutional translation.” Drawing on a study of NorthAmerica’s first supervised injection site for users of illegal drugs, I propose a process model of highstakes institutional translation that involves a triggering period of public expressions of intense emotion, followed by waves of translations in which the controversial practice is constructed in discursive and material terms many times over.		To explore how workers in controversial institutions translate the value of such institutions to the public over time		Institutional translation		Interview transcripts and memos		Interview transcripts (25 individuals), news articles, a documentary, scholarly articles		"High-stakes institutional translation"		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Two codes for types of translation: exploratory and integrative														Lawrence, T. B. (2017). High-stakes institutional translation: Establishing North America’s first government-sanctioned supervised injection site. Academy of Management Journal, 60(5), 1771-1800.

		Lehdonvirta, Kassi, Hjorth, Barnard, & Graham		2019		Journal of Management		The Global Platform Economy: A New Offshoring Institution Enabling Emerging-Economy Microproviders		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Global online platforms match firms with service providers around the world, in services ranging from software development to copywriting and graphic design. Unlike in traditional offshore outsourcing, service providers are predominantly one-person microproviders located in emergingeconomy countries not necessarily associated with offshoring and often disadvantaged by negative country images. How do these microproviders survive and thrive? We theorize global platforms through transaction cost economics (TCE), arguing that they are a new technology-enabled offshoring institution that emerges in response to cross-border information asymmetries that hitherto prevented microproviders from participating in offshoring markets. To explain how platforms achieve this, we adapt signaling theory to a TCE-based model and test our hypotheses by analyzing 6 months of transaction records from a leading platform. To help interpret the results and generalize them beyond a single platform, we introduce supplementary data from 107 face-toface interviews with microproviders in Southeast Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. Individuals choose microprovidership when it provides a better return on their skills and labor than employment at a local (offshoring) firm. The platform acts as a signaling environment that allows microproviders to inform foreign clients of their quality, with platform-generated signals being the most informative signaling type. Platform signaling disproportionately benefits emerging-economy providers, allowing them to partly overcome the effects of negative country images and thus diminishing the importance of home country institutions. Global platforms in other factor and product markets likely promote cross-border microbusiness through similar mechanisms. 		To examine the experience of working in the global platform economy		Transaction cost economics		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 107 microproviders		Dynamics of trace data		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		8 "top-level" codes: formal qualifications and educational trajectory, employment history and trajectory, online work history and entr, motivations for doing online work, reputation/feedback systems, perceived influences of geography, discrimiatnion, and platform design, policies, and practices								Did not predict, but used qualitative data to enrich quantitative findings				How they coded the qualitative data is a bit unclear		Lehdonvirta, V., Kässi, O., Hjorth, I., Barnard, H., & Graham, M. (2019). The global platform economy: A new offshoring institution enabling emerging-economy microproviders. Journal of management, 45(2), 567-599.

		Levy		2005		Journal of Organizational Behavior		The influence of top management team attention patterns on global strategic posture of firms		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Drawing upon the managerial cognition and the upper echelons perspectives, this study proposes that the cognitive capabilities of top executives significantly affect globalization efforts. Specifically, the study suggests that managerial attention patterns or the cognitive processes of [noticing and constructing meaning] about the environment influence strategic posture of firms. Based on a longitudinal sample of U.S. firms operating in technologically intensive industries, the results indicate that firms were more likely to develop an expansive global strategic posture when their top management paid attention to the external environment and considered a diverse set of elements in this environment. On the other hand, firms led by top management that paid more attention to the internal environment were less likely to be global.		To illustrate how TMT attention patterns influence firms' global strategic posture		TMT cognition-related theorizing		Letters to shareholders		226 letters manually coded; 526 letters automatically coded		Attention patterns of TMT		Atlas.ti; Wordstat		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		9-category dictionary; ultimately created three variables: external attention, external attention breadth, and internal attention								Used attention variables to predict globale strategic posture						Levy, O. (2005). The influence of top management team attention patterns on global strategic posture of firms. Journal of Organizational Behavior: The International Journal of Industrial, Occupational and Organizational Psychology and Behavior, 26(7), 797-819.

		Liang et al.		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Why are abusive supervisors abusive? A dual-system self-control model		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Building on prior work which has shown that abusive supervision is a reaction to subordinates' poor performance, we develop a self-control framework to outline when and why supervisors abuse poor-performing subordinates. In particular, we argue that poor-performing subordinates instill in supervisors a sense of hostility toward the subordinate, which in turn leads to engaging in abusive supervision. Within this self-control framework, poor performance is more likely to lead to abusive supervision when (a) the magnitude of the hostility experienced is higher (e.g., for those with a hostile attribution bias), or (b) the translation of hostility into abusive supervision is unconstrained (e.g., for those who are low in trait mindfulness). In two experimental studies with full-time supervisors where we manipulated the independent variable (Study 1) and the mediator (Study 2), and in a multi-wave and multi-source field study with data collected from supervisor-subordinate teams (50 supervisors and 206 subordinates) at two time points (Study 3),we found overall support for our predictions. Implications for how to reduce the occurrence of abusive supervision in the workplace are discussed.		To assess why abusive supervisors are abusive using a self-control framework		"Dual-system theoretical framework"		Open-ended responses		124 open-ended responses about feeling hostile or jovial about a subordinate		Postive-negative sentiment		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based														Only used CATA for manipulation check		Liang, L. H., Lian, H., Brown, D. J., Ferris, D. L., Hanig, S., & Keeping, L. M. (2016). Why are abusive supervisors abusive? A dual-system self-control model. Academy of Management Journal, 59(4), 1385-1406.

		Lingo & O'Mahoney		2010		Administrative Science Quarterly		Nexus Work: Brokerage on Creative Projects		Management		Qualitative		This study examined how brokers on creative projects integrate the ideas of others. We use the term "nexus work" to refer to brokerage requiring synthesis or integration, rather than just communication or transference of ideas. With an ethnographic investigation of 23 independent music producers in the Nashville country music industry, we examined how producers in the brokerage role fostered the integration of others' contributions throughout four phases of the creative process. We discovered that ambiguity was an inherent part of the collective creative process and identified three types: (1) an ambiguous quality metric (What makes a hit or constitutes success?); (2) ambiguous occupational jurisdictions (Whose claim of expertise entitles them to control the process?); and (3) an ambiguous transformation process (How should the work be done?). We show when each type of ambiguity became acute in the creative process and identify the practices producers used to leverage their brokerage role depending on the type of ambiguity confronted. In doing so, producers moved between two ideal conceptions of brokerage--as strategic actors extracting advantage from their position and as relational experts connecting others to foster creativity and innovation--to foster a collective creative outcome.		To examine how brokers fulfill their roles and contribute to the creative process		Social network theory		Interview transcripts, observations		23 independent music producers in Nashville country music scene		Nexus work work practices		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		10 practices within 3 phases: resource gathering (fostering a generative network, building legitimacy for the project, creating slack), defining project boundaries (bracketing and checking in, introducing analogies, and deferring decisions), and creative production (setting the stage, affirming direction, creating role boundaries, and absorbing challenges to expertise)		Submitted preliminary findings to three of the informants for support												Lingo, E. L., & O'Mahony, S. (2010). Nexus work: Brokerage on creative projects. Administrative Science Quarterly, 55(1), 47-81.

		Lips-Wiersma & Hall		2007		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Organizational career development is not dead: a case study on managing the new career during organizational change		Management		Qualitative		New forms of careers have received increased attention in contemporary organizational research. A prominent focus in this research has been whether and how, in an increasingly unpredictable career environment, individuals are taking responsibility for their own career development. The implication is that career is becoming less central to organizational management practices. At the same time there is evidence that organizational changes typically described in this literature (such as delayering the organization in a quest for flexibility) have had a negative impact on career progress, resulting in resistance to change. The implication here is that career concerns are more central to organizational management practices. This in-depth qualitative case study examines whether individuals do in fact take more responsibility for their career development during times of organizational change. We also examine whether this does indeed mean that the organization takes less responsibility for career management. Our data indicate that individuals are, in fact, taking more responsibility for their own careers. At the same time we found that the organization in our case study also became more actively involved in career development and management. However, this active approach did not resemble traditional top-down career management and development. To us, the pattern of organizational and individual career development actions appear to constitute a kind of ‘organizational dance,’ a highly interactive mutual influence process, in which both parties are at once the agent and the target of career influence. Strengths and limitations of the study are discussed, as are directions for future research.		To examine the roles supervisors and employees play in career management		Boundaryless career theory, Protean career theory		Interview transcripts		Interviewswith 50 people		Elements and processes of career management		Nud.ist		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 5 final codes: developing capacity and employability, strategic integration, cultural integration, diversity management, and communication														Lips‐Wiersma, M., & Hall, D. T. (2007). Organizational career development is not dead: A case study on managing the new career during organizational change. Journal of Organizational Behavior: The International Journal of Industrial, Occupational and Organizational Psychology and Behavior, 28(6), 771-792.

		Lissack		1998		Organizational Research Methods		Concept sampling: A new twist for content analysis		Management		Review		A new form of sampling for qualitative content analysis is introduce--concept sampling. Making use of software originally targeted at finding documents on both the Internet and a user's hard drive, researchers can find important lexical concepts, document their use in context, separate groups of users who share similar meanings, and map the meanings in semantic space. The software is able to deal with a large corpus of data, eliminating many of the reliability problems associated with selective sampling, and with actual words use in context, eliminating the potential interpretive biasinherent in a researcher's choice of codes andcoding concepts. Although the software is not capable of substituting for human judgment, it is capable of assisting a researcher in mastering a large unknown corpus quickly, thus allowing a researcherto devote more and better time to analysis and understanding. Examples are shown drawn from leading journals, books, interviews, and the Internet		Introduction to concept sampling																														Lissack, M. R. (1998). Concept sampling: A new twist for content analysis. Organizational Research Methods, 1(4), 484-504.

		Liu & Chen		2018		Journal of Information Science		A two-phase sentiment analysis approach for judgement prediction		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		Factual scenario analysis of a judgement is critical to judges during sentencing. With the increasing number of legal cases, professionals typically endure heavy workloads on a daily basis. Although a few previous studies have applied information technology to legal cases, according to our research, no prior studies have predicted a pending judgement using legal documents. In this article, we introduce an innovative solution to predict relevant rulings. The proposed approach employs text mining methods to extract features from precedents and applies a text classifier to automatically classify judgements according to sentiment analysis. This approach can assist legal experts or litigants in predicting possible judgements. Experimental results from a judgement data set reveal that our approach is a satisfactory method for judgement classification.		To use legal precedents to classify judgements using sentiment analysis				Legal cases		1,208 legal cases		Sentiment		SentiWordNet		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based						Supported categorization technique by comparing "partial hit rate percentages" of their method to other types of methods (e.g., without sentiments and without punishment)				Concurrent (I think): found evidence that their method was able to predict judgement category						Liu, Y. H., & Chen, Y. L. (2018). A two-phase sentiment analysis approach for judgement prediction. Journal of Information Science, 44(5), 594-607.

		Liu, Burns, & Hou		2016		Journal of Advertising		An Investigation of Brand-Related User-Generated Content on Twitter		Advertising		Quantitative & Qualitative		The big data of user-generated content (UGC) on social media are laden with potential value for brand managers. However, there are many obstacles to using big data to answer brand-management questions. This article presents a framework that automatically derives latent brand topics and classifies brand sentiments. It applies text mining with latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and sentiment analysis on 1.7 million unique tweets for 20 brands across five industries: fast food, department store, footwear, electronics, and telecommunications. The framework is used to explore four brand-related questions on Twitter. There are three main findings. First, product, service, and promotions are the dominant topics of interest when consumers interact with brands on Twitter. Second, consumer sentiments toward brands vary within and across industries. Third, separate company-specific analyses of positive and negative tweets generate a more accurate understanding of Twitter users' major brand topics and sentiments. Our findings provide brand managers with actionable insights in targeted advertising, social customer relationship management (CRM), and brand management.		To text mine and analyze the sentiment of tweets across industries on brands				Tweets		1.7 million tweets		Sentiment		MALLET		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Used SMEs from relevant industry				"compared the LDA findings against more than 2,000 formal complaints against Comcast, which were filed with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in April, May, and June of 2015. We found that the LDA topics covered all the major categories of complaints" (p. 244) 								Liu, X., Burns, A. C., & Hou, Y. (2017). An investigation of brand-related user-generated content on Twitter. Journal of Advertising, 46(2), 236-247.

		Love, Lim, & Bednar		2017		Academy of Management Journal		The face of the firm: The influence of CEOs on corporate reputation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		It is widely assumed that CEOs shape how people view firms, but the question of how these leaders influence corporate reputations has received little theoretical or empirical attention. This study addresses two core questions in this vein: to what degree do leaders really matter for firm reputation, and which leaders affect their firm’s reputation? We develop theory to explain how and why leaders should enter into evaluations of thefirms that they lead. Specifically, we propose that CEOs’ effects on corporate reputation will depend on leader prominence and on perceptions of leader quality. We thus test hypotheses that examine how CEOs’ media coverage, industry awards, and outsider standing affect the reputations of their firms. Our findings indicate that highly regarded
CEOs enhance their firms’ reputations, sometimes substantially, and CEOs who receive negative press coverage damage their firms’ reputations. However, CEO prominence alone is not associated with higher firm reputation. We discuss implications for research on top leaders and corporate reputations.		To test the effect of CEO media favorability on firm reputation				News articles		200 news articles		Favorability (CEO media tenor)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Negative media tenor related to low firm reputations						Love, E. G., Lim, J., & Bednar, M. K. (2017). The face of the firm: The influence of CEOs on corporate reputation. Academy of Management Journal, 60(4), 1462-1481.

		Luciano, Mathieu, Park, & Tannenbaum		2018		Organizational Research Methods		A Fitting Approach to Construct and Measurement Alignment: The Role of Big Data in Advancing Dynamic Theories		Management		Review		Many phenomena of interest to management and psychology scholars are dynamic and change over time. One of the primary impediments to the examination of dynamic phenomena has been challenges associated with collecting data at a sufficient frequency and duration to accurately model such changes. Emerging technologies that produce nearly continuous streams of big data offer great promise to address those challenges; however, they introduce new methodological challenges and construct validity concerns. We seek to integrate the emerging big data technologies into the existing repertoire of measurement techniques and advance an iterative process to enhance their measurement fit. First, we provide an overview of dynamic constructs and temporal frameworks, highlighting their measurement implications. Second, we discuss different data streams and feature emerging technologies that leverage big data as a means to index dynamic constructs. Third, we integrate the previous sections and advance an iterative approach to achieving measurement fit, highlighting factors that make some measurement choices more suitable and viable than others. In so doing, we hope to accelerate the advancement of dynamic theories and methods.		To review methods for advancing theories using big data (e.g., computer-aided text analysis)																														Luciano, M. M., Mathieu, J. E., Park, S., & Tannenbaum, S. I. (2018). A fitting approach to construct and measurement alignment: The role of big data in advancing dynamic theories. Organizational Research Methods, 21(3), 592-632.

		Madera, Hebl, & Martin		2009		Journal of Applied Psychology		Gender and Letters of Recommendation for Academia: Agentic and Communal Differences		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In two studies, drawing from social role theory of sex differences (Eagly, Wood, & Diekman, 2000), we investigate differences in agentic and communal characteristics in letters of recommendation for men and women for academic positions, and whether such differences influence selection decisions in academia. The results support our hypotheses, indicating that a) women are described as more communal and less agentic than men (Study 1) and b) communal characteristics have a negative relationship with hiring decisions in academia based on letters of recommendation (Study 2). Such results are particularly important because letters of recommendation continue to be heavily weighted and commonly used selection tools (Arvey & Campion, 1982; Guion, 1998), particularly in academia (Sheehan, McDevitt, & Ross, 1998).		To assess gender differences in how letters of recommendation for academia are written				Letters of recommendation for academia		624 letters of rec for 194 applicants		Communality and agency: communal adjectives, social-communal orientation, agentic adjectives, agentic orientation		LIWC; HLM		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		2 codes: communality and agency						Used human raters to support construct validity of LIWC; "Coders ratings of agentic description was significantly related to agentic adjectives (r = .17, p < .05) and agentic orientation (r = .12, p < .05). Similarly, the coders ratings of communal description was significantly related to communal adjectives (r = .19, p < .05) and social-communal orientation (r= .12, p < .05)."		Communal composite related to hireability (-.29, p<.05)		Some significant differences by letter writer gender (e.g., male writers for female applicants used more agentic orientation terms than female writers)				Madera, J. M., Hebl, M. R., & Martin, R. C. (2009). Gender and letters of recommendation for academia: agentic and communal differences. Journal of Applied Psychology, 94(6), 1591.

		Mair, Marti, & Ventresca		2012		Academy of Management Journal		Building inclusive markets in rural Bangladesh: How intermediaries work institutional voids		Management		Qualitative		Much effort goes into building markets as a tool for economic and social development; those pursuing or promoting market building, however, often overlook that in too many places social exclusion and poverty prevent many, especially women, from participating in and accessing markets. Building on data from rural Bangladesh and analyzing the work of a prominent intermediary organization, we uncover institutional voids as the source of market exclusion and identify two sets of activities-redefining market architecture and legitimating new actors-as critical for building inclusive markets. We expose voids as analytical spaces and illustrate how they result from conflict and contradiction among institutional bits and pieces from local political, community, and religious spheres. Our findings put forward a perspective on market building that highlights the on-the-ground dynamics and attends to the institutions at play, to their consequences, and to a more diverse set oí inhabitants of institutions.		To demonstrate how intermediaries fill institutional voids through a dyanmic process		Agency theory		Interview transcripts, archival data		58 semi-structured interviews		Institutional voids		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		5 second-order constructs and 2 aggregate theoretical dimensions: redefining market architecture (creating space for interaction, expanding resource system, and redefining local arrangements) and legitimating market (developing sensemaking capacity and recombining norms and traditions)		Two org members (informants) helped to verify categorization												Mair, J., Marti, I., & Ventresca, M. J. (2012). Building inclusive markets in rural Bangladesh: How intermediaries work institutional voids. Academy of Management Journal, 55(4), 819-850.

		Malhotra, Reus, Zhu, & Roelofsen		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		The acquisitive nature of extraverted CEOs		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study examines how extraversion, a personality trait that signifies more or less positive affect, assertive behavior, decisive thinking, and desires for social
engagement, influences chief executive officers’ (CEOs’) decisions and the ensuing strategic behavior of firms. Using a novel linguistic technique to assess 
personality from unscripted text spoken by 2,381 CEOs of S&P 1500 firms over ten years, we show that CEOs’ extraversion influences the merger and acquisition (M&A) behavior of firms above and beyond other well-established personality traits. We find that extraverted CEOs are more likely to engage in acquisitions, and to conduct larger ones, than other CEOs and that these effects are partially explained by their higher representation on boards of other firms. Moreover, we find that the acquisitive nature of extraverted CEOs reveals itself particularly in so-called ‘‘weaker’’ situations, in which CEOs enjoy considerable discretion to behave in ways akin to their personality traits. Subsequent analyses show that extraverted CEOs are also more likely than other CEOs to succeed in M&As, as reflected by stronger abnormal returns following acquisition announcements. 		To test the effect of CEO extraversion on mergers and acquisitions		Regulatory focus theory, agency theory		CEO spoken responses to questions (then transcribed)		10,166 CEO-firm-year observations		Extraversion		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Coded for extraversion		Two human raters as validity checks; each completed five extraversion items from Big Five on an additional sample				Convergent validity between raw number of words spoken and extraversion (theoretically supported); Used binary classification checks to additionally support validity		Extraversion predicted M&A (Merger & Acquisition) behavior, M&A Frequency, and M&A size				Very useful for AF		Malhotra, S., Reus, T. H., Zhu, P., & Roelofsen, E. M. (2018). The acquisitive nature of extraverted CEOs. Administrative Science Quarterly, 63(2), 370-408.

		Mantere, Schildt, & Sillince		2012		Academy of Management Journal		Reversal of strategic change		Management		Qualitative		When planned change is canceled, managers may be tempted to reverse their organization's strategy. Our longitudinal case study documents an organization's canceled merger effort and a failed attempt to return to the organization's widely accepted premerger strategy. We trace the failure to contradictions in symbolic change management.The phenomenon of change reversal draws attention to the historical continuity of "sense making" and raises caution about the popular view that managers need to destroy organizational meaning to facilitate the realization of strategic change. 		To assess how an organization attempts to go back to their strategy prior to a canceled merger		Organizational sensebreaking; grounded theory		Observations, public/nonpublic documents		13 interviews, 78 site visits		Sensemaking		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		6 second-order themes and 2 aggregate dimensions: sensemaking dyanmics around merger strategy (sensebreaking, meaning void, and sensegiving) and sensemaking dynamics around postmerger strategy (sensebreaking, contradictory meanings, and sensegiving)		Both authors coded (though unsure if independently) and presented coding scheme/preliminary findings to informant for support												Mantere, S., Schildt, H. A., & Sillince, J. A. (2012). Reversal of strategic change. Academy of Management journal, 55(1), 172-196.

		Martin		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Stories about values and valuable stories: A field experiment of the power of narratives to shape necomers' actions		Management		Qualitative		This study draws on social identity theories of behavioral contagion and research concerning narratives in organizations to present and test a framework for understanding how narratives embed values in organizational newcomers' actions. Employing a field experiment using newly hired employees in a large IT firm that prioritizes selftranscendent values, this study explores how narratives that vary in terms of the organizational level of main characters and the values-upholding or values-violating behaviors of those characters influence newcomers' tendencies to engage in behaviors that uphold or deviate from the values. The results indicate that stories about low-level organizational characters engaging in values-upholding behaviors are more positively associated with self-transcendent, helping behaviors, and negatively associated with deviant behaviors, than are similar stories about high-level members of the organization. Stories in which high-level members of the organization violate values are more strongly negatively related to newcomers' engagement in both helping and deviance than are values-violating stories about lower-level members. Content analyses of the stories suggest that they convey values in different and potentially important ways. Implications, future directions, and limitations are discussed.		To examine how organizational values influence newcomer actions		Social identity theory		Handwritten stories		608 stories		Values		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Created a "values" dictionary that had 5 categories								Tested whether value prevalence changed by positive or negative story conditions						Martin, S. R. (2016). Stories about values and valuable stories: A field experiment of the power of narratives to shape newcomers’ actions. Academy of Management Journal, 59(5), 1707-1724.

		Martin & Phillips		2017		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		What ‘‘blindness” to gender differences helps women see and do: Implications for confidence, agency, and action in male-dominated environments		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The ways in which we discuss gender (embracing vs. downplaying difference) has implications for women’s workplace confidence and behavior, especially in male-dominated environments and positions of power. In five total studies (N = 1453), across a variety of samples, we found that gender-blindness—the belief that gender differences should be downplayed—is a more adaptive strategy for increasing female workplace confidence than gender-awareness—the belief that gender differences should be celebrated. In addition to increasing confidence, gender-blindness was related to actions necessary for reducing gender disparities (e.g., risk-taking, negotiation). We found that perceived gender differences in agency (i.e., assertiveness, independence) accounts for gender differences in workplace confidence, especially in male-dominated environments (e.g., business school) and positions of power (managerial positions).
Finally, we found that gender-blindness either lessened or had no effect on men’s confidence, demonstrating the unique positive effect of gender-blindness on women’s confidence. Together, this research highlights the potential for downplaying differences, instead of emphasizing them, to combat the confidence gap.		To test gender-blindness vs. gender-awareness as methods for increasing female workplace confidence		Social role theory		Lists of attributes		163 people listed, on avg., 7.37 items		Agency		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Coded for agency								Agency-related words predicted negative effects on confidence						Martin, A. E., & Phillips, K. W. (2017). What “blindness” to gender differences helps women see and do: Implications for confidence, agency, and action in male-dominated environments. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 142, 28-44.

		Mazis & Tsekrekos		2017		Review of Accounting and Finance		Latent semantic analysis of the FOMC statements		Accounting, Finance		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose The purpose of this paper is to analyze the content of the statements that are released by the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) after its meetings, identify the main textual associative patterns in the statements and examine their impact on the US treasury market.Design/methodology/approach Latent semantic analysis (LSA), a language processing technique that allows recognition of the textual associative patterns in documents, is applied to all the statements released by the FOMC between 2003 and 2014, so as to identify the main textual “themes” used by the Committee in its communication to the public. The importance of the main identified “themes” is tracked over time, before examining their (collective and individual) effect on treasury market yield volatility via time-series regression analysis.Findings We find that FOMC statements incorporate multiple, multifaceted and recurring textual themes, with six of them being able to characterize most of the communicated monetary policy in the authors’ sample period. The themes are statistically significant in explaining the variation in three-month, two-year, five-year and ten-year treasury yields, even after controlling for monetary policy uncertainty and the concurrent economic outlook.Research limitations/implications The main research implication of the authors’ study is that the LSA can successfully identify the most economically significant themes underlying the Fed’s communication, as the latter is expressed in monetary policy statements. The authors feel that the findings of the study would be strengthened if the analysis was repeated using intra-day (tick-by-tick or five-minute) data on treasury yields.Social implications The authors’ findings are consistent with the notion that the move to “increased transparency” by the Fed is important and meaningful for financial and capital markets, as suggested by the significant effect that the most important identified textual themes have on treasury yield volatility.Originality/value This paper makes a timely contribution to a fairly recent stream of research that combines specific textual and statistical techniques so as to conduct content analysis. To the best of their knowledge, the authors’ study is the first that applies the LSA to the statements released by the FOMC.		To use latent semantic analysis to analyze FOMC statements and predict the U.S. treasury market				Statements from the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)		99 statements		Textual associative patterns		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based						SVD is a kind of PCA				Predictive: found that the six identified themes explained variation in treasury yields						Mazis, P., & Tsekrekos, A. (2017). Latent semantic analysis of the FOMC statements. Review of Accounting and Finance, 16(2), 179-217.

		McAlearney		2006		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Leadership development in healthcare: a qualitative study		Management		Qualitative		Challenges associated with leading a $1.7 trillion industry have created a need for strong leaders at all levels in healthcare organizations. However, despite growing support for the importance of leadership development practices across industries, little is known about leadership development in healthcare organizations. An extensive qualitative study comprised of 35 expert interviews and 55 organizational case studies included 160 in-depth, semi-structured interviews and explored this issue. Across interviews, several themes emerged around leadership development challenges that were particularly salient to healthcare organizations. Informants described how the relative newness of leadership development practices in a majority of healthcare organizations contributes to an overall perception of haphazard practices throughout the industry. In addition, respondents noted challenges associated with developing leaders who would be representative of the patient community served, and commented on the pressure to segregate different professional groups for leadership development. Framed by these challenges, I propose a conceptual model of commitment to leadership development in healthcare organizations as influenced by three factors—strategy, culture, and structure. These, in turn, influence program design decisions and can impact organizational effectiveness. In the context of inherently complex healthcare organizations where leaders must respond to multiple stakeholders and meet performance goals across multiple dimensions of effectiveness, addressing these reported challenges and considering the importance of organizational commitment to leadership development can help ensure that programs are effectively designed, delivered, and sustained.		To assess leadership development challenges in healthcare		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts		125 interviews		Leadership development challenges		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		6 high-level themes: industry lag, representativeness, professional conflict, time constraints, technical hurdles, and financial constraints														McAlearney, A. S. (2006). Leadership development in healthcare: a qualitative study. Journal of Organizational Behavior: The International Journal of Industrial, Occupational and Organizational Psychology and Behavior, 27(7), 967-982.

		McClelland, Liang, & Barker		2010		Journal of Management		CEO Commitment to the Status Quo: Replication and Extension Using Content Analysis		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		A limited number of studies have identified multilevel determinants of chief executive officer (CEO) commitment to the status quo (CSQ). Using an unintrusive measure of CEO CSQ developed through computer-aided content analyses of CEO letters to shareholders, this study confirmed that determinants of CEO CSQ are multilevel, including factors at the individual (CEO age and tenure), organizational (size and financial slack), and industry (extent of industry discretion) levels of analysis. In addition, as an important extension to prior research, the authors find that CEO CSQ is associated with future performance changes depending on a firm’s industry environment. They find that in high-discretion industries, firms whose CEOs are committed to the status quo suffer future financial and market performance declines as compared with their competitors, whereas such performance deterioration does not occur in low-discretion environments. Indeed, when future performance is market based and measured as Tobin’s Q, the authors find that compared with competitors, a firm’s performance actually improves in low-discretion industries if its CEO is committed to the status quo.		To test what determines CEO commitment to status quo		Prospect theory; "CSQ theory"		Annual letters to shareholders		129 letters (firms) over several years; 1,991 leters		CEO commitment to status quo (CSQ)		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Content analysis dictionary had variants of 8 words: change, create, initiate, innovate, introduce, launch, reposition, and transform		Used independent raters to help code the dictionary						Predicted the CATA variable (CEO CSQ)						McClelland, P. L., Liang, X., & Barker III, V. L. (2010). CEO commitment to the status quo: Replication and extension using content analysis. Journal of Management, 36(5), 1251-1277.

		McKenny, Short, & Payne		2012		Organizational Research Methods		Using Computer-Aided Text Analysis to Elevate Constructs: An Illustration Using Psychological Capital		Management		Review		Applying individual-level constructs to higher levels of analysis can be a fruitful practice in organizational research. Although this practice is beneficial in developing and testing theory, there are measurement and validation concerns that, if improperly addressed, may threaten the validity and utility of the research. This article illustrates how computer-aided text analysis might be utilized to facilitate construct elevation while ensuring proper validation. Specifically, we apply a framework to develop organizational-level operationalizations of individual-level constructs using the psychological capital construct as an example.		To demonstrate how to use CATA using psychological capital				CEO letters to shareholders		4,350 shareholder letters for 664 companies		Psychological capital		DICTION		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted words using DICTION and categorized them according to the 4 theoretical dimensions of psychological capital: optimism, hope, resilience, and confidence		Used human raters for inductively generated word list and used Holsti's (1969) formula of agreement. Agreement was high (p. 162); 		Explored factor structure with correlation matrix (p. 165); Reliability supported by high IRR with human raters										McKenny, A. F., Short, J. C., & Payne, G. T. (2013). Using computer-aided text analysis to elevate constructs: An illustration using psychological capital. Organizational Research Methods, 16(1), 152-184.

		McKenny, Aguinis, Short, & Anglin		2018		Journal of Management		What Doesn’t Get Measured Does Exist: Improving the Accuracy of Computer-Aided Text Analysis		Management		Review		Computer-aided text analysis (CATA) is a form of content analysis that enables the measurement of constructs by processing text into quantitative data based on the frequency of words. CATA has been proposed as a useful measurement approach with the potential to lead to important theoretical advancements. Ironically, while CATA has been offered to overcome some of the known deficiencies in existing measurement approaches, we have lagged behind in regard to assessing the technique’s measurement rigor. Our article addresses this knowledge gap and describes important implications for past as well as future research using CATA. First, we describe three sources of measurement error variance that are particularly relevant to studies using CATA: transient error, specific factor error, and algorithm error. Second, we describe and demonstrate how to calculate measurement error variance with the entrepreneurial orientation, market orientation, and organizational ambidexterity constructs, offering evidence that past substantive conclusions have been underestimated. Third, we offer best-practice recommendations and demonstrate how to reduce measurement error variance by refining existing CATA measures. In short, we demonstrate that although measurement error variance in CATA has not been measured thus far, it does exist and it affects substantive conclusions. Consequently, our article has implications for theory and practice, as well as how to assess and minimize measurement error in future CATA research with the goal of improving the accuracy of substantive conclusions.		To illustrate how to calculate measurement error variance to refine CATA measures																												DEFINE AND DESCRIBE HOW TO MEASURE 3 TYPES OF MEASUREMENT ERROR:  TRANSIENT, SPECIFIC, AND ALGORYTHM.  		McKenny, A. F., Aguinis, H., Short, J. C., & Anglin, A. H. (2018). What doesn’t get measured does exist: Improving the accuracy of computer-aided text analysis. Journal of Management, 44(7), 2909-2933.

		Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy		2014		Ain Shams Engineering Journal		Sentiment analysis algorithsm and applications: A survey		Engineering		Review		Sentiment Analysis (SA) is an ongoing field of research in text mining field. SA is the computational treatment of opinions, sentiments and subjectivity of text. This survey paper tackles a comprehensive overview of the last update in this field. Many recently proposed algorithms’ enhancements and various SA applications are investigated and presented briefly in this survey. These articles are categorized according to their contributions in the various SA techniques. The related fields to SA (transfer learning, emotion detection, and building resources) that attracted researchers recently are discussed. The main target of this survey is to give nearly full image of SA techniques and the related fields with brief details. The main contributions of this paper include the sophisticated categorizations of a large number of recent articles and the illustration of the recent trend of research in the sentiment analysis and its related areas.		To provide an overview of the different algorithms and applications of sentiment analysis		Information theory; rhetorical structure theory																												Medhat, W., Hassan, A., & Korashy, H. (2014). Sentiment analysis algorithms and applications: A survey. Ain Shams engineering journal, 5(4), 1093-1113.

		Menon, Choi, & Tabakovic		2018		Academy of Mgmt Proceedings		What You Say Your Strategy Is and Why It Matters: Natural Language Processing of Unstructured Text		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study explores how new text analysis tools can be used in strategic management research that examines unstructured textual data. We build on two established natural language processing (NLP) techniques, vector space models and topic modeling, to create text-based measures of several core constructs in strategy – namely strategic change, positioning, and focus. These techniques are applied to the entire sample of 52,392 business descriptions in 10-K annual reports from 1996 to 2016. Results show that these new methods produce innovative yet meaningful measures of firm strategy which open up previously unexplored avenues of research to strategy scholars. The study advances emerging strategy research utilizing text analysis methods, demonstrates that NLP techniques can overcome some of the limitations of traditional text analysis methods such as keyword counts and mapping analysis, and provides a template for how other machine learning techniques could be introduced into strategy.		To use NLP to examine three key constructs in the strategy literature		Agency theory		Business descriptions (Form 10-K filings)		52,392 firm-year observations		Strategic change, strategic positioning, and strategic focus		Natural language toolkit (NLTK) (Python)		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning						Used PCA on distance between text vectors (p. 18)										Menon, A., Choi, J., & Tabakovic, H. (2018, July). What You Say Your Strategy Is and Why It Matters: Natural Language Processing of Unstructured Text. In Academy of Management Proceedings (Vol. 2018, No. 1, p. 18319). Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510: Academy of Management.

		Moore, Lee, Kim, & Cable		2017		Journal of Applied Psychology		The Advantage of Being Oneself: The Role of Applicant Self-Verification in Organizational Hiring Decisions		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		In this paper, we explore whether individuals who strive to self-verify flourish or flounder on the job market. Using placement data from 2 very different field samples, we found that individuals rated by the organization as being in the top 10% of candidates were significantly more likely to receive a job offer if they have a stronger drive to self-verify. A third study, using a quasi-experimental design, explored the mechanism behind this effect and tested whether individuals who are high and low on this disposition communicate differently in a structured mock job interview. Text analysis (LIWC) of interview transcripts revealed systematic differences in candidates’ language use as a function of their selfverification drives. These differences led an expert rater to perceive candidates with a strong drive to self-verify as less inauthentic and less misrepresentative than their low self-verifying peers, making her more likely to recommend these candidates for a job. Taken together, our results suggest that authentic self-presentation is an unidentified route to success on the job market, amplifying the chances that high-quality candidates can convert organizations’ positive evaluations into tangible job offers. We discuss implications for job applicants, organizations, and the labor market.		To examine whether rater perceptions of authenticity matter to job offer likelihood		Self-verification theory; signaling theory		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 137 job applicants (restaurant work)		Objective language use (self-verification striving) and function words		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Not directly related to likelihood of receiving a job placement, but did sig interact with interviewer evaluations to predict job placement				Used a rater for the interviews, but not on the words mined from LIWC		Moore, C., Lee, S. Y., Kim, K., & Cable, D. M. (2017). The advantage of being oneself: The role of applicant self-verification in organizational hiring decisions. Journal of Applied Psychology, 102(11), 1493-1513.

		Morris		1994		Journal of Management		Computerized content analysis in management research: A demonstration of advantages & limitations		Management		Review		Content analysis is a research technique used to objectively and systematically make inferences about the intentions, attitudes, and values of individuals by identtfying specified characteristics in textual messages. The unobtrusive nature of content analysis makes it well suited for strategic management research. To date, the content analyses in most management studies have been performed by human coders, despite advances in computer technology that enable researchers to perform the same analyses more reliably and less expensively. In this paper, the investigator compares human-coded content analysis to computerized coding of the same text communications. The results suggest the two methods may be equally effective. Differences in results obtained using different units of analysis (such as analysis by sentence, by  paragraph or by whole document) are also examined. Better reliability, improved stability, and comparability of results suggest more extensive use of computerized content analysis in future research.		To examine and promote the use of CATA																														Morris, R. (1994). Computerized content analysis in management research: A demonstration of advantages & limitations. Journal of Management, 20(4), 903 - 931.

		Mossholder, Settoon, Harris, & Armenakis		1995		Journal of Management		Measuring Emotion in Open-ended Survey Responses: An Application of Textual Data Analysis		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The present study illustrates the use of a qualitative research technique, textual data analysis, in assessing the emotional content of open-ended survey responses. The Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL), one of many acceptable routes to the measurement of emotion, provided the basis for scoring open-ended responses collected in a study of the organizational transformation efforts of a Fortune 100 firm based in the midwestern United States. Managers and corporate executives were surveyed with an in-depth questionnaire that included quantitative measures of several work-related perceptions and attitudes as well as open-ended questions regarding two major events that occurred during the transformation. Dimension scores produced from the DAL and direct ratings of open-ended responses correlated with the quantitative measures in expected and consistent ways. The use of textual data analytic approaches is discussed, and advantages and disadvantages of such approaches are broadly addressed.		To assess the emotional cotent of open-ended survey responses		Emotion-related theories		Open-ended survey responses		173 open-ended survey responses		Emotion		Dictionary of Affect in Language (online software)		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Resulted in one evaluation score per respondent; correlated with related variables (org commitment, role ambiguity, role conflict, decision autonomy, optimism)						Provides overview of "textual data analysis (TDA)" starting on page 336		Mossholder, K. W., Settoon, R. P., Harris, S. G., & Armenakis, A. A. (1995). Measuring emotion in open-ended survey responses: An application of textual data analysis. Journal of management, 21(2), 335-355.

		Nadkarni & Chen		2014		Academy of Management Journal		Bridging yesterday, today, and tomorrow: CEO temporal focus, environmental dynamism, and rate of new product introduction		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Using a multidimensional framework of CEO temporal focus (the degree to which CEOs characteristically devote attention to perceptions of the past, present, and future), we propose that a company's rate of new product introduction (NPI) is predicted by a CEO's focus on each of the three distinct time frames in interaction with environmental dynamism. Based on a longitudinal (from 1996 to 2003) analysis of 221 firms in 19 industries, we show that, in stable environments, new products are introduced faster in firms headed by CEOs with high past focus, high present focus, and low future focus. In dynamic environments, new products are introduced faster in firms headed by CEOs with low past focus, high present focus, and high future focus. These findings demonstrate how CEO temporal attentional bias shapes the rate of NPI.		To test how a CEO's temporal focus changes as a function of the environment		"new product introduction literature"		Speeches, published interviews, press releases, and letters to shareholders		Numberof documents/CEOs unclear, but had info on 221 firms		CEO temporal focus		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted 1 construct: CEO temporal focus		Had two independent raters manually check coding		Cohens kappa for coders; also conducted a validationg study on the LIWC measure using a sample from an MBA program; CFA		Correlated with past, present, and future focused items scale items		Used CATA variables to predict NPI (new product introduction) rate						Nadkarni, S., & Chen, J. (2014). Bridging yesterday, today, and tomorrow: CEO temporal focus, environmental dynamism, and rate of new product introduction. Academy of Management Journal, 57(6), 1810-1833.

		Nadkarni & Narayanan		2005		Organizational Research Methods		Validity of the Structural Properties of Text-Based Causal Maps: An Empirical Assessment		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Recently, text-based causal maps (TBCMs) have generated enthusiasm as a methodological tool because they provide a way of accessing large, untapped sources of data generated by organizations. Although TBCMs have been used extensively in organizational behavior and strategic management research, studies  assessing the psychometric properties ofTBCMmeasures are virtually nonexistent.With the intention of facilitating large-sample substantive research using TBCMs, the authors examine the construct validity of two most frequently employed structural properties of TBCMs: complexity and centrality. In assessing construct validity, they examine the internal consistency, dimensionality, and predictive validity of the structural properties. The results suggest that complexity is not a general cognitive attribute. Rather, it is indicative of domain knowledge. On the other hand, centrality, which reflects the degree of hierarchy characterizing the TBCM, is related to cognitive ability and may reflect general information processing. Moreover, complexity and centrality, but not cognitive ability, predicted student performance.		To examine the validity of text-based causal maps (TBCM)				Case analysis		204 students (UG and MBA)		Cognitive structure of cognitive ability (centrality and complexity)		Netanalysis		Content analysis		Categorization-based				Used human raters		IRR of identifying cause-effect statements used Kendall's W (.80) between two raters; Then three other independent raters recast the statements into the list of concepts (W=.84); Tested face validity among experts (sr. faculty member, three PhD students); Cronbach's alpha and PCA with varimax and oblimin rotation		r between two measures of structure was low, supported discriminant validity; centrality related to cognitive ability (Wonderlic), but not complexity		Complexity and centrality related to course grade						Nadkarni, S., & Narayanan, V. K. (2005). Validity of the structural properties of text-based causal maps: An empirical assessment. Organizational Research Methods, 8(1), 9-40.

		Nadkarni, Pan, & Chen		2019		Academy of Management Journal		Only timeline will tell: Temporal framing of competitive announcement and rivals' responses		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Research has focused predominantly on the influence of the language firms use in their announcements on the reactions of constituents such as shareholders and the media. We extend this research by examining a new form of linguistic construction––temporal framing—in the context of competitive interactions. Building on intertemporal choice theory, we theorized and tested how a focal firm’s temporal framing of its competitive action announcements affects rivals’ response speed. We examined three dimensions of temporal framing: temporal vagueness (lack of clarity and completeness regarding timelines), temporal distance (length of the action timeline: proximal versus distal), and frequency (repetition of vagueness and distance cues). Based on analysis of 2,130
competitive action press releases of 28 duopoly firms from 14 industries, we found that the temporal framing dimensions, both individually and interactively, were related to the response speed of rivals. Specifically, temporally vague and distally framed timelines in action announcements delayed rivals’ response speed, and increased frequency of vagueness and distance cues strengthened these effects. This study explicates the linguistic underpinnings of competitive interactions and highlights the importance of temporal framing in the competitive context.		To test temporal factors of press releases and rival responses				Press releases		2,130 press releases from 28 firms in 14 industries		Temporal cues (temporal framing: vaguness, distance)		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Did not report lower-level codes, only the highest-level code of "temporal vagueness"		Did not explicitly state human coding, but said "We manually checked the coding for 10% of the press releases to confirm reliability of the program in extracting qualitative numeric temporal cues….) (p. 126); Used three codes to categorize tempora distance		Krippendorff's alpha; temporal distance (ICC=.71)				Predicted rival response speed						Nadkarni, S., Pan, L., & Chen, T. (2019). Only timeline will tell: Temporal framing of competitive announcements and rivals’ responses. Academy of Management Journal, 62(1), 117-143.

		Nag, Corley, & Gioia		2007		Academy of Management Journal		The intersection of organizational identity, knowledge, and practice: Attempting strategic change via knowledge grafting		Management		Qualitative		We investigated the attempt of a high-technology R&D organization to transform into a market-oriented organization by "grafting" new, nontechnological knowledge. The intended strategic transformation did not succeed for reasons with wide implications for theory and research. Our findings suggest that the intersection of organizational identity, knowledge, and practice hindered the development of the new knowledge and undermined the broader strategic transformation effort itself. The failure of the graft revealed a previously underrecognized relationship between identity and knowledge that manifested itself in organization members' efforts to preserve the collective practices that characterized how they used knowledge in accomplishing their work.		To understand the relationship between CEO/COO identity and knowledge		Organizational learning theories		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 34 CEOs and COOs		Knowledg e practices		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		21 first-order themes and 10 second-order themes: identity change imperative, knowledge content imperatives, knowledge-sharing imperatives, current organizational identity, curent knowledge content, current knowledge-use practices, changes to knowledge content, changes to knowledge-used practices; preservint knowledge use practices, and preserving current identity		Utilized two external coders to asses their coding scheme; "overall agreement was strong"												Nag, R., Corley, K. G., & Gioia, D. A. (2007). The intersection of organizational identity, knowledge, and practice: Attempting strategic change via knowledge grafting. Academy of Management Journal, 50(4), 821-847.

		Nakayama & Wan		2019		Information & Management		The cultural impact on social commerce: A sentiment analysis on Yelp ethnic restaurant reviews		Computer Science		Quantitative & Qualitative		Abstract In social commerce, ethnic culture plays an important role in the content and quality perception of customer reviews. This study examined Japanese restaurant reviews in English at Yelp.com and those in Japanese at Yelp.co.jp from a cross-cultural perspective. Using bilingual text mining software, we demonstrate that Japanese customers have significantly different sentiment distribution patterns on four basic attributes of dining experience (food quality, service, ambiance, and price fairness) than Western customers. These findings shed insights on how review contents and ratings may vary between local and foreign customers at multi-national social commerce platforms. Our findings fill a research gap of cultural influence in social commerce.		To examine cultural differences in the sentiments used to dicuss customer dining experiences		National culture theory		Online reviews		76,704 reviews in English, 56,159 in Japanese		Sentiment differences in online customer reviews between English and Japanses reviews (unsure if these are western vs. eastern people who are leaving reviews)		Watson Explorer Content Analytics 11.0; TAKMI (Text Analysis and Knowledge Mining)		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based																Nakayama, M., & Wan, Y. (2019). The cultural impact on social commerce: A sentiment analysis on Yelp ethnic restaurant reviews. Information & Management, 56(2), 271-279.

		Navis & Glynn		2010		Administrative Science Quarterly		How New Market Categories Emerge: Temporal Dynamics of Legitimacy, Identity, and Entrepreneurship in Satellite Radio, 1990-2005		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We theorize how new market categories emerge and are legitimated through a confluence of factors internal to the category (entrepreneurial ventures) and external to the category (interested audiences). Using qualitative and quantitative analyses and multiple data sources over time, we study the evolution of the U.S. satellite radio market over its initial sixteen years. We offer convergent evidence to show that the legitimation of a new market category precipitates shifts in the focus of market actors' attention from the category as a whole to the differentiation of firms within. This effect was demonstrated for entrepreneurial identity claims, linguistic frames, and announcements of interorganizational affiliations and endorsements, as well as in the focal attention of media and financial audiences. We synthesize these findings to offer an integrated theoretical framework on new market category emergence and legitimation.		To examine how new market categories emerge and are legitimized				News releases, analysts reports, news articles		238 news releases; 243 reports; 1,551 articles		Organizational identity, language, and affiliations		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		336 initial codes		Both authors and RA coded both measures		IRR (.97) and (.94)				Used CATA variables to predict emergence and early growth						Navis, C., & Glynn, M. A. (2010). How new market categories emerge: Temporal dynamics of legitimacy, identity, and entrepreneurship in satellite radio, 1990–2005. Administrative Science Quarterly, 55(3), 439-471.

		Neeley & Dumas		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Unearned status gain: Evidence from a global language mandate		Management		Qualitative		Theories of status rarely address "unearned status gain," defined as an unexpected and unsolicited increase in relative standing, prestige, or worth attained not through individual effort or achievement but from a shift in organizationally valued characteristics. We build theory about unearned status gain drawing from a qualitative study of 90 U.S.-based employees of a Japanese organization following a company-wide English language mandate. These native English-speaking employees believed that the mandate elevated their worth in the organization, a status gain they attributed to chance, hence deeming it unearned. They also reported a heightened sense of belonging, optimism about career advancement, and access to expanded networks. Yet, among those who interacted regularly with Japanese counterparts, narratives also revealed discomfort, which was manifested in at least two ways. These informants engaged in "status rationalization," emphasizing the benefits that Japanese employees might obtain by learning English, and prevaricated on whether the change was temporary or durable, a process we call "status stability appraisal." The fact that these narratives were present only among those working closely with Japanese employees highlights intergroup contact as a factor in shaping the unearned status gain experience. Supplemental analysis of data gathered from 66 Japanese employees of the organization provided the broader organizational context and the nonnative speakers' perspective of the language shift. This study's findings expand our overall understanding of status dynamics in organizations, and show how status gains can yield both positive and negative outcomes.		To understand the process of rationalizing and responding to unearned status gain		Theories related to status		Interview transcripts		Semi-structured interviews with 156 people		Unearned status gain		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		14 second-order themes and 7 theoretical dimensions														Neeley, T. B., & Dumas, T. L. (2016). Unearned status gain: Evidence from a global language mandate. Academy of Management Journal, 59(1), 14-43.

		Nimon, Shuck, & Zigarmi		2016		Journal of Happiness Studies		Construct Overlap Between Employee Engagement and Job Satisfaction: A Function of Semantic Equivalence?		Psychology		Quantitative & Qualitative		The evidence for employee engagement as a distinct construct, separate from related work attitudes such as job satisfaction, has been contradictory. Despite a growing inventory of research, current statistical techniques fall short in providing additional answers beyond those previously documented through discriminant and incremental validity, among others. Understanding the semantic similarity between scales however could uncover the potential bounds of current evidence and highlight areas of further exploration. This study examined the semantic similarity between three measures of employee engagement frequently found in the research literature and a commonly used measure of job satisfaction. Examining a relatively new indicator of validity, manifest validity, semantic relatedness between items from employee engagement and job satisfaction instruments was assessed using latent semantic analysis. Semantic similarity between employee engagement and job satisfaction items predicted moderate to high amounts of variance (R² = 25–69 %) in corresponding correlations of survey responses. Findings suggest that high correlations between certain employee engagement measures and job satisfaction scores may be a function of semantic equivalence rather than individual perceptions of separate theoretical constructs. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To clarify the conceptual boundary between employee engagement and job satisfaction				Survey items						Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based						There may be some semantic equivalence between engagement and satisfaction								SOME GOOD DESCRIPTION OF USING LSA TO INTERPRET SEMATIC SIMILARITY, BUT NOTHING VERY NEW OTHER THAN SOME DETAILS.  Manifest validity: evaluating the extent of semantic differences between different scales		Nimon, K., Shuck, B., & Zigarmi, D. (2016). Construct overlap between employee engagement and job satisfaction: A function of semantic equivalence?. Journal of Happiness Studies, 17(3), 1149-1171.

		Olsen, Sofka, & Grimpe		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Coordinated exploration for grand challenges: The role of advocacy groups in serach consortia		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Grand challenges are among the most complex problems for modern societies. Many governments and foundations provide substantial resources to encourage the search for solutions. Due to the significance of these problems, organizations often form partnerships in what we call search consortia to engage in joint search and compete for funding. Prior research on joint search highlights the role of specialized organizations, mainly regarding technological domains, to identify a superior solution. However, stakeholder theory leads us to believe that the success of any solution depends on the acceptance and support of important stakeholders. In this study, we suggest that search consortia are more likely to receive funding when they include representatives of stakeholder concerns, so-called advocacy groups. We extend theory on coordinated exploration in joint search by integrating mechanisms from stakeholder theory and argue that advocacy groups improve the generation of potential solutions and provide legitimacy. We test our theory with a unique dataset of 35,249 consortia that proposed solutions to 2,349 grand challenge problems as part of a large European funding program. Our results show that advocacy groups benefit search consortia, particularly when consortia exhibit a high dispersion of technological knowledge and when they are inexperienced.		To explore how having skateholder representatives present in search consortia enhance likelihood of funding		Stakeholder theory		Conference calls		2,349 Call transcripts		Stakeholder elements of the task environment		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Developed a dictionary with 66 words		Used SMEs to read sub-sample to assess whether the call includes elements of stakeholder acceptance or support		Report krippendorff's alpha (.81)				Predicted likelihood of receving funding with CATA variable						Olsen, A. Ø., Sofka, W., & Grimpe, C. (2016). Coordinated exploration for grand challenges: The role of advocacy groups in search consortia. Academy of Management Journal, 59(6), 2232-2255.

		Onan & Korukoglu		2016		Journal of Information Science		A feature selection model based on genetic rank aggregation for text sentiment classification		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		Sentiment analysis is an important research direction of natural language processing, text mining and web mining which aims to extract subjective information in source materials. The main challenge encountered in machine learning method-based sentiment classification is the abundant amount of data available. This amount makes it difficult to train the learning algorithms in a feasible time and degrades the classification accuracy of the built model. Hence, feature selection becomes an essential task in developing robust and efficient classification models whilst reducing the training time. In text mining applications, individual filter-based feature selection methods have been widely utilized owing to their simplicity and relatively high performance. This paper presents an ensemble approach for feature selection, which aggregates the several individual feature lists obtained by the different feature selection methods so that a more robust and efficient feature subset can be obtained. In order to aggregate the individual feature lists, a genetic algorithm has been utilized. Experimental evaluations indicated that the proposed aggregation model is an efficient method and it outperforms individual filter-based feature selection methods on sentiment classification.		To present and test an ensemble approach for feature selection				Online evaluations of varies things: Cameras, Doctors, Laptops, TV				Sentiment		WEKA (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) machine learning toolkit		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predicted classification and their method outperformed "individual filter-based feature selection methods"						Onan, A., & Korukoğlu, S. (2017). A feature selection model based on genetic rank aggregation for text sentiment classification. Journal of Information Science, 43(1), 25-38.

		Owens & Hekman		2012		Academy of Management Journal		Modeling how to grow: An inductive examination of humble leader behaviors, contingencies, and outcomes		Management		Qualitative		Although a growing number of leadership writers argue leader humility is important to organizational effectiveness, little is known about the construct, why some leaders behave more humbly than others, what these behaviors lead to, or what factors moderate the effectiveness of these behaviors. Drawing from 55 in-depth interviews with leaders from a wide variety of contexts, we develop a model of the behaviors, outcomes, and contingencies of humble leadership. We uncover that leader humility involves leaders modeling to followers how to grow and produces positive organizational outcomes by leading followers to believe that their own developmental journeys and feelings of uncertainty are legitimate in the workplace. We discuss how the emergent humility in leadership model informs a broad range of leadership issues, including organizational development and change, the evolution of leader-follower relationships, new pathways for engaging followers, and integrating top-down and bottom-up organizing. 		To extract behaviors that symbolize humble leaders		Leadership theories		Interview transcripts		55 in-depth interviews		Humble leadership		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		14 constructs and 5 umbrella constructs (see Table 2)		Used two research assistants to independently code and verify coding scheme		IRR (.81)										Owens, B. P., & Hekman, D. R. (2012). Modeling how to grow: An inductive examination of humble leader behaviors, contingencies, and outcomes. Academy of Management Journal, 55(4), 787-818.

		Ozcan & Gurses		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Playing cat and mouse: Contests over regulatory categorization of dietary supplements in the United States		Management		Qualitative		Regulatory categorization can be a matter of life and death to firms, as it sets legal limitations on the production and sales of their product. In this paper we set out to uncover this critical process, for which there is only anecdotal information in extant literature, by asking how regulatory categories are determined through the strategies and interaction of firms, regulators, and other category audiences. We use extensive archival data to examine how U.S. dietary supplement makers first moved from the drug to the food category in 1976, and, when faced with resistance from the Food and Drug Administration, created an entirely new category in 1994, which then fueled their explosive market growth. Our findings show that regulatory categorization is a contest between firms and the regulator, where firms try to disrupt unfavorable regulation by overpowering the regulator through hard power imposed by other state actors, which is
achieved through pressure from another category audience—consumers—who are themselves won over through soft power.		To inductively examine categorization of dietary supplements		Grounded theory; institutional theory		News articles, academic journals, archival interviews, FDA oral histories, congressional hearings, books		570 articles (journal, news), 12 archival interviews, 35 transcripts of oral histores, 6 transcripts from congressional hearings, 11 books		Advocacy work; category work		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		11 second-order codes, 4 aggregate codes		Human coders, but did not report agreement												Ozcan, P., & Gurses, K. (2018). Playing Cat and Mouse: Contests over Regulatory Categorization of Dietary Supplements in the United States. Academy of Management Journal, 61(5), 1789-1820.

		Ozturk & Ayvaz		2018		Telematics and Informatics		Sentiment analysis on Twitter: A text mining approach to the Syrian refugee crisis		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		The use of social media has become an integral part of daily routine in modern society. Social media portals offer powerful public platforms where people can freely share their opinions and feelings about various topics with large crowds. In the current study, we investigated the public opinions and sentiments towards the Syrian refugee crisis, which has affected millions of people and has become a widely discussed, polarizing topic in social media around the world. To analyze public sentiments about the topic on Twitter, we collected a total of 2381,297 relevant tweets in two languages including Turkish and English. Turkish sentiments were considered important as Turkey has welcomed the largest number of Syrian refugees and Turkish tweets carried information to reflect public perception of a refugee hosting country first handedly. We performed a comparative sentiment analysis of retrieved tweets. The results indicated that the sentiments in Turkish tweets were significantly different from the sentiments in English tweets. We found that Turkish tweets carried slightly more positive sentiments towards Syrians and refugees than neutral and negative sentiments, nevertheless the sentiments of tweets were almost evenly distributed among the three major categories. On the other hand, the largest number of English tweets by a significant margin contained neutral sentiments, which was followed by the negative sentiments. In comparison to the ratio of positive sentiments in Turkish tweets, 35% of all Turkish tweets, the proportion of English tweets contained remarkably less positive sentiments towards Syrians and refugees, only 12% of all English tweets.		To show sentiment of tweets and compare differences of sentiment according to different languages				Tweets		2,381,297 tweets on Syrian refugee crisis		Sentiment		R		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based																Öztürk, N., & Ayvaz, S. (2018). Sentiment analysis on Twitter: A text mining approach to the Syrian refugee crisis. Telematics and Informatics, 35(1), 136-147.

		Palmer, Kabanoff, & Dunford		1997		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Managerial accounts of downsizing		Management		Qualitative		Downsizing remains a popular management technique for restructuring organizations. This is despite evidence that, by itself, downsizing often fails to deliver promised benefits and can result in a range of staff and other problems. Within the management literature some have responded by identifying 'best practices' in downsizing, whilst others have argued for downsizing to be used strategically, not just for cost reduction. The study reported in this paper explores management accounts of downsizing, and the extent to which a strategic language can be detected. It is based upon a content analysis of 502 annual reports of Australian organizations over a 7-year period and it identifies nine key themes present in managers' discussion of downsizing. Further analysis suggests that managerial accounts of downsizing fall into three 'languages': a strategic language, a process language, and a cost versus consideration language. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To assess the type of language managers use when discussing downsizing		Agency and institutional theories		Annual reports		502 annual reports		Accounts of downsizing		ISYS		Content analysis		Categorization-based		275 first-order codes (downsizing themes), 9 second-order codes (rationalizing or restructuring activity; cost reduction; productivity; policy-procedural issues; the economic or general business environment; global- ization; expressions of concern and consideration for those affected; reasons for not downsizing; and drawbacks of downsizing such as redundancy payments, labour disputation); 3 highest-order themes of languages that refer to downsizing: strategic language, process langage, and cost vs. consideration language; created frequency-based quantifications of nine themes		Research assistant took 275 downsizing references and created coding scheme and identified 9 themes; used second independent rater also took each of the 275 downsizing references and categorized them into the 9 themes, IRR (Holsti's, 1969, IRR)=.86		Provided factor structure of 9 downsizing themes: 4 factors										Palmer, I., Kabanoff, B., & Dunford, R. (1997). Managerial accounts of downsizing. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 623-639.

		Pandey & Pandey		2017		Organizational Research Methods		Applying Natural Language Processing Capabilities in Computerized Textual Analysis to Measure Organizational Culture		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We build on and extend methodological developments in computerized textual analysis and apply it for developing and validating a measure for the widely used concept of organizational culture. Although the organizational culture concept is widely used in a variety of domains of management scholarship, its measurement is primarily based on survey questionnaires. In this study, we extend computerized textual analysis by introducing the capabilities of natural language processing (NLP). NLP capabilities are artificial intelligence techniques for textual analysis that make it possible to conduct textual analysis at the multiple word level. We follow recommendations for establishing construct validity and demonstrate that the measure of organizational culture dimensions outlined in the study has content validity, external validity, dimensionality, and predictive validity.		To demonstrate how to use NLP using organizational culture				Annual letters to shareholders		50 letters to shareholders		Organizational culture: competitiveness, control- and coordination-orientation, customer-oriented, human-resources-oriented, innovation- and learning-orientation, and team-orientation		Atlas.ti; OpenNLP		Content analysis		Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning		Developed data dictionary items for 6 dimensions of org culture: competitiveness, control- and coordination-oriented, customer-oriented, human-resource-oriented, innovation- and learning-oriented, and team-oriented		Content validity tested with 5 expert raters (Table 9)		Holsti's (1969) IRR measure; Dimensionality: examined correlation matrix of culture scores, firm profitability, and firm market value; Conducted CFA in AMOS		Tested validity by using other sources as sampling frame ("Admired List" from Fortune magazine); 		Predictive: regressed firm profitability and market values on org culture scores; T-tests of other lists of companies				FOCUS ON PHRASE LEVEL NLP DICTIONARIES.  SHOW ONE METHOD (WITH STEPS) FOR HOW TO SHOW CONSTRUCT VALIDITY WITH NLP.  GOOD TUTORIAL-LIKE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND MAJOR DISTINCTIONS, PURPOSES, AND SOFTWARE.  DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DATA DICTIONARIES IS USEFUL (TABLE 2). 		Pandey, S., & Pandey, S. K. (2017). Applying natural language processing capabilities in computerized textual analysis to measure organizational culture. Organizational Research Methods, 1094428117745648.

		Park		2019		Journal of College Science Teaching		What's important: An exploratory analysis of student evaluations about physics professors on RateMyProfessor.com		Education		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study explored students' evaluations of their introductory physics professors posted on RateMyProfessors.com. Data included 1,521 student written comments along with numerical ratings. Student-written comments were sorted into three groups based on their numerical ratings: good, average, and poor quality. Using a text-mining technique, categories representing themes from student comments were developed, and category frequencies were investigated to compare student comments across the three groups. A decision tree model was also used to see what categories were significantly attributed to the different groups. The results showed that students were sensitive to professors' classroom practices and a coherence between requirements and lectures. Also, professors' positive attitudes toward students were in play as an important attribute for more positive evaluations.		To identify themes relevant to positive ratings on RateMyProfessor.com				Online ratings		1,521 RateMyProfessor.com ratings		Content and sentiment		SPSS Modeler		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		collected top 10 categories: emotion, helpfulness, teaching skill, entertainment, professor characteristics, demonstration, easy-fair assessment-assignment, course easiness, professor's passion, and advice to future students														Park, M. (2019). What's Important: An Exploratory Analysis of Student Evaluations About Physics Professors on RateMyProfessors. com. Journal of College Science Teaching, 48(4), 36-44.

		Park & Hong		2018		Journal of Medical Internet Research		Identification of Primary Medication Concerns Regarding Thyroid Hormone Replacement Therapy From Online Patient Medication Reviews: Text Mining of Social Network Data		Medicine		Quantitative & Qualitative		Patients with hypothyroidism report poor health-related quality of life despite having undergone thyroid hormone replacement therapy (THRT). Understanding patient concerns regarding levothyroxine can help improve the treatment outcomes of THRT. Objective: This study aimed to (1) identify the distinctive themes in patient concerns regarding THRT, (2) determine whether patients have unique primary medication concerns specific to their demographics, and (3) determine the predictability of primary medication concerns on patient treatment satisfaction. Methods: We collected patient reviews from WebMD in the United States (1037 reviews about generic levothyroxine and 1075 reviews about the brand version) posted between September 1, 2007, and January 30, 2017. We used natural language processing to identify the themes of medication concerns. Multiple regression analyses were conducted in order to examine the predictability of the primary medication concerns on patient treatment satisfaction. Results: Natural language processing of the patient reviews of levothyroxine posted on a social networking site produced 6 distinctive themes of patient medication concerns related to levothyroxine treatment: how to take the drug, treatment initiation, dose adjustment, symptoms of pain, generic substitutability, and appearance. Patients had different primary medication concerns unique to their gender, age, and treatment duration. Furthermore, treatment satisfaction on levothyroxine depended on what primary medication concerns the patient had. Conclusions: Natural language processing of text content available on social media could identify different themes of patient medication concerns that can be validated in future studies to inform the design of tailored medication counseling for improved patient treatment satisfaction. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To use natural language processing to understand trends in patient reactions to medication				Patient reviews from WebMD		2,112 reviews		Themes of medication concerns		R		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted top 20 words and categorized them into 6 theme names: how to take a drug, treatment initiation, dose adjustment, symptoms of pain, generic substitutability, and appearance								Concurrent: relating the themes (medication concerns) to satisfaction with medication						Park, S. H., & Hong, S. H. (2018). Identification of Primary Medication Concerns Regarding Thyroid Hormone Replacement Therapy From Online Patient Medication Reviews: Text Mining of Social Network Data. Journal of medical Internet research, 20(10), e11085.

		Pencle & Malaescu		2016		Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting		What’s in the Words? Development and Validation of a Multidimensional Dictionary for CSR and Application Using Prospectuses		Accounting		Quantitative & Qualitative		Corporate social responsibility (CSR) and initial public offerings (IPOs) are important aspects of research across multiple academic disciplines, primarily accounting, finance, and management. This research paper seeks to link streams of research through the development of a content analytic dictionary using computer-aided text analysis (CATA).The dictionary, validated in the context of U.S. IPOs between 2011 and 2013, revealed four dimensions of corporate social responsibility. Each of these dimensions is used to predict IPO size in terms of offering price and total shares offered, as well as underpricing on the first day of trade. This research provides a new measure of CSR that can be generalized to other text documents issued by a corporation. Researchers may find this tool useful as we continue to advance our understanding of the explicit and implicit meanings embodied in the CSR disclosures made by corporations.		To validate and test text analyzed measure of CSR		Prospect theory		IPO filings (prospectuses)		452 company IPO filings		Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)		CAT Scanner; Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		CSR dimension (and number): Employee (60), environment (65), human rights (60), and social and community (65)				Correlations suggests support for four dimensions of CSR		Used dictionary on subset of annual statements from original sample and find support		Predictive: used text analyzed CSR measure to predict IPO size; 						Pencle, N., & Mălăescu, I. (2016). What's in the words? Development and validation of a multidimensional dictionary for CSR and application using prospectuses. Journal of Emerging Technologies in Accounting, 13(2), 109-127.

		Pfarrer, Pollock, & Rindova		2010		Academy of Management Journal		The tale of two assets: The effects of firm reputation and celebrity on earnings surprises and investors' reactions		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The effects of intangible assets on organizational outcomes remain poorly understood. We compare the effects of two intangible assets--firm reputation and celebrity--on (1) the likelihood that a firm announces a positive or negative earnings surprise, and (2) investors' reactions to these surprises. We find that firms that have accumulated high levels of reputation ("high-reputation" firms) are less likely, and firms that have achieved celebrity (celebrity firms) more likely to announce positive surprises than firms without these assets. Both high-reputation and celebrity firms experience greater market rewards for positive surprises and smaller market penalties for negative surprises than other firms.		To assess the effect of firm reputation/celebrity on earnings surprises and investors' reactions		Information processing; sensemaking		News articles		42,657 news articles		Celebrity		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Discriminant validity because relationship between high-repurtaiton and celebrity variables was low		Used CATA variable to predict earnings surprises (positive and negative)						Owens, B. P., & Hekman, D. R. (2012). Modeling how to grow: An inductive examination of humble leader behaviors, contingencies, and outcomes. Academy of Management Journal, 55(4), 787-818.

		Piezunka & Dahlander		2019		Academy of Management Journal		Idea rejected, tie formed: Organizations' feedback on crowdsourced ideas		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		When organizations crowdsource ideas, they select only a small share of the ideas that contributors submit for implementation. If a contributor submits an idea to an organization for the first time (i.e., newcomer), and the organization does not select the idea, this may negatively affect the newcomer’s relationship with the organization and willingness to submit ideas to the organization in the future. We suggest that organizations can increase newcomers’ willingness to submit further ideas by providing a thus far understudied form of feedback: rejections. Though counterintuitive, we suggest that rejections encourage newcomers to bond with an organization. Rejections signal contributors that an organization is interested in both receiving their ideas and developing relationships with them. To test our theory, we examine the crowdsourcing of 70,159 organizations that receive ideas from 1,336,154 contributors. Using text analysis, we examine differences in how rejections are written to disentangle the mechanisms through which rejections affect contributors’ willingness to continue to interact with an organization. We find that receiving a rejection has a positive effect on newcomers’ willingness to submit ideas in the future. This effect is stronger if the rejection includes an explanation and is particularly pronounced if the explanation accompanying the rejection matches the original idea in terms of linguistic style.		To test how linguistic style of comment feedback influence on willingness to resubmit idea in the future		Grounded theory		Crowdsourced business ideas		Crowdsourced business ideas of 70,159 orgnaizations that received 2.6 million ideas from 1,336,154 contributors		Linguistic style		LIWC		Sentiment analysis

Emily Campion: Emily Campion:
could be content		Dictionary-based										Predicted newcomers' willingness to submit ideas in the future						Piezunka, H., & Dahlander, L. (2019). Idea rejected, tie formed: organizations’ feedback on crowdsourced ideas. Academy of Management Journal, 62(2), 503-530.

		Pollach		2012		Organizational Research Methods		Taming Textual Data: The Contribution of Corpus Linguistics to Computer-Aided Text Analysis		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Corpus linguistics studies real-life language use on the basis of a text corpus, drawing on both quantitative and qualitative text analysis techniques. This article seeks to bridge the gap between the social sciences and linguistics by introducing the techniques of corpus linguistics to the field of computer-aided text analysis. The article first discusses the differences between corpus linguistics and computer-aided text analysis, which is divided into computer-aided content analysis and computer-aided interpretive textual analysis. It then outlines the techniques of corpus linguistics for exploring textual data. In an exemplary analysis of letters to shareholders, the article demonstrates how these techniques can be applied to compare letters to shareholders from two different years.
The article concludes with a discussion of the strengths and limitations of corpus linguistics for management and organization studies.		To demonstrate how to use corpus linguistics with CATA				Letters to shareholders		155 letters to shareholders		Environment, risk management, reassurance, comparison, attribution, strategy, and people		WordSmith Tools; WordNet		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted words and aggregated into 5 themes: evironment, risk management, reassurance, strategy, and people														Pollach, I. (2012). Taming textual data: The contribution of corpus linguistics to computer-aided text analysis. Organizational Research Methods, 15(2), 263-287.

		Porac, Wade, & Pollock		1999		Administrative Science Quarterly		Industry Categories and the Politics of the Comparable Firm in CEO Compensation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The authors examine the blending of informational and political forces in organizational categorizations in the context of chief executive officer (CEO) compensation. By law, corporate boards are required to provide shareholders with annual justifications for their CEO pay allocations that contain an explicit performance comparison with a set of peer companies that are selected by the board. The authors collected and analyzed information on the industry membership of chosen peers from a 1993 sample of 280 members of the Standard and Poor's (S&P) 500. Their results suggest that boards anchor their comparability judgments within a firm's primary industry, thus supporting the argument that boards' peer definitions center around commonsense industry categories. At the same time, however, the authors found that boards selectively define peers in self-protective ways, such that peer definitions are expanded beyond industry boundaries when firms perform poorly, industries perform well, CEOs are paid highly, and when shareholders are powerful and active.		To assess how companies compare CEO compensation (e.g., to what referent)		Agency theory		Annual report		12,500 sentences from the "Report of the Compensation Committee"		Peer reference		Atlas.ti; VBPro		Content analysis		Categorization-based		21 words/phrases counted as instances of "peer reference"								"peer sentences" used as DV						Porac, J. F., Wade, J. B., & Pollock, T. G. (1999). Industry categories and the politics of the comparable firm in CEO compensation. Administrative Science Quarterly, 44(1), 112-144.

		Ptriglieri		2015		Administrative Science Quarterly		Co-creating Relationship Repair		Management		Qualitative		Through a qualitative study of BP executives during and after the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil rig explosion and spill, I examine whether and how the relationship between an organization and its members can be repaired once damaged. I found that the incident destabilized executives’ organizational identification, leading them to doubt the alignment between their own identity and BP’s, and generated feelings of ambivalence toward the organization and their role in it. This marked the onset of a process through which members reassessed their identification, leading them either to reidentify and repair their relationship with BP or to deidentify and sever that relationship. Executives resolved their ambivalence and strongly reidentified only when they had organizationally sanctioned opportunities, through working on BPs’ response to the incident, to enact the identity attributes of technical excellence and environmental consciousness that were threatened by the Gulf events, suggesting that full relationship repair requires active co-creation by the member and the organization. Absent co-created repair, social information that supported or undermined executives’ identification with BP was key to resolving ambivalence and destabilized identification. Building on these findings, I develop a model of repairing damaged relationships after a transgression, with the concepts of destabilized identification and co-created repair, and the mechanism of ambivalence resolution at its center.		To assess the process by which employees repair their identity or disidentify with their orgnaization		Organizational identification		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 36 people		Identiy reconstruction		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		14 second-order themes and 5 aggregate dimensions														Petriglieri, J. L. (2015). Co-creating relationship repair: Pathways to reconstructing destabilized organizational identification. Administrative Science Quarterly, 60(3), 518-557.

		Quigley, Hubbard, Ward, & Graffin		2019		Academy of Management Journal		Unintended Consequences: Information Releases and CEO Stock Option Grants		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Scholars, regulators, and practitioners have long struggled with challenges emanating from the separation of ownership and control of modern corporations. Agency theory typically prescribes the use of options grants, or other outcome-based contractual arrangements, to overcome the critical issue of information asymmetry. We theorize that this arrangement, which leaves information asymmetry in place, provides CEOs an informational advantage that can be used, via
impression management techniques, to circumvent some of the intended benefits of option grants. Specifically, we argue that the period leading up to an option grant is the one time where CEOs are incentivized to reduce the stock price of their firm for personal gain. Our results suggest that CEOs respond to this incentive by adjusting the tenor of releases from the firm during the pre-grant period, providing CEOs a substantial economic gain. We also show that underpaid CEOs and CEOs with higher discretion pursue this activity more frequently. Our findings highlight a critical challenge of agency theory: if information asymmetry remains, a motivated CEO can often circumvent the contractual arrangements intended to mitigate that very problem. We offer future research paths
and practical recommendations to address this issue.		To explore how CEOs strategically modify the tone of press releases prior to stock option grants to obtain additional gains		Agency theory		Press releases		49,436 press releases		Negative tone (press release tenor); Overall affective tone		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Negative press release predicted cumulative abnormal return before grant date; 						Quigley, T. J., Hubbard, T. D., Ward, A., & Graffin, S. D. (2019). Unintended Consequences: Information Releases and CEO Stock Option Grants. Academy of Management Journal.

		Raffaelli		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		Technology Reemergence: Creating New Value for Old Technologies in Swiss Mechanical Watchmaking, 1970-2008		Management		Qualitative		This article uses a study of the Swiss mechanical watch industry to build theory about how a legacy technology, instead of being supplanted by a new dominant
design as current theory would predict, is able to reemerge and achieve new market growth. The introduction of the battery-powered quartz watch in the 1970s made mechanical watches largely obsolete, but by 2008 the Swiss mechanical watchmaking industry had rematerialized to become the world’s leading exporter (in monetary value) of watches. This study uncovers the process and mechanisms associated with technology reemergence: the resurgence of substantive and sustained demand for a legacy technology following the introduction of a new dominant design. It reveals that technology reemergence involves a cognitive process of redefining both the meanings and values associated with the legacy technology and the boundaries of the market for that technology. Watchmakers redefined and combined values of craftsmanship, luxury, and precision to create new meanings and values for mechanical watch technology; repositioned the mechanical watch as an identity and status marker; temporally distanced themselves from the period of the discontinuous quartz technology by recalling their founding and more successful past and connecting it to the future; and used conceptual bridges such as analogies and metaphors to help employees and consumers understand the new meanings. They redefined market boundaries by reclaiming the competitive set, rebuilding the community of mechanical watchmakers, and mobilizing groups of enthusiast consumers who valued the mechanical watch. For mechanical watchmakers, reemergence culminated in competitive and consumer differentiation that ushered in reinvestment in innovation and substantive and sustained demand growth for the legacy technology.		To examine how technology reemerges and finds new value		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts, observations, advertisements, archival documents and interviews		136 interviews (conducted personally), 700 ads, 27 published interviews		Cognitive meaning and values		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 9 lower-level and 6 higher-level codes for tech re-emergence: recombining values (precision, luxury, craftsmanship), identity marking (identity markers), temporal distancing *bridge past & future, company founding), conceptual bridging (metaphors & analogies), reclaiming the competitive set (swissness), and reinvesting in innovation and R&D (complications)		Used two human raters external to the project to assess codes		95% consistency with coding										Raffaelli, R. (2018). Technology Reemergence: Creating New Value for Old Technologies in Swiss Mechanical Watchmaking, 1970-2008. Administrative Science Quarterly, 1 - 43

		Ramarajan, Bezrukova, Jehn, & Euwema		2011		Journal of Organizational Behavior		From the outside in: The negative spillover effects of boundary spanners' relations with members of other organizations		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Contrary to much boundary spanning research, we examined the negative consequences of boundary spanning contact in multi-organizational contexts. Results from a sample of 833 Dutch peacekeepers show that employees' boundary spanning contact with members of other organizations was associated with reports of negative relationships with external parties (e.g., work-specific problems, culture-specific problems). These negative relationships also had a spillover effect such that they mediated the effect of boundary spanning contact on boundary spanners' negative attitudes toward their own jobs and organization (e.g., job attractiveness and confidence in the organization).		To understand how spillover effects occur with boundary spanners		Spillover effects		Open-ended responses		833 open-ended responses		Culture-specific problems and job attractiveness		MonoConc Pro 2.0		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Culture-specific problems and job attractiveness		Used two independent coders to help develop keyword lists; also used two independent coders to code the text		IRR .73 & .78				Used other variables to predict CATA variables						Ramarajan, L., Bezrukova, K., Jehn, K. A., & Euwema, M. (2011). From the outside in: The negative spillover effects of boundary spanners' relations with members of other organizations. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 32(6), 886-905.

		Reay, Goodrick, Waldorff, & Casebeer		2017		Academy of Management Journal		Getting leopards to change their spots: Co-creating a new professional role identity		Management		Qualitative		We investigated how professional role identity change can be accomplished in highly institutionalized contexts characterized by resiliency. We show that the collective professional role identity of family physicians was changed through a process of reinterpreting multiple logics and their relationships. Through our inductive analyses, we identified four mechanisms that occurred through social interactions and collectively served to rearrange the constellation of logics guiding physician role identity: (1) revealing the influence of a hidden logic; (2) reinforcing the conflict between logics; (3) reframing the meaning of a dominant logic; and (4) re-embedding the new arrangement of logics. We found that the change in physician professional role identity required significant identity work by a group of actors, but particularly by the managers who had been charged with leading the reform initiative. We contribute to the professional role
identity and institutional literatures by showing how others can engage in social interactions with professionals to facilitate the reinterpretation and  rearranging of institutional logics that guide collective professional role identity.		To explore how professional change/co-create new role identities		Institutional theory; process theory approach		Interview transcripts		162 interviews gathered over four time points		Changes in professional role identity		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		9 second-order codes, and 4 aggregated codes		First author coded only, but engaged "other authors in successfive rounds of discussion involving ongoing interation between data and the extant literature" (p. 1052)												Reay, T., Goodrick, E., Waldorff, S. B., & Casebeer, A. (2017). Getting leopards to change their spots: Co-creating a new professional role identity. Academy of Management Journal, 60(3), 1043-1070.

		Reincke & Ansari		2015		Academy of Management Journal		When times collide: Temporal brokerage at the intersection of markets and developments		Management		Qualitative		We study the influence of a pervasive Western organizational mentality--clock-time orientation--in market-based models for human development. While a linear, clock-time orientation optimized for markets is meant to enhance efficiency, coordination, and control, it may be unsuitable for managing emergent, complex, and indeterminate processes such as development. To examine how the tension between market and development temporalities plays out at the organizational level, we draw on an ethnography of Fairtrade International, an organization connecting markets in the North with low-income community development in the South. We examine intra-organizational contestation over different temporal structures needed to entrain to discrepant temporal environments. We explain how contestation, temporal reflexivity, interpretive shifts, and mutual appreciation of interdependencies led to the reconstitution of Fairtrade's development model to bridge competing temporal structures. We contribute by (a) elucidating an agentic view of time, where time is used as a cultural resource to regulate attention and render social phenomena amenable to particular types of managerial action; (b) developing the notion of "ambitemporality," where organizations accommodate seemingly contradictory temporal orientations; and (c) explaining how deep-seated Western organizational mentalities truncate the power of development models, and how these models may benefit from embracing processual approaches associated with Eastern thought.		To examine how westernized clock-time orientation impacts market-based models for human development		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts, observations, and archival documents		39 in-depth interviews, 1,100 hours of observation/notes, and 100 popular press articles		Clock-time orientation		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		92 descritive codes, 29 first-order categories, 9 second-order themes, and 3 aggregate theoretical dimensions		Authors independently developed and related codes with discussion to resolve discrepancies												Reinecke, J., & Ansari, S. (2015). When times collide: Temporal brokerage at the intersection of markets and developments. Academy of Management Journal, 58(2), 618-648.

		Rhee & Fiss		2014		Academy of Management Journal		Framing controversial actions: Regulatory focus, source credibility, and stock market reaction to poison pill adoption		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We contribute to the research on organizational accounts by examining the role of different framing languages and the credibility of the frame articulator on justifying controversial organizational actions. Drawing on regulatory focus theory and the literature on source credibility, we develop novel arguments as to how a gains-versus-nonlosses framing and the perceived credibility of the speaker influence stakeholder responses, as well as how the effectiveness of these aspects is influenced by context. We test our arguments using data on the framing of the adoption of "poison pills" by U.S. firms between 1983 and 2008. Using content analysis and an event study, we find that a gains framing aligned with the dominant institutional logic leads to a positive stock market reaction, while statements emanating from speakers with potentially self-serving interests negatively affect the stock market reaction. Our findings further show that the effectiveness of framing and source credibility are dependent on contextual attributes such as speaker visibility, prior performance, and practice prevalence.		To assess how framing controversies relates to the stock market reaction		Regulatory focus theory		Press releases		789 press releases		Announcement characteristics (positive or negative)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based														Used CATA variable as a control		Rhee, E. Y., & Fiss, P. C. (2014). Framing controversial actions: Regulatory focus, source credibility, and stock market reaction to poison pill adoption. Academy of Management Journal, 57(6), 1734-1758.

		Ridge & Ingram		2017		Journal of Management		Modesty in the Top Management Team: Investor Reaction and Performance Implications		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Much of the recent research on executive characteristics focuses on attributes that society tends to view negatively, such as self-interest, self-serving bias, and narcissism. While providing insights into how executives’ impact organizational outcomes, there may be attributes more positively viewed by society present in top management teams (TMTs) that have been overlooked, specifically TMT modesty. Though modesty deviates from the conventional view of executives, evidence from social psychology suggests that modesty positively impacts career success and upward mobility, suggesting that at least some individuals that rise to the level of the TMT are more modest than previously expected. Building on this insight, we argue that TMT modesty both elicits positive investor reactions following earnings calls and corresponds with higher levels of firm performance.		To test the relationship between TMT (top management team) modesty and firm performance		Upper Echelons theory		Conference call transcripts		5,831 quarterly observations for 453 firms		Top management team modesty		DICTION; Nvivo		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Used DICTION to extract words associated with "TMT modesty"		Study 1: No independent coders; Study 2: Two coders in study 2		Study 1: test-retest reliability across periods=.67; Study 2: Cohens Kappa=.796				Predicted abnormal returns and firm performance						Ridge, J. W., & Ingram, A. (2017). Modesty in the top management team: Investor reaction and performance implications. Journal of Management, 43(4), 1283-1306.

		Rothausen, Henderson, Arnold, & Malshe		2017		Journal of Management		Should I Stay or Should I Go? Identity and Well-Being in Sensemaking About Retention and Turnover		Management		Qualitative		Explanations of turnover from extant management research focus on the what (content) and how (process) of turnover. This study engages a sensemaking framework to explore the why (meaning) for employees of quitting or staying at an employing organization, in order to add a new layer to our understanding of retention and turnover. Analysis of data from in-depth interviews with leavers and stayers, both post hoc and in situ, using grounded theory methods, reveals identity and well-being assessment sensemaking cycles, which occur periodically or when threat to core elements of identity and well-being across life domains is perceived. Core elements of identity and well-being include purpose, trajectory, relatedness, expression, acceptance, and differentiation. Perceived threat to identity and well-being across life domains leads to varying levels of psychophysiological strain, coping with threat and strain, and reassessment, often in escalating cycles resulting in turnover and continuing into new jobs. Lack of threat to,  or facilitation of, identity and well-being, and successful coping result in retention. Overall, these findings suggest that from the perspective of the actors “being retained” or “turning over,” these phenomena are part of a deeply felt quest for positive, congruent identity and psychological well-being across life domains. Along with other research, these findings suggest that when people consider leaving jobs, it may invoke a liminal identity stage, which makes family and other life domains salient to turnover decisions. Implications for research  n retention, turnover, identity, well-being, work-life, and psychophysiological health in organizations, as well as practical implications, are discussed.		To see what role identity plays in turnover		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts		53 interviews and 2 focus groups (3 people each)		Identity and voluntary turnover		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		18 second-order codes: 4 aggregate dimensions		Four authors coded independently and then came together frequently to ientify and resolve discrepancies												Rothausen, T. J., Henderson, K. E., Arnold, J. K., & Malshe, A. (2017). Should I stay or should I go? Identity and well-being in sensemaking about retention and turnover. Journal of Management, 43(7), 2357-2385.

		Sajjadiani, Sojourner, Kammeyer-Mueller, & Mykerezi		2019		Journal of Applied Psychology		Using Machine Learning to Translate Applicant Work History Into Predictors of Performance and Turnover		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Work history information reflected in resumes and job application forms is commonly used to screen job applicants; however, there is little consensus as to how to systematically translate information about one’s work-related past into predictors of future work outcomes. In this article, we apply machine learning techniques to job application form data (including previous job descriptions and stated reasons for changing jobs) to develop interpretable measures of work experience relevance, tenure history, and history of involuntary turnover, history of avoiding bad jobs, and history of approaching better jobs. We empirically examine our model on a longitudinal sample of 16,071 applicants for public school teaching positions, and predict subsequent work outcomes including student evaluations, expert observations of performance, value-added to student test scores, voluntary turnover, and involuntary turnover. We found that work experience relevance and a history of approaching better jobs were linked to positive work outcomes, whereas a history of avoiding bad jobs was associated with negative outcomes. We also quantify the extent to which our model can improve the quality of selection process above the conventional methods of assessing work history, while lowering the risk of adverse impact. 		To demonstrate how to use machine learning approaches to test how applicant work history predicts performance and turnover				Open-ended responses		35,000+ resumes and open-ended responses		Attributsion for turnover		SPSS Modeler		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		Four categories of attributions of turnover identified				Reported reliability of all machine learning-derived variables				Used CATA variables to predict "voluntary turnover hazard"		Tested risk of adverse impact and found differences between genders and races for actual hires				Sajjadiani, S., Sojourner, A. J., Kammeyer-Mueller, J. D., & Mykerezi, E. (2019). Using machine learning to translate applicant work history into predictors of performance and turnover. Journal of Applied Psychology.

		Sandhu & Kulik		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		Shaping and Being Shaped: How Organizational Structure and Managerial Discretion Co-evolve in New Managerial Roles		Management		Qualitative		As new roles emerge in organizations, it becomes critical to understand how organizational structure can impede or enable the managerial discretion available
to role incumbents. We leverage the rich context provided by the emergent role of sustainability managers to examine the interplay between the topdown
forces of structure and the bottom-up influences of managerial discretion in shaping new organizational roles over time. We analyzed qualitative data collected
from in-depth interviews with sustainability managers in 21 case study organizations in India and Australia, supplemented with archival and observational
data. We identified three organizational configurations, with varying levels of top-down structural and bottom-up managerial discretion dynamics at play.
Each configuration had different implications for the manager’s role. Our analysis suggests that the third configuration—with semi-structured formalization
and a decentralized sustainability program—provided the most conducive conditions for managers to use their discretion to champion innovative sustainability
initiatives. New managerial roles in the other configurations, however, do not have to be static. With the maturation of organizational programs and active
championing by managers, the structuring of organizational functions and managerial roles can co-evolve. Our findings describe a process of ‘‘shaping and
being shaped,’’ as structure and managerial discretion co-evolve over time. 		To examine how top-down and bottom-up forces influence new organizational roles overtime		Grounded theory; role theory		Case studies		21 case studies		Mangerial discretion; sustainability strategies		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		9 second-order codes and 3 highest-order codes		First author coded only, but met with other authors to discuss emerging first-order themes; worked together on second-order themes												Sandhu, S., & Kulik, C. T. (2018). Shaping and Being Shaped: How Organizational Structure and Managerial Discretion Co-evolve in New Managerial Roles. Administrative Science Quarterly, 1 - 40.

		Santistevan & Josserand		2019		Journal of Management		Meta-teams: Getting global work done in MNEs		Management		Qualitative		To allow for flexibility and global integration in multinationals, global teams are becoming more fluid, forming and dispersing quickly to address organizational needs. The coordination that takes place in these temporary agile teams is critical for global work. However, current conceptualizations of teams and methodological approaches do not provide a clear understanding of dynamic global teams and how they get global work done in multinational enterprises (MNEs). To address this, we mobilize the teaming perspective to explore global work in the complex matrix structure of Computer (a pseudonym), a large technology MNE. Our study includes interviews and observations from 40 global account teams. The findings suggest that an intermediate structure, which we
call a meta-team, provides a referential space that supports teaming. Within the meta-team, operational practices and a common mind-set provide guidelines for member behavior and expectations. Additionally, teaming substructures form and change to adapt to activities. This study contributes to the literature by (1) demonstrating how dynamic global work gets done in MNEs through meta-teams and teaming; (2) showing how meta-teams address some of the challenges of global work, such as fluid collaboration and multiple-team participation; and (3) providing new insights for teaming in context and temporary work.		To examine the dyanamic nature of global teams		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts and observations		64 informants, 81 interviews, 28 days of observations		Dynamism of global teams		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		38 first-order codes, 13 second-order codes		Number of coders unclear												Santistevan, D., & Josserand, E. (2019). Meta-teams: Getting global work done in MNEs. Journal of Management, 45(2), 510-539.

		Savani & King		2015		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		
Perceiving outcomes as determined by external forces: The role of event construal in attenuating the outcome bias		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		People view the same decision as better when it is followed by a positive outcome than by a negative outcome, a phenomenon called the outcome bias. Based on the idea that a key cause of the outcome bias is people’s failure to appreciate that outcomes are in part determined by external forces, three studies tested a novel method to reduce the outcome bias. Experiment 1 showed that people who construed a person’s interactions with the environment as events rather than as actions or choices were less susceptible to the outcome bias in a medical decision making task. Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that people who recalled past events rather than actions or choices exhibited lower outcome bias in a risky decision making task and in an ethical judgment task. These findings indicate that an event construal helps people appreciate the role of external factors in causing outcomes.		To test a way to reduce outcome bias using event construal		Normative theories of decision making		Open-ended responses		240 open-ended responses		Causal words; positive emotions		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		Extracted one construct for each test: causal words and positive emotions						Tested whether participants in one of two conditions differed in causal thoughts and in positive emotinos								Savani, K., & King, D. (2015). Perceiving outcomes as determined by external forces: The role of event construal in attenuating the outcome bias. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 130, 136-146.

		Saxena, Chaturvedi, & Rakesh		2018		Paradigm		Analysing Customers Reactions on Social Media Promotional Campaigns: A Text-mining Approach		Data analytics		Quantitative & Qualitative		Nowadays, it is a general practice by all major firms to launch social media promotional campaigns/advertisements while launching their new products; however, no study has discussed the customer's reactions on these social media promotional campaigns. In this study, we have analysed customer reactions on social media promotional campaigns launched by three major mobile phone companies selling their phones in India. The analysis has been done on 18,659 tweets by performing part of speech (POS) categorization-based thematic analysis, Harvard-IV lexicon-based sentiment analysis and social media index-based reach analysis. The results of the study showed that there was a significant difference in customer's reactions on different brands promotional campaigns; ranging from very high social media reach and customer engagement to low social media reach and no customer engagement. Based on its results, the study also proposes major recommendations for marketing managers who are in the process of creating social media promotional campaigns for new products.		To demonstrate customer sentiment reactions to product promotional campaigns				Tweets		18,659 tweets		Sentiment		R		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		12 themes												Noted how NLP was restricted due to language of tweets, which required human intervention to manually check tagging results		Saxena, A., Chaturvedi, K. R., & Rakesh, S. (2018). Analysing Customers Reactions on Social Media Promotional Campaigns: A Text-mining Approach. Paradigm, 22(1), 80-99.

		Sbalchiero & Tuzzi		2016		Quality & Quantity		Scientists’ spirituality in scientists’ words. Assessing and enriching the results of a qualitative analysis of indepth interviews by means of quantitative approaches		Political Science		Quantitative & Qualitative		The present study proposes an analysis process to assess and enrich the results of a previous qualitative study on science and spirituality (Sbalchiero in Scienza e spiritualità: Ruoli e percezioni della ricerca nel mondo contemporaneo, 2012; Sbalchiero in Testing Pluralism: Globalizing Belief, 2013) by means of quantitative methods. Moving from qualitative findings, that envisaged a set of in-depth interviews with 24 Italian scientists, statistical analyses of textual data are applied on the same interviews in order to compare and contrast results and evaluate the opportunity of integrating different approaches. This review of qualitative results resorts to methods for classification of context units (Reinert in Les Cahiers de l’Analyse des Donnees 8:187–198, 1983), text clustering (Berry in Survey of Text Mining. Clustering, Classification, and Retrieval, 2004) and lexical correspondence analysis (Lebart et al. in Exploring textual data, 1998) in a general framework of content analysis and 'lexical worlds' exploration (Reinert in Langage Société, 1993), i.e. the identification of main topics and words used by Italian scientists to talk about the relationship among science, religion, spirituality. Results confirm the potentialities of mixed method approaches and shed light on how quantitative methods might become useful when available interviews increase in number and size. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To measure spirituality of the language scientists use				Interview transcripts		24 in-depth interviews		Spirituality				Content analysis		Categorization-based		3 clusters: Classified respondents according to spirituality of words used														Sbalchiero, S., & Tuzzi, A. (2016). Scientists’ spirituality in scientists’ words. Assessing and enriching the results of a qualitative analysis of in-depth interviews by means of quantitative approaches. Quality & Quantity, 50(3), 1333-1348.

		Schwartz et al.		2013		PLOS One		Personality, Gender, and Age in the Language of Social
Media: The Open-Vocabulary Approach		Business		Quantitative & Qualitative		We analyzed 700 million words, phrases, and topic instances collected from the Facebook messages of 75,000 volunteers, who also took standard personality tests, and found striking variations in language with personality, gender, and age. In our openvocabulary technique, the data itself drives a comprehensive exploration of language that distinguishes people, finding connections that are not captured with traditional closed-vocabulary word-category analyses. Our analyses shed new light on psychosocial processes yielding results that are face valid (e.g., subjects living in high elevations talk about the mountains), tie in with other
research (e.g., neurotic people disproportionately use the phrase ‘sick of’ and the word ‘depressed’), suggest new hypotheses (e.g., an active life implies emotional stability), and give detailed insights (males use the possessive ‘my’ when mentioning their ‘wife’ or ‘girlfriend’ more often than females use ‘my’ with ‘husband’ or 'boyfriend’). To date, this represents the largest study, by an order of magnitude, of language and personality.		To measure personality via text mining using an "open-category" approach				Facebook messages		700 million words/phrases/topics from Facebook messages of 75,000 volunteers		Personality and sentiment		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based								Showed that certain word usage related to personality traits								Schwartz, H. A., Eichstaedt, J. C., Kern, M. L., Dziurzynski, L., Ramones, S. M., Agrawal, M., ... & Ungar, L. H. (2013). Personality, gender, and age in the language of social media: The open-vocabulary approach. PloS one, 8(9), e73791.

		Scott, Oh, Chappelka, Walker-Holmes, & DiSalvo		2018		Journal of Technology in Human Services		Food for thought: Analyzing public opinion on the Suppleental Nutrition Assistance Program		Geography		Quantitative & Qualitative		This project explores public opinion on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) in news and social media outlets, and tracks elected representatives’ voting records on issues relating to SNAP and food insecurity. We used machine learning, sentiment analysis, and text mining to analyze national and state level coverage of SNAP in order to gauge perceptions of the program over time across these outlets. Results indicate that the majority of news coverage has negative sentiment, more partisan news outlets have more extreme sentiment, and that clustering of negative reporting on SNAP occurs in the Midwest. Our final results and tools will be displayed in an online application that the ACFB Advocacy team can use to inform their communication to relevant stakeholders. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To examine news and social media outlets and present sentiments of SNAP				News and social media		700 tweets		Sentiment		R; VADER (rule-based sentiment analysis tool); AFINN sentiment lexicons		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based																Scott, D., Oh, J., Chappelka, M., Walker-Holmes, M., & DiSalvo, C. (2018). Food for Thought: Analyzing Public Opinion on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program. Journal of Technology in Human Services, 36(1), 37-47.

		Sgourev & Operti		2019		Academy of Management Journal		From Montagues to Capulets? Analyzing the Systemic Nature of Rivalry in Career Mobility		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The paper proposes a systemic theory of rivalry that addresses a key limitation of past research by articulating how rivalry spreads across levels of analysis and between social domains. Shifting the perspective from what rivalry does to what it prevents from doing, we conceptualize rivalry as a system of relational constraints that extends beyond the level of direct rivals. Using qualitative and quantitative data on the mobility of jockeys in the Palio di Siena (1743-2011), the famous horse race in Siena, Italy, we document relational gaps in the mobility network – career moves that do not occur, even if expected on economic
grounds. The analysis shows that rivalry constrains not only the moves to rivals but also to allies of rivals and rivals of allies. The effect becomes stronger over time, attesting that relational constraints persist in developed markets. Our fieldwork reveals that the constraining ability of rivalry is based on conformity to expectations of loyalty and adherence to group identities. The observed relational gaps are pertinent not only to scholarship on rivalry but also to mobility and network research. 		To look at how jockeys careers change over time (1743 - 2011)		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts		36 informants		Rivalry		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted words to create "rivalry" variable		Both authors coded						Predicted career mobility						Sgourev, S. V., & Operti, E. From Montagues To Capulets? Analyzing the Systemic Nature of Rivalry in Career Mobility. Academy of Management Journal.

		Shantz & Latham		2009		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		An exploratory field experiment of the effect of subconscious and conscious goals on employee performance		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		The effect of both a primed and a conscious goal on performance in the workplace was investigated. The primed goal was pilot tested. People on their way to work (n = 52) shown a photo of a woman winning a race performed better on a brainstorming task within a 2-min time period than people in the control group. A laboratory experiment (n = 71) revealed that this primed goal significantly increased the participants’ subconscious need for achievement, as measured by a projective test, relative to those in the control group. A 2 (primed goal vs. control group) × 2 (conscious goal vs. do best goal) factorial design involving call center employees (n = 81) revealed a main effect for this primed goal, as well as a main effect for a conscious goal for money solicited from donors.		To assess differential effects of subconcious versus conscious goals on employee performance		Goal systems theory		Handwritten stories		71 handwritten stories		Need for achievement		LIWC		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Need for achivement								Tested whether prime condition was more or less achievemen-oriented than control group						Shantz, A., & Latham, G. P. (2009). An exploratory field experiment of the effect of subconscious and conscious goals on employee performance. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 109(1), 9-17.

		Shi, Zhang, & Hoskisson		2019		Academy of Management Journal		Examination of CEO-CFO social interaction through language style matching: Outcomes for the CFO and the organizations		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study proposes that CEO–CFO “language style matching”—a form of unconscious verbal mimicry based on function words—can provide insights into social interaction processes between CEOs and CFOs. We argue and empirically verify that high CEO–CFO language style matching reflects CFOs’ strong attempts to ingratiate themselves with CEOs. Because ingratiation with superiors can lead to the superiors’ positive evaluations of subordinates, CFOs who exhibit higher language style matching with CEOs will receive higher compensation and are more likely to become board members of the associated firms. In addition, the proposed relationships will be stronger when CEOs are more powerful. Yet, in the presence of high CEO–CFO language style matching, CFOs are less likely to voice different viewpoints and challenge CEOs in strategic decision processes. As a result, firms tend to undertake more mergers and acquisitions, and such mergers and acquisitions will be paid with a low percentage of cash (vs. stock) and realize lower announcement returns. Using a sample of over 2,000 U.S. firms from the period 2002–2013, we find empirical support for these predictions.		To test how CEO-CFO language style matching in conference calls  related to CFO compensation and directorship		Upper Echelons theory		CEO-CFO Conference call transcripts		2,384 firms		CEO-CFO language style matching		LIWC		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based								Calculated LSM (language style matching) using formula from Ireland & Pennebaker, 2010)		Predicted higher CFO compensation						Shi, W., Zhang, Y., & Hoskisson, R. E. (2019). Examination of CEO–CFO social interaction through language style matching: Outcomes for the CFO and the organization. Academy of Management Journal, 62(2), 383-414.

		Short & Palmer		2008		Organizational Research Methods		The Application of DICTION to Content Analysis Research in Strategic Management		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		DICTION is a computer-aided content analysis program grounded in a number of theoretical bases in linguistic research. DICTION has a number of attractive features that could be used to analyze unique elements of language in narrative texts germane to strategic management research. The authors apply the DICTION software to a sample of mission statements from 408 Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business colleges of business with a focus
on gaining insights concerning how DICTION can be used in strategic management research utilizing content analysis. They find significant differences in word usage in mission statements based on organizational characteristics, including business school performance. They conclude with suggestions for future research. 		To demonstrate how to use DICTION in Strategy research				Mission statements from B-Schools		408 mission statements		Five "master" variables from DICTION: certainty, optimism, activity, realism, and commonality; Three calculated variables from DICTION: insistence, variety, embellishment, and complexity; Pearce & David's (1987) 8-item typology of what is included in a mission statement		DICTION		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		Extracted five themes		Two independent raters coded mission statements using Pearce and David's measure												Short, J. C., & Palmer, T. B. (2008). The application of DICTION to content analysis research in strategic management. Organizational Research Methods, 11(4), 727-752.

		Short, Broberg, Cogliser, & Brigham		2010		Organizational Research Methods		Construct Validation Using Computer-Aided Text Analysis (CATA)		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Construct validity continues to pose challenges in the organizational sciences. To capture difficult-to-measure constructs of interest, researchers have often relied on content analysis. One content analysis technique, computer-aided text analysis (CATA), is particularly attractive because of the ability to process large samples with high speeds and reliabilities. Unfortunately, inconsistent guidance exists to guide researchers through the use of this tool in a manner compatible with accepted methods used to validate constructs in a rigorous manner. The authors review research using content analysis to examine the extent to which
such studies integrate methods for assessing content, external, discriminant, and predictive validity. To provide direction for organizational researchers interested in using CATA to measure theoretically based constructs relevant to the management field, they suggest a number of possible procedures to enhance construct validity. They illustrate these procedures using the construct of entrepreneurial orientation.		To illustrate how to properly construct validate when using CATA 				Letters to shareholders		Did not specify number		Entrepreneurial orientation (autonomy, innovativeness, proactiveness, competitive aggressiveness, risk taking)		DICTION		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted words for each the 5 dimensions of ent orientaiton: autonomy, innovativeness, proactiveness, competitive aggressiveness, and risk taking		Use human raters; Validated the word list with two independent raters;		IRR of coding scheme using Holsti's (1969) method; used CATA (DICTION) to examine reliability of measure;		Correlations among dimensions sufficiet to support multidimensionality		Predictive: regressed firm performance on entrepreneurial orientation; Identified a sampling frame (S&P 500) and collected an additional sample of small, high-growth firms to compare to S&P 500 firms; conducted t-tests and found significance, supporting external validity						Short, J. C., Broberg, J. C., Cogliser, C. C., & Brigham, K. H. (2010). Construct validation using computer-aided text analysis (CATA) an illustration using entrepreneurial orientation. Organizational Research Methods, 13(2), 320-347.

		Short, McKenny, & Reid		2018		Annual Review of Organizational Behavior and Organizational Psychology		More Than Words? Computer-Aided Text Analysis in Organizational Behavior and Psychology Research		Management		Review		Computer-aided text analysis (CATA) offers great promise for scholars who aspire to capture the beliefs, cognitions, and emotions of individuals as reflected
in their narratives and written texts. We review advancements in the use of CATA in organizational studies and highlight the increased momentum towards incorporating rigor when using CATA. We review key CATA software and note the variance in possibilities of approaches when extracting meaning from languages. We then outline the potential for this technique to build knowledge surrounding organizational psychology and organizational behavior. Specifically, we highlight specific research streams that might benefit from the use of CATA and highlight cross-cultural perspectives that might further advance the use of this technique.		Review of CATA in Organizational Research																														Short, J. C., McKenny, A. F., & Reid, S. W. (2018). More than words? Computer-aided text analysis in organizational behavior and psychology research. Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior, 5, 415-435.

		Shortt & Warren		2019		Organizational Research Methods		Grounded Visual Pattern Analysis: Photographs in Organizational Field Studies		Management		Review		Visual methodologies for researching organizational life have grown in popularity over the past decade, with conceptual and methodological foundations now well documented. However, analytical critique has not kept pace, and so in this article we offer grounded visual pattern analysis (GVPA) as a rigorous means of analysis that mines the discursive meanings of individual photographs and the visual patterns apparent across multiple still images. We illustrate GVPA’s value  hrough an ethnographic field study investigating the relationship between workplace environments and identity formation among hair salon workers in the United Kingdom. Specifically, we explain how to combine the strengths of both “dialogical” and “archaeological” approaches to visual research, which have hitherto been seen as distinct endeavors. We argue this is particularly valuable in field studies addressing material turns in organization studies, such as studies  f space, strategy-as-practice, embodied cognition, and servicescape aesthetics. The article concludes by putting forward a series of potential directions for the future of visual organizational research based on the bridging of Meyer et al.’s five different methodological approaches.		To present a photograph-focused methodology for field studies																														Shortt, H. L., & Warren, S. K. (2019). Grounded visual pattern analysis: Photographs in organizational field studies. Organizational Research Methods, 22(2), 539-563.

		Slutskaya, Game, & Simpson		2018		Organizational Research Methods		Better Together: Examining the Role of Collaborative Ethnographic Documentary in Organizational Research		Management		Review		Despite growing interest in video-based methods in organizational research, the use of collaborative ethnographic documentaries is rare. Organizational  research could benefit from the inclusion of collaborative ethnographic documentaries to (a) enable the participation of ‘‘difficult to research’’ groups, (b) better access the material, embodied, or sensitive dimensions of work and organizing, and (c) enhance the dissemination and practical benefits of findings. To increase understanding of this under-explored method, the authors first review the available literature and consider strengths, limitations, and ethical concerns in comparison with traditional ethnography and other video-based methods. Using recent data collected on working class men doing ‘‘dirty work,’’ the authors then illustrate the use of collaborative ethnographic documentary as an investigative tool—capturing often concealed, embodied, and material dimensions of work—and a reflective tool—elaborating and particularizing participants’ narrative accounts. It is concluded that collaborative ethnographic documentary facilitates greater trust and communication between researchers and participants, triggering richer exploration of participants’ experiences, in turn strengthening theoretical insights and practical impact of the research.		To present a collaborative ethnographic method for org research																														Slutskaya, N., Game, A. M., & Simpson, R. C. (2018). Better together: Examining the role of collaborative ethnographic documentary in organizational research. Organizational Research Methods, 21(2), 341-365.

		Smets, Jarzabkowski, Burke, & Spee		2015		Academy of Management Journal		Reinsurance trading in Lloyd's of Londong: Balancing conflicting-yet-complementary logics in practices		Management		Qualitative		Drawing on a yearlong ethnographic study of reinsurance trading in Lloyd's of London, this paper makes three contributions to current discussions of institutional complexity. First, we shift focus away from structural and relatively static organizational responses to institutional complexity and identify three balancing mechanisms--segmenting, bridging, and demarcating--that allow individuals to manage competing logics and their shifting salience within their everyday work. Second, we integrate these mechanisms in a theoretical model that explains how individuals can continually keep coexisting logics, and their tendencies to either blend or disconnect, in a state of dynamic tension that renders them conflicting-yet-complementary logics. Our model shows how actors are able to dynamically balance coexisting logics, maintaining the distinction between them while also exploiting the benefits of their interdependence. Third, in contrast to most studies of newly formed hybrids and/or novel complexity, our focus on a long-standing context of institutional complexity shows how institutional complexity can itself become institutionalized and routinely enacted within everyday practice.		To identify organizational balancing mechanisms and how individual manage coexistin logics		Institutional theory		Observations, interviews, archival data		62 interviews and 350 fieldnotes 		Balancing micropractices		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 17 types of micropractices (Table 2: segmenting and bridging)		Had one author and one RA (both uninvolved in data collection) code data and refine categories; met regularly to discuss disagreements in coding												Smets, M., Jarzabkowski, P., Burke, G. T., & Spee, P. (2015). Reinsurance trading in Lloyd’s of London: Balancing conflicting-yet-complementary logics in practice. Academy of management journal, 58(3), 932-970.

		Smither & Walker		2004		Journal of Applied Psychology		Are the Characteristics of Narrative Comments Related to Improvement in Multirater Feedback Ratings Over Time?		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Researchers have paid almost no attention to the narrative comments that typically accompany multirater feedback reports despite the fact that both anecdotal and empirical evidence suggest that feedback recipients devote considerable attention to such comments. The authors examined improvement in upward feedback ratings over a 1-year period for 176 managers as a function of (a) the number of narrative comments each manager received, (b) whether those comments were favorable (vs. unfavorable), and (c) whether the comments were behavior/task focused (vs. trait focused). The authors found that managers who received a small number of unfavorable, behavior/task-focused comments improved more than did other managers, whereas managers who received a large number of unfavorable, behavior/task-focused comments declined more than did other managers.		To analyze the attributes in performance management comments		Control theory; feedback intervention theory		Performance mgmt comments		157 target managers' feedback		Favorable/unfavorable; trait/behavior focus		Did not report		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based				Use human raters		IRR using ICC for favorability and trait/behavior										Smither, J. W., & Walker, A. G. (2004). Are the characteristics of narrative comments related to improvement in multirater feedback ratings over time?. Journal of Applied Psychology, 89(3), 575.

		Sonenshein		2014		Academy of Management Journal		How organizations foster the creative use of resources		Management		Qualitative		Using a multi-year qualitative study, I explain how employees at a fast-growing retail organization used creative resourcing—that is, the manipulation and recombination of objects in novel and useful ways to solve problems. I induce two core organizational processes (autonomous resourcing and directed resourcing) that explain how organizations foster ongoing creative activities in response to different perceived resource endowments. In doing so, I add clarity to a mixed literature that argues on the one hand that limited resources foster creativity, and on the other, that abundant resources foster creativity. Instead, I reorient the questions that scholars ask by shifting the conversation away from variance-explanation models and towards understanding organizational processes, specifically around how employees use resources in dynamic ways and how managers enable them to do so. My study unpacks how the link between resources and creativity is rooted deeply in the actions of managers and employees embedded in organizations over time. In elaborating theory around these actions, I contribute to scholarly and practitioner understanding around how organizations foster creativity in a variety of resource environments.		To examine how organizations foster creative resource use		Action-oriented theory		Interview transcripts, field notes, and archival documents		Interviews with 55 people, 3,750 observational minutes		Creative use of resources		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		10 second-order themes and 5 aggregate themes: perceived resource endowment (capital resources, knowledge resources), resourcing identity (cultivating ownership schemas, cultivating creator schemas), regulating objects (withholding fixed objects, provisioning dynamic objects), creative resourcing (manipulating, recombining), and problem solving (original solutions, heterogeneous solutions)		Member checked with key informants; discussed emerging theory with colleagues uninvolved with the study												Sonenshein, S. (2014). How organizations foster the creative use of resources. Academy of Management Journal, 57(3), 814-848.

		Sorour, Goda, & Mine		2017		Journal of Educational Technology & Society		Comment Data Mining to Estimate Student Performance Considering Consecutive Lessons		Education		Quantitative & Qualitative		The purpose of this study is to examine different formats of comment data to predict student performance. Having students write comment data after every lesson can reflect students' learning attitudes, tendencies and learning activities involved with the lesson. In this research, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) are employed to predict student grades in each lesson. In order to obtain further improvement of prediction results, a majority vote method is applied to the predicted results obtained in consecutive lessons. The research findings show that our proposed method continuously tracked student learning situations and improved prediction performance of final student grades.		To examine how student comments on learning predict performance				Student comments		More than 2600 student comments		Sentiment		Mecab		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Concurrent (I think): used sentiments to predict performance in each lesson				USED LDA AND pLSA BUT DOES NOT EXPLAIN THEM CLEARLY ENOUGH TO BE HELPFUL.		Sorour, S. E., Goda, K., & Mine, T. (2017). Comment data mining to estimate student performance considering consecutive lessons. Journal of Educational Technology & Society, 20(1), 73.

		Speer		2018		Personnel Psychology		Quantifying with words: An investigation of the validity of narrative-derived performance scores		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Abstract: Performance appraisal research has focused almost entirely on traditional numerical ratings despite narrative text comments regularly being collected within appraisals. This study investigated the theory and utility of leveraging narrative comments to better understand employee performance. Narrative sentiment scores were derived using text mining on a large sample of narrative comments. These scores were then applied to an independent set of 2 years of performance data. It was assumed that narrative comments would reflect true performance variance that overlaps with traditional ratings, but also that they would capture incremental variance due to increases in total information and a reduction in rater‐motivated biases in contexts in which narrative data were not explicitly linked to administrative outcomes. The derived narrative scores were reliable across years, converged with traditional numerical ratings and explained incremental variance in future performance outcomes (performance ratings, involuntary turnover, promotions, and pay increases). Collectively, this study highlights how narratives can enhance performance measurement and demonstrates how these data can be economically scored in applied settings.		To text mine performance mgmt narrative comments				Performance mgmt comments		15,155 ratings for training sample and 9,536 for test sample		Narrative sentiment scores		R		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based						Performance measure consistent from year to year (.66)		Correlations with numeric performance ratings the same year and in the following year						EXCELLENT DEMO OF USING TEXT MINING TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE REVIEW NARRATIVES.  USED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS AND KEP ONLY VECTORS CORRELATING WITH PERF RATINGS.  BECAUSE THAT REDUCE UNIQUE INFORMATION AND INCREMENTAL PREDICTION OF OTHER VARIABLES, THEY ALSO KEYED ON EXTREMES.		Speer, A. B. (2018). Quantifying with words: An investigation of the validity of narrative‐derived performance scores. Personnel Psychology, 71(3), 299-333.

		Spell & Blum		2005		Academy of Management Journal		Adoption of workplace substance abuse prevention programs: Strategic choice and institutional perspectives		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We considered the role of strategic choice and institutional factors in influencing how managers have addressed workplace substance abuse. Substance abuse prevention program adoption was examined in a sample of 360 establishments. Normative pressure, reflected by changes in media discourse about substance abuse, was related to adoption of Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) and drug-testing programs. Institutional factors were relevant for adopters of EAPs, but strategic choice factors were more significant for drug testing in the earliest of the three periods of adoption examined here. 		To understand how the sentiment of disrourse predicted EAP adoption		Neoinstitutional theory; resource dependency theory; institutional theory; management fashion theory		Abstracts of articles, newspaper, and other "business, scientific, and popular periodicals"		Unclear		Tone of discourse		General Inquirer (GI) CATA program (Harvard III Psychosocial dictionary)		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based		Really, just picking up positive or negative sentiment				Correlated content of abstracts with content of articles and tey were significant				Used to predict adoption of Employee Assistance Programs						Spell, C. S., & Blum, T. C. (2005). Adoption of workplace substance abuse prevention programs: Strategic choice and institutional perspectives. Academy of management journal, 48(6), 1125-1142.

		Srinivas & Rajendran		2019		Computer & Industrial Engineering		Topic-based knowledge mining of online student reviews for strategic planning in universities		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		Highlights • Uses text analytics of online student review to identify voice of customers. • Introduces ensemble topic model to extract topics and label reviews automatically. • Integrates four different techniques: topic modeling, opinion mining, RCA, SWOT. • Provides efficient & economic performance summary of university and its competitors. • Helps university leaders in student-centered strategic planning. Abstract Over the past few years, studies observe a continuous decline in university enrollment and retention rates resulting in millions of dollars in lost revenue. Past research shows that 95% of the students rely heavily on the positive word-of-mouth to select a college. Especially, with the advent of Web 2.0 tools, students are able to make informed decisions due to increased awareness through online reviews. Academic institutions can also leverage this information to understand and improve their students' perception. The objective of this paper is to identify the current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of a university by analyzing online student reviews using text analytics. Our proposed approach integrates four different techniques: topic modeling, sentiment analysis, root cause and SWOT analyses. First, we introduce an ensemble of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (E-LDA) topic models to automatically identify the key features (topics) that are predominantly discussed by students and categorize each review sentence into the most related topic. We then detect the opinion associated with each sentence (positive, negative and neutral) using sentiment analysis. Finally, a topic-based opinion summary (TOS) for a university is established to identify its strengths and weaknesses from the students' perspective, and the opportunities and threats are determined by analyzing the TOS of the competitors (or other similar institutions). A case study is used to illustrate the feasibility and application of the proposed approach. The results indicate that the proposed method provides an efficient and economic performance summary of a university and its competitors, and could help its leaders in recruitment and retention efforts.		"To identify the current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) of a university by analyzing online student reviews using text analytics."		Role theory		Online reviews		Did not specify how many students reviews of colleges; then did a case study of a public university in California and six of its competitors (24,390 reviews)		Sentiment		Did not report		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Used "human annotators" to categorize each sentence in a subsample								Srinivas, S., & Rajendran, S. (2019). Topic-based knowledge mining of online student reviews for strategic planning in universities. Computers & Industrial Engineering, 128, 974-984.

		Stanko & Beckman		2015		Academy of Management Journal		Watching you watching me: Boundary control and capturing attention in the context of ubiquitous technology use		Management		Qualitative		As information communication technologies proliferate in the workplace, organizations face unique challenges managing how and when employees engage in work and nonwork activities. Using interview and archival data from the U.S. Navy, we explore one organization's attempts to shape individual attention in an effort to exert boundary control. We describe the organizational productivity and security problems that result from individual attention being engaged in nonwork activities while at work, and find that the organization manages these problems by monitoring employees (tracking attention), contextualizing technology use to remind people of appropriate organizational use practices (cultivating attention), and diverting, limiting, and withholding technology access (restricting attention). We bring together research on attention and control to challenge current definitions of boundary control, and we detail the understudied situational controls used by the organization to shape work--nonwork interactions in the moment. We highlight how situational control efforts must work together in order to capture attention and shape behavior, and we develop a model to explicate this ongoing process of boundary control. Our findings offer insight into the evolving challenges that organizations face in executing boundary control, as well as of organizational control more broadly, in the modern workplace.		To understand how orgnaizations exert boundary control to keep employees engaged in work and not paying attention to external activities		Boundary theory		Interview transcripts, archival data		73 interviews, 15 years of archival data		Boundary control efforts		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		19 second-order constructs and 8 aggregated themes						Said they support discriminant validity by using "clera rules to determine the relevant construct"								Stanko, T. L., & Beckman, C. M. (2015). Watching you watching me: Boundary control and capturing attention in the context of ubiquitous technology use. Academy of Management Journal, 58(3), 712-738.

		Stuckman, Walden, & Scandariato		2017		IEEE Transactions on Reliability		The Effect of Dimensionality Reduction on Software Vulnerability Prediction Models		Computer Science		Quantitative & Qualitative		Statistical prediction models can be an effective technique to identify vulnerable components in large software projects. Two aspects of vulnerability prediction models have a profound impact on their performance: 1) the features (i.e., the characteristics of the software) that are used as predictors and 2) the way those features are used in the setup of the statistical learning machinery. In a previous work, we compared models based on two different types of features: software metrics and term frequencies (text mining features). In this paper, we broaden the set of models we compare by investigating an array of techniques for the manipulation of said features. These techniques fall under the umbrella of dimensionality reduction and have the potential to improve the ability of a prediction model to localize vulnerabilities. We explore the role of dimensionality reduction through a series of cross-validation and cross-project prediction experiments. Our results show that in the case of software metrics, a dimensionality reduction technique based on confirmatory factor analysis provided an advantage when performing cross-project prediction, yielding the best F-measure for the predictions in five out of six cases. In the case of text mining, feature selection can make the prediction computationally faster, but no dimensionality reduction technique provided any other notable advantage.		To present options for dimensionality reduction				Unclear						Did not report																				Stuckman, J., Walden, J., & Scandariato, R. (2017). The effect of dimensionality reduction on software vulnerability prediction models. IEEE Transactions on Reliability, 66(1), 17-37.

		Tilcsik		2010		Academy of Management Journal		From ritual to reality: Demography, ideology, and decoupling in a post-communist government agency		Management		Qualitative		Decoupling--the creation of gaps between formal policies and actual practices--is ubiquitous in organizations. Yet little research has examined how decoupling unfolds over time. This qualitative case study of a post-Communist government agency develops process models of what precedes and what follows the decision to decouple. I show that the demography and ideology of powerful organization members influence whether decoupling occurs, how it unfolds, and whether it is sustainable. Further, I suggest decoupling may carry seeds of its own decay: under certain conditions, the decision to decouple can trigger demographic changes that eventually erode decoupling. 		To examine how decoupling occurs over time				Interview transcripts, archival documents		Interviews with 17 organizational members, 24 financial reports, 37 memos and other internal documents		Decoupling		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Did not report exact codes, but used interview and archival responses as evidence for proposals		Used an external researcher to code a sample of transcripts and documents		Cohens kapp (.88)										Tilcsik, A. (2010). From ritual to reality: Demography, ideology, and decoupling in a post-communist government agency. Academy of Management Journal, 53(6), 1474-1498.

		Titus, House, & Covin		2017		Journal of Management		The influence of exploration on external corporate venturing activity		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We utilize the exploration/exploitation framework to examine how a firm’s engagement in exploration influences its portfolio of external corporate venturing (ECV) activities. Three forms of equity-based ECV are considered: corporate venture capital investments, joint ventures, and acquisitions. The organizational learning literature is used to investigate how a firm’s engagement in exploration influences its usage of acquisitions relative to its overall portfolio of ECV activities. The investing firm’s industry technological dynamism is posited as a moderator of the relationship between exploration and the relative usage of acquisitions. Utilizing a sample of 1,326 firm-year observations between 1996 and 2008, we find that exploration is positively related to the relative usage of acquisitions, though this relationship is moderated by the investing firm’s industry technological dynamism.		To see whether organizational exploration predicts venturing activities		Transaction costs theory		10-K annual reports		1,326 10-Ks from 607 distinct firms		Organizational exploration		DICTION		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		2 themes: exploration and exploitation								Predicted relative acquisition						Titus Jr, V., House, J. M., & Covin, J. G. (2017). The influence of exploration on external corporate venturing activity. Journal of Management, 43(5), 1609-1630.


		Titus, Parker, & Bass		2018		Academy of Management Journal		Ripping off the band aid: Scrutiny bundling in the wake of social disapproval		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Activities that hazard the possibility of increased scrutiny are an unavoidable reality for many firms. While managers may face the need to engage in these activities, there is little research on when managers decide  to do so. Existing theoretical perspectives on status quo deviations have not sufficiently addressed how managers order the firm’s essential activities that differ primarily in terms of the scrutiny those activities engender. Drawing from concepts in the accounting and political science literatures, we advance a “scrutiny- bundling” perspective that suggests that firms engage in scrutiny-hazarding action in the wake of social disapproval, assessed in this study via negative media coverage. We further theorize that a strong linkage between the focus of media coverage and the specific scrutiny-hazarding action exacerbates this relationship. We then contend that managers at firms that are either large in size or that perform well relative to their aspirations are less sensitive to social disapproval, and are therefore less likely to engage in scrutiny bundling. We test our hypotheses on a sample of 100 firms in the upstream petroleum industry and find general support for our theories.		To test how the sentiment of media coverage (particularly negative) relates to firm resource development		Theory on stakeholder attention; 		News articles		6,152 news articles		Sentiment of news article		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Authors manually codded 3% of their final sample to ensure the articles actually discussed what they intended to measure		Did not report any agreement/reliability estimates				Positive and negative media coverage predict resource development relative to resource access						Titus Jr, V. K., Parker, O., & Bass, A. E. (2018). Ripping off the Band-Aid: Scrutiny Bundling in the Wake of Social Disapproval. Academy of Management Journal, 61(2), 637-660.

		Toegel, Kilduff, & Anand		2013		Academy of Management Journal		Emotion helping by managers: An emergent understanding of discrepant role expectations and outcomes		Management		Qualitative		Why do managers help employees with their negative emotions, and how do employees respond? We analyzed interview and network data from the head office of a recruiting agency. We found that managers active in the provision of emotion help thought of such help as over and above their managerial duties, whereas employees defined emotional support as managerial in-role behavior. Both parties accepted the necessity of controlling negative emotions for the good of the organization. But those being helped tended to perceive their helpers as doubly powerful figures, invested with both formal authority and parental authority, whereas the helpers saw themselves as reacting to situational contingencies to do favors for subordinates in need. Our results point to an emergent understanding of discrepant interpretations. Employees treat caring as part of the managers' role that requires no reciprocation, whereas managers see such help-giving as discretionary extra-role behavior that requires reciprocated commitment. Discrepant expectations concerning emotion helping leads to positive outcomes (e.g., managers being attributed leadership qualities by subordinates) but also negative outcomes (e.g., managers feeling disappointed at the lack of reciprocity). We contribute an emergent model of discrepant interpretations concerning emotion helping with implications for research on leadership, emotion management, and critical theory.		To assess the process by which managers help their direct reports manage negative emotions		Critical theory; social exchange theory		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 30 people		"Emotion helping"		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted five types of emotion help: listening, validating, reframing, transforming, and advising														Toegel, G., Kilduff, M., & Anand, N. (2013). Emotion helping by managers: An emergent understanding of discrepant role expectations and outcomes. Academy of Management Journal, 56(2), 334-357.

		Toubiana & Zietsma		2017		Academy of Management Journal		The message is on the wall? Emotions, social media, and the dynamics of institutional complexity		Management		Qualitative		In this paper, we explore how emotions influence organizations in situations of institutional complexity. In particular, we study members’ and leaders’ emotive responses and influence activities in response to a disruptive event that led to a violation of expectations. Our findings show that when people’s expectations of an organization’s actions are violated it can trigger a process of emotional escalation that leads to destabilization of the organization through the emotion-laden influence activities of shaming and shunning. The violation in our case resulted in strong negative emotions expressed on Facebook. Facebook
acted as an emotional echo chamber where negative emotions were amplified and led to members’ emotion-driven influence activities, eventually triggering regret and adaptation by the organization. We discuss implications for the study of emotions in institutional dynamics.		To study how organizational members' response influence org activity		Institutional theories; theory of emotional amplification;		Facebook data, interviews, org documents, and newspaper articles		Conducted 13 interviews, 1,849 comments from 472 Facebook members, and 116 news articles		Discrete emotions (hope, anger, and betrayal)		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Used LIWC to cross-check manual codes, but otherwise coded everything manually, citing that there are nuances LWIC may not be able to pick up		Cited Krippendorff quote, but did not provide agreement estimate										Titus Jr, V. K., Parker, O., & Bass, A. E. (2018). Ripping off the Band-Aid: Scrutiny Bundling in the Wake of Social Disapproval. Academy of Management Journal, 61(2), 637-660.

		Trevino, den Nieuwenboer, Kreiner, & Bishop		2014		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		
Legitimating the legitimate: A grounded theory study of legitimacy work among Ethics and Compliance Officers		Management		Qualitative		Organizations have responded to ethical scandals in part by creating the Ethics and Compliance Officer (ECO) role to help insure employee ethical and legal behavior. Because ECO work is so fundamental to behavioral ethics in organizations and we know very little about it, we conducted a grounded theory study to learn more. We learned that, although most ECOs were hired to help their organizations respond to external legitimacy challenges, ECOs face major legitimacy challenges inside their organizations. Facilitating conditions may reduce these challenges and help ECOs reach internal legitimacy. But, we also found that ECOs engage in what we term legitimacy work that relies on a number of tactics to help them gain legitimacy in the eyes of their constituents. We tie our findings to the broader legitimacy literature and draw implications for the behavioral ethics literature.		To understand how Ethics and Compliance Officers engage in legitimacy work		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts		Interviews with 40 people		Legitimacy		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		10 legitimacy codes (see Table 1)		Two authors independently coded and compared codes; used "member checks" as a way to increase trustworthiness of findings; had two doc students check the coding		Cohen's Kappa for doc students (.87)										Treviño, L. K., den Nieuwenboer, N. A., Kreiner, G. E., & Bishop, D. G. (2014). Legitimating the legitimate: A grounded theory study of legitimacy work among Ethics and Compliance Officers. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 123(2), 186-205.

		Tsukioka, Yanagi, & Takada		2018		International Review of Economics and Finance		Investor sentiment extracted from internet stock message boards and IPO puzzles		Economics, Finance		Quantitative & Qualitative		High initial returns and long-run underperformance of initial public offerings (IPOs) represent puzzles in corporate finance. We investigate how investor sentiment affects these puzzles. Investor sentiment on each issuing firm's pre-IPO is extracted from Yahoo! Japan Finance message boards using text mining and a support vector machine classification. Message data on 654 Japanese IPOs from 2001 to 2010 are used to measure investor attention and sentiment. We find that high investor attention and bullish investor sentiment positively affect IPO offer prices and initial returns, leading to subsequent price declines. This suggests that excessive investor optimism can partially explain the IPO puzzles.		To examine how investor attention and sentiment influence IPO offer prices				Finance message boards		Message data from 654 Japanese IPOs		Sentiment and attention		R (RMeCab)		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based										Predictive: investor attention and sentiment predict IOP offer prices and initial returns						Tsukioka, Y., Yanagi, J., & Takada, T. (2018). Investor sentiment extracted from internet stock message boards and IPO puzzles. International Review of Economics & Finance, 56, 205-217.

		Tudoran		2019		Internet Research		Why do internet consumers block ads? New evidence from consumer opinion mining and sentiment analysis		Economics		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose The number of internet consumers who adopt ad-blocking is increasing rapidly all over the world. The purpose of this paper is to evaluate this phenomenon by: assembling the existing considerations and key theoretical aspects of the determinants of online ad-blocking; and by exploring the consumers' beliefs and sentiments toward online ads and expected outcomes of ad-blocking behavior.Design/methodology/approach Data consist of 4,093 consumers' opinions in response to the news items about ad-blocking, published by a leading news and technology website in the period 2010–2016. The unstructured data are analyzed using probabilistic topic modeling and sentiment analysis.Findings Five main topics are identified, unveiling the hidden structure of consumers' beliefs. A sentiment analysis profiling the clustered opinions reveals that the opinions that are focused on the behavioral characteristics of ads express the strongest negative sentiment, while the opinions centered on the possibility to subscribe to an ad-free fee-financed website are characterized on average by a positive sentiment.Practical implications The findings provide useful insights for practitioners to create/adopt more acceptable ads that translate into less ad-blocking and improved internet surfing experience. It brings insights on the question of whether ad-free subscription websites have or do not have the potential to become a viable business opportunity.Originality/value The research: improves the current understanding of the determinants of ad-blocking by introducing a conceptual framework and testing it empirically; makes use of consumer-generated data on the internet; and implements novel techniques from the data mining literature.		To examine why consumers block internet ads		Social psychology theory; information theory; psychological reactance theory; theory of power-responsibility equilibrium		Consumer opinions		4,093 consumer opinions		Content and sentiment		R (SnowballC)		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based		5 topics: annoying ads characteristics, performance costs, subscription, legitimacy of ad-blocking and consumer power, and privacy and security						Behavioral characteristics related to negative sentiment vs. ability to subscribe to ad-free fee-subscription website related to positive sentiment								Tudoran, A. A. (2019). Why do internet consumers block ads? New evidence from consumer opinion mining and sentiment analysis. Internet Research, 29(1), 144-166.

		Usai, Pironti, Mita, & Mejri		2018		Journal of Knowledge Management		Knowledge discovery out of text data: a systematic review via text mining		Economics		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose The aim of this work is to increase awareness of the potential of the technique of text mining to discover knowledge and further promote research collaboration between knowledge management and the information technology communities. Since its emergence, text mining has involved multidisciplinary studies, focused primarily on database technology, Web-based collaborative writing, text analysis, machine learning and knowledge discovery. However, owing to the large amount of research in this field, it is becoming increasingly difficult to identify existing studies and therefore suggest new topics.Design/methodology/approach This article offers a systematic review of 85 academic outputs (articles and books) focused on knowledge discovery derived from the text mining technique. The systematic review is conducted by applying “text mining at the term level, in which knowledge discovery takes place on a more focused collection of words and phrases that are extracted from and label each document” (<xref>Feldman et al., 1998</xref>, p. 1).Findings The results revealed that the keywords extracted to be associated with the main labels, id est, knowledge discovery and text mining, can be categorized in two periods: from 1998 to 2009, the term knowledge and text were always used. From 2010 to 2017 in addition to these terms, sentiment analysis, review manipulation, microblogging data and knowledgeable users were the other terms frequently used. Besides this, it is possible to notice the technical, engineering nature of each term present in the first decade. Whereas, a diverse range of fields such as business, marketing and finance emerged from 2010 to 2017 owing to a greater interest in the online environment.Originality/value This is a first comprehensive systematic review on knowledge discovery and text mining through the use of a text mining technique at term level, which offers to reduce redundant research and to avoid the possibility of missing relevant publications.		To systematically review and identify existing research studies on text mining to be able to address new topics				Articles and books		85 "academic outputs" (articles and books)		Content		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based														Did not specify methods/software		Usai, A., Pironti, M., Mital, M., & Aouina Mejri, C. (2018). Knowledge discovery out of text data: a systematic review via text mining. Journal of Knowledge Management, 22(7), 1471-1488.

		Vagnani		2015		Journal of Management		Exploration and Long-Run Organizational Performance The Moderating Role of Technological Interdependence		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study considers how cross-sectional differences and intertemporal variations in interdependencies between productive activities at the industry level moderate the contribution of exploration to long-run organizational performance. We use patent data to measure interdependencies between productive activities at the industry level and computer-assistedcontent analysis to derive firms’ orientation toward exploration. We also introduce statistical techniques to control bias in estimates induced by potential sources of endogeneity. Our analysis shows that exploration largely contributes positively to long-run organizational performance. This positive effect is stronger in industries with more extensive levels of interdependency or that exhibit more changes in such interdependencies. This study shows the unique and contingent ways in which exploration affects long-run performance. We hope our ideas will influence several areas of future research, not the least of which involves exploration and interdependencies in developing our understanding of organizational success.		To test whether exploration orientation of a firm predicts long-run performance and how tech interpendence moderates this relationship				Annual reports		3,867 observations		Exploration orientation		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based										CATA variables used to preidct long-run organizational performance						Vagnani, G. (2015). Exploration and long-run organizational performance: the moderating role of technological interdependence. Journal of Management, 41(6), 1651-1676.

		Valdez, Pickett, & Goodson		2018		Social Science Quarterly		Topic modeling: Latent semantic analysis for the Social Sciences		Health & Kinesiology		Quantitative & Qualitative		Objective Topic modeling (TM) refers to a group of methods for mathematically identifying latent topics in large corpora of data. Although TM shows promise as a tool for social science research, most researchers lack awareness of the tool's utility. Therefore, this article provides a brief overview of TM's logic and processes, offers a simple example, and suggests several possible uses in social sciences. Methods Using latent semantic analysis in our example, we analyzed transcripts of the 2016 U.S. presidential debates between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. Results Resulting topics paralleled the most frequent policy‐related Internet searches at the time. When divided by candidate, changes in emergent topics reflected individual policy stances, with nuanced differences between the two. Conclusion Findings underscored the utility of TM to identify thematic patterns embedded in large quantities of text. TM, therefore, represents a valuable addition to the social scientist's methodological tool set. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2018 APA, all rights reserved)		To identify themes in a presidential debate				Debate transcripts		2016 Clinton/Trump debate transcript		Topics covered in debate		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Identified 20 overall themes														Valdez, D., Pickett, A. C., & Goodson, P. (2018). Topic Modeling: Latent Semantic Analysis for the Social Sciences. Social Science Quarterly, 99(5), 1665-1679.

		Valentine		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		Renegotiating Spheres of Obligation: The Role of Hierarchy in Organizational Learning		Management		Qualitative		To achieve organization-wide goals, sometimes multiple local groups must synchronize their learning activities. This paper uses an ethnographic study of a cancer treatment center to develop theory on organizational learning by identifying a process that helped synchronize learning across many local and interdependent groups by taking advantage of hierarchy. Change agents—in this case, consultants—identified the managers of the various groups that would need to change for an organization-wide goal to be achieved, and they met with each manager to renegotiate his or her formal obligations. Through the renegotiation process, the managers came to better understand the organization-wide goal, and the change agents better understood each group’s work. After the managers understood and accepted their renegotiated obligations, they changed how they administered resources and expectations in their groups, and the members of their respective groups adapted their practices in response. This process illustrates how the obligations associated with hierarchical positions can be renegotiated in ways that develop improved understanding and, when changed, can shape local activities to favor new goals. 		To explore how organizations renegotiate hierarchies		Grounded theory; practice theory		Ethnographic observations		18 months spending 10 - 30 hours on site each week		Interfaces and process		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Administrato and navigator: manager renegotiation or managers synchronizing, or not		Only first author coded												Valentine, M. A. (2018). Renegotiating spheres of obligation: The role of hierarchy in organizational learning. Administrative Science Quarterly, 63(3), 570-606.

		van Dijke, Wildschut, Leunissen, & Sedikides		2015		Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes		Nostalgia buffers the negative impact of low procedural justice on cooperation		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This research integrates the discrete emotion of nostalgia (a sentimental longing for the past) with relational models of procedural justice. An organizational survey and four experiments demonstrated that nostalgia buffers (i.e., weakens) the deleterious impact of low (compared to high) procedural justice on organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) and cooperation with authorities. Low procedural justice undermined social connectedness with authorities, and nostalgia’s buffering role derived from its capacity to block the pathway from this reduced social connectedness to decreased OCB and cooperation. This research presents the first evidence that a discrete emotion—nostalgia—functions as a resource that aids individuals in coping with low procedural justice. Nostalgia thus facilitates cooperation even with authorities and organizations that display low procedural justice.		To test how nostalgia can be a buffer against low procedural justice		Justice theories		Written event reflections		98 people		Narrative positivity and negativity		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Controlled for CATA variable						Van Dijke, M., Wildschut, T., Leunissen, J. M., & Sedikides, C. (2015). Nostalgia buffers the negative impact of low procedural justice on cooperation. Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, 127, 15-29.

		van Wijk et al.		2013		Academy of Management Journal		Activists and incumbents structuring change: The interplay of agency, culture, and networks in field evolution		Management		Qualitative		We examine organizational field change instigated by activists. Contrary to existing views emphasizing incumbent resistance, we suggest that collaboration between incumbents and challenger movements may emerge when a movement's cultural and relational fabric becomes moderately structured, creating threats and market opportunities but remaining permeable to external influence. We also elucidate how lead incumbents' attempts at movement cooptation may be deflected through distributed brokerage. The resulting confluence of cultural and relational "structuration" between movement and field accelerates the pace but dilutes the radicalness of institutional innovation, ensuring ongoing, incremental field change. Overall, this article contributes to the emergent literature on field dynamics by uncovering the evolution and outcomes of collaborative work at the intersection of social movements and incumbent fields. 		To uncover how activism initiates organizational field change		Institutional theory; social network theory		Interview transcripts, firm histories, policy documents, research reports, press releases, conference proceedings, newsletters, and journal articles		Interviews with 34 individuals		Institutional agency		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Extracted 2 stages: distributed instigation and coordinated "costructuration"														Van Wijk, J., Stam, W., Elfring, T., Zietsma, C., & Den Hond, F. (2013). Activists and incumbents structuring change: The interplay of agency, culture, and networks in field evolution. Academy of Management Journal, 56(2), 358-386.

		Vergne & Depyre		2015		Academy of Management Journal		How do firms adapt? A fuzzy-set analysis of the role of cognition and capabilities in U.S. firms' resposnes to 9/11		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		How do firms adapt? In recent years, this old question has attracted new answers--albeit partial ones. On the one hand, cognition researchers have emphasized managerial attention to environmental change as a key driver of adaptation. On the other hand, dynamic capabilities scholars have underscored the role of asset reconfigurations implemented amid shifting environments. However, the explanatory powers of the two perspectives have not yet been assessed comparatively. This mixed methods study uses fuzzy-set analyses of defense firms' responses to 9/11 to model the two perspectives as potentially competing or complementary, while our findings suggest that neither dynamic capabilities nor superior cognition must be present for firms to adapt. Instead, we identify four types of adapters (anticipative, responsive, opportunistic, and decisive), as well as the possibility of strategic non-adaptation. These results lead us to reassess the cognition and capabilities literatures and to outline a new, integrative framework to explain adaptation.		To develop a processual understanding of how firms adap				Letters to shareholders		137 letters to shareholders		Attention timing and attention intensity		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Attention timing and attention intensity														Vergne, J. P., & Depeyre, C. (2016). How do firms adapt? A fuzzy-set analysis of the role of cognition and capabilities in US defense firms’ responses to 9/11. Academy of Management Journal, 59(5), 1653-1680.

		Vracheva, Judge, & Madden		2016		European Management Journal		Enterprise strategy concept, measurement, and validation: Integrating stakeholder engagement into the firm's strategic architecture		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		A firm's enterprise strategy is its overarching strategic orientation, addressing questions regarding its general purpose and the specific nature of its relationships with stakeholders along two dimensions: (a) scope, which represents the range of stakeholders the organization attempts to serve, and (b) type, which represents the general motivation behind stakeholder initiatives. The corporate social responsibility literature has played an important role in bringing a concern with stakeholder issues; however, this literature does not provide a systematic means of integrating these concerns into the firm's strategic architecture. Enterprise strategy offers a unifying construct, grounded in strategic considerations of both the social and economic demands placed on an organization. However, despite its conceptual importance to strategy and social issues, this construct is empirically underdeveloped. This study develops a reliable and valid measure of the enterprise strategy construct to advance the field's understanding of this increasingly important stream of research. Based on computer-aided text analyses of company letters to stakeholders, we systematically identify terminology that reflects the scope and type of a firm's espoused enterprise strategy. Overall, these data support four fundamental orientations of enterprise strategy: (1) narrow defensive, (2) narrow offensive, (3) broad defensive, and (4) broad offensive.		To flesh out the concept of enterprise strategy using CATA				Letters to stakeholders		320 letters to stakeholders		Enterprise strategy		Did not report		Content analysis		Dictionary-based				Two raters evaluated the dictionary 		 IRR was high		Deductively developed dictionary and then inductively added to the word list with CATA		Predictive: used hierarchical regression to show relationship between firm's ES and degree of transparency;Evidence of external validity using stakeholder letters from U.S. MNEs and independent U.S. domestic firms						Vracheva, V., Judge, W. Q., & Madden, T. (2016). Enterprise strategy concept, measurement, and validation: Integrating stakeholder engagement into the firm's strategic architecture. European Management Journal, 34(4), 374-385.

		Wade, Porac, & Pollock		1997		Journal of Organizational Behavior		Worth, words, and the justification of executive pay		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Examines how the compensation committees of a sample of U.S. corporations justify their compensation practices to shareholders. Drawing from research on organizational legitimacy as a theoretical base, this study examines the effects of ownership structure, CEO pay, and organizational performance on the frequencies of 3 types of compensation justifications: external validations, shareholder alignment statements, and discussions of company performance. It is found that when companies have more concentrated and active outside owners, they are much more likely to justify their compensation practices by citing the role of compensation consultants as advisors in the compensation-setting process. They are also more likely to discuss the alignment of managerial and shareholder interests, and to downplay a company's accounting returns. Companies that pay their CEOs large base salaries are also more likely to cite the role of consultants, and, for those with dispersed ownership, to discuss shareholder alignment. High accounting returns lead companies to emphasize accounting performance in their compensation justifications, and to downplay market returns. High stock price volatility leads companies to de-emphasize market returns. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved)		To test how organizational variables predict justification language of CEO pay		Organizational legitimacy		Report		5 years worth of "Report of the Compensation Committee" for 266 companies		Justification content		VBPro		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Extracted concepts (unclear how many) and categorized them into four categories: external validation, shareholder alignment, market performance, and accounting performance								Used company performance, outside ownership, and CEO compensation variables to predict the four categories						Wade, J. B., Porac, J. F., & Pollock, T. G. (1997). Worth, words, and the justification of executive pay. Journal of Organizational Behavior, 18(S1), 641-664.

		Walker, van Jaarsveld, & Skarlicki		2017		Journal of Applied Psychology		Sticks and stones can break my bones but words can also hurt me: The relationship between customer verbal aggression and employee incivility		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Customer service employees tend to react negatively to customer incivility by demonstrating incivility in return, thereby likely reducing customer service quality. Research, however, has yet to uncover precisely what customers do that results in employee incivility. Through transcript and computerized text analysis in a multilevel, multisource, mixed-method field study of customer service events (N = 434 events), we found that employee incivility can occur as a function of customer (a) aggressive words, (b) second-person pronoun use (e.g., you, your), (c) interruptions, and (d) positive emotion words. First, the positive association between customer aggressive words and employee incivility was more pronounced when the verbal aggression included second-person pronouns, which we label targeted aggression. Second, we observed a 2-way interaction between targeted aggression and customer interruptions such that employees demonstrated more incivility when targeted customer verbal aggression was accompanied by more (vs. fewer) interruptions. Third, this 2-way interaction predicting employee incivility was attenuated when customers used positive emotion words. Our results support a resource-based explanation, suggesting that customer verbal aggression consumes employee resources potentially leading to self-regulation failure, whereas positive emotion words from customers can help replenish employee resources that support self-regulation. The present study highlights the advantages of examining what occurs within customer-employee interactions to gain insight into employee reactions to customer incivility. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2017 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To understand the relationship between customer verbal aggression and employee incivility		Conservation of resources theory		Recorded phone calls		30 calls in pilot, 434 calls in analysis dataset		Aggression and positive emotions		RIO Scan (Recursive Inspection of Text Scanner)		Content and sentiment analyses		Dictionary-based				Had blind raters independently rate employee incivility		Reported IRR				Emotion and aggression predicted employee incivility						Walker, D. D., van Jaarsveld, D. D., & Skarlicki, D. P. (2017). Sticks and stones can break my bones but words can also hurt me: The relationship between customer verbal aggression and employee incivility. Journal of applied psychology, 102(2), 163 - 179.

		Waller & Kaplan		2018		Organizational Research Methods		Systematic Behavioral Observation for Emergent Team Phenomena: Key Considerations for Quantitative Video-Based Approaches		Management		Review		The use of moving images to generate data for behavioral analysis has long been a methodology available to organizational researchers. In this article, we draw from previous research in team dynamics to describe and discuss various methodological approaches to using video recorded behavior as a source of quantitative data. More specifically, we identify and examine key decision points for researchers and illustrate benefits and drawbacks to consider. The article concludes with suggestions for ways in which quantitative video-based approaches could be improved.		To present best practices for video-based methods																														Waller, M. J., & Kaplan, S. A. (2018). Systematic behavioral observation for emergent team phenomena: Key considerations for quantitative video-based approaches. Organizational Research Methods, 21(2), 500-515.

		Wang, Wezel, & Forgues		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Protecting market identity: When and how do organizations respond to consumers' devaluations?		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		This article examines the conditions under which organizations publicly respond to unfavorable consumer evaluations that challenge their market identity. Because organizations' market identities are certified by expert evaluations, consumers' devaluations that challenge these expert evaluations represent an identity threat. However, organizations do not always react to consumers' devaluations because of the risks associated with public responses. Hence, we first predict that organizations are more likely to respond to severe devaluations than to weaker ones; second, we propose that organizations, when faced with severe devaluations, are more likely to craft responses that justify their actions and behaviors. We further contend that, for any market identity under consideration, an organization's reputation amplifies these relationships. Analyses of a dataset of London hoteliers' responses to online reviews posted on TripAdvisor during the period 2002-2012 lend substantial support to our hypotheses.		To test when and how organizations respond to customer reviews				TripAdvisor comments from organizations				Justification		LIWC; Nvivo		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Causal words and insight words, exclusive words and motion words		In robustness check: Authors coded sample of 300 responses manually to check that LIWC's dictionary fit the context		Reported Cohen's kapp (.74)		Correlated author coding with LIWC words and also regressing author-coded data on logic and sincerity with LIWC-coded variables in same model		Predicted CATA variables						Wang, T., Wezel, F. C., & Forgues, B. (2016). Protecting market identity: When and how do organizations respond to consumers’ devaluations?. Academy of Management Journal, 59(1), 135-162.

		Wen, Qiang, Xia, & An		2019		Transport policy		Discovering regulatory concerns on bridge management: An author topic model based approach		Engineering		Quantitative & Qualitative		Abstract The management of bridges has major influence on the safety of transport system. Bridge management (BM) practices are carried out in compliance with policies and regulations. This study aims to identify the major aspects of BM from policy documents. We conducted a two-round retrieve to construct a comprehensive dataset of 263 related policies and regulations issued in the 31 provinces/municipalities of mainland China in recent 30 years. The Author-Topic Model (ATM) text mining approach was adopted to identify the key topics in the policies. The revealed 12 topics correspond to 12 major aspects of BM. Some topics, such as bridge maintenance and safety responsibility system , are gaining increasing attention in recent years, while the prevalence of some topics, such as bridge maintenance department configuration , is decreasing. The Granger causality tests suggest that remedial measures attract immediate regulatory attention in response to accidents, while proactive measures contribute to bridge collapse accident reduction, however, in a relatively long term. These findings provide practical implications for policy makers by reminding them that proactive measures should be emphasized alongside remedial measures. Highlights • This study reveals 12 key aspects in policies on bridge management (BRM). • The prevalence of topics in policies reflects regulatory concerns in recent years. • The empirical analysis findings suggest to put more emphasis on proactive BM measures.		To identify themes relevant to bridge management (literal management of bridges)				Policy documents		263 bridge management policies		Topics related to bridge management		R		Content analysis		Dictionary-based		Identified 12 overall themes														Wen, Q., Qiang, M., Xia, B., & An, N. (2017). Discovering regulatory concerns on bridge management: An author-topic model based approach. Transport Policy.

		Whiteman & Cooper		2011		Academy of Management Journal		Ecological sensemaking		Management		Qualitative		Karl Weick's classic study of "sensemaking" showed that there is much to be learned from a wildland fire. In this tradition, we present an ethnographic tale from the subarctic to introduce the concept of ecological sensemaking--the process used to make sense of material landscapes and ecological processes. We then reanalyze data from the Mann Gulch fire and conclude that ecological sensemaking and ecological materiality were underappreciated dimensions of this historic tragedy. Comparisons of incidents and actors suggest that ecological embeddedness enables sensemaking and that inability to make sense of subtle ecological cues introduces hidden vulnerability.		To understand the process of ecological sensemaking, or making sense of material landscapes and ecological processes		Sensemaking		Interview transcripts, observations, narrrative notes		Ethnographic material from a stay in James Bay, Canada for 18 months with 31 in-depth interviews and written narrative accounts				Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		4 high-level coded patterns of ecological sensemaking: ecologically embedded, expert-driven, fragmented, and disembedded		Used another research to validate coding scheme and checked interpretation with two informants												Whiteman, G., & Cooper, W. H. (2011). Ecological sensemaking. Academy of Management Journal, 54(5), 889-911.

		Wiedner & Mantere		2018		Administrative Science Quarterly		Cutting the Cord: Mutual Respect, Organizational Autonomy, and Independence in Organizational Separation Processes		Management		Qualitative		Based on a longitudinal, qualitative analysis of developments in the English National Health Service, we develop a process model of how organizations divest or spin off units with the aim of establishing two or more autonomous organizational entities while simultaneously managing their continued interdependencies. We find that effective organizational separation depends on generating two types of respect—appraisal and recognition respect—between the divesting and divested units. Appraisal respect involves showing appreciation for competence or the effort to achieve it, while recognition respect requires considering what someone cares about—such as values or concerns—and acknowledging that they matter. The process model we develop shows that open communication is crucial to the development of both. We also find that
certain attempts to gain organizational independence and respect may unintentionally undermine the development of autonomy. Counterintuitively, we find that increasing or maintaining interorganizational links via communication may facilitate organizational separation, while attempts by units to distance themselves from one another may unintentionally inhibit it. By linking organizational separation, autonomy, independence, and respect, this paper develops theory on organizational separation processes and more generally enhances our understanding of organizational autonomy and its relations with mutual respect.		To understand the process of how organizations separate into autonomous entities		Grounded theory; process theory; practice theory		Semi-structured interviews, observations, and archival data (e.g., meeting agendas, minutes, strategy presentations, emails, formal letters, contracts, 27 hours of audio recordings of meetings, etc.)		66 interviews with 28 informants; 3 months of shadowing		Organizational separation of two or more autonomous organizational entities		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		10 practices (themes)		Appears that both authors coded, but only first author observed		Did not report agreements or other psychometric evidence										Wiedner, R., & Mantere, S. (2018). Cutting the cord: mutual respect, organizational autonomy, and independence in organizational separation processes. Administrative Science Quarterly.

		Wiedner, Barrett, & Oborn		2017		Academy of Management Journal		The emergence of change in unexpected places: Resourcing across organizational practices in strategic change		Management		Qualitative		In our longitudinal, in-depth case study of strategic change within the National Health Service in England, we compare three practices related to contracting health care services. Contrary to what we would have believed from the extant literature, we found that themost profound change did not emerge in practices that witnessed the greatest increase in the quantity of resources or in which change agents were given the highest degree of control. Instead, change emerged in a practice that was not treated as a priority and that subsequently attracted interest from a very limited number of individuals. Our findings contribute to the resourcing literature by showing that the ability to use resources is shaped by how they are valued and distributed, and that strategic change initiatives can act as triggers for resource revaluations and redistributions. Specifically, we demonstrate that strategic change initiatives may contribute to the emergence of favorable conditions for change in practices that do not become associated with valued resources. This is
because a lack of valued resources attracts limited interest from stakeholders, thereby allowing changes to emerge as powerful agents face minimal coordination costs and scrutiny when attempting to align arrangements with their own interests. Our study thereby shows how and why change initiatives can trigger divergent developments across multiple practices and lead to change emergence in unexpected places. It also highlights the role of what we call “resourcing space” in contributing to emergent change. 		To examine how resources play a role in orgnaizational change		Grounded theory; practice-based theories; resource dependency theory; resourcing theory		Semi-structured interviews, observations, and archival data (e.g., meeting agendas, minutes, strategy presentations, emails, formal letters, contracts, 27 hours of audio recordings of meetings, etc.)		700 hours of observations, 66 semi-structured interviews, 20GB of archival dat		Emergence of change		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		2 topics: lack of clinical participation and evidence of change (or lack thereof)		Appears that all authors coded, but only first author observed		Did not report agreements or other psychometric evidence										Wiedner, R., Barrett, M., & Oborn, E. (2017). The emergence of change in unexpected places: Resourcing across organizational practices in strategic change. Academy of Management Journal, 60(3), 823-854.

		Wilhelmy et al.		2016		Journal of Applied Psychology		How and why do interviewers try to make impressions on applicants? A qualitative study		Management		Qualitative		To remain viable in today’s highly competitive business environments, it is crucial for organizations to attract and retain top candidates. Hence, interviewers have the goal not only of identifying promising applicants but also of representing their organization. Although it has been proposed that interviewers’ deliberate signaling behaviors are a key factor for attracting applicants and thus for ensuring organizations’ success, no conceptual model about impression management (IM) exists from the viewpoint of the interviewer as separate from the applicant. To develop such a conceptual model on how and why interviewers use IM, our qualitative study elaborates signaling theory in the interview context by identifying the broad range of impressions that interviewers intend to create on applicants, what kinds of signals interviewers deliberately use to create their intended impressions, and what outcomes they pursue. Following a grounded theory approach, multiple raters analyzed in-depth interviews with interviewers and applicants. We also observed actual employment interviews and analyzed memos and image brochures to generate a conceptual model of interviewer IM. Results showed that the spectrum of interviewers’ IM intentions goes well beyond what has been proposed in past research. Furthermore, interviewers apply a broad range of IM behaviors, including verbal and nonverbal as well as paraverbal, artifactual, and administrative behaviors. An extensive taxonomy of interviewer IM intentions, behaviors, and intended outcomes is developed, interrelationships between these elements are presented, and avenues for future research are derived. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To undersatnd interviewer impression management		Signaling theory; grounded theory		Interview transcripts, observations, memos, and archival data		30 in-depth interviews, 10 observations, 43 memos, and 12 "pieces of informational material"		Interviewer impression management		Atlas.ti		Content analysis		Categorization-based		19 higher-level categories of IM tactics by interviewers		Used independent coders; Used members checks on coding schemes		Reported Cohens kaapp (.91 an .88)										Wilhelmy, A., Kleinmann, M., König, C. J., Melchers, K. G., & Truxillo, D. M. (2016). How and why do interviewers try to make impressions on applicants? A qualitative study. Journal of Applied Psychology, 101(3), 313 - 332.

		Williams & Sheperd		2017		Organizational Research Methods		Mixed Method Social Network Analysis: Combining Inductive Concept Development, Content Analysis, and Secondary Data for Quantitative Analysis		Management		Review		This article outlines a mixed method approach to social network analysis combining techniques of organizational history development, inductive data structuring, and content analysis to offer a novel approach for network data construction and analysis. This approach provides researchers with a number of benefits over traditional sociometric or other interpersonal methodologies including the ability to investigate networks of greater scope, broader access to diverse social actors, reduced informant bias, and increased capability for longitudinal designs. After detailing this approach, we apply the method on a sample of 143 new ventures and suggest opportunities for general application in entrepreneurship, strategic management, and organizational behavior research.		To present best practices for mixed method social network analysis																														Williams, T. A., & Shepherd, D. A. (2017). Mixed method social network analysis: Combining inductive concept development, content analysis, and secondary data for quantitative analysis. Organizational Research Methods, 20(2), 268-298.

		Wilson et al.		2016		Journal of Applied Psychology		Personality similarity in negotiations: Testing the dyadic effects of similarity in interpersonal traits and the use of emotional displays on negotiation outcomes		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We build on the small but growing literature documenting personality influences on negotiation by examining how the joint disposition of both negotiators with respect to the interpersonal traits of agreeableness and extraversion influences important negotiation processes and outcomes. Building on similarity-attraction theory, we articulate and demonstrate how being similarly high or similarly low on agreeableness and extraversion leads dyad members to express more positive emotional displays during negotiation. Moreover, because of increased positive emotional displays, we show that dyads with such compositions also tend to reach agreements faster, perceive less relationship conflict, and have more positive impressions of their negotiation partner. Interestingly, these results hold regardless of whether negotiating dyads are similar in normatively positive (i.e., similarly agreeable and similarly extraverted) or normatively negative (i.e., similarly disagreeable and similarly introverted) ways. Overall, these findings demonstrate the importance of considering the dyad’s personality configuration when attempting to understand the affective experience as well as the downstream outcomes of a negotiation. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2016 APA, all rights reserved) (Source: journal abstract)		To test how emotional displays and personality affects negotiation outcomes		Similarity-attraction theory		Negotiation dyad transcripts		220 participants		Positive emotional displays		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Used CATA variable to predict four outcomes						Wilson, K. S., DeRue, D. S., Matta, F. K., Howe, M., & Conlon, D. E. (2016). Personality similarity in negotiations: Testing the dyadic effects of similarity in interpersonal traits and the use of emotional displays on negotiation outcomes. Journal of Applied Psychology, 101(10), 1405 - 1421.

		Wolfe, Gephart, & Johnson		1993		Journal of Management		Computer-facilitated qualitative data analysis: Potential contributions to management research		Management		Review		The development of software programs designed to facilitate qualitative data analysis has proltferated recently. Despite their potential to contribute much to management research, very little concerning the use of such programs has appeared in the management literature. The purpose of this paper is to review the current state of computer-facilitated qualitative data analysis [CQDA] in order to contribute to its effective use by management researchers. In an effort to achieve this purpose we discuss why CQDA programs are proliferating, describe the potential of such programs to contribute to management research, address program capabilities and features, describe CQDA applications in management research, and review issues researchers should be aware of in considering the use of CQDA.		To promote the use of CATA																														Wolfe, R. A., Gephart, R. P., & Johnson, T. E. (1993). Computer-facilitated qualitative data analysis: Potential contributions to management research. Journal of Management, 19(3), 637-660.

		Wright & Nyberg		2017		Academy of Management Journal		An inconvenient truth: How organizations translate climate change into business as usual		Management		Qualitative		Climate change represents the grandest of challenges facing humanity. In the space of two centuries of industrial development, human civilization has changed the chemistry of the atmosphere and oceans, with devastating consequences. Business organizations are central to this challenge, in that they support the production of escalating greenhouse gas emissions but also offer innovative ways to decarbonize our economies. In this paper, we examine how businesses respond to climate change. Based on five in-depth case studies of major Australian corporations over a 10-year period (2005–2015), we identify three key stages in the corporate translation of climate change: framing, localizing, and normalizing. We develop a grounded model that explains how the revolutionary import of grand challenges is converted into the mundane and comfortable concerns of “business as usual.” We find that critique is the major driver of this process by continuously revealing the tensions between the demands of the grand challenge and business imperatives. Our paper contributes to the literature on business and the natural environment by identifying how and why corporate environmental initiatives deteriorate over time. More specifically, we highlight the policy limitations of a reliance on business and market responses to the climate crisis. 		To examine how organizations normalize climate change efforts		Grounded theory		Sustainability reports, web pages, and presentations from five case organizations; semi-structured interviews		70 interviews, 377 documents, and 1,819 web pages		Stages of corporate translation of climate change: framing, localizing, normalizing		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		7 second-order codes and 3 aggregate dimensions		Appears that both authors coded		Did not report agreements or other psychometric evidence										Wright, C., & Nyberg, D. (2017). An inconvenient truth: How organizations translate climate change into business as usual. Academy of Management Journal, 60(5), 1633-1661.

		Wright, Zammuto, & Liesch		2017		Academy of Management Journal		Maintaining the values of a profession: Institutional work and moral emotions in the emergency department		Management		Qualitative		Specialization within professions creates challenges for maintaining the macro-level values of the profession in the everyday work of specialists at the micro level inside organizations. By conducting a qualitative study of emergency-department physicians and their interactions with other hospital specialists, we show how specialists maintain professional values through two distinct processes of institutional work in which moral emotions--that is, emotions linked to the interests of others--play a key role. The first process is activated when a perceived episodic problem, which arises from value conflicts in interactions between different specialists, elicits transitory moral emotions that motivate institutional maintenance work through individual action. The second process is activated when a perceived systemic problem, which arises from conflict between professional values writ large and organizational practices, elicits moral emotions that are enduring and shared across specialists. These emotions mobilize collective action in institutional maintenance work that changes the organizational practice. By focusing on values as a source of conflict and a motive for professional action inside organizations, our model contributes a nuanced understanding to the everyday work of professionals and specialists and draws attention to emotion elicitors and emotional scope as affective mechanisms in processes of institutional work.		To examine how specialists maintain professional values through institutional work		Institutional work		Interview transcripts, observations		66 interviews, 720 hours of observation		Value maintenance work		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		4 types of episodic problems, 3 codes for maintenance work		Member checked their coding												Wright, A. L., Zammuto, R. F., & Liesch, P. W. (2017). Maintaining the values of a profession: Institutional work and moral emotions in the emergency department. Academy of Management Journal, 60(1), 200-237.

		Xie, Tosto, Lu, & Cho		2018		The Internet and Higher Education		Detecting leadership in peer-moderated online collaborative learning through text mining and social network analysis		Education		Quantitative & Qualitative		Structured tasks and peer-moderated discussions are pedagogical models that have shown unique benefits for online collaborative learning. Students appointed with leadership roles are able to positively affect the dynamics in their groups by engaging with participants, raising questions, and advancing problem solving. To help monitoring and controlling the latent social dynamics associated with leadership behavior, we propose a methodological approach that makes use of computational techniques to mine the content of online communications and analyze group structure to identify students who behave as leaders. Through text mining and social network analysis, we systematically process the discussion posts made by students from four sections of an online course in an American university. The results allow us to quantify each individual's contribution and summarize their engagement in the form of a leadership index. The proposed methodology, when compared to judgements made by experts who manually coded samples of the data, is shown to have comparable performances, but, being fully automated, has the potential to be easily replicable. The summary offered by the leadership index is intended as actionable information that can guide just-in-time interventions together with other tools based on learning analytics.		To examine leadership via text mining		Leadership theories; behavioral complexity theory		Student online discussion board posts		4,083 posts		Leadership		Did not report		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning		5 clusters								Human raters correlated with automatic ratings						Xie, K., Di Tosto, G., Lu, L., & Cho, Y. S. (2018). Detecting leadership in peer-moderated online collaborative learning through text mining and social network analysis. The Internet and Higher Education, 38, 9-17.

		Xu		2018		International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management		Does traveler satisfaction differ in various travel group compositions?: Evidence from online reviews 		Hospitality & Tourism		Quantitative & Qualitative		Purpose This study aims to investigate the online customer review behavior and determinants of overall satisfaction with hotels of travelers in various travel group compositions.Design/methodology/approach The author collected data from online reviews of travelers in various travel group compositions from 600 hotels in 100 of the largest cities in the USA from Booking.com and used latent semantic analysis (LSA) to identify the positive and negative factors from online reviews of travelers in various travel group compositions. Then, text regression was used to determine the influential factors of overall satisfaction of travelers in various travel group compositions.Findings It was found in this study that not all the positive and negative textual factors mined from travelers’ online reviews significantly influenced their overall satisfaction. In addition, the determinants of traveler satisfaction were different when travelers were in different travel group compositions.Research limitations/implications The author found similar online review behavior, but different basic, excitement and performance factors of travelers in different travel group compositions.Practical implications This study helps hoteliers understand customers’ perception of the specific attributes of their products and services, which provides a guideline for businesses to design the priority rule to improve these corresponding attributes and use market segmentation strategy when dealing with customers in different travel group compositions.Originality/value The author examined and compared the online review behavior and determinants of satisfaction using the factors mined from online reviews between travelers in various travel group compositions. This study combined customer ratings with textual reviews and predicted customer ratings from the factors extracted from textual reviews using LSA and text regression.		To test traveler review sentiment's relationship with satisfaction		Cognitive psychology theory; expectation disconfirmation theory; three-factor theory; multi-atribute theory; attribution theory; social impact theory		Online reviews of hotels from traveleres		2,887 reviews		Sentiment		RapidMiner Studio		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Concurrent: sentiment relating to satisfaction						Xu, X. (2018). Does traveler satisfaction differ in various travel group compositions? Evidence from online reviews. International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, 30(3), 1663-1685.

		Xu & Guo		2018		Communication Studies		Using Text Mining to Compare Online Pro- and Anti-Vaccine Headlines: Word Usage, Sentiments, and Online Popularity		Communication		Quantitative & Qualitative		This study aims to explore differences between health misinformation and true information by comparing word usage, sentiments, and online popularity between pro- and anti-vaccine headlines (PVHs and AVHs). Text mining and sentiment analysis showed that AVHs were more likely to use negative sentiment words and trust-related words. PVHs were more likely to use words related to positive sentiments. Anti-vaccine messages (AVMs) were more popular online than pro-vaccine messages (PVMs). AVMs’ online popularity was not related to its emotion words usage. Among PVMs, those with more positive sentiment words were more likely to be shared, commented on, and reacted to online. Wordclouds and word networks were created to visualize the word usage and clustering. Future directions regarding message design and automatic detection and analysis techniques are provided.		To analyze how words used in anti- and pro-vax headlines relate to sentiment and frequency of use				Headlines of online articles		2,067 website links		Sentiment		NRC; Python (used here only to data mine, not analyze)		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based								Showed relationship between anti-vax headlines and negative sentiment, pro-vax headlines and positive sentiment; also showed combination of words or "most common pairs of words" in each type of headline		Showed how individual words were related to the frequency of their presence in an anti-vax or pro-vax headline						Xu, Z., & Guo, H. (2018). Using Text Mining to Compare Online Pro-and Anti-Vaccine Headlines: Word Usage, Sentiments, and Online Popularity. Communication Studies, 69(1), 103-122.

		Yahav, Shehory, & Schwartz		2019		IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering		Comments Mining With TF-IDF: The Inherent Bias and Its Removal		Business & Technology		Quantitative & Qualitative		Text mining have gained great momentum in recent years, with user-generated content becoming widely available. One key use is comment mining, with much attention being given to sentiment analysis and opinion mining. An essential step in the process of comment mining is text pre-processing; a step in which each linguistic term is assigned with a weight that commonly increases with its appearance in the studied text, yet is offset by the frequency of the term in the domain of interest. A common practice is to use the well-known tf-idf formula to compute these weights. This paper reveals the bias introduced by between-participants’ discourse to the study of comments in social media, and proposes an adjustment. We find that content extracted from discourse is often highly correlated, resulting in dependency structures between observations in the study, thus introducing a statistical bias. Ignoring this bias can manifest in a non-robust analysis at best and can lead to an entirely wrong conclusion at worst. We propose an adjustment to tf-idf that accounts for this bias. We illustrate the effects of both the bias and correction with with seven Facebook fan pages data, covering different domains, including news, finance, politics, sport, shopping, and entertainment.		To illustrate bias by "between-participants' discourse" using tf-idf formula and propose an adjustment				Discussions in Facebook fan pages		Several million Facebook threads across 7 Facebook fan pages		Quanifying the bias		Did not report		Content analysis		Supervised Machine Learning																Yahav, I., Shehory, O., & Schwartz, D. (2019). Comments Mining With TF-IDF: The Inherent Bias and Its Removal. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, 31(3), 437-450.

		Yang, Yu, Liu, & Wu		2018		European Accounting Review		Corporate risk disclosure and audit fee: A text mining approach		Accounting		Quantitative & Qualitative		The aim of this study is to introduce an innovative text mining approach to assess firms' risks using unstructured textual disclosure from annual reports. Specifically, we use Natural Language Processing techniques to extract firms' self-identified risks including financial, strategic, operational, and hazard risks based on an enterprise risk management framework. We examine the association between these four risk measures derived from the risk factor section in 10-K filings and audit fees. The results show that audit fees are significantly and positively related to firm-specific financial, strategic, and operational risks, indicating the informativeness of corporate textual risk disclosures. This study provides direct support for the recent US reporting regulatory requirement of adding a new section on risk factors in corporate annual reports.		To identify firm risks and how they relate to firm strategies				Firm observations from existing database		11,607 firm-year observations fomr Compustat and CRSP database between 2003 and 2012		Risk		Did not report		Content analysis		Categorization-based		Categorized four types of risk: financial, strategic, operational, and hazard								Risk related to audit fees						Yang, R., Yu, Y., Liu, M., & Wu, K. (2018). Corporate risk disclosure and audit fee: a text mining approach. European Accounting Review, 27(3), 583-594.

		Yang,Lee, & Wu		2018		Cognitive Computation		Sentiment Discovery of Social Messages Using Self-Organizing Maps		Information Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		Introduction Predicting the sentiments and emotions of people from their texts is a critical issue in cognitive computing. The explosive growth of social network services has led to a tremendous increase of textual data, increasing the demand of the advanced analysis of these data. Sentiment analysis on textual social media data emerged in recent years to fulfill the needs of areas such as national security, business, politics, and economics; however, text messages from social networks are rather different from those of traditional text documents, especially in presentation style and lengths. Therefore, it is difficult but essential to develop an effective method to explore the sentiments of social messages. Methods In this study, we first applied a self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm to cluster social messages as well as sentiment keywords. An association discovery process was then applied to discover the associations between a message and some sentiment keywords, and the sentiment of a message was determined according to such associations. Results We performed experiments on collected Twitter messages and the results’ accuracy outperformed that of a similar approach. Conclusions A sentiment analysis approach based on SOMs was proposed. The associations between messages and keywords were derived using the proposed method. The novelty of this work arises from the adoption of association discovery process in sentiment analysis. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved)		To propose and test a "self-organizing map" algorithm to cluster messages according to sentiment		Statistical learning theory		Tweets		10,000 tweets (7,000 for training and 3,000 for test)		Sentiment		Did not report		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based				Used human raters for sentiment												Yang, H. C., Lee, C. H., & Wu, C. Y. (2018). Sentiment Discovery of Social Messages Using Self-Organizing Maps. Cognitive Computation, 10(6), 1152-1166.

		Yong, Tang, Cui, & Long		2018		Economic Computation and Economic Cybernetics Studies and Research		A text mining based study of investor sentiment and its influence on stock returns		IT		Quantitative & Qualitative		This paper studies a broad sample of investors' online opinion posts on the largest stock forum in China. Using text mining methods with data cleaning, text representation, feature extraction, and two-step sentiment classification, the paper identifies individual investor sentiment and complies an index. Further, the investor sentiment index is applied to Chinese stock market, and a relatively comprehensive analysis is proposed to study the relationship between investor sentiment and the CSI 300 stock index returns. Empirical results suggest prediction effect of investor sentiment on the stock market returns. Investor sentiment has short-term positive effects and medium-run reverse effects on stock market. The asymmetric effect that high investor sentiment gets more obvious influence on stock returns has also been found. We examine cumulative changes of investor sentiment to verify our main conclusion.		To examine how investor sentiments influence stock returns				Online stock forums		5,163,210 online posts		Investor sentiment		Did not report		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Predictive: used developed investor sentiment index to predict stock index returns						Yong, S. H. I., Tang, Y. R., Cui, L. X., & Wen, L. O. N. G. (2018). A text mining based study of investor sentiment and its influence on stock returns. Economic Computation & Economic Cybernetics Studies & Research, 52(1).

		York, Hargrave, & Pacheco		2016		Academy of Management Journal		Converging winds: Logic hybridization in the Colorado wind energy field		Management		Qualitative		This study explores the hybridization of field-level logics, a process that integrates previously incompatible logics within an organizational field. Through an inductive study of the wind energy field in Colorado, we find that logic hybridization resulted when social movement organizations (SMOs), electric utility firms, hybrid organizations, and policy makers variously responded to incompatibility between economizing and ecologizing logics. After compromise with electric utilities and efforts to justify wind power in economic terms failed to reduce the dominance of the economizing logic, SMOs switched tactics to promote the ecologizing logic. Once SMOs succeeded in altering the balance of power in the field, hybrid organizations then emerged to legitimize a new set of frames, practices, and arrangements that integrated the previously incompatible logics. Electric utility firms and policy makers then formalized and embedded the new hybridized logic in the field. Our findings suggest that the hybridization of field-level logics is a complex process in which organizational actions and field-level conditions recursively influence each other over time. This process is critical to understanding how entrepreneurs, firms, policy makers, and SMOs each contribute to the emergence of environmentally relevant sectors.		To examine the hybridization of field-level logics to reconcile economizing and ecologicing logics		Implicity theory of change		Interview transcripts, observation, newspaper articles, archival data		34 interviews with 30 people, 546 newspaper articles, 1,781 pages of archival data		Logic hybridization		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		13 second-order themes and 5 aggregated theoretical dimensions		Two authors coded and all three authors met regularly to discuss themes												York, J. G., Hargrave, T. J., & Pacheco, D. F. (2016). Converging winds: Logic hybridization in the Colorado wind energy field. Academy of Management Journal, 59(2), 579-610.

		Zavyalova, Pfarrer, Reger, & Shapiro		2012		Academy of Management Journal		Managing the message: The effects of firm actions and industry spillovers on media coverage following wrongdoing		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		We contribute to research on the management of social perceptions by considering the relative effectiveness of a firm's technical and ceremonial actions in managing media coverage after its own or its competitors' wrongdoing. We examine these relationships in the context of product recalls by U.S. toy companies over the ten-year period 1998-2007. As hypothesized, firms with higher levels of wrongdoing experience less positive media coverage; however, this decline is mitigated during periods of higher industry wrongdoing. Additionally, we find support for a negative spillover effect: the tenor of media coverage about a focal firm is less positive if others in its industry recall products. Further, technical actions help firms attenuate the negative effect of their own wrongdoing on the tenor of media coverage, whereas ceremonial actions amplify this effect. In contrast, ceremonial actions are more effective in attenuating the negative effect of industry wrongdoing on the tenor of media coverage about a focal firm.		To analyze the actions organizations take in managing media coverage after competitors' wrongdoing		Expectancy theory		News articles and blog posts		~37,500 articles		Tenor of media coverage		LIWC		Sentiment analysis		Dictionary-based										Used CATA variable as DV						Zavyalova, A., Pfarrer, M. D., Reger, R. K., & Shapiro, D. L. (2012). Managing the message: The effects of firm actions and industry spillovers on media coverage following wrongdoing. Academy of Management Journal, 55(5), 1079-1101.

		Zellmer-Bruhn & Gibson		2006		Academy of Management Journal		Multinational organization context: Implications for team learning and performance		Management		Quantitative & Qualitative		 Integrating and extending literature on international management and team effectiveness, we examined how macro context in multinational organizations (MNCs) influences work team learning and how team learning influences task performance and interpersonal relations. We examined these influences in a multimethod study of 115 teams in 20 subsidiaries of five MNCs. Controlling for micro contextual features, including team type, training, feedback, and autonomy, we found that organizational contexts emphasizing global integration reduced team learning, but those emphasizing responsiveness and knowledge management increased team learning. Team learning in turn positively influenced both task performance and the quality of interpersonal relations.		To test how context influences MNCs and how team learning influence task performance and interpersonal relations		Team learning related theory		Annual reports and interview transcripts		Number of annual reports unclear; interviews with 107 people		Global integration and local responsiveness		Nud.ist		Content analysis		Categorization-based		More of a deductive content analysis		Two raters for "local responsivness"						Predicted organizational learning						Zellmer-Bruhn, M., & Gibson, C. (2006). Multinational organization context: Implications for team learning and performance. Academy of management journal, 49(3), 501-518.

		Zundel, MacIntosh, & Mackay		2018		Organizational Research Methods		The utility of video diaries for organizational research		Management		Review		This article assesses the utility of video diaries as a method for organization studies. While it is frequently suggested that video-based research methodologies have the capacity to capture new data about the minutiae of complex organizational affairs, as well as offering new forms of dissemination to both academic and professional audiences, little is known about the specific benefits and drawbacks of video diaries. We compare video diaries with two established and ‘‘adjacent’’ methods: traditional diary studies (written or audio) and other video methods. We evaluate each in relation to three key research areas: bodily expressions, identity, and practice studies. Our assessment of video diaries suggests that the approach is best used as a complement to other forms of research and is particularly suited to capturing plurivocal, asynchronous accounts of organizational phenomena. We use illustrations from an empirical research project to exemplify our claims before concluding with five points of advice for researchers wishing to employ this method.		To present a how-to for using video diary methodology in research																														Zundel, M., MacIntosh, R., & Mackay, D. (2018). The utility of video diaries for organizational research. Organizational research methods, 21(2), 386-411.

		Zuzul		2019		Academy of Management Journal		“Matter Battles”: Cognitive Representations, Boundary Objects, and the Failure of Collaboration in Two Smart Cities		Management		Qualitative		In this paper, I present a longitudinal, ethnographic study of two “smart city” projects that brought together groups of experts from diverse knowledge domains. Both projects structured collaboration around the
development of tangible objects that could integrate the actors’ expertise and work. Often, deliverables like these can serve as boundary objects, or triggers for integration that allow actors to surface their differences and develop shared ideas. In both projects, however, the objects sparked conflicts that exacerbated rather than attenuated differences. I propose a process model exploring how and why the development of boundary objects can manifest as divisive conflict that derails collaboration. In both projects, extreme novelty gave rise to concept ambiguity, a lack of shared ideas about what smart cities were, and process ambiguity, a lack of shared ideas about how smart cities should be developed. Ambiguity led actors from diverse domains to form divergent cognitive representations about each project that shaped their ideas and preferences. As they developed boundary objects, actors made decisions that violated some cognitive representations, while reifying others into material outcomes. In this way, efforts to develop the objects manifest as matter battles: emotional, high-stakes conflicts about material outcomes that, over time, set the stage for collaboration failure. In advancing these ideas, I provide an alternative perspective to the literature on collaboration across boundaries, which primarily treats boundary objects as tools of integration rather than weapons of division.		To develop a process model of how collaborations fail		Grounded theory		Interview transcripts and observations		104 interviews (with 59 people), observations, 105 emails		Cognitions and emotions		Nvivo		Content analysis		Categorization-based		3 codes: ambiguity, "smart" representation, and "city" represention		Solo author only coder, but did provide model to 2 SMEs to validate it												Zuzul, T. (2018). “Matter Battles:” Boundary Objects and the Failure of Collaboration in Two Smart Cities. Academy of Management Journal.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































